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Preface 

How the Book is Organized 

The System Logic Library is intended for people who debug or modify the MVS 
control program. It describes the logic of most MVS control program functions 
that are performed after master scheduler initialization is complete. Refer to 
OS/VS2 System Initialization Logic for detailed information about the MVS 
control program prior to this point; to the OS/VS2 MVS Overview for general 
information about the MVS control program and the relationships among the 
components; and to the list of Corequisite Reading later in the preface to obtain 
the names of publications that describe components not included in the System 
Logic Library. 

The System Logic Library is comprised of eleven volumes. A copy of this preface, 
describing the organization and use of the book, can be found in each of the eleven 
volumes. Volume 1 contains the master table of contents and master index for the 
remaining volumes. Each of the other volumes contains its own index referring to 
the information in that particular volume; Volumes 2-10 each contain a table of 
contents. Volumes 2-10 describe the logic of the components in the MVS control 
program. Volume 11 contains module descriptions for all of the modules in the 
components documented in the System Logic Library. 

The information in Volumes 2 through 10 is organized alphabetically by section 
name. Each section contains information pertaining to one or more of the 
components in the MVS control program. A section contains more than one 
component when the components are closely related, frequently referenced at the 
same time, and not so large that they require a volume of their own. 

A three or four character mnemonic is associated with each section and used in the 
identification of aU figures, diagrams, and pages in that section. For example, the 
mnemonic ASM is associated with the section" Auxiliary Storage Management." 
AU figures in this section are identified as Figure ASM-n, all diagrams as Diagram 
ASM-n, and all pages as ASM-n, where n represents the specific figure, diagram, or 
page number. Whenever possible, existing component acronyms are used as the 
mnemonic for a section. The mnemonics have all been chosen so that they are in 
alphabetic order along with the fuD section name. The section names, the 
components included in each section (if a section contains more than one 
component), the mnemonics for the sections, and the volume and order number for 
each section are given in the table on page v. 

The order number for Volume 1 (containing the master table of contents and 
index) is SY28-0713; the order number for Volume 11 (containing the module 
descriptions) is LY28-1099. Please note that the order numbers are not 
consecutive. This has been done to allow for the expansion of existing se.ctions and 
the addition of the new sections. 
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In order to use this book efficiently, readers must be able to find the information 
that they need quickly; they must be aware of the types of information provided for 
each component; and they must know how to obtain additional information before 
referencing the System Logic Library. The following topics cover these points. 

Finding Information Using the Marter Index 

Readers who are not familiar with the organization of the System Logic Library can 
locate information by using the master index in Volume 1. All index entries in 
volume 1 specify a volume number in parenthesis~ followed by a page number. For 
Volumes 2-10, the page number consists of the mnemonic for the section and the 
page number; for Volume 11 (which contains the module descriptions), the page 
number consists of the volume number instead of a mnemonic and the page 
number. For example: 

(3) ASM-12 

(11) 11-15 

refers to Volume 3, the "Auxiliary Storage Management" section, page 
ASM-12. 
refers to Volume II, page II-IS. 

The volume number and section mnemonic are not repeated for successive 
references to the same section in a single entry in the master index; for example, 
(3) ASM-12, 17 refers to both pages 12 and 17. The volume number in 
parenthesis is not included in the individual index entries in Volumes 2-11, since all 
entries apply to the same volume. 

Finding Infonnation Using the Yo/rune Tides 

As readers become familiar with the section names. their mnemonics, and contents, 
they will not need to go to Volume 1, but will be able to use the individual indexes 
in each volume. They will be able to use the System Logic Library as they would an 
encyclopedia and go directly to the volume that they need. To help readers locate 
the correct volume, section mnemonics are included in the titles of Volume 2-,0. If 
a volume contains one section, the mnemonic for that section is specified; if a 
volume contains more than one section, the mnemonics for the first and last section 
in the volume are specified. For example: 

Volume 2 (ALC) 

Volume 6 (CSV-PCA) 

indicates that Volume 2 contains only the section identified by 
the mnemonic ALC (Allocation/Unallocatlon). 
Indicates that Volume 6 contains the sections Identified by the 
mnemonics CSV and PCA as well as all the sections that fall 
between them In alphabetical order. Therefore, volume 6 
contains the sections identified by the mnemonics CSV 
(Contents Supervision). CV1 (Converter/Interpreter), ENF 
(Event Notification Facility), INIT (Initiator/ Terminator), MSI 
(Master Subsystem/Subsystem interface), and PCA 
(PC/ AUTH Service Routines). 

The list of section names and mnemonics on page v of this preface is included in 
every volume and provides a quick reference to the mnemonics and the 
components included in each section. 
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Table of Section Names 

Volume 
Sectlou aad 

SectIoa Name MuemoaJe Order Namller 
AIIocation/Unallocation ALe Volume 2 

LY2S-1063 
Auxiliary Storage Management ASM Volume 3 
Checkpoint/Restart CHK LY28-1067 

Command Processing CMD Volume 4 
Includes: LY2S-1071 

Command Processing 
System Log 
Region Control Task 
System Component Address 

Space initialization 
Started Task Control 

Communications Task COM VolumeS 
LY28-107S 

Contents Supervision (Program Management) CSV Volume 6 
Converter/lnterpleter CVI LY28-1079 
Event Notif'lCation Facility ENF 
Inltiator/Terminator INIT 
Master Subsystem/Subsystem Interface: MSI 

Includes: 
Master Subsystem 
Subsystem Interface 
SW A Create Interface 
SWAManager 

PC/ AUTH Service Routines rcA 

Real Storage Maaagement RSM Volume 7 
Recovery Support (Recovery Management Support) RSP LY2S-10S3 

Includes: 
Machine Check Handler 
Power Warning Feature 
Channel Check Handler 
Dynamic Device Reconf"JgUration 
Missing Interrupt Handler 

Recovery Termination Management RN VolumeS 
Includes: LY2S-1087 

RNI 
RTM2 
DumpiDg Services 
SLIP 

Scheduler JCL Facility SCH Volume 9 
Supervisor Control SCTL LY28-1091 
System· t Facilities SMF 

System Resources Manager SRM Volume 10 
Task Management TASK LY2S-109S 
Timer Supervision TIME 
Virtual Storage Management VSM 

Note: TSO LOOON has been moved to OS/JlS2 TSO CDmmturd Prrx:eaJr 
Logic. Volume IY. 
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InlOl'llUltion Provided lor Each Component 
The following information is provided for each of the components 
described in the System Logic Library. 

1. An introduction that summarizes the component's function 

2. Module flow diagrams that show control flow between the 
component's object modules 

3. Control block overview diagrams that show significant fields and the 
chaining structure of the component's control blocks 

4. Method-of-operation diagrams (sometimes called HIPOs or logic 
diagrams) that describe the functional organization of a program 

5. Module descriptions that describe the operation of the modules 

Items 1 through 4 are located in Volumes 2-10 in the section pertaining to 
the component; item 5 is located in Volume 11. 

The following figure shows the symbols used in method-of-operation 
diagrams. The relative size and the order of fields in control block 
illustrations do not always represent the actual size and format of the 
control block. 

> 
---... 

t 

vi OS/VSl System Logic Library Volume II 

Key to Symbols Used in Method-of-Operadon Diagrams 

Primary processing - indicates major functional Dow. 

Secondary processing -- indicates functional Dow 
within a diagram. 

Data movement, modification, or use. 

Data reference - indicates the testing or reading 
of a data area to determine the 
course of subsequent processing. 

Pointer - indicates that a data area contains the 
address of another data area. 

Indirect pointer - indicates intermediate pointers 
have been omitted. 

Connector - indicates that a diagram is 
continued on the next page. 
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PIIIIu 1Il10 tile System Logk Llbtwy 

As a system programmer you might need additional information before 
referring to the System Logic Library. Other books in the Ubrary support 
debugging; understanding the information they provide can help you use 
the System Logic Library more efficiently. Possible problems and where to 
find helpful information follows. The exact titles of the microfiche 
pubUcations are provided under Corequisite Reading later in the preface. 

• If you need to know the detailed structure of a data area, refer to 
Data Areas (microfiche) or to Volumes 2 and 3 of the OS/VS2 System 
Programming Library: Debugging Handbook. You will fmd 
miscellaneous debugging information in Volume I of this publication. 

• If you are trying to determine which modules use or change a data 
area or field, refer to the Data Areas Usage Table (microfiche) or to 
the Symbol Usage Table (microfiche). 

• If you need to correlate CSECT names, aliases, and entry points of a 
load module, refer to the Directory (microfiche). 

• To determine what module issues a message or detects the error 
conditions documented in the message, refer to the appendix of 
OS/VS Message Library: VS2 System Messages. 

• To determine the meaning of an abend code and the module that 
detects or issues it, refer to OS/VS Message Library: VS2 System 
System Codes. 

• If you have not identified the failing component, refer to OS/VS2 
System Programming Lib1'jlry: DiIlgnostic Techniques, which documents 
a debugging methodology, including information on analyzing 
stand-alone dumps. Diagnostic Techniques also contains diagnostic 
information for some components. 

Co requisite Reading 
Prerequisite information can be found in: 

• OS/VS2 MVS Overview, GC2S-09S4 

Other pubUcations that support the task of debugging are: 

• For MVS/SP-JES2 Release 2: 
Data Areas, LYBS-IOSI (microfiche) 
Data Areas Usage Table, LYBS-IOS2 (microfiche) 
Directory, LYBS-IOS3 (microfiche) 
Symbol Usage Table, LYBS-IOS4 (microfiche) 

• For MVS/SP-JES3 Release 2: 
Data Areas, LYBS-IOSS (microfiche) 
Data Areas Usage Table, L YBS-IOS6 (microfiche) 
Directory, LYBS-IOS7 (microfiche) 
JES3 Messages, GC23-0044 
Symbol Usage Table, LYBS-IOSS (microfiche) 

• OS/VS Message Library: VS2 System Codes, GC3S-looS 
• OS/VS Message Library: VS2 System Messages, GC3S-loo2 
• OS/VS2 System Programming Library: MVS Diagnostic Techniques, 

GC2S-0nS 
• OS/VS2 System Programming Library: Debugging Handbook, Volumes 

I, 2, and 3, GC2S-I047, GC2S-I04S, and GC2S-I049 
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The following publications provide logic information for components not 
described in the System Logic Library: 

• Global resource - OS/VS2 Global Resource Serialization Logic, 
serialization LY28-1059 

• I/O supervisor - OS/VS2 I/O Supervisor Logic, SY26-3823 
• IES2 - JES2 Logic, L Y24-6006 
• IES3 - JES3 Logic, L Y24-6005 

• RMF - OS/VS2 MVS Resource Measurement Facility 
(RMF) Program Logic Manual, LY28-0923 

• System initialization - OS/VS2 System Initialization Logic, LY28-1050 
• TCAM - OS/VS2 TCAM Level 10 Logic, SY30-3032 
• TSO LOGON - OS/VS2 TSO Command Processor Logic Volume 

IV, SY28-Q652 

• VTAM - OS/VS2 MVS VTAM Logic, SY28-0621 

The following publications are referenced for specific components: 

• Checkpoint/restart 
• Dumping services 

• SMF 

• SRM 

• Virtual Fetch 

- OS/VS2 MVS CheckpOint/Restart, GC26-3877 
- OS/VS2 MVS System Programming Library: 

Service Aids, GC28-0674 
- OS/VS System Management Facilities, 

GC28-1030 
- OS/VS2 System Programming Library: 

Initialization and Tuning Guide, GC28-1029 
- OS/VS2 System Programming Library: Job 

Management, GC28-0627 

Note: These titles are sometimes used in abbreviated form in the text. 
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Summary of Amendments 

Summary of Amendments 
for LY1S-I099-1 
MVS!System Product Release 3.3 

This edition incorporates changes to the module descriptions in support of 
MVS/System Product Release 3.3. 

Summary of Amendments 
for LYl8-1099-O 
as Updated June 30, 19S1 
by Technical Newsletter LN1S-5011 

Module descriptions of new and changed modules for MVS System Product 
Release 3.2 have been updated. 

Summary of Amendments 
for LY18-1099-0 
as Updated December 30,1981 
by Technical Newsletter LN18-4991 

This newsletter contains an updated module description of ILRPREAD. 

Summary of Amendments ix 
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Module Descriptions 

This section contains descriptions of the object 
modules that perform the scheduler and supervisor 
functions for the MVS operating system. The 
description of each object module includes: 

• A summary of the operation of the module 
• The names of the modules that pass control to it 
• The names of the modules that receive control from 

it 

The module descriptions are arranged a1phamerically 
by module name. If there are two names in a title, the 
first is the CSECT name and the second (in 
parentheses) is the assembler module name. If there is 
only one name in the title, it is the name of both the 
CSECT and the assembler module. 

Module Descriptions 11-1 



CSVVFCRE - VIrtual Fetch IDltlaUzatlOD Module 

Opel'fllitHt: CSVVFCRE builds the virtual fetch control 
block (VPCB) in the common service area (CSA) and 
sets up a cross memory environment for the virtual 
fetch service address space. CSVVFCRE then builds 
the virtual fetch hash table and the virtual fetch V10 
data set. Using the data sets provided by the user. 
virtual fetch reformats and validates the directory 
entries (DEs) before placing them in the virtual fetch 
hash table. CSVVFCRE places the user-provided load 
modules into the V10 data set. When fmished. each 
entry in the hash table contains the location of a load 
module in the V10 data set. CSVVFCRE is a 
never-ending task. CSVVFCRE enters a wait state 
until the operator either reexecutes CSVVFCRE (via a 
cross memory post from CSVVFRSH) or cancels 
CSVVFCRE. 

EIIIeIr!d timIc/t: Started task control. 

ExIt to: None. 

CfIIW 1fRIti .. : CSVVFCRI. lEA V AMSI, ILRGOS. 

CSVVFCRI - VIrtual Fetch Module Formatter 

()pemJion: CSVVFCRE calls CSVVFCRI to reformat 
a load module that CSVVFCRE provides. 
CSVVFCRI reads the TXT records into a buffer. 
CSVVFCRI then reformats the TXT and RLD data 
and copies this data into the V10 window. 
CSVVFCRI converts the directory entry (DE) for ~ 
module into the virtual fetch hash table format and 
places the reformatted DE in the hash table. Since 
CSVVFCRE can access the window, CSVVFCRI only 
returDs a return code stating whether the reforma~ 
was successful. 

EIItry I,.,.: CSVVFCRE. 

&it to: Caller. 

CSVVFGET - VIrtual Fetch Module ObtaIn Routine 

()pemJion: Callers use CSVVFGET to bring a module 
into storage from virtual fetch's read-only V10 data set 
and to pass control to the requested 

module. CSVVFGET validates the caller's input. 
issues a call to CSVVFTCH to bring the module into 
storage. issues a SYNCH SVC to the module. and 
cleans up. 

11-2 OS!VS2 System Logic Library Volume 11 
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For entry point CSVVFGET: Users of virtual 
fetch. 

For entry point CSVVFRM: CSVVFIND. 
CSVVFTCH (to issue the FREEMAINs for 
module and VCBs storage). 

For entry point CSVVFGES: RTM. 

For entry point CSVVFRR: RTM. 

ExIt to: Caller. 

Enor edt: RTM 

ClllIed I'tRlIiIw. CSVVFIND. CSVVFTCH. 

CSVVFIND - VIrtual Fetch Bun.D and FIND Routine 

()pemJion: Callers use CSVVFIND to build a VFWK to 
represent a module accessible by virtual fetch. Callers 
also use CSVVFIND to detemiine if a VFWK exists 
and, if necessary, to initialize the VFWK. CSVVFIND 
validates the parameter list, performs initialization, and 
searches for the VFWK. If the caller requested the 
BtmD function and the VFWK already exists, 
CSVVFIND returns to the caller; if the VFWK does 
not exist, CSVVFIND creates one, initializes it, and 
chains it to the VFWK chain. If the caller requested 
the FIND function, CSVVFIND fmds the VFWK and 
chec~ to see if the VFDE data in the VFWK needs to 
be refreshed. (CSVVFIND calls CSVVFSCH to 
perform the VFWK refresh operation.) 

For entry point CSVVFIND: User of the virtual 
fetch service. 

For entry point CSVVFORK: CSVVFGET, 
CSVVFIND. 

For entry point CSVVFFES: RTM. 

ExIt to: Caller. 

Error edt: RTM. 

CIIIIed 1fIIIihIt:J: CSVVFSCH, CSVVFGET. 
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CSVVFMEM - VIrtual Fetch Memory TermlDation 
MaDager 

o,er.tion: During termination of the virtual fetch 
service address space, CSVVFMEM indicates in the 
VFCB that virtual fetch is not active. During 

. termination of job step task, CSVVFMEM clears the 
pointer in the ASXB (ASXBVFVT) to the virtual fetch 
control blocks, located in the user's address space. 

Entry 11fJIfI: lEA VTMMT, lEA VTSKT. 

&it to: Caller. 

CSVVFRSH - VIrtual Feteh Refresh Module 

o,er.tion: CSVVFRSH issues a cross memory post to 
CSVVFCRB to refresh the modules maintained by 
virtual fetch. If unable to issue the cross memory post 
(because a refresh is currently executing or virtual fetch 
is inactive), CSVVFRSH issues a WTO SVC (SVC 35) 
to inform the operator. 

BIIIry 11'fIIII: Dispatcher. 

&it to: Caller. 

CSVVFSCH - VIrtual Feteh Search Routine 

Note: CSVVFSCH and CSVVFCRB must be link 
edited into the same load module so that CSVVFCRB 
is able to set up a cross memory entry table containing 
CSVVFSCH. 

()pertItJon: CSVVFIND caUs CSVVFSCH when it 
needs to refresh the VFDE data in a virtual fetch entry 
point work area (VPWK.) in the user's address space. 
(The VPWK. is the local control block for a module 
maintained by virtual fetch.) CSVVFSCH searches the 
virtual fetch hash table for the virtual fetch directory 
entry (VFDE) for the requested module. If found, 
CSVVFSCH returns the VFDE data to CSVVFIND 
(in the user's address space). CSVVFIND needs to call 
CSVVFSCH the fint time it uses the FIND function 
and whenever the copy of the module located by the 
VPWK. is obsolete and needs to be refreshed. 

Entry 11'OIR: CSVVFIND. 

&it to: Caller. 

CSVVFTCH - Module-obtaln Routine for VIrtual 
Feteh 

Opertllion: CSVVFGET caUs CSVVFTCH to obtain a 
copy of a module. CSVVFTCH obtains sufficient 
storage for the module and the VIO control blocks 
(VCBs), initializes the CDE and extent list (XTLST) 
for the module, loads a fresh copy of the module from 
virtual fetch's VIO data set, and relocates the module's 
address constants (ADCONs). 

&it to: Caller 

OIIW 1'fRItina: lEA V AMSI. 

ICFBDFOO - PWF Maddne Cheek Handler 
Appendage 

opemt/on: This module determines the severity of a 
power disturbance. If the power supply is in jeopardy, 
it transfers real storage to a disk. 

BIIIry ItoIII: IGFPMCD:I at entry point ICFDBEOO. 

SecontIJIry MIry pobrI: ICFBDE99. This entry point is 
returned to by the user-provided code when a dump of 
real storage is warranted. 

&it to: Disabled wait state if the power warning is 
serious; IGFPMCD:I if the power warning is false, if 
the Power Warning Feature is not supported, or if 
requested by the user-provided code. 

IEAFI'EED - EED Control Bloek Format Module 

opemt/on: This module formats the EED passed in the 
parameter list and summarizes the bit flags. It sends 
back a return code to its caller indicating failure or 
success in formatting. 

Exit to: CaDer. 

IEAFfESA - ALIAS Entry In IEAFI'R1'2 

IEAFI'FRR - ALIAS Entry In IEAFI1HS 
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IEAFTIHS - UlSA-FRRS Control Block Format 
Module 

Openztion: This module formats the IHSA or FRRS 
passed in the parameter list. It also formats the RT1 W 
which is embedded in both the IHSA and FRRS. It 
then summarizes the bit flags from the RT1 W and 
passes back the address of the EED pointed to by the 
RTIW. It also sends back a return code to its caller 
indicating failure or success in formatting. 

Entry from: lEA VTFMT at all entry points. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IEAFfRTC - ALIAS Entry in IEAFl'SCB 

IEAFfRT1- RTMlWA-ESA-SDWA Format Module 

operation: This module formats the RTM2WA passed 
in the parameter list, summarizes the important fields 
of the RTM2W A, and summarizes the bit flags. It also 
summarizes the bit flags from the ESA of the related 
SVRB and the registers at the time of error from the 
SDWA. The RTM2WA entry point also returns the 
address of the related SVRB to the caller. Each entry 
point invoked sends a return code to its caller 
indicating success or failure in formatting. 

Entry from: lEA VTFMT at all entry points. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IEAFI'SCB - SCB-RTCT Control Block Format 
Module 

Operation: This module formats the SCB or RTCT 
passed in the parameter list. It summarizes the bit flags 
in the SCB. It also sendS a return code to its caller 
indicating success or failure. 

Entry from: lEA VTFMT at all entry points. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IEAFl'SDW - ALIAS Entry in IEAFrRTl 

IEASMFEX - SMF EXCP Counter Routine 

Operation: This module is entered to count all EXCPs 
into the TCTIOT and the OUCB. 

Entry from: I/O drivers. 

Exit to: Caller. 
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IEASMFSP - SMF Suspend/Reset Interface Module 

Opemtion: This module provides SMF with an interface 
to the suspend/reset functions residing in the nucleus. 
The entry code indicates which function is requested. 

Entry from: IEEMB830 (suspend), IEEMB825 (reset), 
IEEMB834 (reset). 

Exit to: Dispatcher, for suspend. Caller, for reset. 

Called routilll!S: IEAVSUSQ, lEA VRSET (entry points 
in lEA VEPC, the PCFLIH). 

IEATLEXT - SMF Tune Limit Extension 

Openztion: This module is entered if a job, job step, or 
wait-time limit has expired. It interfaces with the SMF 
user's exit routine, IEFUTL. If the exit grants an 
extension, lEA TLEXT extends the expired limit by the 
amount specified by the exit. If the exit does not grant 
an extension, lEA TLEXT will abend the expired task 
with a code 322 for a job or job step limit expiration, 
or 522 for a wait-time limit expiration. 

Entry from: Dispatcher (lEA VEDSO). 

Exit to: Dispatcher (lEA VEDSO). 

IEAVIOS1-IOSl Console Device Support Processor 

Operation: This module performs the following 
functions for a 1052 printer-keyboard, 3210 console 
printer-keyboard, 3215 console printer-keyboard, or 
3213 console printer used as a console: 

• Opens the device as a console. 

• Initiates a read operation to read a command from 
the console. 

• After a read operation completes successfully, 
passes the command to command processing (SVC 
34). 

• Initiates a write operation to write messages to the 
console. 

• After a write operation completes successfully, 
updates the console queue. 

• When the device is to be removed from console 
status, closes the console. 
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Entry /l'0III: lEA VVCTR. 

ExJtto: 

• lEA VSWCH if an I/O error occurs or the console 
cannot be opened. 

• Issuer of SVC 72, otherwise. 

lEA V1443 -1443 CoDSOle Device Support Processor 

Opet'tltion: This module performs the following 
functions for a 1443 printer, 1403 printer, or 3211 
printer used either as the output portion of a composite 
console or as an output-only console: 

• Opens the printer as an output console. 

• Uses BSAM to write WTO and WTOR messages to 
the console. 

• After a write operation completes successfully, 
updates the console. 

• When the printer is to be removed from console 
status, closes the console. 

Entry /l'0III: lEA VVCTR. 

Exit to: 

• lEA VS,WCH if an I/O error occurs or the console 
cannot be opened. 

• Issuer of SVC 72, otherwise. 

lEA V2540 - 25.40 CoDSOle Device Support Processor 

Opendion:This module performs the following functions 
for a 2540 card reader punch, 2501 card reader, 2520 
card reader punch, 3505 card reader, or 3525 card 
punch used as the input portion of a composite console: 

• Opens the device as an input console. 

• Uses BSAM to read a command from the console. 

• After a read operation completes successfully, 
passes the command to command processing (SVC 
34). 

• When the device is to be removed from console 
status, closes the console. 

Entry /l'0III: lEA VVCTR. 

Exit to: 

• IEAVSWCH if an I/O error occurs or the console 
cannot be opened. 

• Issuer of SVC 72, otherwise. 

lEA V ADFM - User Formatter CSECT 

opet'lltion: This module contains no executable code, 
only installation formatter names. 

Entry /mm: Not called. 

ExIt to: Not applicable. 

lEA V ADOA - DIsplay SQA and LSQA 

Openztion: This module displays the allocated SQA and 
LSQA. 

Entry /l'0III: lEA V ADOl via BALR. 

Exit to: lEA V ADOl. 

lEA V ADOB - Display LPA, JPA, and Active SVC 
Modules 

Openztion: This module conditionally displays those 
LPA/JPA modules that are on the active RB queue or 
load list of the task being dumped, and the active SVC 
modules for the task. 

Entry /l'0III: lEA V ADOI via BALR. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA V ADOC - Supervisor Trace FormattfDg 

Opet'tltion: This module displays the supervisor trace 
table. 

Entry /l'0III: lEA V ADOI via BALR. 

ExJt to: Caller. 

IEAV ADOD - DWplay Allocated Space Witbin User 
Subpools 

Opendion: This module displays allocated space in user 
subpools subpool252. . 

Entry from: lEA V ADOI via BALR. 
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Exit to: Caller. 

lEA V ADOE - Display SW A 

opertl1ioll: This module displays allocated space in the 
SW A. This module is also called to display subpools 
229 and 230 when LSQA is requested. 

Entry /l'0III: lEA V ADOI via BALR. 

ExIt to: Caller. 

lEA V ADOF - Display SNAP 

OpetrlJion: This module displays the storage represented 
by the list supplied by the caller. This module also adds 
headers to the storage list if supplied by the user. 

Entry /l'0III: lEA V ADOI via BALR. 

ExIt to: Caller. 

lEA VADOO - SVC 51 

Opertl1ioll: This module identifies the function 
requested (SNAP or SVC DUMP) and routes control 
to the corresponding routine. The SVC DUMP 
ROUTINE is contained in the module. 

Entry I,.,,: SVC m. 

Exit to: Exit routine. 

ExIt-emH'! Abend caller. 

lEA V ADOI - SNAP MaIoUne 

opertlliM: This module gets storage for, and initializes, 
buffers, and validity checks SNAP parameter list. It 
also routes control to the appropriate functional display 
routine, displays an index of the dump, and cleans up 
after all indicated areas have been displayed. 

Entry /,.,,: lEA V ADOO via BALR. 

ExIt to: lEA V ADOO. 

lEA V ADOl - Header, PSW Formatting 

OJllllYllion: This module formats and prints the dump 
ID, jobname, stepname. time, and completion code. 

Entry I,.,,: lEA V ADOI via BALR. 

Exit to: Caller. 
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lEA V AD03 -. Control Blocks I 

Optll'lllion: This module formats and prints the ASCB, 
TCB, RBS, LLES, CDES, extent lists, and the TlOT 
for the task being dumped .. 

Entry IIYJIII: lEA V ADOI via BALR. 

&It to: Caller. 

lEA V ADOS - Control Blocks D 

OpetrlJion: This module formats and displays the VMM 
blocks (SPQE, DQE, and FQE), the IQE. PQE, FBQE 
queues, and the TCB summary. 

Entry 1l'0III: lEA V ADOI via BALR. 

&It to: Caller. 

lEA V AD07 - Display Save Areas 

OJllllYllion: This module provides the display of user 
save areas. 

Entry I,.,,: lEA V ADOI via BALR. 

&It to: Caller. 

lEA V ADOI - SNAP, TCAM, GTF, VSAM, Shared 
Resources Interface Module, and InstaDatlOn Formatters 

Optll'lllion: This module is responsible for the interfaces 
to the SNAP, TCAM) GTF, VSAM, shared resources 
formatting routines, and installation format routines. 

Entry /,.,,: lEA V ADOI via BALR. 

ExIt to: lEA V ADOl, IBGDSNAP via BALR for 
GRSQ, IDA019SA via BALR for VSAM, IGAOEOSA 
via LOAD and BALR for TCAM, IGCOFOSA via 
LOAD and BALR for GTF, IGC090SA via LOAD 
and BALR for shared resources. ISTRAFDI via 
LOAD and BALR for VTAM, and installation format 
routines whose names appear in the format CSECT, 
lEA V ADFM via BALR. 

lEA V ADO, - Display Nucleus and PSA 

0ptlI'IIIi0n: This module displays the control program 
nucleus and PSA. 

Entry I,.,,: lEA VDOI via BALR. 
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Exit to: Caller. 

lEA V ADIO - Display PSW and Registers 

0pmnI0n: This module conditionally formats and prints 
the PSW, n.c, and interruption code, and displays the 
registers at entry to SNAP or ABEND. 

EIItry /ffIIII: lEA V ADOI via BALR. 

Brit to: Caller. 

lEA V ADII - SNAP Output Routines 

Opt!l'lllion: This module writes the lines of the dump on 
the output device. 

Entry point lEA V AD21 forces output of any 
records remaining in buffer after the dump is 
complete. 

Entry point lEA V AD81 is the interface between 
the subsystem formatting routines and the output 
module lEA V ADl1. 

Entry /ffIIII: lEA V ADOI via BALR. 

Exit to: CaUer. 

IEAVAD31- SNAP Format and Format 01 Routines 

Operation: This module unpacks data into the output 
line while it associates a label with each piece of data. 

Entry point lEA V AD31 converts the data to 
decimal notation and unpacks it into the output line 
associating labels with the fields. It also aUows an 
indentation factor to the location in an output line 
where the data is to be placed. 

Entry point lEA V AD41 performs the same 
functions as lEA V AD31 except that no indentation 
factor is anticipated in the layout line. 

&try /ffIIII: Caller via BALR. 

Brit to: Caller. 

Errorexlt: RTM via on x'OC4' abend after an 
unexpected UPR occurs. 

lEA V ADSI - SNAP Format 10 and Format II 
Routines 

OJll!l'tllltHI: Format 20 translates the line into printable 
characters and unpacks three bytes of data into the 
beginning of the line. Fonnat 22 unpacks up to four 
bytes of data into any positions of the line. 

For entry point lEA V ADSI - fonnat 20 routine: 
lEA V AD71 via BALR. 

For entry point lEA V AD61 - format 22 routine: 
lEA V AD71 via BALR. 

Brit to: IEAVAD71. 

Enw exit lEA V AD71 with register 15 set to 8. 

lEA V AD71 - SNAP Format Router 

OpertItlon: This routine controls the routing of other 
format routines to produce the print line that consists 
of the address of the data, the hex representation, and 
the EBCDIC translation of the data at that location. 

Entry /l'0III: lEA V AD03, lEA V ADOB, lEA V ADOD via 
BALR. 

Brit to: Caller. 

Error exit: Caller with a return code of eight if the 
space for a save area is not available, or RTM with an 
X'OC4' abend if an unexpected UPR occurs. 

lEA V AMSI - VIO ServIces Interface 

Operation: This module manipulates page and external 
page tables and page frame table entries (PFrEs) for 
the virtual block processor (VBP) in support of VIO 
data sets. 

Entry /l'0III: The virtual block processor (VBP). 

Britto: VBP. 

lEA V AROO - RCf lnitialization/Termination 

OpertItlon: This module perfonns address space 
initialization functions for a new address space and 
attaches the dump task and started task control. When 
a task terminates, this module frees address space 
resources before termination and detaches the dump 
task and the started task control task. 
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For entry point lEA V AROO: lEA VEMIN. 

For entry point lEA V AERO: lEA VT ASI. 

Erit to: Caller. 

IEAVAROI - ReI' Common Processing 

Opewztion: This modules routes control within the RCT 
modules to wait for a functional request in the quiesce 
module and passes control to other routines to perform 
the requested functions. These functions are performed 
until a termination request is received. this module then 
returns control. 

Entry/rom: 

For entry point lEA V AR01: lEA V AROO. 

For entry point lEA V ARIA: lEA VTRT2. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VAROl - Quiesce Routine 

Opewztion: This module waits for a functional request to 
be posted and determines the function requested. H 
posted by SRM. this module either prepares an address 
.for swap-out. or verifies that all tasks under the RCT 
are in long wait prior to returning. H a swap-out is 
possible. this module breaks active addressing binds to 
the address space and prohibits new ones. H po.sted for 
a termination or attention exit request, this module 
returns control. 

For entry point lEA V AR02: lEA V AROI. 

For entry point lEA V AFR2: lEA VTRTS. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: lEA VEBBR. lEA VESPM. 
IEAVSOUT. IEAVWAIT. 

lEA V AR03 - Restore Routine 

Operation: This module either prepares an address 
space for execution after swap-in or handles quiesce 
backout processing. 
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Entry/rom: 

For entry point lEA V AR03: lEA V AROI. 

For entry point lEA V AR3A: lEA VTASI. 

For entry point lEA V APR3: lEA VTRTS .. 

Exit to: 

For entry points lEA V AR03 and lEA V AR3A: 
IEAVAROl. 

For entry point lEA V APR3: lEA VTRTS. 

lEA V AR04 - Attention Exit Scheduler Routine 

Opewztion: This module determines the attention level 
to be scheduled and schedules the associated attention 
exit. 

Entry/rom: 

For entry point lEA V AR04: lEA V AROI. 

For entry point lEA V APR4: lEA VTRTS. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA V AROS - Attention Exit Prolog Routine 

Opewztion: This module acts as a front end of the user 
attention exit. It issues TPUT or TGET to the terminal, 
creates and initializes the TAlE, and goes to the 
attention exit in the user's key and state. 

For entry point lEA V AR05: lEA VEDSO. 

For entry point lEA V ART5: lEA VTRT2. 

For entry point lEA V AFR5: lEA VTRTS. 

Eritto: 

For entry points lEA V AR05 and lEA V ART5: 
User attention exit or lEA VEOR. 

For entry point lEA V APR5: Caller. 
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IEAVAR06 - Attention Exit Epilog Routine 

Operation: This module acts as a resource manager for 
the T AXE queue. It frees the TAlE, restarts the 
subtasks of the TCB for which the attention exit has 
completed, performs housekeeping on the T AXE 
queue, and updates the available T AXE count. 

Entry from: 

For entry point lEA V AR06: lEA VEOR. 

For entry point IEAVAFR6: lEA VTRTS. 

Erit to: Caller. 

lEA VAR07 - Attention Exit Purge Routine 

OpetYltion: This module acts as a resource manager for 
the T AXE queue. It is entered at task termination time 
so that inactive TAXEs for the terminating TCB can be 
dequeued. In addition to the T AXE queue 
housekeeping, this module updates the available TAXE 
count. 

Entry from: 

For entry point lEA V AR07: lEA VTSKT. 

For entry point lEA V APR7: lEA VTRTS. 

exit to: Caller. 

lEA V AXOO - STAX SVC Service Routine 

Operation: This routine creates, maintains, and releases 
terminal attention exit elements (TAXEs) which 
contain information for scheduling terminal attention 
exits. These TAXEs are queued from the Region 
Control Task Data Area (RCID) as they are created. 

Entry from: 

For entry point IGC0009F: lEA VESVC. 

For entry point STXFRR: lEA VTRTS. 

Exit to: 

For entry point IGCOO09F: lEA VEOR. 

For entry point STXFRR: Caller. 

lEA VBLDP - Build QuickceU Pool 

Opertltion: This module creates, extends, or recovers 
(reformats) a quick-cell pool. 

Entry from: IEABLDP. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IEAVCARR - Functional Recovery Routine for Module 
IEAVGCAS 

Opemtion: This module attempts to clean up and 
recover from the following error situations encountered 
in module lEA VGCAS: program checks, machine 
checks, abends, percolation from a subordinate FRR, 
and operator restarts. 

Entry from: 

For entry point lEA VFCARR, lEA VTTRR, and 
lEA VFARR: lEA VTRTS. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IEAVCKEY - Change Storage Key 

Opertltion: This module changes the storage key and 
fetch protection for virtual pages allocated from the 
problem program subpools. 

Entry from: A supervisor state routine executing under 
protection key zero by branch entry only. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VCKRR - Functional Recovery Routine for module 
IEAVCKEY 

Operation: This module attempts to recover from 
program checks and machine checks encountered in 
module lEA VCKEY by restoring the original storage 
key of those pages changed. 

Entry from: RTM routine lEA VTRTS. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VCSEG - Create Segment 

Operation: This module performs one of the following 
functions for one or more segments at a time: 

• Initializes a segment table entry and its associated 
page table 
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• Initializes a segment table entry and its associated 
page table. the external page table associated with 
the page table. and an entry in the SWAP control 
table (SPCT) for this segment 

For entry point lEA VCSEG: lEA VNP08 and 
IEAVGMOO. 

For entry point lEA VCSGB: lEA VEQR. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VC700 - Communications Task Command Queuer 

OptJl'tllion: This module queues a command for 
execution by the communications task. ensuring that 
the command executes in the communications task's 
address space and under its TCB. After the command 
is processed, this module dequeues the command. 

Entry from: lEA VMQWR, IEE6703D. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VDELP - Delete Qulckcell Pool 

OptJl'tllion: This module deletes all or part of a quickcell 
pool. 

Entry from: lEA VDELP. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VDLAS - Delete Address Space 

Operation: This module makes available real storage 
manager resources associated with a terminating 
address space. It also contains the SRB purge exit for 
all RSM SRBs. 

For entry point lEA VDLAS: lEA VTERM. 

For entry point IEAVSRBP: lEA VEPDO or 
IEAVTMMT. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VDSEG - Destroy Segment 

Opemtion: This module destroys one segment table 
entry by invalidating it. 
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Entry from: lEA VRELS and lEA VEQR. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VEACO - ASCB Dispatching Queue Manipulation 
Routine 

OptllYltion: This routine moves an ASCB to a new 
dispatching priority, adds an ASCB to a specified 
priority, or deletes a specified ASCB from the 
dispatching queue. 

For.erttry point lEA VEACO: Memory 
create/delete, SRM, and swap out/in. 

For entry point lEA VEAC3: RTM, for functional 
recovery routine processing. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VEATO - ATIACH Service Routine 

()pemtion: This module creates a new' task as a subtask 
of an existing task. A IT ACH can also set an indicator 
in a TCB for LINK, recover the TCB dispatching 
queue for RTM, and save error information for RTM 
when the ATTACH FRR has not yet been entered. 

For entry point IGC0004B: SVC interrupt handler 
to create a TCB, an XSB, and an SVRB. 

For entry point IGC043Rl: The dispatcher to 
obtain and initialize save area that LINK uses for 
the TCB being attached. 

For entry point IGC042R2: RTM to ensure that 
the FRR is in the correct address space and has not 
been used. 

For entry point IGC042ES: RTM to save error 
information in the SDWA VRA. 

Exit to: 

For entry point IGC0004B: Exit prolog to return 
control to the caller before reentering ATTACH at 
IGC042Rl. 

For entry point IGC042Rl: LINK (IEAQCS01). 
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For entry point IGC042R2: RTM. 

For entry point IGC042ES: RTM. 

lEA VERBR - Bind Break Service Routine 

opertllion: This module is called in two situations: 

• When a module changes the cross memory 
environment (the AX, LX, or LT) of an address 
space, it calls rnA VEBBR to determine if the 
change made the cross memory environment of any 
online processor invalid. If it did, the unit of work 
on that processor is abended. If a processor's cross 
memory environment is still valid, rnA VEBBR 
ensures that the processor's cross memory control 
registers contain current information. 

• When an address space can no longer be accessed 
in cross memory mode, the module handling the 
situation calls rnA VEBBR to mark the address 
space invalid for cross memory access and to break 
all active binds to the address space. If any online 
processor's primary or secondary address space is 
the same as the address space that is no longer 
accessible, the unit of work on that processor is 
abended. 

Entry/rom: 

For entry point rnA VEBBR: A module that 
changes the cross memory environment of an 
address space. 

For entry point rnA VEBB2: rnA VEES. 

Exit to: Caller. 

CIIIled I'fJIItines: rnEVEXSN and rnA VECMS at entry 
point rnA VLACB. 

lEA VECHO - CHAP Service Routine 

Optllfltion: This module alters the dispatching priority of 
a task. 

Entry from: SVCllI, at entry point IGC044. 

Exit to: EXIT prolog (rnA VEEXP) to force 
dispatcher-entry. 

lEA VECMS - CMSET Service Routine 

Opet'tllion: This module performs the following services 
to satisfy the macro indicated: 

• Establishes a specified address space as both the 
caller's primary and secondary address space 
(CMSETSET) 

• Restores a previously existing cross memory 
environment (CMSET RESET) 

• Establishes a specified address space as the 
secondary address space, and puts the caller into 
secondary addressing mode (CMSET SSARTO) 

• Restores the secondary address space and cross 
memory addressing mode that existed before an 
associated CMSET SSARTO macro executed 
(CMSET SSARBACK) 

• Locates the returns the address of an identified 
ASCB (LOCASCB) 

• Provides branch entry to the dispatcher 
(CALLDISP) 

Entry/rom: 

For entry point rnAVCMSl: Issuer of a CMSET 
SET macro. 

For entry point rnAVCMRl: Issuer of a CMSET 
RESET, CHKAUTH= YES macro. 

For entry point rnAVCMR2: Issuer of a CMSET 
RESET, CHKAUTH=NO macro. 

For entry point rnAVCMST: Issuer of a CMSET 
SSARTO macro. 

For entry point rnAVCMSB: Issuer of a CMSET 
SSARBACK macro. 

For entry point rnA VLACB: Issuer of a 
LOCASCB macro. 

For entry point rnAVCDEN: Enabled issuer of a 
CALLDISP macro. 

For entry point rnA VCDDS: Disabled issuer of a 
CALLDISP macro. 
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Exit to: 

For all entry points except lEA VCDEN and 
IEAVCDDS: Caller by issuing a BR 14 instruction. 

For entry points lEA VCDEN and IEAVCDDS: 
Dispatcher at entry point IEAVODSl. 

EmN exit: RTM via an ABEND macro. 

lEA VEDR - Interprocessor Communication Dil:ect 
Signal Rounne 

Operation: This module gives the interface needed to 
signal other processors that invoke anyone of the 
twelve functions of: sense, external call, emergency 
signal, start, stop, restart, initial program reset, program 
reset, stop and store status, initial microprogram load, 
Initial CPU reset, and CPU reset. 

Entry from: lEA VEDR via BALR. 

Exit to: lEA VEDR for normal exit; and to a System 
Termination Facility for abnormal exit. 

IEAVEDSR - Dispatcher Recovery 

Operation: This module calls the necessary functions to 
clean up dispatching queues and the processor in order 
to continue to dispatch ready work. 

Entry from: lEA VESPR. 

Exit to: lEA VERTN, return address in lEA VESPR 
(super FRR). 

lEA VEDSO - Dispatcher 

Operation: This module dispatches tasks, local 
supervisor routines and SRBs. 

Entry/rom: 

For entry point IEAODSI (general entry point): 
SVC FUR, EXIT prolog, ACR, STATUS (statuS, 
stop, synch), and CALLDISP (type 6) when cross 
memory status has already been saved. 

For entry point IEAODS (general entry point): 
CALLDISP (type 6) when cross memory status has 
not been saved. 

For entry point lEA VDSPC: Program FLiR and 
lock manager (lEA VELK). 
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For entry point lEA VDSTC: lEA VETCL to 
dispatch a task. 

For entry point DDSRBRTN: SVC FUR when a 
type 6 SVC exits and requests that control be given 
to an SRB. 

For entry point IEAPDS7: I/O and external FLiR 
when an unlocked task is being preempted. 

For entry point IEAPDS7 A: I/O and external 
FLIR when a task that holds a lock is being 
preempted. 

For entry point IEAPDS7B: I/O and external 
FUR when no status needs to be saved. 

For entry point IEAPDS7C: I/O and external 
FUR when a task that holds a CML lock is being 
preempted. 

For entry point IEAPDSPT: All SRB routines. 

For entry point DSJSTCSR: SVC FLIR 
(lEA VESVC) , timer SUR (lEA VRTIO), EXIT 
(IGC003), and SRB time limit initialization routine 
(lEA VRT03). 

Exit to: Global SRB/SSRB dispatcher, local 
SRB/SSRB dispatcher, local supervisor dispatcher, task 
dispatcher, or wait task dispatcher. 

Called routines: lEA VESCS, IEAOEF03, lEA VRSPN, 
IEAVEMSO, TRWT, TRSRB2, IEADISPl, IEADISP2, 
IEADISP3, lEA VRlLM. 

lEA VEEDO - DETACH service routine 

Opet'(ltion: This module detaches a task and frees its 
resources such as the TCB and any associated program 
save areas. 

Entry/rom: 

For entry point IGC062: SVC IH. 

For entry point IGC062Rl: Supervisor routine via 
branch entry. 

Exit to: 

For entry point IGC062: Caller via exit prolog. 

For entry point IGC062Rl: Caller. 
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lEA VEEEP -IQE Purge Routine 

Opet'tllion: Removes the IQEs for the terminating task 
from the asynchronous exit queue. 

Entty from: End-of-task processing or ABEND 
processing. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VEEER - Stage 3 Exit Effector Recovery Routine 

Opet'tllion: This module uses the queue verifier 
lEA VEQVO to verify and correct the asynchronous 
exit queues. 

Entry from: Dispatcher recovery (lEA VEDSR). at 
entry point lEA VEEER. 

Exit: Caller via a BR14. 

lEA VEEEO - Stage 3 Exit Effector 

Opet'tllion: This module dequeues IQEs. RQEs. and 
SRBs from the asynchronous exit queues. and it also 
schedules the corresponding asynchronous exit by 
queueing the associated IRB to the TCB. 

Entry from: The dispatcher at entry point IEAOEF03. 

Exit to: Caller via register 14. 

lEA VEEE2 - Asynchronous Exit Queue Handler 
(Stage 1) 

Optll'lllion: This mod\1le places on the correct queue a 
request to schedule an asynchronous exit. 

Entry from: A system routine that passes an IQE, SRB, 
or an ROE to lEA VEEE2. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VEES - Emergency SJgnaI Second Level Interrupt 
HandIer 

Opet'tllion: This module receives control from the 
external FLIH and gives control to the appropriate 
receiving routine whenever emergency signal interrupt 
occurs. 

Entry from: lEA VEEXT by using a BALR 2. 10. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VEEXP - EXIT Prolog Routine 

Opet'tllion: This routine performs exit functions for all 
SVC routines. 

• At entry point lEA VEXPR it provides normal SVC 
exit functions for all SVC routines unless they are 
the last RB on the TCB. 

• At entry point lEA VEXPl it provides SVC 
routines the ability to enter the dispatcher after exit. 
processing. 

• At entry point lEA VEXP2, it provides SVC exi,t 
functions for microcode assisted type-I SVC 
routines using the cross memory facility. 

• At entry point EXPEPAT6. it provides SVC exit 
functions for type-6 SVC routines which specify 
RETURN=CALLER. . 

Entry from: 

For entry point lEA VEXPR: All SVC routines. 

For entry point lEA VEXPl: All SVC routines. 

For entry point lEA VEXP2: Microcode assisted . 
type-l SVC routipes using the cross memory 
facility: . 

For entry point EXPEPAT6: The SVC FLIH, 
IEAVESVC. . 

ExIt to: 

For entry point lEA VEXPR: Caller if this is not 
the last RB or to lEA VEOR if this is the last RB. 

For entry point lEA VEXPl: Dispatcher. 

For entry point lEA VEXP2: Caller or dispatcher. 

For entry point EXPEPAT6: Caller or dispatcher. 

Ctdled 1fIIIti_: lEA VESS, lEA VTSBP. 

lEA VEEXT - Extema) FIrst Level Interrupt Handler 
(FLDI) 

OptllVliDn: This interrupt handler routine saves the 
status of the interrupted program, and decides what 
kind of external interrupt occurred in order to give the 
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proper SLIH control. It decides whether to return to 
the interrupted program or to the dispatcher. 

Entry /l'0III: An external new PSW as a result of PSW 
switch caused by an external interrupt. 

BrIt to: The interrupted task, SRB, or the dispatcher. 

lEA VEEIR - Extemal FLDI Recovery Routine I 

oJll!Ttllion: This module cleans up the external FLIH 
resources to allow ABEND to percolate the error. 

Entry /l'0III: Super FRR (lEA VESPR) if an error occurs 
. during operation of the external FLllI. 

Exit to: RTM via an ABEND SVC. 

lEA VEE1R - ExtemaI FLDI Recovery Routine 1 

OJll!Ttllion: This module cleans up the FLnI resources 
to allow ABEND to percolate the error. 

Entry /l'0III: Super FRR (lEA VESPR) if an error occurs 
during operation of a recursive entry into the external 
FLnI. 

BrIt to: RTM via an ABEND SVC. 

lEA VEDR - ExtemaI FLDI Recovery Rou~e 3 

OJll!Ttllion: This module cleans up the external FLnI 
resources to allow ABEND to percolate the error. 

Entry /l'0III: Super FRR (rnA VESPR) if an error 
occurred during the processing of a 2nd level of 
recursion into the external FLllI. 

Exit to: RTM via an ABEND SVC. 

IEAVEFOO - CIRB (Create IRS) 

Opertltion: This module acquires space for an IRB, 
formats it according to the input parameters, and 
returns its address to the caller. It might also acquire 
space for a work area, which is appended to the end of 
theIRB. 

Entry /l'0III: SVC interrupt handler (rnA VESVC). 

BrIt to: If branch entered, the caller by issuing a BRI4; 
if entered by ICA VESVC, EXIT prolog (lEA VEEXP). 
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lEA VEINT -Intersect Serriee Routine 

Opel'lltlon: This module is called when a set request is 
made to obtain the local or global intersect, ensuring 
seria1ization with the dispatcher or when a reset request 
is made to release dispatcher serialization requirements. 

For entry point lEA VEINT: INSECT macro via a 
BALR (for a local SET request) or via a BAL (for 
a global SET request). 

For entry point rnA VEINR: INSECf macro via a 
BALR (for a local intersect RESET request) . 

For entry point lEA VINTR: lEA VTRTS via an 
LPSW instruction. 

BrIt to: Caller. 

CtIlW TtHIIiJN!s: rnA VEXSN. 

lEA VElO -I/O First Level Interruption Handler 

Opel'lltlon: This module saves the status of the 
interrupted program, invokes lOS to process the 
interruption, and determines whether to return to the 
interrupted program or to the dispatcher. 

Entry /l'0III: I/O new PSW as a result of a PSW switch 
caused by an I/O interrupt. 

BrIt to: Interrupted task, SRB, or dispatcher. 

.IEA VElOR -I/O FLDI Recovery Routine 

OJll!Ttllion: This module makes the I/O FLnI recovery 
operable by clearing the I/O FLnI recursion indicator, 
allowing ABEND to percolate to one previous level of 
recovery. 

Entry /l'0III: Super FRR (lEA VESPR). 

BrIt to: lEA VESVR at entry point lEA VEABD 
(common ABEND) via register IS. 

lEA VEIPR -IPC Functloaal Recovery Routine 

OJll!Ttllion: This module clears RISGNL buffers and 
indicators so that RISGNL can be invoked again. 

Entry /l'0III: lEA VTRTS. 

BrItto: RTM via BRI4. 
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lEA VELa - Low Core Refresh 

Optll'tltioll: This module examines and correctly sets 
constants and addresses in selected system control 
blocks for continual system execution. 

Entry /1fNII: lEA VTRTl. 

Exit. Via BR14 to the lock manager verification 
(lEA VELKR). 

lEA VELK - SETLOCK Service Routine 

OpetfltltJII: This module sets and releases the various 
system locks by manipulating the lockwords associated 
with them. Locking synchronizes and controls access to 
the serially reusable resources of the system. 

Entry /1fNII: A system routine that issued a SETLOCK 
macro instruction. 

Exit to: CaDer. 

lEA VELKR - Lock Manager Verification 

OperatiOll: This module corrects correlations between 
the locking hierarchy mask and the lock words. When a 
restart condition and a lock spin condition exists, it 
clears spin lockwords. 

EIIIry /1fNII: 

For entry point lEA VELKR: lEA VELCR to verify 
and reconstruct locks, the lock table, and the 
bierarchy mask. 

For entry point lEA VLKRR: Recovery rou~ine for 
lock manager to determine if SETLOCK recovery 
is applicable, and if so, whether a retry or 
percolation situation exists. 

Exit to: 

For entry point lEA VELKR: RSM recovery 
routine (lEA VRELS). 

For entry point lEA VLKRR: RTM or ASVT 
reconstruction routine (lEA VVFRR). 

lEA VEMCR - Memory Create 

OperatiOll: This module establishes memory 
addressability, enqueues the new ASCB, and schedules 
a service request on the service priority list. 

Entry/rom: IEDAY3 via XCTL, IEEVWAIT, 
IEEMB881. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VEMDL - Memory Delete 

Opemtion: This module dequeues the ASCD of the 
specified address space from the ASCD ready queue, 
informs SRM of the address space deletion, determines 
if the ASIO can be reused, adds this ASCD to a queue 
of ASCDs waiting to be freed, and releases storage for 
all eligible ASCBs. 

Entry /1fNII: lEA VTMMT. 

ExIt to: lEA VTMMT. 

Entry pol lit MDLESTAE: This entry point frees any 
ASCDs on the queue of ASCDs waiting to be freed and 
page frees the storage for lEA VEMDL, if it is fIXed. 

Entry !1fNII: RTM. 

Exit to: RTM. 

lEA VEMIN - Memory InitiaUzation 

Ope1Yllioll: This module creates a dispatchable 
TCB/SVRB on an ASCB's TCD ready queue. It also 
sets the SVRB to enter the program manager for 
linkage to the RCT. 

Entry /1fNII: lEA VEMCR. 

Exit to: lEA V AROO. 

lEA VEMRQ - Memory Request 

Operation: This module assigns an ASIO for a new 
address space. It creates the ASCD and notifies the 
system resource manager that a new address space is 
being created. 

Entry /1fNII: IEE0803D, IEEMD881. 

Exit to: IEE0803D. 

lEA VEMSO - Memory Switch Routine 

Operation: This module notifies the dispatcher that it is 
to either switch to another address space or begin 
searching for work on the ASCB dispatching queue. 
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Entry from: Supervisor routines that recognize more 
work has been made ready. These include lEA VELK, 
lEA VECHO, lEA VESCO, or IEAVSYSO. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IEAVENQ1- Queue Manipulation Routine See 
ISGGNQDQ. (lEA VENQl is an alias entry point for 
ISGGNQDQ.) 

lEA VEOR - Exit 

Operation: This module terminates the current RB or 
SPIE exit. In RB termination it also recognizes 
end-or-task and thereupon initiates and later terminates 
EOT processing. 

Entry from: User and system programs. 

Exh to: EXIT prolog via entry register 14 or by normal 
task termination via SVC 13. 

Called routines: IEAVSETS, lEA VESSE, lEA VEBBR, 
lEA VTSBP, IEAPPGMX, lEA VESS, IEAQSPET, 
IGC062Rl. 

lEA VEPCO - DAT -off Section of the Program First 
Level Interrupt Handler (FLBI) 

Operation: After a program check occurs, the program 
FUH receives control from the program check new 
PSW. It determines the program check type and routes 
control to the appropriate second level interrupt 
handler to process it. The program FLJH's code is 
located in two modules: lEA VEPO, which executes 
with OAT disabled and without virtual addressing, and 
lEA VEPC, which executes with DAT enabled. While 
performing the program FLllI functions, the two 
modules pass control back and forth using an LPSW 
instruction. 

Entry from: Program check new PSW at entry point 
IEAQPKOO. 

Exit to: 

• Interrupted program by issuing an LfSW 
instruction. This exit is used when the interrupt 
was: 

A PER or space switch interrupt and 
lEA VTPER did not request that the program 
be terminated 
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A page fault and the paging supervisor was able 
to satisfy the page fault without I/O 

A recursive PER or space switch interrupt. 

• The dispatcher at entry point IEAODS when the 
program FUH scheduled an SRB to perform 
PIE/PICA processing 

• The dispatcher at entry point lEA VDSPC when a 
page exception has occurred and the paging 
supervisor has indicated that I/O is to be done. 

• lEA VTRTI at entry point PROGCK in these 
situations: 

A PER or space switch interrupt occurred and 
lEA VTPER requested that the program be 
terminated 

A program check interrupt occurred and there 
was no active SPIE environment 

An addressing exception, invalid page fault, 
unexpected error in RSM, or a translation 
specification exception occurred. 

• Super SPIE routine when a page exception has 
occurred and the interrupted program has an active 
superSPIE 

Error exit lEA VTRTI at entry point PROGCK, 
lEA VTRTI at entry point DATERR, or IGFPTERM. 

Ozlled routines: lEA VEXMS. 

lEA VEPC - DAT -on Section of the Program First 
Level Interrupt Handler (FLBI) 

Operation: The program FLIH's operation is described 
in the module description for lEA VEPCO. 

Entry from: The DAT-off section of the program FLllI 
at entry point IEA VPCON. 

Exit to: See the module description for IEA VEPCO. 

Error exit See the module description for IEA VEPCO. 

Called routines: AHLMCllI, lEA VDSPC, IEAODS, 
lEA VPSRB, IEAVSPER, lEA vpIX2, lEA VTPER, 
lEA VTRT1, lEA VESCO, and lEA VECMS. 
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lEA VEPCR - Program FLIH Recovery Routine 

Opei'iltion: This module clears recursion indicators and 
allows percolation of recovery. 

Entry from: Super FRR (lEA VESRR) for recovery of 
program check FLIH, program interrupt handler 
(lEA VEAC) , or lEA VEPCO. 

Exit to: RTM via on ABEND SVC. 

lEA VEPDR - PURGEDQ Recovery Routine 

Opei'iltion: This module performs FRR and ESTAE 
functions for PURGEDQ and itself. 

Entry from: 

For entry point lEA VEPDF: FRR for PURGEDQ, 
which handles errors during queue manipulation or 
scanning in PURGEDQ. 

For entry point lEA VEPDE: ESTAE for 
PURGEDQ 

For entry point lEA VEPDS: Retry routine for 
PURGEDQ. 

Exit to: 

For entry point lEA VEPDE: RTM via BALR. 

For entry point lEA VEPDF: RTM via BALR. 

For entry point IEAVEPDS: PURGEDQ at main 
entry point IGCI23. 

lEA VEPDO - PURGEDQ Service Routine 

Operation: This routine removes specified SRBs from 
the service manager queues. It ensures that the 
suspended SRBs have completed their processing 
before dequeueing them. 

Entry from: A supervisor routine. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IEAVEQR - V =R Allocation 

Opertltion: This module allocates and frees contiguous 
real storage for use in V =R regions. 

Entry from: 

For entry points lEA VEQR and lEA VEQRF: 
IEAVPRTO. 

For entry point lEA VEQRI: lEA VPFTE. 

For entry point lEA VEQRC: lEA VEQRI and 
IEAVSQA. 

For entry point lEA VEQRP: For SRB page-out. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Error exit: 

From entry point lEA VEQRC: lEA VRCV. 

From entry point lEA VEQRP: lEA VRCV or 
IEAVRMT. 

ffiAVEQVO - Queue Verifier 

Operation: The queue verifier (QV) verifies and 
corrects queue structures. It performs three basic 
functions: 

• H the queue structure has been destroyed, QV 
reconstructs the queue from any available 
information. 

• Once the queue structure has been verified or 
reconstructed, QV will remove any elements that 
contain bad data. 

• Records all detected errors, and corrective actions 
taken in an output data area. 

Entry from: 

For entry point lEA VEQVl: Supervisor recovery 
routines for single-threaded queue with header only 
(type 1). 

For entry point lEA VEQV2: Supervisor recovery 
routines for single-threaded queue with header and 
trailer (type 2). 

For entry point lEA VEQV3: Supervisor recovery 
routines for double-threaded queue (type 3). 

Exit to: Caller. 
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lEA VERER - Restart m Recovery Routine 

Opetfltlon: This module makes the restart FLnI 
recovery function operable. 

Entry /tfIIIt: Super FRR (lEA VESPR) at entry point 
IEAVERER. 

Exit to: lEA VESVR at entry point lEA VEABD to issue 
anabend. 

lEA VERES - Restart Interrupt Handler 

Opet'lltion: This entry saves the status of the interrupted 
program and proceeds to restart FLm extension 
(lEA VEREX). 

Entry /tfIIIt: The restart new PSW. 

Exit to: RTM via lEA VEREX or resume interrupted 
program. 

Called 1'OIIIi,.: lEA VEREX. 

lEA VEREX - Restart FLDI Extentlon 

Opet'lltion: This module processes the restart interrupt 
fielded by lEA VERES. Processing includes handling 
the operator-selected restart reason on processor 
consoles that support the restart reason function. 
Depending on the selected reason, this module: 

• Abends the interrupted program after displaying 
job information to the operator for verification. 

• Performs high-level system diagnosis and repair in 
the following areas: 

system nondispatchability 
exhausted WTO buffer elements 
no active batch or TSO jobs 
I/O problems (via IEACVRSTS) 

Entry /tfIIIt: lEA VERES. 

Exit to: lEA VERES to resume interrupted work, RTM 
if interrupted work is to be abended. 

Ctliled 1YRIIi,.: ~VDCCR, IEAVSETS. 

Entry point: lEA VERXI (this entry point is a 
non-executable text string to be displayed on processor 
consoles that support the restart text function. A 
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pointer to this entry point is contained in the CVT 
(CVTRESTX). IPL/NIP and VARY CPU, ONLINE 
interface with the console and pass this text.) 

lEA VERI -Interproeessor COII1IDIIDIcadon Remote 
Immediate Service Routine 

Opet'lltion: This module gives the interface needed to 
signal other processors. It is used to invoke a specific 
program on any of the online MP-configured 
processors. It generates an emergency signal to the 
specified processor which then routes control to the 
specified program. 

EIIIry /tfIIIt: RISGNL macro via BALR. 

Exit to: Caller for normal exit. 

lEA VERP - Interprocessor Communlcadon Remote 
Pendable Service Routine 

Opet'lltion: This module gives the necessary interface to 
signal other processors. It is used to invoke a specific 
progtam on any of the online 

MP-conflgured processors; it generates an external call 
to the specified processor, which will then routes 
control to the specific program. 

EIIIry /tfIIIt: RPSGNL macro via BALR. 

ExIt to: Caller for normal exit. 

lEA VESCR - SCHEDULE Recovery Routine 

Opemtion: This module: 

• Verifies the SRB journal queue and reschedules any 
remaining SRBs. 

• Uses the queue verifier (lEA VEQVO) to verify the 
GSPL and LSPL queues for every address space in 
the system. 

For entry point lEA VESCR: Dispatcher recovery 
(lEA VEDSR) to clean up for the module 
(lEA VESCO). 

For entry point lEA VESQV: PURGBDQ FRR 
(lEA VEPDR) for queue verification. 
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Exit to: 

For entry point lEA VESCR: Dispatcher recovery. 

For entry point lEA VESQV: PURGEDQ FRR. 

lEA VESCO - SCHEDULE Senice Routine 

OpertdiOll: For local SRBs, the SRB is placed on the 
appropriate queue, a waiting processor is signalled, and 
the system resource manager is invoked when work has 
become ready for an address space that is swapped out. 
For global SRBs, it is entered only if there is a waiting 
processor. 

Entry /l'0III: 

For entry point lEA VESC1: Issuer of a local 
enabled SCHEDULE macro. 

For entry point lEA VESC2: Issuer of a local 
disabled SCHEDULE macro or lEA VESC1. 

For entry point lEA VESC3: Issuer of an enabled 
global SCHEDULE macro. 

For entry point lEA VESC4: Issuer of a disabled 
global SCHEDULE macro or lEA VESC3. 

For entry point lEA VESC5: Dispatcher 
(lEA VEDSO). 

For entry point lEA VESC6: Lock manager 
(IEAVELK). 

Exit to: 

For entry point lEA VESC1: lEA VESC2. 

For entry points lEA VESC2, lEA VESC4, 
lEA VESC5, and lEA VESC6: Caller. 

For entry point lEA VESC3: lEA VESC4. 

Error exit: RTM via an ABEND macro. 

Called I'OIItines: lEA VEMSO. 

lEA VESPI - SPIE SRB Routine 

Operation: After a program check has occurred for an 
unlocked task with a SPIE routine, lEA VESPI receives 
control to initialize a TCB/RB and a PIE to enter the 
SPIE routine. lEA VESPI marks the task dispatchable 
and lEA VEDSO later dispatches it. 

EIIIIy /l'0III: An SRB scheduled by lEA VEPC. 

Exit to: Dispatcher (lEA VEDSO). 

lEA VESPM - SRB/SSRB Pool Manager 

OpertdiOll: lEA VESPM processes four macros, 
GETSRB, GETSSRB, FREESRB, and FREESSRB. 
Depending on which macro is issued. lEA VESPM: 

• Obtains an SRB and a six-word parameter area 
from the SRB pool in subpool 245. If the pool is 
empty and the caller specified the UNCOND or 
EXPAND option, lEA VESPM either expands the 
pool or uses GETMAIN to obtain a single SRB and 
parameter area (GETSRB). lEA VESPM also 
initializes the SRB. 

• Obtains and initializes an SSRB and XSB from the 
SSRB pool in subpool 239. If the pool is empty and 
the caller specified the UNCOND or EXPAND 
option, lEA VESPM either expands the pool or 
uses GETMAIN to obtain a single SSRB/XSB 
(GETSSRB). 

• Frees an SRB and its associated parameter area. If 
lEA VESPM obtained the storage from the SRB 
pool, it returns the storage to the pool. Otherwise, 
lEA VESPM used GETMAIN when obtaining the 
storage, so it frees the storage (FREESRB). 

• Either returns an SSRB/XSB to the SSRB pool, or 
frees the storage (FREESSRB). (See the above 
explanation. ) 

EIIIry /rom: 

For entry point IEAVSPM1: A GETSRB macro via 
a BALR 14, 15 instruction. 

For entry point IEAVSPM2: A GETSSRB macro 
via a BALR 14, 15 instruction. 

For entry point IEAVSPM3: A FREESRB macro 
via a BALR 14, 15 instruction. 

For entry point IEAVSPM4: A FREESSRB macro 
via a BALR 14,15 instruction. 

For entry point lEA VEFRE: PURGEDQ to free 
the storage allocated for an SSRB/XSB. 
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For entry point IEAVSPMR (the FRR routine): 
RTM to repair the SRB and SSRB pools mid 
release the SALLOC lock (if held). 

Exit to: Caller. 

Bmw exit: RTM via an ABEND macro. 

CIIIW 1'OIItI".: Lock manager (lEA VELK)t 
GETMAIN/FREEMAIN (lEA VGMOO)t and queue 
verifier (lEA VEQVO) .. 

lEA VESPR - Supervisor Control FRR (Super FRR) 

Opendion: This module is a router routine for 
supervisor control It determines retry and recovery 
addresses. In particular it can cause control to be 
routed to: 

Function 
Restart FUH recovery 
Program FUH recovery 
External FUH 1 recovery 
External FLIH 2 recovery 
External FUH 3 recovery 
I/O FUH recovery 
SVC FLIH recovery 
Dispatcher mainline 

Entry /1fJIII: 

Module name 
IEAVERER 
IEAVEPCR 
IEAVEEIR 
IEAVEE2R 
IEAVEE3R 
IEAVEIOR 
IEAVESVR 
IEAODS (default) 

For entry point lEA VESPR: RTM for recovery 
control by means of an LPSWt if an error occurred 
while one of the supervisor control FRR stacks was 
in control. 

For entry point lEA VERTN: Mainline lEA VESPR. 

Exit to: RTM, which will route control to one of the 
functions mentioned above. 

lEA VESRT - STOP/RESET Servlce Routine 

Opendion: This module saves the status and performs 
the functions necessary to suspend a task or an SRBt 
and restores the status and performs the functions . 
necessary to make a suspended task or SRB 
redispatchable. 

For entry point lEA VSUSP: Paging supervisor. to 
stop a task or SRB. 

For entry point lEA VSUSQ: From a disabled 
routine to stop a task or SRB. 
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For entry point lEA VRSTD: From a disabled 
routine to make a stopped task or SRB 
redispatchable. 

For entry point lEA VRSET: From the paging 
supervisor to make a stopped task or SRB 
redispatchable. 

For entry point STOPFRR: RTM (lEA VTRTl). 

For entry point RESETFRR: RTM (lEA VTRTl). 

Exit to: Caller. 

Error exit: RTM via an ABEND macro. 

CtlIW 1'DIIIi".: lEA VEMSO. 

lEA VESSE - Space Switch Event Mask Manager 

Opendlon: This module enables and disables the space 
switch event mask (ASTESSEM) contained in the 
address space second table (ASTE). When the mask is 
enabled, a space switch program interrupt occurs 
whenever a program call (PC) or program transfer 
(PT) instruction switches address ability to or from an 
address space. There is one mask per address spacet 
and several users per mask. Each user has a bit in the 
space switch ownership word (ASCBSSOM)t which, 
when ont indicates that the associated user requires that 
the mask be enabled. lEA VESSE's caller indicates 
which bit is to be set or cleared After lEA VESSE 
updates the ownership word, it checks whether any 
users still require an enabled mask. lEA VESSE then 
either disables the EVENT mask by setting it to zero, 
or enables it by setting it to one. 

For entry point lEA VESSE: lEA VTSSH, 
lEA VTLCL and lEA VEOR. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Enw em: RTM via an ABEND macro (completion 
code X'OS8') when the input ASID is invalid, the input 
index into the ownership word is invalid, or the 
reserved bits in the input registers are not zero. 

CflIW 1'OIItiIa: lEA VECMS at entry point 
lEA VLACB (LOCASCB). 
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lEA VESSI - Service Routine that Sets Data In, or 
Obtains Data from: an Entry In the Subsystem Affinity 
Table 

Optntion: This module sets a data word or obtains the 
data word from a specified entry in a TCB's subsystem 
affinity table (SSAT). 

&try/rom: 

For entry point lEA VESAS: Issuer of a SSAFF 
SET macro. 

For entry point lEA VESAF: Issuer of a SSAFF 
OBTAIN macro. 

ExIt to: Caller. 

Error exit: RTM via an ABEND macro. 

OIIW trJIItlnes: TCB treescan routine in lEA VSETS 
(IEATRSCN), lEA VELK. 

lEA VESTS - SRB Status 
SA VE/RESTORE/MODIFY Routine 

optll'lltion: lEA VESTS processes SRBSTAT macros. 
Depending on whether the macro specifies SAVE. 
RESTORE. or MODIFY. lEA VESTS: 

• Saves the current status or an SRB in a specified 
SRB status save area (STSV). The saved status 
includes: 

- General purpose and floating point registers 
Processor and SRB timing information ' 
Processor afrlnity 
The purge ASID and the p.urge TCB address 

-- The PCLINK stack 'header 
Cross ·memory status 

- The normal FRR stack 

H the cal1er provided the address of an FRR 
routine, lEA VESTS also adds the FRR to the 
normal FRR stack. (SRBSTAT SAVE) 

• Restores status from values saved in a specified 
STSV. (SRBSTAT RESTORE) 

• Stores a new purge ASID and purge TCB address 
in either the STSV or the LCCA. (SRBSTAT 
MODIFY) 

For entry point lEA VESTS: An SRBSTAT SAVE 
macro via a BALR 14, IS instruction. 

For entry point lEA VESTR: An SRBSTAT 
RESTORE macro via a BALR 14, IS instruction. 

For entry point lEA VESTM: An SRBSTAT 
MODIFY macro via a BALR 14,1 S instruction. 

&it to: Caller. 

Error exit: RTM via an ABEND macro. 

lEA VESVC - SVC FIrst Level Interrupt Handler 

Optntion: The SVC interrupt handler decides whether 
the issuer can issue SVCs, if the issuer is authorized, 
and what type of SVC requested. It also sets up the 
proper input environment for the SVC routine. 

BIdIy from: SVC new psw as a result of a PSW switch 
caused by issuing an SVC instruction. 

Exit to: RTM (SVCERR), SVC routine. 

Enw exit: SVC 13. lEA VEXPR (EXIT prolog). 

lEA VESVR - SVC HI Recovery Routine 

Optntion: This module performs two major functions: 

• It makes the SVC FLIH recovery operable by 
clearing the recursion indicator. 

• It issues ABENDs for SVC, I/O FLIHs. 

For entry point lEA VESVR: Super FRR 
(lEA VESPR) if an error occurred during the 
·operation of SVC FLIH. 

For entry point lEA VEABD: SVC FLnI recovery 
routine, I/O FLIH recovery routine (lEA VIOR). 

ExIt to: 

For entry point lEA VESVR: Falls through to entry 
point lEA VEABD. 

For entry point lEA VEABD: ABEND. 
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lEA VETCL - SUSPEND/RESUME/TCTL Processor 

Opertl1ion: This module contains the routines that 
suspend a TCB/RB, resume a TCB/RB, and transfer 
control to a TCB/RB. 

Entry /TOm: 

For entry point rnAVSPND: Issuer of a SUSPEND 
macro. 

For entry point rnA VRSUH: Issuer of an 
unconditional synchronous RESUME macro. 

For entry point rnA VPSUS: Issuer of an 
unconditional synchronous RESUME macro in a 
specified address space. 

For entry point rnA VPSUA: Issuer of an 
unconditional asynchronous RESUME macro. 

For entry point rnA VRSCS: Issuer of a conditional 
synchronous RESUME macro. 

For entry point rnA VRSCA: Issuer of a conditional 
asynchronous RESUME macro. 

For entry point rnA VTCTL: Issuer of a TCTL 
macro. 

For entry point rnA VFTCR: RTM. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Enw exit: RTM via an ABEND macro. 

Called I'OUtines: rnA VEMSO and rnA VEDSO. 

lEA VEV AL - Validity Check 

Opertl1ion: This module validates an address or address 
range by determining if the storage key and the protect 
key match. 

Entry from: Supervisor routines via branch. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VEYRR - ASVT and AFT VerlficadOD and 
Reconstruction Routine 

Operation: This module rebuilds the real address sp~ce 
first table (AFT) from the virtual AFT and restores 
control register 14 (the pointer to the real AFT). It 
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then checks for invalid entries in the ASVT and, if any 
exist, rebuilds the ASVT. 

Entry/rom: 

For entry point rnA VEVRR: RSM recovery 
routine (rnA VRELS). 

For entry point rnA VVFRR: Lock repair routine's 
FRR (rnA VLKRR). 

Exit to: RTM. 

lEA VEVTO - EVENTS ServIce Routine 

Operation: This module performs three services: 

• Event table creation and deletion, which causes an 
event table to be queued or dequeued from the 
requesting TCB. 

• ECB initialization, which causes the ECB to be 
initialized to the event format. If the ECB is 
already posted, rnA VEVTO adds the ECB address 
to the event list of completed ECBs. 

• Event table wait, which causes the caller to stop 
processing and wait for the completion of one of n 
events. 

Entry/rom: 

For entry point rnA VEVTO: Supervisor using 
branch entry to perform WAIT and/or ECB 
initialization. 

For entry point IGCI25: SVC interrupt handler to 
perform WAIT and/or ECB initialization. 

For entry point lEA VEVTl: SVC interrupt handler 
through the type 2 extended SVC router to . 
perform event table creation or deletion. 

Exit to: 

For entry point rnA VEVTO: Dispatcher (rnAODS) 
or caller. 

For entry point IGC125: EXIT prolog or ABEND. 

For entry point rnA VEVTl: EXIT prolog or 
ABEND. 
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lEA VEXMS - Cross Memory Second Level Interrupt 
Handler 

Opemtlon: When an x'ocr or an X'OC2' program 
interrupt occurs, the program FLIH (lEA VEPC) 
branches to this module. If a processor without cross 
memory hardware installed caused the interrupt by 
issuing a cross memory instruction, lEA VEXMS routes 
control to the appropriate simulation subroutine to 
simulate the instruction. Otherwise, it returns to 
lEA VEPC, which handles the interrupt. 

Entry /l'0III: 

For entry point lEA VEXM1: lEA VEPCO. 

For entry point lEA VEXM2: lEA VEPCO when a 
recursive program interrupt occurs. 

ExIt to: Interrupted program. 

J1mJr exit: lEA VEPCO. 

CtlI/ed rout/".: lEA VEPC, lEA VELK, and 
IEEVEXSN. 

lEA VEXS - External CaD Second Level Interrupt 
Handler 

Operation: Upon an external call interruption, this 
module receives control from the external FLIH. It 
routes control to the appropriate receiving routine. 

Entry /l'0III: External FLm via BALR 2, 10. 

Exh to: Caller. 

lEA VFP - Find Page 

Operation: This module returns the virtual addresses of 
the page and external page table entries corresponding 
to the input virtual address provided. 

Entry /l'0III: 

For entry point lEA VFP1: Non-RSM routines. 

For entry point lEA VFP2: Other RSM routines. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IEAVFRCL - FREECELL Routine 

Operation: This module returns a cell to the quickcell 
pool. 

Entry /l'0III: A routine that has no further need for 
allocated quickcell. 

ExIt to: Caller. 

lEA VFREE - PGFREE 

operation: This module executes a PGFREE request or 
backs out a partially completed PGFIX request that is 
being cancelled. 

Entry /l'0III: 

For entry point lEA VFREE: lEA VFXLD, 
IEAVPSI. 

For entry point lEA VANYW: lEA VPSI. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VFRLK - Lock Freeing Routine 

Opet'tllion: Depending on whether the processor holds 
the dispatcher or the local lock, this module clears 
either the global or local intersect in the SVT. It then 
releases all locks held by the caller. If the current task 
is the target of an earlier status request that could not 
be completed until a CML lock was released, 
lEA VFRLK calls the STATUS routine (entry point 
IGC07904 in lEA VSETS) to complete the pending 
status request. 

Entry /l'0III: A caller in supervisor state, zero protect 
key. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VLKRM - Lock Resource Manager 

operation: When an address space is being terminated, 
this module receives control either to: 

• Release any CML locks owned by the terminating 
address space (entry point lEA VLKRM) 

• Reschedule any SRBs or SSRBs on the local lock 
SRB suspend queue. This puts the SRB/SSRBs 
back on the local or global SPLs so that the 
PURGEDQ routine finds them and calls their 
respective resource termination managers (entry 
point lEA VELRM). 
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Entry Imm: 

For entry point lEA VLKRM: RTM memory 
termination processing. 

For entry point lEA VELRM: RTM. 

For entry point LKRMFRR: RTM. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Error exh: RTM via an ABEND macro. 

Ctzlled mud".: lEA VESCO: 

lEA VFXLD - Page FIx/Page Load 

Opemtion: This module brings virtual storage pages into 
real storage if they are not' already there. For PGFIX 
requests, it fixes the pages in real storage so that no 
paging I/O will be performed for them. 

Entry point: lEA VFXLD from lEA VPSI. 

Exit to: lEA. VPSI. 

Entry point: lEA VFXL from any RSM routine that 
decreases the PCB count in a PGFIX or PGLOAD root 
PCB to zero. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VGCAS - Create/Free Address Space Routine, 
VSM Task Termfnadon Routine 

Operotion: This routine establishes address ability for a 
new address space, frees task-related storage at task 
termination, and frees VSM global storage at address 
space termination. 

For entry point IEAVGCAS: lEA VEMCR. 

For entry point IEAQSPET: lEA VEQR. 

For entry point IEAVGFAS: lEA VTSKT. 

Exh to: Caller. . 
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IEAVGFA - General Frame AIloeatlon 

Operation: This module performs real frame allocation 
services, including reclamation. Paging I/O is started 
where necessary to retrieve an auxiliary storage copy of 
a page. 

Entry IffJIII: 

For entry point IEAVGFA: lEA VPIX, 
lEA VFXLD, IEAVSWIN, or IEAVGFD2. 

lEA VGFAX - General Frame AIloeatlon Extension 

OpemtiOll: This module contains many service routines 
called by lEA VGF A and lEA VSQA (as well as other 
routines in IEAVGFAX) for frame allocation. 

Entry Imm: 

For entry point lEA V AIAL: IEAVGFA and 
IEAVS1BK to dispose of PCBs on an ASM I/O 
request area (AlA) chain. 

For entry point IEAVCPCB: IEAVGFA to copy a 
PCB to another PCB. 

For entry point lEA VEQRS: IEAVGFA and 
IEAVSQA to fmd the best V =R frame on the 
AFQ that is below the 16 megabyte (Mb) line. 

For entry point lEA VFIXC: IEAVGFA and 
lEA VGFRAM to update the PFTE fix count and 
the system counts of fixed pages. 

For entry point lEA VFRAM: IEAVGFA to 
associate a page and a frame. 

For entry point lEA VFXBK: IEAVGFA and 
lEA VRELA to end a fix request that could not be 
satisfied. 

For entry point IEAVGFD2: IEABPFI'E via 
lEA VEDSO to drive allocation for deferred 
requests. 

For entry point lEA VPCPY: IEAVGFA and 
IEAVSQA to copy a page from one frame to 
another. 

For entry point lEA VPDIS: IEAVGFA to dispose 
of a PCB for an immediate allocation. 

For entry point lEA VPEX: IEAVGFA to exchange 
the contents of two frames. 
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For entry point IEAVPGIN: IEAVGFA to queue a 
PCB awaiting start of a page-in. 

For entry point lEA VPUTD: lEA VGFA, 
lEA V AIAL, lEA VFXBK and IEAVSIBK to put a 
PCB on the GFA defer queue. 

For entry point lEA VRELA: IEABGF A to relate a 
PCB to queued requests. 

For entry point lEA VRSMG: ERBMFETR to 
count the number of pageable pages below 16Mb 
that are good candidates for residence above Mb. 

For entry point IEABRSMS: IEAVGFA, 
lEA VPUTD and lEA VRELA to suspend a unit of 
work and remember its identity. 

For entry point IEAVSIBK: IEAVGFA to back 
out a failed stage 1 swap-in request. 

Exit to: 

For entry point lEA VGFD2: lEA VEDSO. 

For all other entry points: Caller. 

IEAVGFRR - Functional Recovery Routine for 
GETMAIN/FREEMAIN 

Operation: This module recovers the function of 
GETMAIN/FREEMAIN after a machine or system 
error occurs. 

Entry from: lEA VTRTS. 

Exit to: lEA VTRTS. 

IEAVGMOO - GETMAIN/FREEMAIN Service 
Routine 

Operation: This module allocates (GETMAIN) and 
deallocates (FREEMAIN) virtual storage in the SW A 
and CSA and in the LSQA, SW A, and user region of 
each address space. A secondary function in support of 
system management facilities (SMF) is to produce 
actual storage-used values. 

Entries: 

CBBRANCH - for register type GETMAIN or 
FREEMAIN of a 16 byte cell from VSM control 
block cell pool. 

GMBRANCH - for storage type GETMAIN. 

FMBRANCH - for storage type FREEMAIN. 

GLBRANCH - for register type GETMAIN or 
FREEMAIN of global subpools without local lock. 

lEA VGMB - obtains storage for page tables. 

IEAVGME - expands a VSM cell pool. 

lEA VGMFB - frees space for page tables. 

GSMFCRE - updates SMF accounting fields. 

IEAVGMWP - puts the system in a wait when 
storage is not available for a global cell pool. 

Entry/rom: 

For entry point IGC004: lEA VESVC for storage 
type GETMAIN. 

For entry point IGCOOS: lEA VESVC for register 
type, unconditional GETMAIN or FREEMAIN. 

For entry point GETMAING: lEA VPRTO. 

For entry point MRELEASF: lEA VPRTO. 

For entry point MRELEASR: lEA VRELS. 

For entry points lEA VGMSA, IEAVGMSU, 
IEAVGMGC, and IEAVGMNS: IEABGM03 to 
continue GETMAIN processing. 

For entry point IEAVGMFC: lEA VGM03 to 
continue FREEMAIN processing. 

For entry point IEAVGMGE: IEAVGM03 and 
lEA VGM04 to process GETMAIN/FREEMAIN 
errors. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VGM03 - GETMAIN/FREEMAIN Service 
Routine 

Operation: This module allocates (GETMAIN) and 
deallocates (FREEMAIN) virtual storage in the SW A 
and authorized user region of each address space. 

Entries: 

RMBRANCH - for register type, unconditional 
GETMAIN or FREEMAIN. 
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CRBRANCH - for register type GETMAIN or 
FREEMAIN branch entry (conditional or 
unconditional). 

Entry from: 

For entry point IGCOI0: lEA VESVC for register 
type, unconditional GETMAIN or FREEMAIN. 

For entry point IGCI20: lEA VESVC for register 
type GETMAIN or FREEMAIN. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VGM04 - GETMAIN/FREEMAIN Service 
Routine 

Operation: This module allocates (GETMAIN) and 
deallocates (FREEMAIN) virtual storage in the user 
region of each address space. 

Entrit1s: 

IEAVGM4G - for GETMAIN processing. 

IEAVGM4F - for FREEMAIN processing. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VGPRR - GETPART/FREEPART Ftmctiooal 
Recovery Routine 

Operation: This module attempts to cleanup and recover 
from the following error situations encountered in 
module lEA VPRTO; program checks, machine checks, 
ABENDs, percolation from a subordinate FRR, and 
operator restart. 

Entry fl'Olll: 

For entry point lEA VGPRR: lEA V1RTS. 

For entry point PRTOERTN: IEAVSYSO via 
IEAVEDSO. 

Exit to: lEA VEDSO. 

For entry point IEAVGPRR: lEA V1RTS. 

For entry point PRTOERTN: lEA VEDSO. 
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IEAVGTCL - GETCELL Routine 

Operation: This module allocates a cell from an existing 
quickcell pool. 

Entry from: A routine that requires quickcell allocation. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VH600 - WQE Service Routine 

This module executes in the communication task 
address space and provides the following cross memory 
services to manipulate write-to-operator queue 
elements (WQEs) for users of the WTO/WTOR and 
DOMmacros. 

• Locates a specific WQE in the communication task 
address space and copies it to the caller's WQE 

• Copies the caller's WQE(s) to the communication 
task address space 

• Sets the suspend indicator in the WQE for 
multi-line WTO processing 

• Chains a WQE to an operator request element 
(ORE) for WTOR processing 

Entry from: lEA VMWTO, lEA VVWTO, lEA VXDOM 
via a PC. 

ExIt to: Caller via PT. 

Called routines: lEA VQ700. 

Entry point: FRRCLNUP 

At this entry point lEA VH600 performs cleanup for 
the communication task functional recovery routine 
(lEA VMFRR). H lEA VH600 had been processing a 
single-line WTO or WTOR when the error occurred, 
FRRCLNUP frees the WQE and adjusts the WQE 
counts in the UCM base. H BAA VH600 had been 
processing a multi-line WTO; FRRCLNUP turns off 
the suspend bit in the WQE and returns to 
lEA VMFRR with the number of WQEs processed. 

Entry from: RTM. 

ExIt to: RTM. 

Calted routines: None. 
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lEA VIDOO - Identify Routine 

OJ¥l"flllon: This module performs two functions: 

• It identifies an embedded entry to the system. 

• It identifies a single copy module loaded in subpool 
o to the system. 

Entry/tom: 

For entry point IGC041: SVC interruption 
handler. 

For entry point FRRSVC41: RTM. 

&it to: EXIT prolog. 

lEA VINV - Page Invalidation Routine 

0pendI0II: The routine is divided into two parts known 
as the master and the slave subroutines. 

The master synchronizes all online processors. sets the 
invalid bit in the PGTE. purges the translation 
look-aside buffer (TLB) on the master processor. and 
signals the other processors to purge their TLBs. The 
slave portion purges the TLB on its processor when the 
master signals it to do so. 

Entry/tom: 

For entry point lEA VINV: An RSM routine. 

For entry point lEA VINV A: lEA VEES. 

&it to: Caller. 

lEA VlOCP - Paging I/O Compledon Processor 

()petrltion: This module performs the 
address-space-dependentprocessing required to 
indicate that a page-in operation has completed. It 
processes PCBs with I/O complete and PCBs for the 
address space in which lEA VIOCP is running. 

Entry point: lEA VIOCP from lEA VEDSO. 

Bntry point: lEA VCPBR. 

&it to: Caller. 

lEA VITAS - IaidaIIze Address Space 

()petrltion: This module builds and initializes RSM 
control blocks required to defme an address space. 

Ently /tom: IEAVGCAS. 

Exit to: lEA VGCAS. 

lEA VLKOO - BLDL/FETCH Interfaces 

OpetrlJiOll: This module contains the description and 
code for several service routines: 

LINK SVC 6 at entry point IGCOO6 
XCI'L SVC 7 at entry point IGCOO7 
LOAD SVC 8 at entry point IGCOO8 
DELETE SVC 9 at entry point IGCOO9 
SYNCH SVC 12 at entry point IGC012 
LINK SVC 122 at entry point IGCOX6 
XCTL SVC 122 at entry point IGCOX7 
LOAD SVC 122 at entry point IGCOX8 

In addition to the above service routines. this module 
includes other code whose functions are described 
below. 

For entry point IGCOO6 and IGCOX6: 

• Performs a validity check of resources 

• Establishes linkage to the module 

• Searches for and determines the load module to 
which linkage is desired 

• Creates and updates a program request block. an 
extended control block (XSB). and a contents 
directory entry under certain conditions 

• Performs a sharing of load modules in accordance 
with reusability attributes 

• Invokes the test module via an SVC call in 
lEA VLKOl for TSO modules in test 

For entry point IGCOO7 and IGCOX7: 

• Performs linkage to the load module specified 

• Searches lists and libraries for the specified load 
module 

• Creates and updates a PRB. an XSB. and a CDE 
as for IGC006 

• Fetches the module 
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• Reclaims the current SVRB for type 4 SVC's 
during the processing 

For entry point IGCOO8 and IGCOX8: 

• Acquires a specified load module and retains the 
module for use by the task issuing the load 

• Searches as in IGC006 

• Creates a twelve-byte load list element (LLE) that 
points to the CDE for the requested module 

• Increases the use count in the CDE and LLE when 
a module is loaded 

• Creates a 32-byte CDE when none exists for the 
requested module 

• Keeps a responsibility count in the LLE 

• Returns entry point even if module is in use; will 
not queue load requests for a serially reusable 
module 

• Causes modules to be fetched as for IGCOO6 

For entry point IGC009: 

• Indicates that the usage of a module is complete 

• Locates the named module 

• Decreases the use count in the CDE and LLE and 
if the count in the CDE goes to zero, it forces the 
purging of the module 

For entry point IGCOI2: 

• Allows the supervisor routine to give control to a 
problem program routine and to regain control in 
supervisor mode 

• Gives task recovery the ability to schedule a 
synchronous exit routine 

• Allows a routine which has received control via a 
SYNCH request to get control in a specified key 

• Restores the caller's registers on return from a 
SYNCH request 

• Provides options which allow the caller to set the 
storage key and the program key mask for the exit 
that is to receive control 
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For entry point IEAQCS01: This entry provides 
supervisor-assisted linkage for A 17 ACH requests. 

For entry point IEAQCS02: This entry starts a queued 
request through mainline LINK. 

For entry point IEAQCS03: This entry restarts a 
queued serially reusable request. 

For entry point lEA VVMSR: This entry searches the 
pageable LPA directory for an LPDE representing the 
requested module. 

For entry point IEAQCDSR: This entry searches a 
CDE queue for a requested name. 

For entry point IEAQCS04: This entry address is the 
start of a list of addresses which lEA VLKOI uses to 
return to lEA VLKOO. There is no linkage because this 
is an external reference and not executable. 

For entry point CDLKBASE: This entry address resets 
the base address for lEA VLKOO on return from 
lEA VLKOI. There is no linkage as this is an external 
reference and not executable. 

Entry /l'0III: 

For entry points IGC006 and IGCOX6: SVC m. 

For entry points IGC007 and IGCOX7: SVC IH. 

For entry points IGC008 and IGCOX8: SVC m. 

For entry point IGC009: SVC m. 

For entry point IGCOI2: SVC m. 

For entry point IEAQCS01: A17ACH 
(lEA VEATO) or memory create (lEA VEMCR). 

For entry point IEAQCS02: POST (IEAVSYSO). 

For entry point IEAQCS03: POST (lEA VSYSO). 

For entry point lEA VVMSR: Control program and 
user routines. 

For entry point IEAQCDSR: Control program and 
user routines. 
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Exit to: 

For entry points IGC006 and IGCOX6: Routine to 
be linked via a branch entry to EXIT prolog; wait 
if request was queued. 

For entry points IGC007 and IGCOX7: Routine to 
be linked via a branch entry to EXIT prolog; wait 
if the requested module was queued. 

For entry point IGC008 and IGCOX8: Caller via 
EXIT prolog (rnA VEEXP). 

For entry point IGCOO9: Caller. 

For entry point IGCOI2: Caller using EXIT prolog. 

For entry point rnAQCS02: Same as IGC006. 

For entry point rnAQSC03: Same as IGC006. 

For entry point rnA VVMSR: Return on register 
14+0, if an LPDE is found; return on register 
14+4 if no LPDE is found. 

For entry point IEAQCDSR: Return on register 
14+0, if a CDE is found; return on register 14+4 
if no CDE is found. 

Error exit: RTM via an ABEND macro. 

lEA VLKOl - Program Management Search - Fetch 
Interface Module 

Opemtion: This module performs the following services 
for rnA VLKOO: 

• Controls the order of queue and library searches 

• Interfaces with the BLDL service routine using 
SVC 18 

• Interfaces with the program fetch service routine 
(rnEWMSEPT) using a branch 

• Provides an interface to test using SVC 61 

• Processes alias PDS entries so that the major name 
module can be reused, if possible, for an alias 
request 

Entry from: rnA VLKOO via branch. 

Exit to: rnA VLKOO. 

lEA VLKOl - Program Management Resource 
Management Routines 

Opendion: This module cleans up CDEs and any 
associated storage at EXIT, DELETE, ABEND and 
EOT. 

Entry from: ABEND. 

Exit to: Program management. 

Entry point CDHKERP: This entry releases the module, 
extent list, major CDE, and associated minors as 
required. 

Entry from: DELETE service routine (IGC009). 

Exit to: Caller via BR 14. 

Entry point GXLHlCREP: This routine frees CSA 
storage associated with modules that have been loaded 
into the CSA. 

Entry from: RTM2 via a branch. 

Exit to: Caller via a branch. 

Entry point lEAPPGMX: This routine frees the program 
management resources when an RB exits and 
determines if a task termination is in progress, and if 
so, frees any LLEs left on the TCBLLE queue, their 
associated CDEs and its associated storage. 

Entry from: EXIT (lEA VEOR) via branch with 
LOCAL lock held. 

Exit to: Caller (SVC 3) via branch. 

Entry point lEAPPGMA: This routine removes partially 
loaded programs during ABEND processing. 

Entry from: rnA VTRTI via branch. 

Exit to: Caller via BR 14. 

lEA VLK03 - Program Management Recovery Routine 

Opemtion: This module attempts to prevent unwanted 
abends in the program manager by intercepting them 
and correcting errors if possible. The routine verifies 
CDE and LLE queues for abend situations that are not 
due to user error. 
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Entry point CDEVER: This entry point receives as input 
an address and verifies that the address points to a 
CDE. 

Entry from: rnA VEQVO. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Entry point FRRPGMMG: This entry point provides 
program manager recovery for the basic program 
management functions. 

Entry from: RTM. 

ExIt to: RTM. 

Entry point FRRPGMX: This entry point is the recovery 
routine for the exit resoruce manager (rnAPPGMX). It 
verifies the CDE and LLE queues and attempts a retry. 

Entry from: RTM. 

Exit to: RTM. 

lEA VMASV - Communication Task Asynchronous 
Service Routine 

Opemtion: The asynchronous service routine performs 
TPUT services for the communication task. The TPUT 
services issue the WAIT macro instruction. 

Entry from: rnA VTPUT and rnA VMASV. 

Exit to: The dispatcher via a BR 14. 

lEA VMDOM - Communication Task DOM Processor 

Operation: The communication task DOM processing 
routine processes the DOM control blocks (DOMCs) 
created by the DOM macro instruction processing 
routine (rnA VXDOM). For each DOMC message ID, 
this routine attempts to eliminate the WQE that has the 
same message ID and the ORE associated with that 
WQE, if an ORE exists. IT the WQE was retained in 
the action message retention buffer, it is removed. The 
device support processor is then called to eliminate 
graphic messages with the same message ID. 

Entry from: rnA VMQWR. 

Exit to: The communication task's wait service routine 
via a DR 14 instruction. 
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lEA VMDSV - Communication Task Device Service 
Routine 

Operation: The device service routine prepares the 
communication task for and issues SVC 72 (the device 
support processor (DSP». The preparation includes 
handling pending open, close, I/O completion 
interrupt, and attention interrupt processing. This 
routine also cleans up the write queue elements 
(WQEs), operator reply elements (OREs), and console 
queue elements (CQEs) when these control blocks are 
no longer needed, and assures that all messages have 
been processed for master tracing. Additionally, it 
retains messages in the action message retention buffer. 

Entry from: rnA VMQWR and rnA VMDSV. 

Exit to: Caller via a BR 14 instruction. 

IEAVMED1- WQE/ORE Purge Routine 

Opertllion: This module purges WTO elements and 
ORE (operator reply elements) at task or address space 
termination. In particular, it: 

• Frees any write wait blocks (WWBs) from the 
ORE and WQE chain. 

• Marks any OREs to indicate that deletion is in 
progress. 

• IT this is an address space deletion, creates a 
DOMCB for a DOM by address space identifier 
(ASID). 

• IT deleting a job step, it creates a DOMCB for a 
DOM by ASID and jobstep TCB. 

• Marks any active graphic device UCME to indicate 
that there is DOM work to be done. 

• Stops monitor requests for this task or storage by 
calling the monitor control routine (lEA VMNTR). 

• Posts the UCMDECB. 

• Passes a task-related DOMCD to the subsystem 
interface. 

Entry from: Address space or task termination. 

Exit to: Caller. 
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lEA VMFIH - MSSFCALL SLIB Routine 
(IEAVMFIH) 

Opeltltkm: lEA VMF1H processes class 2401 MSSF 
external interrupts, which are generated by the MSSF 
hardware when it finishes processing an MSSFCALL 
DIAGNOSE instruction. 

Entry /1tJIII: lEA VEEXT. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VMFRM - MSSFCALL Resource Manager 

ope1Yltkm: lEA VMFRM cleans up any MSSFCALL 
resources held by a terminating task or address space. 
These MSSFCALL resources include the MSFAB and 
MSFCB control blocks and the MSSFCALL TP PORT 
serialization resource. 

Entry /rom: lEA VTMMT during address space 
termination or lEA VTSKT during task termination. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VMFRR - Communication Task Functional 
Recovery Routine (FRR) or EST AE Controller 

ope1Yltkm: The FRR/EST AE controller receives 
control from recovery termination management 
(RTM). The controller processes both FRR and 
EST AE attempts to recover from abnormal 
terminations in the communication task. 

Entry /rom: RTM via FRR stack. 

Exit to: RTM via a BR 14 instruction. 

lEA VMNTR - Monitor Queue Manager 

ope1Yltkm: This module maintains the monitoring status 
of operators' consoles and TSO terminals. This is done 
primarily for the MONITOR and STOPMN command 
processors. 

Entry from: lEA VMED2, IEAVSWCH, IEESS03D, 
IEE7103D,UKJEFFOO,orlEE4603D. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VMODE - Mode Change Routine 

ope1Yltkm: This module changes the key and state in the 
SVC old PSW (SVCOPSW), changes the system mask, 
or changes the PSW key mask (control register 3). It 

changes the state of the system by altering the RB old 
PSW. 

Entry /rom: SVC IH. 

Exit to: EXIT prolog. 

lEA VMQRO - Communication Task Process Message 
for Inactive Terminal (Console) 

Ope1'tltion: This routine gives the master console 
operator an opportunity to delete, queue to the master 
console, or continue queueing messages that are sent to 
a specific console by identification. 

Entry /1tJIII: lEA VMWSV. 

Exit to: The dispatcher via a BR 14 instruction. 

lEA VMQWR - Communication Task Wait Service 
Routine 

Opeltltkm: The wait service routine waits on all of the 
event control blocks (ECBs) that are posted for the 
communication task. 

Entry /rom: lEA VN701. 

Exit to: No exit; this is a never-ending routine. 

lEA VMSF - Monitoring and System Support Facility 
(MSSFCALL) SVC Routine 

Operation: lEA VMSF provides the interface between 
MVS software and the hardware's monitoring and 
system support facility (MSSF). It determines whether 
the requested MSSFCALL command can be processed, 
and, if so, issues an MSSFCALL DIAGNOSE 
instruction on behalf of the requestor. 

Entry /rom: SVC FLIH (lEA VESVC). 

Exit to: Address in register 14. 

Called mutines: Validity check routine (lEA VEV AL). 

lEA VMSFS - MSSFCALL SRB Routine 

Operotlon: After the MSSF hardware finishes executing 
an MSSFCALL DIAGNOSE instruction that 
lEA VMSF issued while processing an MSSFCALL 
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SVC, it generates a class 2401 MSSF external 
interrupt. lEA VMFIH receives control to schedule 
lEA VMSFS, which posts the ECB that lEA VMSF is 
waiting on. 

Sdteduled by: lEA VMFIH. 

lEA VMWSV - Communication Task Console Queueing 
Routine 

Ope1Yltion: The console queueing routine selectively 
queues messages to console output queues and passes 
eligible messages for master tracing. 

Entry from: lEA VMDSV, lEA VMQWR. 

Exit to: The device service routine (lEA VMDSV) , 
which returns control to the communication task's wait 
service routine (lEA VMQWR). 

lEA VMWTO - Communication Task Multiple-Une 
WTO Service Routine 

Opet'tltion: The communication task multiple-line WTO 
(MLWTO) service routine prepares major and minor 
write queue elements (WQEs) associated with multiple 
line messages. 

Entry from: lEA VVWTO. 

Exit to: lEA VVWTO. 

Called tOUtilU!S: lEA VH600, lEA VM700, IEFJSREQ. 

lEA VM700 - MPF Scan Routine 

Opet'tldon: This module scans the MPF table built by 
IEECB805. The table contains message IDs and 
prefixes of messages to be suppressed. lEA VM700 
determines whether the message ID or prefIX passed as 
input matches any of the entries in the MPF table. 

Entry from: IA TCNMR, lEA VVWTO, lEA VMWTO. 

Exit to: IATCNMR, lEA VVWTO, lEA VMWTO. 

IEAVOUT - Page Out 

Opemtion: This module processes all page-out requests 
initiated by the PGOUT macro instruction. If the page 
needs to be written to auxiliary storage, this module 
starts the I/O request. 
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Entry from: lEA VPSI. 

Exitto: lEA VPSI. 

lEA VPCB - PCB Manager 

Operation: This module moves PCBs to various queues 
as requested and ensures that an adequate supply of 
PCBs is in the free queue pool for requesters. It also 
maintains the SRB pool. 

Entry ftOm: An RSM module or lEA VNIPO. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VPFTE - PFTE Enqueue/Dequeue Routine 

Ope1Yltion: This module moves PFTEs to and from 
PFTE queues as directed or needed. It also restarts 
deferred general frame aUocation (GFA) requests and 
monitors the level of the AFQ (available frame queue). 

Entry from: RSM modules. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA vplOI - Swap I/O Initiator 

Opemtion: This module invokes the ASM interface 
routine to initiate paging I/O for swap-out of an 
address space. 

Entry from: lEA VEDSO. 

Exit to: lEA VEDSO. 

lEA VPIOP - Page I/O Post 

Opemtion: This module performs functions relating to 
paging I/O, including frame validation and freeing of 
PCBs and frames. 

Entry from: 

For entry point lEA VPIOP: n..RIOCOO, 
ILRMONOO, or ILRQIOOO. 

For entry point IEAVOPBR: lEA VIOCP, 
lEA VTERM, lEA VRELS, lEA V AMSI, 
IEAVGFA, or IEAVSOUT. 

Exit to: Caller. 
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lEA VPIX - Program Check Interrupt Extension 

Opemtion: This module functions as an interface 
routine between the program check interruption 
handler (PCIH) and the general frame allocation 
(GFA) routines. 

Entry from: lEA VEPC. 

Exit to: lEA VEPC. 

lEA VPREF - Frame Allocation Steal Function 

Opuation: This module steals a frame from a local 
frame queue, the common frame queue, or the real 
storage buffer queue to be used for SQA, LSQA, or for 
a fixed page. 

Entry from: lEA VGFA or lEA VSQA. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VPRTO - GETPART /FREEPART Routine 

OpetYllion: This module allocates or frees a virtual 
region. 

Entry from: IEAVGMOO. 

Exit to: lEA VGMOO or lEA VEQR. 

Error exit: lEA VTRT2. 

lEA VPSI- Page Services Interface (PSI) Module 

Opuation: This module receives all page service 
requests. The requests serviced are PGFIX, PGFREE, 
PGLOAD, PGRLSE and PGOUT. This module checks 
input parameters for errors and routes control between 
the page services modules necessary to satisfy the input 
request. 

Entry from: 

For entry points IGCl12 and IGCl13: 
IEAVESVC. 

For entry points lEA vpsm, lEA VPSIF, 
lEA VPSIX, lEA VPSIY, lEA VPSIZ, and 
lEA VPSXM: A supervisor state key 0 routine. 

For entry points lEA VPSII and NEXTVSL: An 
RSM routine. 

Exit to: 

For entry points IGC112 and IGC113: lEA VEOR. 

For all other entry points: Caller. 

Error exit: 

For entry points IGCl12 and IGCl13: IEAVRCV. 

For entry points lEA VPSIF, lEA VPSIX, 
lEA VPSIY, lEA VPSIZ, and lEA VPSXM: 
IEAVDSPC. 

IEAVQ700 - Communications Task Queue Scanner. 

Opuatlon: This module scans a particular 
communications task resource queue to search for an 
entry containing those characteristics specified by the 
caDer. The address is returned to the caller, when the 
entry is found. The address field is set to zero when no 
entry is found. 

Entry from: lEA VH600, lEA VMDOM, IEECB804, 
IEE8103D. 

Exit to: CaDer. 

lEA VRCF - Real Storage RecomJgUl'8tion Routine 

Operation: This module attempts hardware recovery 
(storage data and key errors), fields requests for 
varying storage offline and online, and provides current 
frame status. 

Entry from: 

For entry point lEA VRCF: IEEMPVST. 

For entry point lEA VRCFC: lEA VRCF via 
IEAVEDSO. 

For entry point lEA VRCFI: lEA VPFI'E. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VRCF3 - Real Storage RecomJgUl'8tion Module 

OpetYldon: This module adds to or subtracts from the 
real storage frames currently available for use by the 
system. This module also records the status of the real 
frames. 
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Ell", /fOIII: 

For entry points lEA VRCF3 and lEA VPBAD: 
IEEVSTGL. 

For entry point lEA VRF31: lEA VPFTE. 

For entry point lEA VRF3C: Dispatcher. 

ExIt to: Caller. 

Called 1fIIIIi1llll: lEA VPFTE and lEA VPCB. 

lEA VRCV - Real Storage MaDagement Recovery 

OJllllflllon: This module attempts to recovery from 
program checks, machine checks, operator restarts, 
percolation from subordinate FRRs, and expected and 
unexpected ABEND requests in RSM routines. 

For entry point lEA VRCV: lEA VTRTS. 

For entry point lEA VRCV2: lEA VTRTS to handle 
errors is lEA VRCV. 

ExIt to: Caller. 

lEA VRELS - Page Release (PGRLSE) 

Opend/tM: This module frees real and auxiliary storage 
associated with a virtual page. In the process, it 
quiesces any outstanding paging I/O for the page. 

For entry point lEA VRELS: lEA VPSI. 

For entry point lEA VRELV: lEA VGMOO. 

Exit to: Caller. 

EnIry po/IIt: lEA VRELF from lEA VIOCP, 
lEA VFREE, or lEA VTERM. 

ExIt to: Caller. 

lEA VRFR - Real Frame Replacement and VIC Update 

()petrIIItm: This module is invoked by SRM when the 
steal algorithm is to be executed. It is passed a criteria 
number by which it is to decide which frames are 
eligible to be stolen. 
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This routine is used to remove pages from a given 
address space and return the frames to the available 
pool. 

The unreferenced interval count (UlC) update routines 
(lEA VRFRP for private and lEA VRFRC· lor common) 
are invoked by SRM to update the usage history and 
the unreferenced interval count for each PFI'E on a 
given frame queue. 

Batry poIltt. lEA VRFR from IRARMSRV. 

ExIt to: IRARMSRV. 

EnIry /fOIII: At lEA VRFRP from IRARMSRV. 

ExIt to: IRARMSRV. 

EnIry /1'tIIII: At lEA VRFRC from IRARMSRV. 

ExIt to: IRARMSRV. 

lEA VRTIO - Timer Seeond Level Interrupt Handler 

OJll1l'flllon: This module processes interrupts caused by 
a synchronization check, by the processor timer, or by 
the clock comparator. This module also contains the 
TQB enqueue and dequeue routines. 

EnIry point: lEA VEEXT at 1EA000OO. 

ExIt to: lEA VEEXT. 

EnIry point: lEA VRTOO,IEA VRTIC, IRARMSRV, 
lEA VRTOD,IEE6S03D,IEA VRT02, IGXOOO13 at 
IEAQTBOO. 

ExIt to: Caller. 

EnIry po/IIt: lEA VRTOO,IEA VRTIO, IRARMSRV, 
lEA VRTll,IEE6S03D at IEAQTDOO. 

Exit to: Caller. 

EnIry poIltt. lEA VRTIO, lEA VRTOD at lEA VRCKQ. 

B:xit to: Caller. 

Batry po/IIt: lEA VRQCK from lEA VEXS. 

B:xit to: lEA VEXS. 

EnIry po/IIt: lEA VRSAE from lEA VEDSO. 

B:xit to: lEA VEDSO. 
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lEA VRTII - rUDer Purge and Recovery 

opcntion: This module performs four functions: the 
TQE purge function called by a terminating task or 
memory; the hardware recovery routine called by 
RTM; initialization timer control block fields and timer 
hardware when a new processor is varied online; and 
the FRR for timer supervision which includes a TQE 
validation routine. 

Entry point: IEAQPGTM from lEA VTSKT or 
IEAVTMMT. 

Entry point: lEA VRSPG from lEA VEDSO. 

Entry point: lEA VRCLS from lEA VTRTH. 

Entry point: lEA VRCLX from lEA VEDSO. 

Entry point: lEA VRNEW from IEEVCPU. 

Entry point: lEA VRSPN from lEA VEDSO. 

Entry point: lEA VRFRR from lEA VTRTS. 

Entry point: lEA VRTVR from lEA VRFRR or 
IEAVEQVO. 

Edt to: Caller. 

IEAVRTOD - TOD aock Manager 

OperatiOll: This module initializes TOD clocks at IPL 
and when a processor is varied online and resets or 
resynchronizes TOD cloc~ suffering machine checks. 

Entry point: lEA VRINT from IEEVIPL. 

Entry point: lEA VRSSC from lEA VRTOD and 
IEEVCPU. 

Entry point: lEA VRCLA from lEA VEDSO. 

Entry point: lEA VRNOT from IEEVCPU. 

Entry point: lEA VRCAN from IEEVCPU. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VRTOO - TI1MER Service Routine (SVC 46) and 
STIMER Senice Routine (SVC 47) 

Opcntion: TTIMER will supply the time remaining in a 
task's time interval which was previously established 
via the STIMER routine. TTIMER will also, if 

requested, cancel the interval. STIMER establishes a 
time interval for the requesting task. 

Entry point: IGCOO04F from lEA VESVC. 

Entry point: IGCOOO4G from lEA VESVC. 

Exit to: lEA VEOR. 

EmIr exit: lEA VTRT2. 

IEAVRTOI- TIME Service Routine (SVC II) 

operation: This module supplies the user with local time 
and date, or optionally, with Greenwich Mean Time 
and date. The current value of the Time-of-Day clock 
can also be requested. 

Entry point: IGCOOOIA from lEA VESVC. 

Exit to: lEA VEOR. 

Entry point: lEA VRTME from lEA VEES. 

Exit to: lEA VEES. 

Entry point: TIMEST AE from lEA VTASI. 

Enw exit: lEA VTRT2. 

lEA VRT01- SETDm Routine 

operation: This module allows a system program to 
establish a real-time interval. After the interval has 
passed, the program's disabled interrupt exit (DIE) 
routine gets control. 

Entry point: lEA VRDlEfrom system caller. 

Exit to: System caller. 

lEA VRT03 - SRB Time Limit IDitiaUzation 

Operation: This module establishes a specified time limit 
for a program executing in SRB mode. 

Entry /rom: Issuer of a SRBTIMER macro. 

Exit to: Caller. 

EmIr exit: Return to caller that is not in SRB mode. 

CoIled 1YIIItineJ: Dispatcher job step timing collection 
subroutine (entry point DSJSTCSR in lEA VEDSO). 
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IEAVSETS - STATUS Service Routine 

Opet'tltion: The module manipulates TCB indicators to 
change the dispatchability of tasks, SRBs, or the 
system. 

For entry point IGC079: Manipulates 
dispatchability of tasks, SRBs, or the system. 

For entry point IGC07902: Manipulates the 
dispatchability of tasks and SRBs. 

For entry point IGC07903: Starts SRB in 
swapped-in address spaces. 

For entry point IGC07904: Resumes the processing 
which had been suspended pending the release of a 
CMLlock. 

For entry point lEA VSSNQ: Stops non-quiescable 
SRBs in address spaces being swapped-out. 

For entry point lEA VESSS: Completes stop 
SYNCH processing. 

For entry point IEATRSCN: Searches the subtask 
tree structure. 

For entry point lEA VSETl: Clears all other 
processors of active tasks dispatched in the 
currently dispatched address space. 

Entry/rom: 

For entry point IGC079: SVC m. 

For entry point IGC07902: Supervisor routines via 
branch entry. 

For entry point IGC07903: Swap-in. 

For entry point IGC07904: The lock manager. 

For entry point lEA VSSNQ Swap-out. 

For entry point lEA VESSS: EXIT and EXIT 
prolog. 

For entry point lEA TRSCN: Branch entry from 
system routines. 

For entry point lEA VSETl: The attention exit 
scheduling routine or other system routines. 
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Exit to: 

For entry point IGC079: Exit prolog. 

For entry point IGC07902: Caller or dispatcher. 

For entry point IGC07903: Caller or dispatcher. 

For entry point IGC07904: Caller or dispatcher. 

For entry point lEA VSSNQ: Caller or dispatcher. 

For entry point lEA VESSS: Caller or dispatcher. 

For entry point lEA TRSCN: Branch to caller via 
BR 11 if no task found, or BR 14 if task is found. 

For entry point lEA VSETl: Caller. 

IEAVSOUT - Swap Out 

Opet'tltion: This routine proposes to process or move an 
address space from the system at the direction of the 
system resource manager (SRM). This includes 
purging all paging I/O for the address space, purging 
fixes for the address space, freeing LSQA frames, 
indicating which pages should be swapped in, and 
building the control blocks which will control the 
swap-out of pages which need to be written to auxiliary 
storage. 

Entry point IEAVSOUT from lEA V AR02. 

Exit to: lEA V AR02. 

lEA VSQA - LSQA or SQA Allocation 

Operation: This module allocates real storage frames for 
use as SQA or LSQA pages. 

Entry point IEAVSQA from IEAVGMOO or 
IEAVITAS. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IEAVST AA: Communication Task EST AE Routine 

OJlfllYllion: This EST AE routine is the last attempt to 
recover from an abnormal termination in the 
communication task. Previous attempts to recover may 
have been made by the functional recovery routine 
(FRR) and ESTAE processing (lEA VMFRR). 
IEAVST AA reinitializes all fields that are necessary to 
make the system believe the communication task has 
not failed. 
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Entry from: RTM. 

Exit to: The dispatcher to end the communications task 
for later reinitialization. 

Error exit: A branch return to the recovery termination 
management routine (RTM) based on the address in 
register 14. 

IEAVSTAO - (E)SfAE Serrice Routine (SVC (0) 

operation: This module creates, overlays, cancels, or 
propagates STAB control block(s). 

Entry from: SVC 60 call or a branch entry by another 
SVC routine. 

Exit to: Caller via exit if SVC entered, or directly to 
caller if branch entered. 

Ex/t-enor. ABEND caller. 

lEA VSWCH - ColDlllDDication Task Console Switch 
Routine 

operation: The console switch routine analyzes and 
switches console functions. 

Entry from: lEA VMWSV, IEECVETW, lEA VVCTR. 
IEAV1052, IEECVETC, lEA VI443, IEAV2S40, 
IEE8B03D. 

Exit to: A branch return to the address in register 14. 

lEA VSWIN - Swap In Processor 

Opemtion: This module performs the processing 
required to initiate a swap-in of an address space from 
the auxiliary paging space. The secondary 

entry performs processing to connect the address space 
to the set of active address spaces when the required 
I/O is complete. 

Entry point. IEAVSWIN from lEA VEDSO. 

Exit to: lEA VEDSO. 

Entry point: IEAVSIRT from lEA VPIOP, IEAVGFA, 
lEA VIOCP or lEA VTERM. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VSWPC - Swap-out Completion Processor 

Operation: This routine frees the frames and PCBs for 
swap-out and removes the address spaces from the 
dispatching queue. 

Entry from: n..RPAGCM. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VSWPP - Swap-In Completion Processor 

Operation: Scheduled by Swap-In Root Exit 
(lEA VSIRT entry point in lEA VSWIN).This module 
starts input page operations for stage 2 pageable 
working set pages and posts the region control task 
(RCT) to restart task-mode processing in a swapped-in 
address space. 

Entry from: lEA VEDSO. 

Exit to: lEA VEDSO. 

lEA VSY50 - Walt!post Serrice Routine 

Operation: This module performs two services: 

• WAIT 

Which causes the caller to stop processing and 
wait for the occurrence of one or more events. 

• POST 

Which signals completion of an event in an 
ECB and determines if the waiting task has 
become ready. 

It also identifies and deletes user POST exit 
routines and routes control to them. 

I 

For entry IEAOPT02: Performs the POST service. 

For entry IEAOPT03: Performs the POST service 
for programs executing as a POST exit routine. 

For entry IEAOPTOE: Performs the POST exit 
identification and deletion service. 

For entry IEARPOST: POST resource manager. 

Entry/rom: 

For entry IGC001: SVC IH. 
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For entry rnA VW AIT: Supervisor routine via 
branch entry. 

For entry IGC002: SVC m. 

For entry mAOPTOl: Supervisor routine via branch 
entry. 

For entry rnAOPT02: Supervisor routine via branch 
entry. 

For entry IEARPOST: RTM. 

For entry rnAOPT03: Supervisor routine via branch 
entry. 

For entry rnAOPTOE: Supervisor routine via 
branch entry. 

&it to: 

For entry IGCOOl: Exit prolog (rnAVEXPl), or 
ABEND. 

For entry rnA VW AIT: Dispatcher (rnAODS). 

For entry IGC002: Exit prolog or ABEND. 

For entry rnAOPTOl: Caller. 

For entry rnAOPT02: Caller. 

For entry rnARPOST: Caller. 

For entry mAOPT03: Caller. 

For entry rnAOPTOE: Caller. 

lEA VTABD - ABDUMP 

Opertltion: This module manages the SYSABEND, 
SYSUDUMP, and SYSMDUMP data sets. It provides 
die interface to SNAP and SVC dump for dump 
requests to one of these data sets during 
recovery/termination processing. 

Entry from: lEA VTRTC via BALR. 

Exh to: rnA VTRTC. 

lEA VTABI - ABDUMP Initialization 

Operation: This module reads P ARMLm rnAABDOO, 
rnADMPOO, and rnADMROO and sets the requested 
dump options in the recovery termination control table 
(RTCT) for later use by ABDUMP (rnA VTABD). 
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Entry from: rnA VNPA6 via BALR. 

&it to: rnAVNPA6. 

lEA VTACR - Alternate processor Recovery 

Opertltion: This module uses a 'good' (recovery) 
processor to take over the work in progress on a 'dead' 
(malfunctioning) processor at the time of its failure, 
and to supervise the cleanup of that work until the 
system can resume normal operation: 

Entry from: 

• RMS EMS/MFA SLnI on the recovery processor. 

• Lock manager and certain global spinners when 
conflict is detected between recovery and dead 
processor work. 

• Dispatcher when recovery or dead processor work 
is interrupted. 

Exhto: 

• Caller via register 2. 

• Interrupted work of other processor. If this is first 
time for dead processor work exit to RTM for FRR 
recovery. 

• If work of each processor is in enabled condition 
exit to dispatcher. 

lEA VTADR - Address Conversion Routine 

Operation: This module converts a coded string 
representing a direct or indirect address into a 
four-byte virtual address. 

Entry from: lEA VTSLP via BALR, AIn..TSLIP via 
BALR, IEECB90S via BALR. 

Exh to: Caller. 

lEA VTASt - Task Recovery Pre-exit Processing 

Operation: This module sets up workareas for EST A 
exit, gives the exit control and calls rnA VT AS2 and 
rnA VTAS3 for post-exit processing. The pre-exit 
functions of this module are as follows: 

• Identify the SCB (ESTAE/STAE exit). 
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• Obtain and initialize SDW A. 

• Perform. the user I/O options requested on ESTAE 
macro. 

• Set up interface for the user exit routine. 

• Issue SYNCH macro to pass control to the user exit 
routine. 

&tty I""": lEA VTRTC via BALR. 

ExIt to: lEA VTRTC. 

lEA VT ASl - Task Recovery Post ExIt Processing 

OpemJion: This module performs the requests made by 
the user exit routine. Its functions are the following: 

• Perform a validity check on the SDW A. 
• Track SDWA by issuing HOOK macro. 
• Perform recording if requested. 
• Copy dump options from SDWA. 
• Suppress ST AI percolation, if requested. 
• Determine whether to retry or continue with 

termination. 

Entry Imm: lEA VTASI via BALR. 

Exit to: lEA VT ASI. 

lEA VT AS3 - Setup for User Retry or Continue with 
Termfnadon 

opet'lltion: This module performs processing for user 
retry or percolation. Processing consists of the 
following: 

Retry: 

• Identify the RB for retry. 
• Initialize or freemain SDWA for retry. 
• Close embedded DCBs. 
• Purge paging I/O. 
• Purge outstanding WTOR requests for ST AE retry 

only. 
• Purge entries in type 1 message table. 
• Purge enqueued resources if EST AR. 
• Purge TQEs if ESTAR. 
• Set pointer to EXIT (RB) or exit prolog (SVRB) in 

resource PSW. 
• Perform SCB clean-up. 
• Handle pseudo retry into lEA VT AS 1 if there is 

recursion. 

Percolation: (continue with termination) 

• FreeSDWA 

Bntty lrom: lEA VT AS 1 via BALR. 

B%it to: IEA VT AS 1. 

lEA VfBOO - SPIE/EXTRACT Semce Routine 

Opemtlon: The module provides two services: 

• SPIE, which provides the problem program with a 
means of specifying an error exit routine in 
response to one or more program error 
interruptions. 

• EXTRACT, which provides a means of obtaining 
the address of the values of a set of fields without 
going through the system. 

For entry IGCOOOID: Performs SPIE mainline 
processing. 

For entry lEA VSPIE: SPIE resource manager. 

For entry IEAVSPI: Checkpoint/restart entry. 

For entry IGC00040: Performs EXTRACT 
mainline processing. 

For entry IGC00040+8: Performs EXTRACT 
mainline processing. 

Entry lrom: 

For entry IGCOOOID: SVC IH. 

For entry IEAVSPIE: RTM. 

For entry IEAVSPI: Checkpoint/restart. 

For entry IGC00040+8: Supervisor routines via 
branch entry. 

B%itto: 

For entry IGCOOOID: Exit prolog. 

For entry IEAVSPIE: Caller. 

For entry lEA VSPI: Caller. 
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For entry IGCOOO4O: Exit prolog. 

For entry IGCOOO4O+8: Caller. 

lEA VTERM - PagIng Termination Semces 

Opertdioll: This module quiesces paging I/O for a 
particular RB or TCB. For a task being terminated. 
RTM may also request that all pages fixed for a task be 
freed. 

Entry point: lEA VTERM from lEA VTSKT. 

Exit to: lEA VTSKT. 

lEA VI'EST - TESTAUTII Semce Routine 

Opertdioll: This routine tests the authorization of any 
program to perform a specified function. 

Entry jlfJlll: 

For entry IGCl19: SVC HI. 

For entry lEA VTEST: Supervisor routine via 
branch entry. 

Exit to: 

For entry IGCI19: EXIT prolog. 

For entry lEA VTEST: Caller. 

lEA VTFHX - HEX Format Subroutine 

OJllllYlllon: This subroutine formats a single summary 
dump record in standard hexadecimal dump format 
with characters on the side. 

Entry jlfJlll: lEA VI'FSD. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VTFMT - MAINLINE for RTM Control Block 
Formatter 

Opemtion: Locates the RTM control blocks associated 
with the TCB passed in the parameter list. It then calls 
the individual formatters for each RTM control block. 

EntryjlfJlll: IEAVADOI or AMDPRUIM. 

Exit to: Caller. 
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lEA VTFRD - Summary Dump Read Subroutine 

OJllllYlllon: This subroutine reconstructs the records of a 
summary dump from a dump data set being processed 
by AMDPRDMP. 

Entry jlfJlll: lEA VI'FSD. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VTFRT -Interface between lEA VTFSD amt 
Several RTM Control Block Format Subroutines 

Opertdioll: Using summary dump data to simulate a 
total dump environment this module invokes the RTM 
control block format subroutines IEAFTlHS. 
IEAFTFRR. 1EAFI'RT2. 

Entry jlfJlll: lEA VTFSD. 

ExIt to: Caller. 

lEA VTFSD - AMDPRDMP Service AId ExIt for 
SUMDUMP Control Statement 

Opet'tlllon: This module controls the formatting of an 
entire summary dump by calling format subroutines to 
process each summary dump record. 

Entry jlfJlll: AMDPRDMP via the user exit interface 
(entry point AMDUSRXT in AMDPRUIM). 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VTFTM - Message and Subroutine Name CSECT 
for lEA VTFSD 

Opemtion: This message CSECT contains all the text 
for the dump output headers and comments generated 
by lEA VI'FSD.IEA VI'FRD. and lEA VTFHX. It also 
contains a branch table of subroutines to load and call 
for each type of summary dump record. 

llIed by. lEA VI'FSD. 

lEA vrGLB - SLIP Global PER 
Aetivatlon/Deactivation Routine 

Opemtion: This module manages the global resources 
on all processors necessary to activate. deactivate, or 
adjust PER monitoring. This module is scheduled by 
IEBCB90S. lEA VTJBN. lEA VTLCL. and 
IEAVTSLP. 

Entry jlfJlll: SRB dispatcher. 
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Exit to: SRB dispatcher. 

lEA vr JBN - SLIP PER Selection Interface Routine 

Operation: This module serves as an interface between 
address space create and lEA VTLCL to determine if a 
new address space should have PER monitoring active. 
It also serves as the interface between scheduler 
routines (started task control and SW A create control) 
and SLIP PERa routines to determine if a LOGON, 
START, or job select requires a change to PER 
monitoring in an address space. 

Entry from: lEA VEMRQ via BALR. IEESB605 via 
BALR, IEFIB600 via BALR. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VTLCL - SLIP Local PER 
Activation/Deactivation Routine 

Operation: This module determines if PER monitoring 
should be on or off for the address space in which it is 
running and adjusts the RB and ASCB indicators 
accordingly. IEAVTGLB also schedules this routine to 
adjust the RB and ASCB indicators as required. This 
routine is scheduled by lEA VTGLB and lEA VTJBN. 

Entry /l'0III: SRB dispatcher. 

Exit to: SRB dispatcher. 

Calletll'Olllines: lEA TRSCN, lEA VESSE, lEA VSETS. 

lEA VTMMT - Memory Tennination Purges 

Operation: This module handles the purging of 
resources held by a terminating address space. 

Entry from: lEA VTRTE via BALR. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VTMRM - RTM Memory Resource Manager 

Operation: This module frees all SDW As obtained from 
SQAbyRTMl. 

Entry from: lEA VTMMT via BALR. 

Exit to: CaOer. 

lEA VTMSI- Recovery Termination's Master 
Scheduler InitiaUzation ControUer 

Operation: This module creates the following three 
recovery termination tasks in the master address space: 

• Recording task 
• Address space termination control task 
• SVC dump task 

Entry from: Master scheduler (IEEMB860) via a LINK 
macro to begin recovery/termination initialization. 

Exit to: Master scheduler (IEEMB860) via a RETURN 
statement with return code 0 or 4. 

lEA VTMTC - Memory Termination ControUer 

Operation: This module controls the process of 
responding to a request for address space termination. 

Entry from: lEA VTMSI via ATTACH. 

Exit to: None. This is a never-ending task that waits on 
an ECB when there is no work to do. 

lEA VTMTR - Memory Termination Requestor 

Opemtion: This module is attached by the memory 
termination controller to invoke memory termination 
purges via SVC 13. 

Entry from: lEA VTMTC via ATTACH. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VTPER - Program FLIH/SLIP PER/Space 
Switch Interface Module 

Operation: This module provides the interface used to 
call the SLIP processor (lEA VTSLP) to handle a PER 
interrupt or the space switch handler (lEA VTSSH) to 
handle a space switch interrupt detected by the 
program check FLllI (lEA VEPC). 

Entry from: lEA VEPC via BALR. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VTPMT - Type 1 Message Table Handler 

Operation: This module prints or purges entries in the 
type 1 message table for the requested task. 
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Entry/rom: 

lEA VTRTC via BALR for printing and purging. 
lEA VT AS3 via BALR for purge. 
lEA VTSKT vi~ lJALR for purging. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VTRCE - Trace Routine 

Operation: This module provides a trace function for 
the following events: 

• External interruptions 
• I/O interruptions 
• Program interruptions 
• SVC interruptions 
• Start I/O (from lOS) 
• Task dispatcher exit conditions 
• Event dispatcher exit conditions 

For entry point TREX (the trace entry for external 
interrupts): External interrupt handler. 

For entry point TRIO (the trace entry for I/O 
interrupts): Supervisor. 

For entry point TRPI (the trace entry for program 
interrupts): Program interrupt handler. 

For entry point TRSVC (the trace entry for SVC 
interrupts): SVC interrupt handler. 

For entry point TRDISP (the trace entry for task 
dispatch): Dispatcher. 

For entry point TRSRBI (the trace entry for event 
dispatch): Dispatcher. 

For entry point TRSRB2 (the trace entry for event 
redispatch): Dispatcher. 

For entry point TRSIO (the trace entry for START 
I/O): START I/O. 

For entry point lEA VTRCO (to turn system tracing 
on or off): GTF or SDUMP. 

For entry point TRCEFRR (trace recovery 
routine): RTM. 

Exit to: Caller by branching to the address in register 
11. 
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lEA VTRER - Recording Request Routine 

Operation: This module accepts requests for recording 
on SYS1.LOGREC or for writing to the operator, and 
it schedules the recording/writing to occur 
asynchronously under the recording task. Also, if this 
is an emergency request from the machine check 
handler, the termination routine's emergency recorder 
returns the address and the length of the scheduled but 
not yet written logrec request for recording. 

Entry /rom: System routines via RECORD macro 
instruction. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VTRET - Asynchronous Recording Task 

Operation: This module writes recording requests. 

Entry from: IEVTMSI via ATTACH, subsequently 
IEVTRER schedules an SRB to POST RTCTRECB. 

Exit to: None. This is a never-ending task that waits on 
an ECB when there is 'no work to be done. 

IEAVTRMC - CALLRTM TYPE=RMGRCML 

Operation: At address space termination time, this 
module prepares for cleanup every SRB or task in the 
terminating address space that holds the local lock of 
another address space. 

Entry from: lEA VLKRM via CALLRTM. 

Exit to: lEA VLKRM. 

lEA VTRML -lnstaDation Resource Manager List 

Operation: This CSECT can be replaced with a CSECT 
containing a list of modules to be called by task and 
address space termination. It is defined to look like a 
list with no entries. 

Entry from: Not executable. 

Exits: None. 

lEA VTRSO - RTMI Service Routines 

Operation: This module contains several entry points 
used by lEA VTRTM. Two of these entries 
(lEA VTRS2 and lEA VTRS4) are also called internally 
by lEA VTRS3. See the specific entry point for a 
description of its function. 
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Entry poiIfIl£4J'TRSl: This entry point verifies that an 
ASID received by RTMI as input represents a valid 
address space. 

EIIIry /l'0III: rnA VTRTM via BALR. 

EDt to: rnA VTRTM via BALR. 

JJmry poiIfIl£4 J'TRS2: At this entry point. the module 
updates an BED with the dump options passed by the 
invoker of the ABEND. CALLRTM. or SETRP 
macros. 

Entry /l'0III: lEA VTRTM or rnA VTRS3 using BALR. 

Exit to: lEA VTRTM or lEA VTRS3 using BALR. 

Entry poiIfIl£4J'TRSJ: At this entry point. the module 
updates EEDs with error information and chains them 
on a queue. 

EIIIry /l'0III: rnA VTRTM via BALR. 

Exit to: lEA VTRTM via BALR. 

EIIIry poiIfIlEA.J'TRS4: This entry point puts the 
ERRORID (sequence number. logical processor 
identification. and time stamp) and the 
FRR-to-ESTAE communication buffer into the EED. 

EIIIry /l'0III: lEA VTRTM or lEA VTRS3 via BALR. 

Exit to: lEA VTRTM or rnA VTRS3 using BALR. 

EIIIry poiIfIlEA. J'TRSS: lEA VTRTM invokes this 
maintenance entry point when a user attempts to 
terminate an address space that cannot be terminated. 
This module uses the software recording facility to 
record the SDWA along with its variable recording 
area. 

EIItry /l'0III: rnA VTRTM using BALR. 

Exit to: rnA VTRTM using BALR. 

CtliletllOIIIi,.,: rnA VTRER. 

EIIIry poiIfIlEAJ'TBS6:'lEA VTRTM uses this entry 
point to interface with the status routine to make a task 
dispatchable. 

EIIIry /l'0III: rnA VTRTM using BALR. 

Exit to: rnA VTRTM using BALR. 

Entry poiIfIl£4 J'TRS7: At this entry point. the module 
interfaces with IGPTERM to terminate the system by 
issuing the lEA802W message. which indicates that the 
system is in an AOO wait state. 

Entry /l'0III: rnA VTRTM via BALR. 

Exit to: IGFPTERM via BALR. 

lEA VTRTC - RTMl MaiDIine ControUer 

Opemtlon: This module controls the processing among 
subfunctions. including task recovery. dumping. and 
subtask handling. 

EIIIry /l'0III: rnA VTRT2 via BALR. 

Exit to: lEA VTRT2. 

lEA VTRTE - Control Task Purges, Memory Purges 
and Exit 

OJlf1lWdon: This module invokes modules to perform 
task and address space purges and causes the 
appropriate exit from RTM2. 

Entry /l'0III: rnA VTRT2 or rnA VTSKT via BALR. 

Exit to: PROLOG or to STATUS to set the task 
temporarily or permanently nondispatchable. 

lEA VTRTH - RTM Hardware Error Processor 

Opemtion: This module interfaces with hardware repair 
routines and records a MCH LOGREC buffer to 
SYS1.LOGREC for aU CALLRTM TYPE=MACHCK 
entries. The module also accumulates data describing 
the error and its repair status for inclusion in the 
recovery routine interface. 

Entry /l'0III: lEA VTRTM via BALR. 

Exit to: CaDer. 

lEA VTRTM - Recovery Terminadon Manager Number 
1 

OJlf1lWdon: This module performs the foUowing 
functions: 

• Interfacing with the module rnA VTRTH for 
recording and repairing damage after a hardware 
failure 
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• Interfacing with the system recovery manager 
module lEA VTRTS for routing control to the 
recovery routines that protect a supervisor path 
and for recording software incidents 

• Percolating errors to tasks or address spaces that 
are affected by the error 

• Interfacing with the module lEA VTRTR which 
handles recovery for RTMI 

• Handling the ABTERM, MEMTERM, and 
STERM services 

Entry from: lEA VTRTI via BALR. 

Exit to: lEA VTRTI via BALR, unless system 
termination is necessary, then exit to lEA VTRSO. 

Called routines: lEA VTRSO, lEA VTSLP. 

lEA VTRTR - RTM Recovery Routines 

Operation: This module contains the recovery routines 
for the RTMI routines and also routines to perform 
SLIP processing. 

Entry point: 

For entry FREEDCEL: This entry interfaces with 
the QUICKCELL routine to free any quickcells 
that are no longer needed. 

For entry RTMRSFRR: This entry provides 
recovery for lEA VTRTM if a recursive error 
occurred during an attempt by RTM to perform its 
reschedule function. 

For entry RTHFRR: This entry provides recovery 
for lEA VTRTH. 

For entry RTMSMFRR: This entry continues the 
recovery initiated by RTMRSFRR. 

For entry RCOVGETM: This entry defines an 
FRR that provides recovery for lEA VTRTS when 
a GETMAIN for an SDW A fails while processing 
an error in unlocked SRB mode or for an enabled 
unlocked task with FRRs. 

For entry RCOVRCRD: This entry defines a FRR 
that provides recovery of lEA VTRTS in the event 
that recording an SDW A on behalf of an FRR 
fails. 
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For entry RCOVRGTF: This entry defines a FRR 
that provides recovery of lEA VTRTS in the event 
that GTF (invoked by lEA VTRTS to trace FRR 
recovery) should fail. 

For entry RECVRRTM: This entry provides 
recovery for RTMI during that part of its 
processing in which FRR protection is not possible 
or practical. 

For entry lEA VTRTL: This entry is used by SLIP 
entry and by RTM when a SLIP function is to be 
performed. This entry schedules an SVC DUMP or 
places the system in a wait state via module 
IEESTPRS. 

For entry SLIP2FRR: This is the recovery code for 
the lEA VTRTL ENTRY function. It frees any 
acquired resources obtained by lEA VTRTL 

For entry RCOVRDMP: This entry defines an 
FRR that provides recovery for lEA VTRTS when 
dump options are being copied into the SDW A. 

For entry RCOVRCMS: This entry defines an 
FRR that provides recovery for lEA VTRTS if the 
CMSET instruction used to enter the FRR's 
addressing environment fails. 

For entry FREESRBS: This entry frees the SRB 
and EEDs obtained during XMABTERM 
processing in lEA VTRTM. This routine is a task 
and address space termination resource manager. 
It receives control when in XMABTERM 
processing an SRB is scheduled but before getting 
dispatched has its related task or address space 
terminated. 

Entry/rom: 

For entry points FREEDCEL and lEA VTRTR: 
lEA VTRTS using LPSW or BALR. 

For entry point RECVRRTM: 

lEA VTRTM using BALR. 

For entry point FREESRBS: PURGEDQ using 
BALR. 

Exit to: 

For entry FREEDCEL: Caller. 
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For entry RCOVRCRD: rnA VTRTS; or indirectly 
to rnA VTRTR's entry point RECVRRTM to 
terminate RTMl's processing of the error. 

For entry RCOVRGTF: rnA VTRTS; or indirectly 
to rnA VTRTR's entry point RECVRRTM to 
terminate RTMl's processing of the error. 

For entry RECVRRTM: rnA VTRTM or 
rnA VTRTS when RTMl's processing can 
continue; or to dispatcher rnA VOOS or SRB 
dispatcher when RTMI 's processing of an error is 
terminated. 

For entry rnA VTRTS: Indirectly to rnA VTRTR at 
entry point RECVRRTM to terminate RTMl's 
processing of the error. 

For entry FREESRBS: PURGEDQ. 

For all remaining entry points: rnA VTRTS. 

lEA VTRTS - System Recovery Manager 

Operation: This module provides the interface and 
control between the control program and the functional 
recovery routines defined to recover the control 
program. 

• Interfaces with the software recording facility 
(rnA VTRER) to record the software errors 

• Interfaces with GTF to provide tracing of FRR 
recovery 

• Interfaces with SLIP (rnA VTSLP) to activate any 
additional serviceability for the error being handled 
byRTMl 

Entry from: rnA VTRTM via BALR. 

Exit to: rnA VTRTM. 

Called toIdines: rnA VTRTR. 

lEA VTRTI - RTMI Entry Point Processor 

Operation: This module serves as an extension to the 
CALLRTM macro instruction and creates a common 
interface for the mainline RTMI. 

Entry point: PROGCK from caller via BALR. At this 
entry, the module gathers data pertinent to a program 
interruption for mainline RTMI. 

Exit to: rnA VTRTM via BALR. 

Entry point: RESTART from caller via BALR. At this 
entry, the module gathers data pertinent to a restart 
interruption for mainline RTMI. 

Exit to: rnA VTRTM via BALR. 

Entry point: SVCERR from caller via BALR. At this 
entry, the module gathers data pertinent to a program 
issuing an SVC in a locked, disabled, EUT (enabled, 
unlocked task that has established an FRR), or SRB 
environment. 

Exit to: rnA VTRTM via BALR. 

Entry point: SVCERR from caller via BALR. At this 
entry, the module saves the caller's registers and 
establishes a recovery environment. 

Exit to: rnA VTRTM via BALR. 

Entry point: STERM from caller via BALR. At this 
entry, the module saves the caller's return address and 
establishes a recovery environment. 

Exit to: rnA VTRTM via BALR. 

Entry point: DA TERR from caller via BALR. At this 
entry, the module checks to determine whether the 
OAT error occurred in the home address space or in 
another address space. If the error occurred in the 
home address space, the module gathers data pertinent 
to a translation failure and passes control to mainline 
RTMI. Otherwise, it obtains, initializes, and schedules 
an SRB to run in the master's address space. (See 
entry point DATMEM in rnA VTRTl.) 

Exit to: rnA VTRTM using BALR if the OAT error 
occurred in the home address space; PROGCK using 
BALR if the OAT error occurred in another address 
space. 

Entry point: XABTERM from caller via BALR. At this 
entry, the module saves the caller's registers in a 
caller-provided save area and establishes a recovery 
environment. 

Exit to: rnA VTRTM via BALR. 

Entry point: CABTERM from caller via BALR. At this 
entry, the module saves the caller's registers in an RTM 
WSA and establishes a recovery environment. 

Exit to: rnA VTRTM via BALR. 
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Entry point: MEMTERM from caller via BALR. At 
this entry, the module saves the caller's registers in a 
caller-provided save area and establishes a recovery 
environment. 

Exit to: lEA VTRTM via BALR. 

Entry point: lEA VTRTN via LPSW. This entry is the 
machine check reentry, at which the module sets up an 
interface for software recovery from a hardware error. 

Exit to: rnA VTRTM via BALR. 

Entry point: lEA VTRTX from SRB dispatcher via 
LPSW. This entry is the cross address space ABmRM 
reentry, at which the module sets up an interface for 
the ABmRM function of RTMI. 

Exit to: rnA VTRTM via BALR. 

Entry point: lEA VTRTZ from lEA VTRTM on return 
(BR 14). At this entry, the module sets up the final 
exit linkage back to the mainline supervisor as directed 
byRTMl. 

ExIt to: 

For retry: Branch "via register 15 which is loaded 
with the retry address returned by RTMI. 

For MCH: BR 14. 

For restart resume: LPSW of old PSW stored by 
the restart interrupt handler. 

Dispatcher: Branch to the address in CVTODS. 

For SRB: Branch to the address in CVTSRBRT. 

For SVC: Branch to the address in CYmXPRO. 

Caller: BR 14. 

For EXIT prolog: Branch to the address in 
CvmXPRO. 

Entry point: DATMEM from the SRB dispatcher via 
LPSW. This section of code is an SRB scheduled by 
this module at the DAmRR entry point when a DAT 
error occurs in an address space other than the home 
address space. This entry point terminates the address 
space in which the DATerror occurred. 

ExIt to: SRB dispatcher by means of BR 14. 
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Called 1'OIItI",,: lEA VELKR. 

Entry point: DATMEFRR from lEA VTRTS via LPSW. 
This entry point is the FRR for the DATMEM entry 
point in lEA VTRTI. DATMEFRR fr~ the resources 
(an extended error descriptor block (BED) cell, the 
DISP lock, and the global intersect) obtained by 
DATMEM. 

ExIt to: lEA VTRTS by means of BR 14. 

lEA VTRT2 - RTMl Initialization (SVC 13 Entry 
Point) 

Opendion: This module obtains and initializes the work 
area, and controls routing among major parts of RTM2 
(including mainline, exit processing, and critical error 
handling). It also interfaces with SLIP (lEA VTSLP) to 
activate any additional error processing for the error 
being handled by RTM2. 

Entry from: SVC FLIH. 

Exit to: lEA VTRm via BALR. 

Error exit: Branch to dispatcher via STATUS. 

lEA VTRV - Traoslate Real to Virtual 

Operation: This module is given a real address as input. 
H the real storage page is assigned to a page of virtual 
space, lEA VTRV returns the corresponding virtual 
address and ASID. 

Entry from: At lEA VTRV from any routine, for 24 bit 
real address passed as input. At lEA VTRV3 from any 
routine for 26 bit real address passed as input. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VTSBP - Task Recovery Resource Manager 

Operation: This module transfers the ownership of 
eligible SCBs to the new RB during XCTL processing. 
It purges SCBs from the queue when an RB issues an 
exit or entry to lEA VTSBP for cleanup after an 
ATTACH failure. 

Entry from: 

lEA VEATO (because of an ATTACH failure) by 
means of a BALR to the entry point address of 
lEA VTSBP contained in CVTSCBP. 
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lEA VEDR (for EXIT processing) by means of a 
BALR to the entry point of lEA VTSBP contained 
inCVTSCBP. 

lEA VLKOO (for XCTL processing) by means of a 
BALR to the entry point address of rnA VTSBP 
contained in CVTSCBP. 

lEA VTRTM (for RTM processing) by means of a 
BALR to the entry point address EST AECHK 
contained in a V(con). 

ExIt to: Caller - with return code 0 or 4. 

lEA VTSCB - SCB FREEMAIN Routine 

OJllllflllon: This module limits the number of ceUs on 
the free SCB queue and frees all excess ceUs. 

&try /"",,: lEA VTSKT via BALR. 

Edt to: lEA VTSKT. 

CtlIletJ tfIIItillfJ.f: lEA VGMOO. 

lEA VTSDC - SVC Dump Oean Up Routine 

0pemtI0n: This module cleans up SVC dump resources 
after an SVC DUMP has completed. It frees any locks 
held and writes an end-of-rde mark on the dump data 
set. lEA VTSDC makes the tasks of the address space 
being dumped dispatchable. it also makes the system 
dispatchable (if it is not already from a previous SVC 
DUMP process). rnA VTSDC issues two messages. 
1EA911E (signaling dump completion to the operator) 
and rnA984E (signaling end-of-volume on the tape 
dump). rnACVPST branches to a secondary,entry 
point, rnA VTSDA. turns off the RTCTDSST (data set 
full) bit in the RTCT for the new SYS I.DUMP data set 
tape. 

&try /""": rnA V APOO (synchronous SVC DUMP via 
BALR). lEA VTSDT (scheduled SVC DUMP via 
BALR). 

Set:ondtIry tllllrypoint: rnA VTSDA. 

Exit to: CaDer. 

lEA VTSDF - SVC Dump GTF Trace Processor 

Opet'lltioll: If the trace table is a requested part of the 
SVC DUMP and GTF is active, this module invokes 
GTF to obtain the saved GTF trace records. It calls 
lEA VTSDP to write these records on the dump. 

EIItry /l'0III: rnA V ADOO via BALR (synchronous SVC 
DUMP), rnA VTSDT via BALR (scheduled SVC 
DUMP). 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VTSDG - SVC Dump Global Storage Processor 

Optll'tllitM: This module adds address ranges to the SVC 
dump address range table for the following storage 
areas: nucleus (NUC), PSA, SQA, CSA. and TRT (if 
supervisor trace is active). It calls lEA VTSDO to write 
the storage areas described by the address ranges in the 
address range table on the dump data set. 

&try /l'0III: rnAVADOO via BALR - synchronous 
SVC dump. rnA VTSDT via BALR - scheduled SVC 
dump. 

ExIt to: Caller. 

Motluies Ctliletl: rnA VTSDO - output processor. 

lEA VTSDH - SVC Dump Data Set InItIaUzadon 

Ope1fltlon: This module chooses the dump data set for 
SVC dump, The SDUMP 4K buffer and the 
AMDPRDMP header record are written on the dump 
data set. This module uses console interface 
instructions to obtain the console loop trace buffer. If 
the console loop trace data has not been previously 
read, the trace buffer is written on the dump data set. 
The SVC dump address range table is initialized. 
Message rnA994A is issued to the operator if aU 
SYS1.DUMP data sets are full and the requested dump 
cannot be taken. Tape dump data sets are considered 
full when no tape is mounted. 

Entry /""": lEA V ADOO via BALR - synchronous 
SVC DUMP. rnA VTSDT via BALR - scheduled SVC 
DUMP. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Motluies Ctliletl: rnA VTSDP (entry point in 
rnAVTSDO). 

lEA VTSDI - SVC Dump Initializadon Routfne 

Ope1fltlon: This module acquires storage for the 
SDUMP work area, the SDUMP buffer and the 
summary dump work area. The SDUMP work area, the 
summary dump module (rnA VTSSD), and modules 
lEA VTSDT, lEA VTSDH, lEA VTSDO. and 
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lEA VTSDW are page fixed in real storage. The dump 
data set table in the RTM control table (RTCT) is 
initialized with information about the SYS1.DUMP 
data sets. This module places the entry point of 
module lEA VTSDR in the CVT; the entry point of 
module lEA VTSSD in the summary dump work area 
(SMWK); and the address of the attention routine, 
lEA VTSDA, in attention table index 32, maintained by 
lOS. 

Entry'TOm: lEA VNP A6 via BALR. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VTSDL - SVC Dump Local Storage Processor 

OpemtiOll: This module adds address ranges to the SVC 
dump address range table for the fonowing storage 
areas: LSQA, SWA, RGN (including LSQA and 
SW A), and LPA. Module lEA VTSDO is called to write 
the storage areas described by the address ranges in the 
address range table on the dump data set. 

Entry,TOm: lEA V ADOO via BALR - synchronous 
SVC dump. lEA VTSDT via BALR - scheduled SVC 
dump. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Modules ClII1ed: lEA VTSDO - output processor. 

lEA VTSDO - SVC Dump Output Processor 

Opemtlon: This module performs I/O to write on the 
dump data set the storage areas described in the SVC 
dump address range table. Secondary entry point 
lEA VTSDP is used to write one record on the dump 
data set. Secondary entry point lEA VTSEO allows 
SVC dump exits to write data on the dump data set. 

Entry,TOm: lEA VTSDG via BALR - write out global 
storage. lEA VTSDL via BALR - write out local 
storage. 

Set:ondlll'Y entry pointJ: lEA VTSDP and lEA -yTSEO. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VTSDR - SVC DUMP Resources Manager 

Operation: This module will clean up SVC dump 
resources if an address space fails in which SVC dump 
is active. 

Entry,TOm: lEA VTMMT via BALR. 
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Exit to: IEAVTMMT. 

lEA VTSDT - SVC Dump Task (one in every address 
space) attached at address space creation time 

Operation: This module performs SVC dump processing 
in each address space that is the target of a scheduled 
SVC dump request. It is awakened in an address space 
when the SRB routine, scheduled by lEA VTSDX, 
executes the POST function. It calls the SVC dump 
service modules lEA VTSDH, lEA VTSDG, 
lEA VTSDL, lEA VTSDF and lEA VTSDC to dump the 
requested storage of the address space in which this 
routine is awakened. 

Entry'TOm: Attached by lEA VTSDX (via POST) 
during address space creation, at DUMPREQ for each 
dump request of the address space in which this module 
is resident. DUMPREQ is a label in lEA VTSDT where 
processing starts when the task is resumed. 

Exit to: None. This is a never ending task (as long as 
the address space exists). 

lEA VTSDU - SVC Dump Exit Interface Routine 

OpemtiOll: This module allows component dump e~t 
routines to be invoked by SVC dump in order to add 
component-related data to the dump. A general 
parameter list is passed to the exit routine. The exit 
routines to be called are defined in CSECT 
lEA VTSXT in SYS I.LINKLIB. The exit definitions 
give the name and attributes of each exit routine. 

Entry,TOm: lEA V ADOO and lEA VTSDT via BALR. 

Exits ClIlled: IEEMB879, ISGDSMP. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VTSDW - SVC Dump Summary Dump Writer 

OpemtiOll: This module puts the data in the summary 
dump buffers into AMPRDMP format and invokes 
module lEA VTSDP to write these constructed records 
on the dump data set. In cases where the real storage 
buffer frame address is greater than 16 Mh or the real 
address of the SVC dump output buffer is greater than 
16 Mh, lEA VTSDN calls lEA VWNDE to obtain 
virtual addressability to both frames. As the contents 
of each frame is written on the dump data set, this 
module returns the frame to RSM. 

Entry 'TOm: lEA VTSDT via BALR. 
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Coiled routines: lEA VTSDP, lEA VWNDE, 
IEAVTSVO. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VTSDX - SVC Dump Branch Entry Module 

Operation: This module schedules an SVC dump in the 
address space(s) specified by the caller. It schedules an 
SRB in the requested address space(s). The SRB 
routine posts the dump task (lEA VTSDT) in the 
address space(s) requested. 

Entry from: Caller via BALR. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Coiled routines: lEA VSETS, lEA VSY50, lEA VTSSD, 
IEAVTSSV, IRARMINT. 

lEA VTSFR - SETFRR 

Opet'tltion: The SETFRR macro calls this module to 
update the FRR stacks. Depending on the request, 
lEA VTSFR adds or deletes a current stack entry, 
purges all the entries from the current stack, flushes all 
the entries from the normal stack, or flushes all the 
entries from the normal stack and then adds an entry to 
this stack. 

Entry from: SETFRR macro. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VTSIG - SLIP PER RISGNL Routine 

Operation: This module adjusts the PSW PER indicators 
in the I/O, external, and SVC new PSWs, and loads 
the PER control registers (9-11) with appropriate 
values when PER monitoring is being activated or 
deactivated. 

Entry from: lEA VTGLB via BALR. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VTSIN - FRR Stack Initialization 

OpeNtion: lEA VTSIN is an executable macro included 
by lEA VNIPO and IEEVCPU to perform FRR stack 
initialization for a given processor. 

Entry from: This intine expansion is included by 
lEA VNIPO (during system initialization) and by 
IEEVCPO (during vary processor processing). 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VTSKT - Task Termination 

Opet'tllion: This module handles the releasing of a 
terminating task resource. 

Entry from: lEA VTRTE via BALR. 

Exit to: lEA VTRTE. 

lEA VTSLB - SLIP Action Processor - Part 2 

Opet'tllion: This module routes control to the SLIP trap 
match routines «lEA VTSL1 or lEA VTSL2) 
depending on the parameters found in the SCVA» and 
processes the MATCHLIM and PRCNTLIM 
keywords. 

Entry from: lEA VTSLP. 

Exit to: lEA VTSLE. 

Coiled routines: lEA VTSL1, lEA VTSL2. 

lEA VTSLE - SLIP Action Processor - Part 3 

Operation: This module initiates message processing 
requested by lEA VTSLP when a trap has been 
automatically disabled. lEA VTSLE also removes the 
recovery environment established by lEA VTSLP, and 
returns to the caller of lEA VTSLP. 

Entry from: lEA VTSLB, lEA VTSLR. 

Exit to: The caller of lEA VTSLP. 

lEA VTSLP - SLIP Action Processor - Part 1 

Opet'tllion: This module receives control when SLIP is 
active from either an RTM routine as part of normal 
processing, or from lEA VTPER after a PER 
interruption. lEA VTSLP establishes error recovery to 
match the environment of the caller, serializes the SCE 
chain, and passes control to lEA VTSLB to continue 
SLIP action processing. 

Entry from: lEA VTRTS, lEA VTRT2, lEA VTRTM, or 
IEAVTPER. 

Exit to: lEA VTSLB. 
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lEA VTSLR - SLIP Processor Recovery 

Operation: This module provides the FRR recovery for 
the SLIP processor modules (lEA VTSLP, lEA VTSLB, 
lEA VTSLE, lEA VTSLl, lEA VTSL2, lEA VTSLS) and 
the address conversion routine (lEA VT ADR) when it 
is called by SLIP. If a recoverable error has occurred, 
this module attempts a retry at an appropriate point in 
the SLIP processor module. If the error is not 
recoverable, lEA VTSLR requests percolation. 

Entry /t'01II: lEA VTRTS (FRR router). 

Exit to: lEA VTRTS. 

lEA VTSLS - SLIP Processor Service Routine 

Operation: This module is called to: determine the 
system mode, issue a DUMP, or schedule lEA VTGLB 
to tum off PER monitoring. 

Entry /t'01II: lEA VTSLB, lEA VTSLl, lEA VTSL2. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VTSLl - SLIP Trap Matching Routine - Part 1 

Operation: This module determines whether the event 
qualifier keywords specified on the SLIP command 
match the current system conditions. lEA VTSLI 
processes the ADDRESS, ASIO, COMP, ERRTYP, 
JOBNAME, JSPGM, LPAMOD, MODE, RANGE, 
and ASIOSA event qualifier keywords. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VTSLl - SLIP Trap MatchJng Routine - Part 1 

Operation: This module: determines whether the event 
qualifier keywords specified on the SLIP command 
match the current system conditions (lEA VTSL2 
processes the DATA and PVTMOD event qualifier 
keywords). When a match is found for all event 
qualifier keywords, lEA VTSL2 is called to perform the 
action specified in this trap. 

Entry /t'01II: lEA VTSLB. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VTSRI -ITERM Processor 

Operation: This module processes CALLRTM macros 
that specify TYPE=ITERM and COMPCOD=cc. 
RTM uses lEA VTSRI to abnormally terminate an 
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interrupted SRB or TCB. lEA VTSRI prepares this 
interrupted SRB or TCB for the abend. 

Entry /t'01II: Issuer of CALLRTM using BALR. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Entry point SRIREIRY: This entry point prepares 
lEA VTSRI for an abend by placing the SVC 13 
address in the old PSW. It also deletes the recovery 
environment. 

Entry /t'01II: SRIFRR. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Entry point SRIFRR: This entry point is the FRR for 
lEA VTSRI. It puts diagnostic information into the 
SDW A. If the error occurred in the GETCELL routine, 
it retries. Otherwise, it frees the EED and requests 
recording and percolation. 

Entry /l'0III: lEA VTRTS via LPSW. 

Exit to: lEA VTRTS by means of BALR. 

lEA vrSSD - SVC DUMP Disabled Summary Dump 
Processor 

Operation: For branch entries to SVC dump, this 
module invokes RSM (lEA VPRSB) and obtains a real 
storage buffer from the the real storage backing the 
pageable link pack area. It calls lEA VTSSM to move 
volatile system information into these real storage 
frames. Module lEA VTSDW later writes the saved 
information on the dump data set in AMDPRDMP 
format. 

Entry /1YJIIf: lEA VTSDX via BALR. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA vrSSE - SVC Dump Enabled Summary Dump 
Processor 

Operation: For nonbranch entries to SVC DUMP, this 
module writes a summary dump on the dump data set. 
This summary dump includes the following storage 
areas: 

• Storage areas specified with the SUMLIST keyword 
on the SDUMP macro 

• Supervisor trace table 
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• RTM2W A (if one exists) 

• 2K of storage plus and minus unique addresses 
found in the registers at the time of error. 

Entry /IYJIII: lEA VTSDT via BALR, lEA V ADOO via 
BALR. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VTSSH - SLIP Space Switch Handler 

Opemtion: When a unit of work changes the address 
space in which it is executing, this module adjusts the 
PER bit in the PSW according to the criteria 
established on the SLIP command. 

Entry /IYJIII: 

For entry point lEA VTSSH: lEA VTPER when a 
space switch interrupt occurs. 

For entry point IEAVTSSl: Any issuer of the 
CMSET SET macro when there is an active SLIP 
trap for that macro. 

For entry point lEA VTSS2: Any issuer of the 
CMSET RESET, CHKAUTH= YES macro when 
there is an active SLIP trap for that macro. 

For entry point lEA VTSS3: Any issuer of the 
CMSET RESET, CHKAUTH=NO macro when 
there is an active SLIP trap for that macro. 

Exit to: 

For entry point lEA VTSSH: lEA VTPER using a 
BR 14. 

For entry points lEA VTSSl, lEA VTSS2, 
lEA VTSS3: Caller using a BR 14. 

lEA vrssM - SVC Dump Summary Dump Data Move 
Routine 

Operation: For disabled and suspend summary dumps, 
this module moves volat1J.e system data to the real 
storage buffer or the virtual storage buffer located in 
the DUMPSRVaddress space. In cases where the real 
storage buffer frame address is greater than 16 Mb or 
the real address of the SVC dump output buffer is 
greater than 16 Mb, lEA VTSSM calls lEA VWNDE to 
obtain virtual address ability to both frames. 

Entry /IYJIII: lEA VTSSD using BALR. lEA VTSSV 
usingBALR. 

Odled routines: lEA VWNDE. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA vrssv - SVC Dump Suspend Summary Dump 
Processor 

Opet'fltion: For branch entries to a SVC dump with the 
SUSPEND= YES keyword specified, this module calls 
lEA VTSSM to move volatile system information to the 
virtual storage buffer located in the DUMPSRV 
address space. 

Entry /IYJIII: lEA VTSPX (SCHSRB) using BALR. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA vrssx - Space Switch Extension 

Operation: This module adjusts the PER bit in the PSW 
for RTMI. lEA VTSSX performs the same function as 
lEA VTSSH, but is tailored to meet the needs of 
RTMI. 

Entry /IYJIII: lEA VTRTS (RTMl) using a BALR. 

Exit to: lEA VTRTS using a BR 14. 

lEA VVCRA - Communicadon Task Console Attendon 
Processor 

Opertllion: The console attention processor receives 
control as a result of someone pressing the console's 
attention key. Pressing the attention key causes an 
attention interrupt. As a result of the attention 
interruption, this routine posts the communication task. 

Entry /IYJIII: IEACVPST. 

Exit to: The POST status routine of the lOS handler via 
a BR 14 instruction. 

lEA VVCRX - External Intenupt Key Processor 

Opertllion: This module receives control from the 
external first level interrupt handler to post the 
communication task. 

Entry /IYJIII: lEA VEEXT. 

Exit to: The external first level interrupt handler by 
branching to the address in register 2. 
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lEA VVCfR - SVC 12 Router 

Operation: lEA VVCTR determines the appropriate 
device support processor (DSP) to process the 
communications task service. 

Entry from: Issuer of SVC 72. 

Exit to: 

• IEAVI052 for a 1052 printer-keyboard, 3210 
conso~ printer-keyboard, 3215 console 
printer-keyboard, or 3213 console printer 
supported as a console. 

• IEAV1443 for a 1443 printer, 1403 printer, or 
3211 printer supported as a console. 

• lEA V2540 for a 2540 card reader punch, 2501 
card reader, 2520 card reader punch, 3505 card 
reader, or 3525 card punch supported as a console. 

• IEEC2740 for a 2740 communications terminal 
supported as a console. 

• IEECVETW for a 3284/3286 printer supported as 
a console. 

• IEECVETI for a graphics device supported as a 
console. 

lEA VVRPl - Reply Processor - Stage 1 

OpelYltion: This module checks whether the text of a 
user's buffer area is valid. If the buffer is valid, 
lEA VVRP2 moves the reply text into the buffer. 

Entryfrom: IEECB811 (via an SRB). 

Exit to: Dispatcher. 

lEA VVWTO - Communication Task Single-Line WTO 
and WTOR Service Routine (SVC 35) 

Operation: The WTO and WTOR service routine 
processes the SVC 3S-issued by the WTO and WTOR 
macro expansion. It also receives control for the 
multiple-line WTO (MLWTO) and 
write-to-programmer (WTP) macros. For these two, 
lEA VVWTO branches to the ML WTO (lEA VMWTO) 
and WTP (IGC0203E) routines, respectively. When a 
WTO or WTOR message is sent to a console, 
lEA VVWTO posts the communication task. 

Entry from: lEA VESVC. 
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Exit to: The SVC first level interrupt handler by 
branching to the address in register 14. 

Error exit: When a WTO message has a length of zero 
bytes, the service routine branches to the SVC first 
level interrupt handler at the address in register 14. For 
all other errors, lEA VVWTO gives control to RTM via 
an ABEND macro. RTM terminates the issuer of the 
WTO or WTOR macro with completion code X'D23'. 

Called TOIItlnea: lEA VH600, lEA VMWTO, 
lEA VM700. IEECVCTE, IGC0203E (CSECT in 
IEEJB840),IEFJSFUBQ. 

lEA VWND - RSM Window Service Routine 

Opendion: This module provides a means of making 
one or two frames above the 16 megabyte (Mb) line 
temporarily virtually addressable. 

Entry from: 

For entry point lEA VWNDI: IEAVGFAX. This 
entry point does not set an FRR. The FRR is 
already in place because it was set by the calling 
RSM routines. 

For entry point IEA VWNDE: IECVDERP, 
lEA VTSSD. IEA VTSSM, IEA VTSDW, and 
IEEV ALST. This entry point always sets an FRR. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Error exit: 

For entry point IEA VWNDE: For input parameter 
errors, this module issues an ABEND macro. For 
other errors, IEA VWND passes control to 
lEA VRCV. IEA VRCV retries to entry point 
WNDFUBTRY (within IEA VWND). WNDFUBTRY 
cleans up and returns to the caller of lEA VWND 
with a return code of 8. 

For entry point lEA VWNDI: IEA VRCV receives 
control to record information about the error and 
then percolates. 

lEA VXDOM - Communication Task DOM Service 
Routine (SVC 87) 

Operation: The DOM service routine processes the SVC 
87 that is issued by the DOM macro expansion. This 
routine builds a DOM control block (DOMe) with the 
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message IDs of the messages to be deleted, then posts 
the communication task. 

Entry / ... : lEA VESVC. 

Exit to: The SVC first level interrupt handler by 
branching to the address in register 14. 

Error exit RTM via an ABEND macro. RTM 
terminates the user of the DOM macro with completion 
code X'IS7'. 

CIIIIetII'fJIItInG: lEA VH600. 

lEA VXECO - PCI AU11I Service Routine that 
Connects an Entry Table 

Opemtlon: This module connects entry tables to 
specified indexes in the linkage table of the home 
address space. 

Entl'y / ... : 

For entry point rnA VXECO: Issuer of an ETCON 
macro. 

For entry point lEA VXCOS: PCI AUlH service 
routines' FRR (lEA VXPCR). 

Exit to: Caller by issuing a Pr·instruction. 

Error exit RTM via an ABEND macro. 

CtJIIetIIYIIItines: lEA VXSET at entry point 
lEA VXACK, and lEA VEBBR. 

lEA VXECR - PCI AU1H Serrice Routine that Creates 
an Entry Table 

OpeTQtion: This module builds an entry table and its 
associated entry table information block (ETIB) for the 
home address space using an entry table description list 
provided by the caller. 

Entry / ... : 

For entry point lEA VXECR: Issuer of an ETCRE 
macro. 

For entry point lEA VXC03: PCI AUlH service 
routines' FRR (lEA VXPCR). 

Exit to: Caller by issuing a Pr instruction. 

Error exit: RTM via an ABEND macro. 

Ctdletll'fJlltins.r. lEA VQCDSR (CDE search routine), 
rnA VVMSR (LPDE search routine), and lEA VXEPM 
(nucleus entry point'search routine). 

lEA VXEDE - PCI AUTH Serrice Routine that Deletes 
an Entry Table 

·opeTQtion: This module deletes a specified entry table 
and its associated entry table information block 
(ETIB). If the caller requests the purge option, 
rnA VxEDE also disconnects the entry table from all 
linkage tables. 

lIIItry / ... : Issuer of an BIDES macro. 

Exit to: Caller by issuing a Pr instruction. 

Enw exit: RTM via an ABEND macro. 

lEA VXEDI - PCI AUTII Service Routine that 
DIsconnects an Entry Tab~e 

Opemtlon: This module disconnects an entry table(s) 
from the linkage table of the caller's home address 
space. 

Entry /l'0III: Issuer of an ETDIS macro. 

Edt to: Caller by issuing a Pr instruction. 

Enw exit: RTM via an ABEND macro. 

lEA VXEPM - Program Call Nucleus Entry Point 
Searda Module 

Opemtion: When called at entry point lEA VXEPM, this 
module searches the nucleus entry point table 
(rnA VXNET) for a specified entry point, and returns 
the entry point address to the caller. rnA VXEPM also 
receives control at entry point lEA VXABE when a 
program call (PC) instruction references a default entry 
table entry. It issues an X'OD6' abend. 

For entry point lEA VXEPM: lEA VXMAS during 
PCI AUTH address space initialization (see System 
Initialization Logic), and rnA VXECR when 
creating an entry table. 

For entry point lEA VXABE: Branched to from a 
PC instruction. 
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Exit to: 

For entry point lEA VXEPM: Caller. 

For entry point lEA VXABE: RTM via an ABEND 
macro. 

Emn exit: RTM via an ABEND macro. 

lEA VXLFR - PC/ AUlH Service Routine that Frees 
Linkage Indexes 

OpelYllion: This module frees the linkage indexes 
specified by the caller. 

EnJry jmm: 

For entry point lEA VXLFR: Issuer of an LXFRE 
macro. 

For entry point lEA vx.C02: PC/ AUTH service 
routines' FRR (lEA VXPCR). 

Exit to: Caller by issuing a PT instruction. 

Emn exit RTM via an ABEND macro. 

CDJled routines: lEA VXEDI via an ETDIS macro. 

lEA VXLRE - PC/ AUlH Service Routine that 
Reserves a Linkage Index 

Opemtion: This module reserves linkage indexes for the 
caller's home address space. 

Entry jmm: 

For entry point lEA VXLRE: Issuer of the LXRES 
macro. 

For entry point lEA VXCOl: PC/ AUTH service 
routines' FRR (lEA VXPCR). 

Exit to: Caller by issuing a PT instruction. 

Error exit RTM via an ABEND macro. 

lEA VXMAS - See OS/VSl System Initia1ization Logic 
for a module description of lEA VXMAS. 

lEA VXMlN - Memory InitiaUzation Routine for 
PC/ AUTH Services 

Operation: During address space initialization, 
lEA VEMIN gives lEA VXMIN control in SRB mode. 
lEA VXMIN connects the address space being 
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initialized to the system authorization table (SAT) and 
system linkage table (SLT). It also sets the address 
space's authorization index (AX) to zero and indicates 
that the address space can be accessed in cross memory 
mode. 

Entry jmm: 

For entry point lEA VXMIN: lEA VEMIN. 
For entry point XMINFRR: RTM. 

Exit to: Caller. 

lEA VXNEP - Nucleus Entry Point Table Module 

Operation: This module contains a table (lEA VXNET) 
that includes: 

• The names of routines in the nucleus that can be 
entered using a program call (PC) instruction 

• A VCON for each routine's entry point address 

Rejerem:e jmm: lEA VXMAS (described in System 
Initialization Logic) and lEA VXECR. 

Exit to: Not applicable (This module does not contain 
executable code.) 

lEA VXPAM - PC/ AUlH Resource Manager 

Operation: When an address space or a task that owns a 
cross memory resource is being terminated, this module 
receives control to recover the PC/ AUTH resources. 
It: 

'. Resets the authorization index, authorization table 
origin, and the linkage table designator of the 
terminating address space or task. 

• Disconnects the address space from any cross 
memory services available to it, except those 
available via the system linkage table (SLT). 

• Frees the PC/ AUTH resources owned by the 
terminating address space or task. 

Entry jmm: 

For entry point lEA VXP AM: lEA VTSKT via a PC 
instruction issued by the PCARM macro 
IEAVTMMT. 
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For entry point lEA VXCOC (cleanup exit): 
PC/ AUTH service routines' FRR (lEA VXPCR). 

Exit to: Caller by issuing a PT instruction. 

Eno, exit. RTM via an ABEND macro. 

Ctdled I"OIItlnes: lEA VEBBR. 

lEA VXPCR - PC/ AUTH Service Routines' FRR 

Opertlli01l: This module provides recovery for the 
program call/authorization (PC/ AUTH) service 
routines and for itself. 

Entry from: lEA VTRTS (RTM) by issuing an LPSW 
instruction. 

Exit to: RTM by issuing a BR 14 instruction. 

EI1'D' exit: RTM by issuing a BALR instruction. 

OIl1et1routines: lEA VEQVl (single-threaded queue 
verification routine), lEA VEQV3 (double-threaded 
queue verification routine), lEA VXCOI (cleanup exit 
for lEA VXLRE), lEA VXC02 (cleanup exit for 
lEA VXLFR) , lEA VXC03 (cleanup exit for 
lEA VXECR) , lEA VXC05 (cleanup exit for 
lEA VXECO), lEA VXC07 (cleanup exit for 
lEA VXARE, lEA VXCOA (cleanup exit for 
lEA VXAXS, lEA VXCOB (cleanup exit for 
IEAVXATS, IEAVXCOC (cleanup exit for 
IEAVXPAM). 

lEA VXRFE - PC/ AUTH Service Routines that 
Reserve, Free, or Extract an Authorization Index 

opertlli01l: This module performs three cross memory 
authorization functions. It: 

• Reserves one or more authorization indexes (AXs) 
for the home address space (entry point 
IEAVXARE) 

• Frees one or more AXs (entry point lEA VXAFR) 

• Extracts the AX value of a specified address space 
and returns it to the caller (entry point 
IEAVXAEX) 

E1It1'y from: 

For entry point lEA VXARE: Issuer of an AXRES 
macro via PC. 

For entry point lEA VXAFR: Issuer of an AXFRE 
macro via PC. 

For entry point lEA VXAEX: Issuer of an AXEXT 
macro via PC. 

For entry point lEA VXC07 (cleanup exit): 
PC/ AUTH service routines' FRR (lEA VXPCR). 

For entry point lEA VXC08 (cleanup exit): 
PC/ AUTH service routines' FRR (lEA VXPCR). 

Exit to: Caller by issuing a PT instruction. 

Enw exit: RTM via an ABEND macro. 

lEA VXSEM - See OS/VSl System InltiaUzation Logic 
for a module description of lEA VXSEM. 

lEA VXSET - PC/ AUTH Service Routines that Set an 
Authorization Table Entry or an Authorization Index 

Operation: This module performs four functions: 

• Sets an authorization table (AT) entry for the 
caller's home address space (entry point 
IEAVXATS) 

• Sets an authorization index (AX) for the caller's 
home address space (entry point lEA VXAXS) 

• Determines whether a specified address space is 
authorized to issue PT and SSAR instructions to 
another specified address space (entry point 
IEAVXACK) 

• Determines whether a specified address space has 
an AX value of 1 (entry point lEA VXACK) 

Entry from: 

For entry point lEA VXA TS: Issuer of an ATSET 
macro. 

For entry point lEA VXAXS: Issuer of an AXSET 
macro. 

For entry point lEA VXACK: lEA VXECO via a 
BALR. 

For entry point lEA VXCOA (cleanup exit): 
PC/ AUTH service routines' FRR (lEA VXPCR). 

For entry point IEAVXCOR (cleanup exit): 
PC/ AUTH service routines' FRR (lEA VXPCR). 
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Exit to: Caller. 

Error exit: RTM via an ABEND macro. 

CtJIIed I'OIItines: lEA VEBBR. 

lEA VXSFM - System function Table Module 

OpendiOtl: This module contains the system function 
table (SFT), which contains pre-allocated PC nunibers 
for system-wide program call services. 

Entry from: Not applicable. (This module contains no 
executable code.) 

Exit to: Not applicable. (This module contains no 
executable code.) 

lEA VXSTK - PCLINK STACK, UNSTACK, and 
EXTRACf Serrice Routine 

OpendiOtl: This module performs the functions 
requested by PCLINK macros. It: 

• Creates a PCLINK stack element in which to save 
cross memory linkage information when entered 
via a PCLINK STACK macro 

• Removes element(s) from the PCLINK stack when 
entered via a PCLINK UNSTACK macro) 

• Returns information from a specified PCLINK. 
element when entered via a PCLINK EXTRACT 
macro 

Entryfrom: 

For entry point lEA VXSTS: Issuer of a PCLINK 
STACK SA VE= YES macro. 

For entry point lEA VXSI'N: Issuer of a PCLINK 
STACK SA VE=NO macro. 

For entry point lEA VXUNS: Issuer of a PCLINK 
UNSTACK SA VE= YES macro. 

For entry point lEA VXUNN: Issuer of a PCLINK 
UNSTACK SAVE=NO macro. 

For entry point lEA VXEXT: Issuer of a PCLINK 
EXTRACT macro. 

For entry point FRRFRSTK (FRR for PCLINK 
STACK processing: RTM. 
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For entry point FRRUNSTK (FRR for PCLINK 
UNSTA~K processing): RTM. 

For entry point FRRUNSK2 (FRR for 
FRRUNSTK): RTM. 

For entry point RETRYUNS (retry routine for 
FRRUNSTK): RTM. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Error exit: RTM via an ABEND macro, or if the macro 
issuer specified an ERRET, to the ERRET. 

IECDAFMT - Data Management Control Block 
Formatter MainHne 

Opet'tllion: This module locates the data management 
control blocks associated with the TCB passed in the 
parameter list and determines if they are to be 
formatted. If they are, it calls the appropriate control 
block formatter for each data management control 
block. 

Entry from: lEA V ADOI or AMDPRUIM. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IECDAFTI -:- Data Management Control Block Format 
Module 

Opemtltm: This module formats either the DEB, DCB, 
or lOB passed in the parameter list depending on which 
entry is called. The DCB formatter determines the 
access method type and formats the DCB accordingly. 
It also returns this information to the caller for use in 
locating the lOBs. The lOB formatter also uses the 
access method information to format the lOB 
(ICB,LCB). All entry points send a return code to the 
caller indicating success or failure in formatting. In 
addition, the DCB formatter sets a return code 
indicating failure if the access method does not have 
lOBs to be formatted. 

Entry from: IECDAFMT at entry points IECDADCB, 
IECDADEB, IECDAIOB, and IECDAFTl. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IECIOFMT - lOS Control Block Formatter Mainline 

Opemtltm: This module locates the lOS control blocks 
associated with the TCB passed in the parameter list 
and determines if they are to be formatted. If they are, 
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it calls the appropriate control block fonnatters for 
each lOS control block. 

Entry from: lEA V ADO 1 or AMDPRUIM. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IECIOFrl - lOS Control Block Format Module 

OpetYltion: This module fonnats the EXCPD(XDBA) 
passed in the parameter list or the UCBs passed in the 
parameter list. For UCBs it detennines the UCB type 
and formats it accordingly. It sends a return code to the 
caller indicating success or failure in fonnatting. 

Entry from: IECIOFMT at entry points IECIOEXD 
and IECIOUCB. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IEDAY3 - LOGON Synchronization Module 

Operation: This routine synchronizes the LOGON 
process for TIOC by preventing memory creation from 
proceeding until the TIOC LOGON routine has fully 
initialized the ASCB. 

Entry from: IEEVW AlT. 

Exit to: IEEVEMCR. 

IEEAB400 - WTP Buffer Routine 

Operation: This module puts WTP messages into 
buffers and, if the messages are also WTO messages, 
issues the WTO macro. When the buffer becomes full, 
this module caDs IEEAB401 to issue the WTPs. 

Entry from: IEFAB4FD, IEFAB4DD,IEFAB4E4. 

Exit to: CaDer. 

0111«1 routines: IEEAB401. 

IEEAB401 - WTP PUT Routine 

Operation: This module issues the PUT macro to write 
any WTP messages present in the buffer built by 
IEEAB400. 

Entry from: IEEAB400, IEFAB4AO, IEFAB4DD, 
IEFAB421, IEFAB4E4, IEFAB4E8, IEFBB401 , 
IEFBB410. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Call«l routi,.: None. 

IEECB800 - DISPLAY/TRACK Command Common 
Processor 

OpetYltion: This module builds the display for a 
DISPLAY A or TRACK A command. The display 
consists of system status infonnation about active 
tasks, jobs, and time sharing tenninals. TRACK 
command requests appear on a graphics (screen) 
device. DISPLAY command requests appear on either 
a graphics or a paper device. 

Entry from: IEEVW AIT via An' ACH. 

Exit to: End of task. 

0I11e11 routines: IEECB801. 

IEECB801 -Issuer of WTO and TPUT for DISPLAY 
and TRACK Commands 

Operation: This module issues the multi-line WTO 
(MLWTO) or iterative TPUTs for the DISPLAY and 
TRACK commands. 

Entry from: IEECB800, IEECB804, IEECB808. 

Exit to: CaDer. 

IEECB804 - DISPLAY R Command Processor 

Operation: This module displays on an operator's 
console, the text for the following types of messages: 

• Messages awaiting replies (WTORs) 
• Immediate action messages 
• Eventual action messages 

Addresses of devices that need to be made ready or 
need operator intervention are also displayed. 

Entry from: Attached by IEEVW AlT. 

Exit to: CaDer. 

IEECB805 - SET MPF Processor 

Operation: This module builds a sorted table of message 
IDs and message prefixes for messages that are to be 
suppressed. It initializes the table with entries from the 
MPFLSTxx SYS1.PARMLIB member, where xx is the 
operand specified on the SET MPF command. 
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Entry fl'Olll: IEEMB81 1. 

Exit to: IEEMB811. 

Called routines: IEEMB878, IEEMB882, IEE0503D, 
IEFJSIMW. 

IEECB806 - TRACE Command (Mf -ON, Mf -OFF, 
STATUS operands) Processor 

Operotion: This module syntax checks the command, 
passes control to IEEMB809 (if appropriate) via the 
IEETRACE macro, and issues a STATUS message. 

Entry from: IEEVW AIT via ATTACH. 

Exit to: End of task. 

IEECB807 - DISPLAY MPF Processor 

Operation: This module displays the entries in the 
current MPF table built by IEECB805. 

Entry fl'Olll: IEECB808. 

Exit to: IEECB808. 

Called routines: IEECB808, IEE0503D. 

IEECB808 - Command Routine 

Operotion: This module routes control to the DISPLAY 
MPF command processor (IEECB807), the VARY 
global resource serialization command processor 
(lEECB921), or the DISPLAY global resource 
serialization command processor (IEECB922). It also 
provides the message service subroutine (MSGSERV), 
a secondary entry point in IEECB808, which the 
command processors call to: 

• Build a single line of a message 
• Issue a complete message 
• Free any remaining write parameter lists (WPLs) 

Entry from: IEEVW AlT. 

Exit to: IEEVW AlT. 

Called routines: IEECB860, IEECB801. 

IEECB809 - VARY Device Service Routine 

Operation: This module handles all 
ASSIGN/UNASSIGN and dynamic pathing processing 
for the MVS VARY Device command. 
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Entry /l'0III: IEECB862, IEE3103D. 

Exit to: IEECB862, IEE310D. 

Called routines: IECVDPTH, IEEMB814, IEFAUSRV. 

IEECB811 - Reply Syntax Checker 

Operation: This module validates the command syntax 
and ID and schedules an SRB for stage 2 processing. 

Entry fl'Olll: IEECB808. 

Exit to: IEECB808. 

IEECD860 - Command ESTAE Creation/Exit Routine 

Opet'tllion: This module creates an EST AE environment 
for the module that invokes it. H the ABEND STAB 
interface routine (ASIR) invokes the module, it 
provides a dump and messages. 

Entry from: ABEND STAB interface routine, 
IEECB808, IEECB913. 

Exit to: ABEND ST AE interface routine. 

IEECB861- VARY Device ESTAE Exit Routine 

Operotion: This module is the EST AE exit routine for 
VARY Online/Offline/Console processing. It updates 
the SDW A and takes an SVC dump. Then, if any 
device was assigned or had dynamic pathing done, but 
is not online, the device is unassigned and the path 
group is disbanded. IEECB862 then returns to RTM 
to percolate to IEECB860. 

Entry /l'0III: RTM. 

Exit to: RTM. 

Calkd routines: IEECB809. 

IEECD866 - Console Dump 

Operation: This module causes a dump of virtual 
storage to the current dump data set SYSl.DUMP. 

Entry fl'Olll: IEEVW AlT. 

Exit to: System through use of SVC 3. 
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IEECB900 - VARY CN Syntax Processor 

Operation: This module syntax checks the command 
and passes control to the authority processor for valid 
commands. 

Entry /mm: IEEVW AlT. 

Exit to: End of task. 

OdIetlIYJllti,.: IEECB901. 

IEECB901 - VARY CN Console Processor 

Operation: This module modifies a console authority 
value for eligible consoles. 

Entry from: IEECB900. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IEECB904 - VARY RaDge Processor 

Operation: This module creates a VARY command 
from a VARY device address-range command. 

Entryfrom: IEE3603D, IEE3103D, IEE3303D, 
IEE4203D,IEE4603D. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IEECB905 - SLIP Command Processor 

Operation: This module sets, modifies, and deletes SLIP 
traps. It also schedules lEA VTGLB to activate or 
deactivate PER monitoring. 

Entry from: IEEVW AIT via ATIACH. 

Exit to: SVC 3 via a BR 14 instruction. 

IEECB906 - SLIP ESTAE Routine 

Opet'tltion: This module provides ESTAE recovery for 
the SLIP command (IEECB905 and IEECB909), the 
DISPLAY SLIP command (IEECB907) and the SLIP 
message module (IE~CB908). It cleans up resources 
and takes an SVC dump. It does not retry. 

Entry fmm: ABEND ST AE interface routine. 

Exit to: ABEND STAE interface routine. 

IEECB907 - Display SLIP Processor 

Operation: This module displays SLIP traps either in 
summary or in detail in response to the DISPLAY SLIP 
operator command. If the SLIP command processor 
requests it, IEECB907 also provides detailed trap 
information. 

Entry from: 

• IEEVW AIT via ATTACH for DISPLAY SLIP 
• IEECB905 via BALR to show options 

Exit to: End of task if entered from IEEVW AIT, 
IEECB905 if entered from IEECB905. 

Called mudnes: 

• IEECB860 via BALR and ESTAE exit 
• IEECB906 via EST AE exit 
• IEECB908 via BALR 
• IEE0503D via BALR 

IEECB908 - SLIP Message Module 

Operation: This module contains SLIP messages. It 
formats and writes out the message requested and if the 
message demands a response, waits for a reply. It also 
posts IEECB914 to converse with a TSO SLIP user. 

Entry fmm: IEECB905 and IEECB907. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IEECB909 - SLIP Command Interpreter 

Operation: This module scans and interprets aU SLIP 
command input text. 

Entry from: IEECB905 via BALR. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IEECB910 - Display Dump Processor 

Operation: This module produces the IEE8561 and 
IEE85?1 message output in response to the operator 
command DISPLAY DUMP. 

Entryfrom: IEEVWAIT. 

Exit to: Caller. 
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IEEeD911 - Display Dump Message CSECf 

OpetrltJon: This CSECT contains the message text" that 
IEECB910 uses to construct the lines for its output 
messages. 

Usetlby; IEECB910. 

IEECB91l- Display Dump MLWTO Interface 

0petrltJ0n: This subroutine converts lines of output into 
MLWTO format. 

Entry/ronr: IEECB910. 

Edt to: Caller. 

IEECB913 - SETSMF Processor 

OJllllrllion: This module changes one or more individual 
SMF options as requested in the SETSMF command. 
In addition, it issues an SSI call to the subsystems 
whose options have been modified. 

Entry /ronr: IEEVW AIT via an ATTACH. 

Edt to: IEEVWAIT. 

Called 1'OIItintIs: IEECB860, IEEMB821, IEEMB823, 
IEEBM824, IEEMB829, IEFlSREQ via a BALR. 

IEECB914 - SLIP TSO CommUDicadon Routine 

OJllllrllion: This module issues a TPUT and TGET to 
the SLIP TSO user. 

Entry /ronr: IKJEFFOO via ATTACH. 

Exit to: SVC 3 via BR14. 

IEECD915 - SLIP Processor POST Routine 

Opel'tllion: When it is scheduled by the SLIP processor 
(lEA VTSLP). this module posts the SLIP command 
processor (IEECB905). The posting is done when the 
SLIP processor requests message processing. 

Entry /ronr: SRB dispatcher. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IEEeD916 - Display SMF Processor 

Opel'tllion: This module lists SMF data set status and 
the SMF options currently in effect. 
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Entry /ronr: Attached by IEEVW AIT (master 
scheduler). 

Exit to: Caller. 

CtlJled rom.,: IEEMB824, IEEMB833, IEECB860 
viaBALR. 

IEECLEAN - Vary CPU/Channel Oeanup and 
Recovery Routine 

Opel'tllion: For the Vary CPU/channel function, this 
routine issues messages and frees the system resources 
including storage for recorder blocks and SMF records. 

Entry /ronr: IEEVCPR. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IEECVETA - CONTROL Command Syntax Checker 
(DIDoeS) 

Opetfltion: Checks the syntax of the CONTROL 
command. 

Entry/ronr: IEECVET1, IEECVET4. 

Edt to: 

• IEECVETK. if roll mode or RTME (time interval 
specification) changes 

• IEECVEm to issue warning message 

• IEECVETH/P /R/U (device-dependent I/O 
modules) to rewrite the entry area 

• . IEECVEm to issue an error message 

IEECVETC - Asynchronous Error Proceaing Module 
(DIDOCS) 

0petrltJ0n: This module initializes the DCM for a 
reopen. It processes asynchronous errors and prepares 
for a console switch after a permanent synchronous 
error. 

Entry/rom: 

• IEECVETI for asynchronous error processing 
• IEECVFTG for asynchronous error processing 
• IEECVET4 for asynchronous error processing 
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Exit to: 

• IEECVETE to issue error message 

• IEECVFrG to assist in error processing 

• IEECVETK to set timer interval 

• IEECVETH/P /R/U (device-dependent I/O 
modules) to write the screen image 

• IEAVSWCH to perform console switch 

• IEECVET4 to simulate pressing the CLEAR key if 
the device supports the erase-write-altemate 
(EWA) command 

IEECVEID - Message Module (DIDOeS) 

Opertllion: For full capability consoles, places error or 
informational messages in the warning line or the 
instruction line; for message stream or status display 
consoles, places messages in the warning line. 

Entry from: Any DIDOCS module detecting a 
message-output condition. 

Exit to: 

• IEECVETH/P /R/U (device-dependent I/O 
modules) to write the screen. 

• IEECVETI if hold mode is in effect. 

• IEECVET3 if roU mode is in effect and an 
unviewable message is needed. 

IEECVETE - Message Module (DIDOeS) 

Opemtion: Places messages into the instruction or 
warning line and places asynchronous error messages 
into the entry area. 

Entry flYlm: 

• IEECVETC to issue asynchronous error message 
• IEECVET4 to issue error message 
• IEECVETK to issue error message 
• IEECVETF to issue error message 
• IEECVET6 to issue error message 
• IEECVET8 to issue error message 

Exit to: IEECVETH/P /R/U (device-dependent I/O 
modules) to write messages to the screen. 

IEECVETF - LIght-Pen and Cursor Detect Analyzer 
(DIDOeS) 

Opertdion: Determines from the location of a light-pen 
or cursor detect what function is being requested. 

Entry from: IEECVETl. 

Exit to: 

• IEECVET4 if detect occurred in out-of-line 
display. 

• IEECVETH/P /R/U (device dependent I/O 
modules) to process ENTER. 

• IEECVFr A to process PFK line detect. 

• IEECVET8 to process delete request. 

• IEECVET9 to process verification of a delete 
operation. 

• IEECVETD to issue error message. 

• IEECVETE to issue error message. 

• IEECVETI to route ENTER for 3277 device. 

IEECVETG - Open/Oose Module (DIDOeS) 

Opertdlon: Performs open and close processing for 
cathode ray tube devices used as consoles. 

Entry from: 

• IEECVETI if open pending. 
• IEECVETK after it removes the console from roU 

mode. 

Exit to: 

• IEECLCTX if device was opened for console 
switch. 

• IEECVETI after open to perform other 
communications task operations. 

• IEECVFrG to complete close of a console. 

• IEECVETK to remove console from roU mode 
before close. 
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IEECVEm - 3066 Device I/O Module (DIDOCS) 

Opel'tltion: Performs input/output operations to 3066 
devices used as operator consoles. 

Entry from: Any DIDOCS module that modifies the 
sm. 

Exit to: 

• mECVETI after I/O has been initiated. 
• mECVFTG if status switch must take place. 

IEECVETJ - RoD Mode Processor (DIDOCS) 

Operation: Rolls messages off the console screen based 
on a timer interval and the number of lines to be rolled. 

Entry from: IEECVETI. 

Exit to: 

• mECVETK to display the number of messages 
waiting to be displayed. 

• mECVET2 to handle timer supervision if no roll 
occurred and to display messages if space exists in 
the message area. 

IEECVETK - Tuner Interpreter (DIDOCS) 

Opemtion: Resolves the different time intervals at 
which roll is to occur for different CRT consoles. 

Entry from: 

• IEECVETI if timer expires. 

• IEECVETC to reset time interval after an 
asynchronous error. 

• IEECVETG to remove a console from roll mode 
before closing the console. 

• mECVETA if roll mode or RTME (time interval) 
changes occur. 

• mECVFTR to set the timer. 

Exit to: 

• mECVET2 to display message after roll. 

• mECVETE to display error message. 
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• IEECVETD to display warning message. 

• IEECVETG to close the device. 

• IEECVETH/P /R/U to write the screen image on 
the console screen. 

• IEECVETI if no roll is to occur. 

IEECVETP - 2.150 Device I/O Module - Part 1 
(DIDOCS) 

Operation: Performs I/O operations to 2250 devices 
used as operator consoles. 

Entry from: Any DIDOCS module that modifies the 
sm. 

Exit to: 

• IEECVETI after I/O has been initiated. 
• IEECVETF if light-pen or cursor detect occurs. 
• IEECVFI'G for a status switch. 
• IEECVETQ to complete I/O operations. 

IEECVETQ -2250 Device I/O Module - Part 2 
(DIDOCS) 

Opemtion: Performs I/O operations to 2250 devices 
used as operator consoles. 

Entry from: IEECVETP. 

Exit to: IEECVETI after I/O is initiated. 

IEECVETR -2260 Device I/O Module - Part 1 
(DIDOCS) 

Operation: Performs I/O operations to 2260 devices 
used as operator consoles. 

Entry from: Any DIDOCS module that modifies the 
sm. 

Exit to: 

• IEECVETI after I/O is initiated 
• IEECVFTR for status switch 
• IEECVET4 if cancel occurs 
• IEECVETF if cursor detect occurs 
• IEECVFTR to complete I/O operations 
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IEECVETU - 3270 Device and Model 158 System 
Console I/O Module - Part 1 (DIDOCS) 

OpertItion: Performs I/O operations to 3270 display 
devices used as operator consoles. 

Entry /l'0III: Any DIDOCS module that modifies the 
sm. 

Entto: 

• IEECVETl after I/O is initiated 
• IEECVETF if light-pen or cursor detect occurs 

outside entry area 
• IEECVFI'G for a status switch 
• IEECVETK for roll mode 
• IEECVETV to complete I/O operations. 

IEECVETV - 3270 Device I/O Module - Part 2 
(DIDOCS) 

Operation: Performs I/O operations to 3270 display 
devices used as operator consoles. 

Entry /1'tIIII: IEECVETU. 

Exit to: IEECVETl after I/O has been initiated. 

IEECVETW - 3284/3286 Console Device Support 
Processor 

Opemtlon: Performs the following functions for 
3284/3286 printers used as a console: 

• Opens the 3284/3286 as a console. 

• Initiates a write operation to write messages to the 
console. 

• After a write operation completes successfully, 
updates the console queue. 

• When the 3284/3286 printer is to be removed from 
console status, closes the console. 

Entry /1'tIIII: lEA VVCTR. 

Exit to: 

• IEAVSWCH if an I/O error occurs or the console 
cannot be opened. 

• Issuer of SVC 72, otherwise. 

IEECVETl - DIDOCS Router Module 

OptllYlfion: Passes control to DIDOCS modules on the 
basis of requested function. 

Entry /1'tIIII: lEA VVCTR, IEECVETQ, IEECVETV, 
IEECVFTR, and IEECVFI'B. 

Exit to: 

• IEECVETG for console open and close 
• IEECVETC for asynchronous error processing 
• IEECVET4 for command processing 
• IEECVET2 for message output 
• IEECVET7 for message deletion 
• IEECVET9 for message deletion 
• IEECVFI'P for erasing a status display or stopping 

a dynamic display 
• IEECVETJ for roll 
• IEECVETK for timer processing 
• IEECVFrM for out-of-line message output 
• IEECVETF for light-pen or cursor detect 
• IEECVETH/P /R/U (device-dependent I/O 

modules) to perform I/O 
• IEECVFI' A for PFK attention 
• IEECVFTL for in-line message output 
• IEECVFTl for PFK redefinition 
• IEECVFTT for display area blanking 
• IEECVETD to issue error messages 
• IEECVET6 for routed CONTROL E commands 
• IEECVET8 for routed CONTROL E/CONTROL 

E,sEG commands 
• IEECVETA for routed CONTROL S commands 
• IEECVFTB for routed CONTROL 

D,PFK/CONTROL E,PFK/CONTROL N 
commands 

• IEECVFTN for routed CONTROL 
D,F/CONTROL D,U/CONTROL D,H 
commands 

• lEA VVCTR to return to the caller 

IEECVET2 - In-One Message Output Module 
(DIDOCS) 

OptllYlfion: Controls the output of in-line messages. 

• IEECVFT2 to determine exit from message output 
modules after single-line message output. 

• IEECVETI to display a message. 

• IEECVFTL to determine exit from message output 
modules after multiple-line message output. 
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• IEECVETJ to display a message after roll. 

• IEECVETK to display a message after roll. 

• IEECVET9 to display a message after automatic 
deletion occurs. 

Exit to: 

• IEECVETH/P /R/U (device-dependent I/O 
modules) to write messages to the screen. 

• IEECVETI if there were no messages to display. 

• IEECVETD to issue a warning message. 

• IEECVFT2 to move messages to the DCM. 

• IEECVET7 to delete INTERVENTION 
REQUIRED messages. 

• IEECVET9 for automatic deletion of messages. 

IEECVET3 - Message Output Module (DIDOeS) 

Operation: Issues STIMER for ron mode after ron has 
been initialized. 

Entry /l'0III: IEECVET2 to issue STIMER for roll 
mode. 

Exit to: 

• IEECVETI if no I/O is to be performed after 
STIMER. 

• IEECVETD if 'unviewable message' warning line is 
requested. 

• IEECVETH/P /R/U (device-dependent I/O 
modules) to write the screen image on the console 
screen. 

IEECVET4 - Command Analyzer (DIDOeS) 

Operation: Analyzes command input and routes the 
command to other DIDOCS modules or to the system 
for processing. 

Entry /l'0III: 

• IEECVETI to process command input 

• IEECVETF to process a cancel key or light-pen 
detect on a cancel function 
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• IEECVETR to perform the cancel function 

• IEECVFT A to issue the command that PFK 
processing placed in the entry area 

• IEECVETC to simulate pressing the CLEAR key 

Exit to: 

• IEECVETC to complete asynchronous error 
processing. 

• IEECVET8 to initialize message deletion. 

• IEECVET9 to process delete verification. 

• IEECVETI after command processing is complete. 

• IEECVETH/P /R/U (device-dependent I/O 
modules) to rewrite the screen. 

• IEECVETD for repeat last command processing. 

• The appropriate CONTROL command processing 
modules (IEECVET6, IEECVET8, IEECVET9, 
IEECVETA, IEECVFTB, IEECVFTN, or 
IEECVFTP). 

IEECVET6 - Message Deletion Module (DIDOeS) 

Operation: Deletes messages requested by the K E,F or 
K E,nn(,nn) command. 

Entry /l'0III: IEECVET1, IEECVET4. 

Exit to: 

• IEBCVET9 to remove messages 
• IEBCVETD for message verification 
• IEBCVETB to issue error messages 

IEECVE17 - Message Deletion Module (DIDOeS) 

Operation: Deletes INTBRVENTION REQUIRED 
messages and messages requested by DOM. 

Entry /l'0III: 

• IEBCVETI 
• IEBCVBT2 
• IEBCVFT2 
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Exit to: 

IEECVETH/P/R/U (device-dependent I/O 
modules) to write the screen 

• IEECVET9 to attempt automatic deletion 

• IEECVETI on NOP entry 

IEECVET8 - Message Deletion Module (DIDOCS) 

Operation: Deletes messages requested by the K E,SEG 
command, a cursor detect, or a light-pen detect. 

Entry from: 

• IEECVETF to process a light-pen or cursor detect 

• IEECVET4 to process the K E,SEG command 

• IEECVETl for routed K E/K E,SEG commands 

Exit to: 

• IEECVET9 to remove messages from the screen. 

• IEECVETD to issue a verification message. 

• IEECVETE to issue NO DELETABLE 
MESSAGE message. 

IEECVET9 - Message Deletion Module (DIDOeS) 

Operation: Processes automatic deletion when the 
screen is fun, numbers messages in response to the K 
D,N command, and deletes messages in response to a K 
command. 

Entry from: 

• IEECVET4 to process the K D,N command. 

• IEECVET6 to delete messages if no verification is 
necessary. 

• IEECVET7 to perform automatic deletion. 

• IEECVET2 to perform automatic deletion if screen 
is fun. 

Exit to: 

• IEECVET2 after automatic deletion. 
• IEECVETD to issue error messages. 

• IEECVETH/P /R/U.< device-dependent I/O 
modules) to rewrite the screen. 

IEECVFr A - PFK-Entered Command Processor 
(DIDOCS) 

Operation: Processes automatic command entry that 
results from a depressed PFK or a light-pen detect on 
the PFK line. 

Entry from: 

• IEECVET4 for depressed PFK 
• IEECVETF for light-pen detect on the PFK line 

Exit to: 

• IEECVET4 to process an entered command 
(nonconversational mode). 

• IEECVETH/P /R/U (device-dependent I/O 
modules) to write the command to the entry area 
of the screen (conversational mode). 

• IEECVFTD to issue error messages. 

IEECVFfB - PFK Defmition Processor (K D,PFK/K 
E,PFK/K N,PFK) (DIDOeS) 

Operation: Processes a PFK definition or redefinition in 
response to the K N,PFK command; displays or erases 
the PFK line in response to the K E,PFK or K D,PFK 
command. 

Entry fl'Om: IEECVET1, IEECVET4. 

Exit to: 

• IEECVETH/P /R/U (device-dependent I/O 
modules) to write or erase the PFK line. 

• IEECVFTI when a PFK is defmed. 
• IEECVETD to write error messages. 
• IEECVFTD to write error messages. 

IEECVFrD - Message Module (DIDOCS) 

Operation: Prepares for the writing of informational or 
error messages. 

Entry from: IEECVFT A and IEECVFTB. 

Exit to: IEECVETH/P /R/U (device-dependent I/O 
modules) to write messages to the screen. 
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IEECVFrG - DIDOCS Cleanup Module 

Opet'tllion: Finishes functions that involve a system 
interface. 

• If device is being closed, flags messages no longer 
needed. 

• If device is changing status to message stream or 
full capability, flags out-of-line messages on the 
console queue. 

• If device is changing status to status display. flags 
messages on console queue. 

• If device is recovering from asynchronous error, 
flags out-of-line messages on the console queue. 

• If this routine flags any out-of-line messages except 
for an asynchronous error, it stops a dynamic 
display, frees SACBs obtained with a GETMAIN. 
and resets the area definitions to their SYSGEN 
values. 

Entry /lYJm: 

• IEECVETG for open or close of a device 

• IEECVETC for an asynchronous error 

• IEECVETH/P /R/U (device-dependent I/O 
modules) 

• IEECVFfR (device-dependent I/O module) 

Exit to: 

• IEECVETI after close 
• IEECVETC after all processing other than close 

IEECVFfL - In-tine Multiple-tine Message Processor 
(DIDOCS) 

Opet'tllion: Controls the output of in-line, multiple-line 
messages (ML WTO). 

Entry/rom: 

• IEECVETI 
• IEECVFT2 
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Exit to: 

• IEECVFT2 to process next WQE. 

• IEECVET2 if roll mode is in effect and the screen 
is full. 

• IEECVETH/P /R/U (device-dependent I/O 
modules) to write the screen. 

• IEECVETI if IEECVFTL encounters the end of 
the ML WTO chain but not the end of the message. 

• IEECVETD to issue error messages. 

IEECVFrM - Out-of-tine Multiple-tine Message 
Processor (DIDOCS) 

Operation: Controls the output of out-of-line. 
multiple-line messages (MLWTO). 

Entry /lYJm: IEECVETl. 

Exit to: 

• IEECVFTO'for display lines that overlay messages. 

• IEECVFTQ for display lines that do not overlay 
messages. 

• IEECVETI if no more out-of-line messages are on 
the queue. 

• IEECVFTP for blanking of messages below a 
display. 

IEECVFfN - Status Display Processor (DIDOCS) 

Operotion: Rewrites the display control line in response 
to a K D.F (framing), K D.H (holding). or K D.U 
(updating)conunand 

Entry/rom: 

• IEECVET4 if console is a full-capability console. 
• IEECVETI if console is a status-display console. 

Exit to: IEECVETH/P /R/U (device-dependent I/O 
modules) to write the screen. 
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IEECVFfO - Status Display Processor (DIDOCS) 

Opel"lltion: Controls the output of a status display that 
overlays messages. 

Entry from: IEECVFI'M. 

Exit to: IEECVETH/P /R/U (device-dependent I/O 
modules) to write three lines of the display area. 

IEECVFI'P - Status Display Processor (DIDOCS) 

Operation: Controls the erasing of out-of-line displays. 

Entry from: IEECVETl, IEECVET4. 

Exit to: 

• IEECVETH/P /R/U (device-dependent I/O 
modules) to write the console screen. 

• IEECVFIT to blank the screen below the erased 
display. 

• IEECVETI for a NOP entry. 

IEECVFfQ - Status Display Processor (DIDOeS) 

Opel"lltion: Controls the output of a status display to an 
out-of-line area that does not overlay messages. 

Entry from: IEECVFI'M. 

Exit to: 

• IEECVETH/P /R/U (device-dependent I/O 
modules) to write display lines to the screen. 

• IEECVFI'M if no I/O is done. 

IEECVFfR - 2260 I/O Module - Part 2 (DIDOeS) 

Opel"lltion: Performs I/O operations to 2260 devices 
used as operator consoles. 

Entry from: IEECVETR. 

Exit to: 

IEECVFrG for cleanup. . 
IEECVETK for setting the timer. 
IEECVETR for additionalI/O processing. 
IEECVETI if a status switch is not required. 

IEECVFfT - Status Display Processor (DIDOeS) 

Opel"lltion: Overlays with blanks any in-line message 
that is below an out-of-line display or between two 
out-of-line displays. 

Entry from: 

• IEECVETI 
• IEECVFTM 

Exit to: IEECVETH/P/R/U (device-dependent I/O 
modules) to write the screen. 

IEECVFfl - PFK Defmition Processor (DIDOeS) 

Opel"lltion: Updates PFK definitions in SYS 1.DCMLm. 

Entry from: IEECVETI. 

Exit to: 

• IEECVETI after I/O to SYS1.DCMLm has been 
initiated. 

• IEECVETH/P/R/U (device-dependent I/O 
modules) to blank the entry area. 

IEECVFf2 - Single-Hoe Message Processor 
(DIDOeS) 

Operation: Displays and marks both action and 
deletable messages; locates and routes nondisplayed 
multiple-line messages (ML WTOs). 

Entry from: 

• IEECVET2 to move messages to the DCM. 
• IEECVFTL to process the next WOE. 

Exit to: 

• IEECVET2 to continue output queue scan. 
• IEECVFTL to process in-line, multiple-line 

messages. 

IEEC2740 - 2740 Console Derice Support Processor 

Opel"lltion: Performs the following functions for a 2740 
communications terminal used as a console. 

• Opens the 2740 communications terminal as a 
console. 

• Uses BT AM to read a command from the console. 
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• After a read operation completes successfully, 
passes the command to command processing (SVC 
34). 

• Uses DT AM to write . messages to the console. 

• When the 2740 communications terminal is to be 
removed from console status, closes the console. 

Entry from: lEA VVCTR. 

Exit to: 

• lEA VSWCH if an I/O error occurs or the console 
cannot be opened. 

• Otherwise lEA VVCTR. 

IEEDISPD - Display Domain Processor 

Operation: Writes a console display of entries in the 
Domain Descriptor Table. 

Entry from: IEEVW AlT. 

Exit to: End of Task. 

IEEJB840 - See IGC0103E 

IEEMB803 - System Log Initialization/Writer Module 

Operation: This module initializes the system log, opens 
and closes the log data set, and writes the log buffers to 
the log data set. 

Entry from: IEEVW AlT. 

Exit to: None - always available through waiting on 
ECD. 

IEEMB804 - Write-To-Log (WTL) Processor -
SVC36 

Opertll;on: This module processes all valid WTL 
requests. 

Entryfrom:IEE1603D. 

Exit to: IEEl603D. 

IEEMB805 - System Log Resource InitiaUzatiOD 

Operation: This module acquires and initializes log 
resources used through log activation. 
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Entry from: IEEMB803. 

Exit to: IEEMB803. 

IEEMB806 - System Log ESTAE Processor 

Operation: This module sets up two EST AE 
environments for the system log, and it processes 
system log task ABEND situations. (The second 
EST AE handles abnormal terminations of the first 
ESTAE). 

Entry from: IEEMB803 (EST AE/ ABEND interface). 

Exit to: EST AE/ ABEND interface. 

IEEMB807 - System Log Message Module 

Operation: This module issues messages for the system 
log task. 

Entry from: IEEMB803, IEEMB806. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IEEMB808 - Master Trace Data Entry Routine 

Operation: This module adds entries to the master trace 
table. 

Entry from: IEETRACE macro processing. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IEEMB809 - Master Trace Create/Deactivate 
Routine 

Opel'(ltion: This module initializes a new master trace 
table or deactivates an existing master trace table. 

Entry from: IEETRACE macro processing. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IEEMB810 - Performance Group Reset Module 

Opel'(ltion: This module passes performance group reset 
parameters to the system resources manager (SRM). 

Entry from: IEEVW AlT. 

Exit to: End of task. 
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IEEMB81l - SET Keyword Scanner 

Operation: This module scans for various SET keywords 
and passes control to the appropriate keyword 
processor. 

Entry from: IEEVW AlT. 

Exit to: End of task. 

IEEMB812 - SET IPS, Installation Control 
Specification, OPT Processor 

Operation: This module invokes a list processor to 
process the data in the appropriate parmlib member 
(IEAIPSxx, IEAICSxx, or IEAOPTxx). It also notifies 
the system resources manager of the changes. 

Entry from: IEEMB811. 

Exit to: IEEMB811. 

IEEMB813 - UNL9AD Command Syntax Scanner 

Operation: This module scans the information in the 
UNLOAD command and validates the syntax. 

Entry from: IEEVW AlT. 

Exit to: End of task. 

IEEMB814 - Message Module for ParmUb Process 

Operation: This module issues messages for IEEMB811 
and IEEMB878. 

Entry from: IEEMB811 and IEEMB878. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IEEMB81S - CHNGDUMP Command Processor 

Operation: This module implements the CHNGDUMP 
operator command. IEEMB815 scans the operand 
portion of the command and updates the RTCT dump 
options lists. It fixes pages needed for the SUMDUMP 
option of SVC dump. If the NOSUMDUMP option is 
specified on the CHNGDUMP command, it frees 
pages. 

Entry from: IEE0403D via BALR. 

Exit to: IEE0003D. 

IEEMB816 - Master Trace Functional Recovery 
Routine 

Operation: This module performs error recovery for 
master trace routines IEEMB808 and IEEMB809. 

Entry from: RTM via FRR stack. 

Exit to: Caller of master trace. 

IEEMB820 - SMF IDitiallzation Router Module 

Operation: This module performs the following 
functions: 

• Initializes SMCA/STAE/ ACT 
• Invokes SMF parameter processing 
• Initializes SMF recording , 

Entry from: IEEMB860. 

Exit to: Caller. 

CalWt'OIItilll!S: IEEMB821, IEEMB822, IEEMB823, 
IEEMB824 via BALR. 

IEEMB821 - SMF Input Merge Module 

Operation: This module processes the SYS1.PARMLIB 
member containing SMF options. It parses the values, 
prompts the operator for changes, and sets the resuld,ng 
values in the SMCA. 

Entry from: mECB913, mEMB820, mEMB835. 

Exit to: Caller. 

OzIWI'OIItiJte.t: mEMB832, mEMB833, IEEMB824, 
mEMB839 (ELEMENQ routine), IEEMB822 via . 
BALR. 

IEEMB822 - SMF Data Set IDitiaJlzatiOD 

Operation: This module prepares SMF data sets for 
recording by: 

• Dynamically allocating the data sets specified in the 
data set parameter 

• Pre-formatting the data- sets, if necessary 

• Creating SMF buffers 

Entry from: IEEMB820 at IPL time; mEMB835 at 
SET SMF time. 
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Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: IEEMB824 via BALR. 

IEEMB813 - SMF Initialization Record Processor 

Operation: At IPL time, this module issues the four 
initialization record types (0, 8, 22, 90). It issues SVC 
78 to produce a fifth record (type 19). It completes 
SMF initialization for the master address space. 
Additionally, it prompts the operator for the IPL 
reason. 

At SET SMF and SETSMF time. this module produces 
a type 90 record containing the new SMF options. At 
SET SMF time, it also reinitializes SMF for the master 
address space. 

Entry from: IEEMB820 at IPL time; IEEMB835 at 
SET SMF time to build record type 90; IEECB913 at 
SET SMF time to build record type 90. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Ctdled routines: IEEMB824 via BALR; IEFSMFIE via 
LINK. 

IEEMB814 - SMF Message Processor Module 

Operation: This module builds and issues messages 
according to the parameters passed it by the caller. 
Messages issued are WTOs, WTORs, multi-line WTOs, 
and PUTs to a message data set. 

Entry from: IEECB913, IEECB916. IEEMB820, 
IEEMB821, IEEMB822, IEEMB823, IEEMB825', 
IEEMB827,IEEMB829,IEEMB831,IEEMB832, 
IEEMB833, IEEMB835, and IFASMFDP. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: References IEEMB826. 

IEEMB815 - SMF ESTAE Exit Routine 

Operation: If the SMF writer abends. this module 
pedorms recovery. Its functions include dump 
processing, message processing, and retry or SMF 
recording cleanup. 

Entry from: RTM. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: IEEMB824, IEEMB827 (global 
cleanup subroutine). 
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IEEMB816 - SMF Message Processor Language Parts 
Table 

Operation: This module contains translatable language 
parts which are used by IEEMB824 to build SMF 
messages. 

Entry from: Not applicable (non-executable code). 

Exit to: Not applicable (non-executable code). 

IEEMB817 - SMF Initialization ESTAE 

Operation: This module manages recovery from failures 
that occur during SMF initialization. Specifically. it 
sends messages to the operator, creates an SDUMP. 
and cleans up resources. 

Entry from: RTM. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: IEEMB824. 

IEEMB818 - SMF Message Processor Table 

Operation: This dummy CSECT is part of the SMF 
message processor, IEEMB824. It contains a series of 
indexes used by IEEMB824 to locate messages. 

Entry from: Not applicable (non-executable code). 

Exit to: Not applicable (non-executable code). 

IEEMB819 - SMF Writer Task 

Operation: This module completes SMF initialization 
and then handles those parts of SMF recording that 
require TCB mode: 

• Completing the data set switch 

• Ensuring that SMF data sets were dumped by the 
operator as requested 

• Pedorming part of the processing for the SET SMF 
command 

• Handling I/O errors 

Entry from: IEECB913 via BALR, IEEMB860, via 
ATTACH. 
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lInt to: Caller. 

CIIlW 1'DIItlnts: IEEMB824. IEEMBS39 via BALR. 

1EEMB830 - SMF Writer SVC 

()penItIon: This module places SMF records into the 
SMF buffers (VSAM control intervals). 

For entry point IEEMBS30: Issuer of a 
SMFEWTM macro. 

For entry point IGCOOOSC: SVC FLIB. 

BrIt to: Caller. 

CIIlW rordi,.: IEASMFSP via BALR. 

1EEMB831 - SMF Syntax Analyzer Module 

()penItIon: This module is used by IEEMB832 to 
analyze input text and return a number corresponding 
to the data description. It also processes syntax and 
invalid option errors. 

Entry /"",,: IEEMBS32. 

Exit to: Caller. 

CIIlW rordi,.: IEEMBS24 via BALR. 

IEEMB831- SMF Queue Opdons Module 

opet'lllion: This module parses the input te~. If no 
errors are found. it adds the option to the SMF option 
chain. 

Entry /""": IEEMBS21 or IFASMFDP. 

Brit to: Caller. 

CIlIW 1'tJIItha: IEEMBS24. IEEMBS31 via BALR. 

1EEMB833 - SMF LIst Options Module 

Opet'lllion: This module lists the SMF options currently 
in effect. The list is directed to the console in the case 
of IPL or SETi to SYSPRINT in the case of the dump 
program (IFASMFDP). 

Bntry /tOIII: IEEMBS21. IFASMFDP, or IEECB916. 

Exit to: Caller. 

CtIIW rordi"",: IEEMBS24 via BALR. 

IEEMB834 - SMF Writer SRB 

opet'lllion: This module takes the VSAM control 
intervals from the buffers and writes them out to the 
SMF data set. 

Entry /tOIII: Dispatcher (lEA VEDSO). 

lInt to: Caller. 

CtIIW rordi,.: IEASMFSP via BALR. 

IEEMB835 - SMF SET Command ProceaIng 

opet'lllion: This module processes the SYS1.PARMLIB 
member specified by a SET command. It parses the 
new values and resets the SMCA values. If data sets 
are changed, it opens and closes the appropriate data 
sets. 

Bntry /""": IEEMBSll. 

Exit to: IEEMB811. 

CtIIWrordi"",:IEEMB821,IEEMBS22,IEEMBS23, 
IEEMBS24,IEFJSREQ. 

IEEMB836 -Interval Data Collecdon Module 

operation: This module is scheduled when the SMF 
interval timer for a job expires. Running in SRB mode, 
it builds and writes interval records (types 30 and 32). 

Bntry /"",,: Dispatcher (lEA VEDSO). 

Exit to: Caller. 

CIlIW rordi,.: IEFTB727, IEFTB728. 

IEEMB837 - SMF Option Tables 

Opet'lllion: This module consists of the following 
CSECTS: 

• SMFOPT AB - A table of valid keywords 

• SMFDEFL T - A table of SMF writer default 
options 

• DMPDEFLT - A table of default options for the 
SMF dump program (IFASMFDP) 
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EntI'JI fmm: Loaded by IEEMB820; referenced in 
IEEMB821 and IFASMFDP. 

Exit to: Not applicable (non-executable code). 

IEEMB838 - SMF Macro Module 

Operrdion: This module performs the processing 
invoked by the SMF macros. 

EntI'JI fmm: SMF macros: SMFEWTM, SMFRTEST, 
SMFDETAL, SMFINTVL, and SMFEXIT. 

ExIt to: Caller. 

IEEMB839 - SMF TImer Program 

Operrdion: This module is branch entered by the caller 
to enqueue or dequeue timer elements. The module 
handl~ four types of processing: MAXDORM, 
STATUS, INTERVAL for each ASIO, and dump 
detector. 

Entl'Jlfmm:IEEMB821.IEE~829,IEE~836. 
IEE~842. 

ExIt to: Caller. 

IEEMB842 - SMF MAXDORM and STATUS 
Processor 

Operation: This module performs STATUS and 
MAXDORM processing. For STATUS, it builds and 
writes the type 23 statistics record. For MAXDORM, if 
the current record has been in the SMF buffer longer 
than the interval specified by the MAXDORM 
keyword in the SMFPRMxx parmlib member. 
IEE~842 schedules the SMF writer SRB to force the 
data to be written to the SMF data set. 

Entry from: Scheduled by IEE~839 at the expiration 
of the MAXDORM and STATUS time intervals. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IEEMB846 - TSO Command Table for Accounting 

Operrdion: This module includes all commands counted 
in the SMF type 32 record. 

Entry from: Not applicable (non-executable code). 

Exit to: Not applicable (non-executable code). 
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IEEMB847 - SMF Message Language Part Table 

Operation: This dummy CSECT is contained in the 
SMF message processor language parts table. 
IEEMB826. 

EntI'JI flOm: Not applicable (non-executable code). 

ExIt to: Not applicable (non-executable code). 

IEEMB848 - SMF Dynamic DD Data Collector 
Module 

Opemtion: This module saves EXCP counts (1) for data 
sets dynamically unallocated and (2) for all data sets at 
dynamic deconcatenation/ concatenation. The counts 
are then available for the SMF type 30 record. 

EntI'JI from: IEFDB4F9. 

ExIt to: Caller. 

IEEMB860 - Master Region lnitiallzadon Roudne 

See OS/VS2 System Initialization Logic for a module 
description of IEEMB860. 

IEEMB876 - SET Command Keyword Table 

Operation: This module contains the SET command 
keywords processed by IEEMB811. 

EntI'JI flOm: IEEMB81 1. 

ExIt to: IEEMB811. 

IEEMB877 - ParmHb Variable Messages 

Operation: This module contains the messages for 
parmlib processing. . 

EntI'JI from: IEEMB814. 

ExIt to: IEEMB814. 

IEEMB878 - SYS1.PARMLIB Read Routine 

Operation: This module reads records from a specified 
member of SYSl.PARMLIB. 

EntI'JI from: IEECB805, IEEMPDEV, IEFJSIN2. 

Exit to: Caller. 
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IEEMB879 - Master Trace SVC Dump Exit 

Operation: This module is invoked by SVC dump and 
uses SVC dump services to dump the master trace table 
and its related control blocks. It schedules an SRB 
(IEEMB880) to run in ASID 1 and moves the master 
trace data to a common area buffer. It invokes the SVC 
dump exit output service (lEA VTSEO entry in 
IEAVTSDO) to write the master trace data on the 
dump data set. 

Entry from: lEA VTSDU via BALR. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IEEMB880 - Master Trace Dump Exit Data Move 
Routine 

Operation: This module runs as an SRB in the address 
space containing the master trace table data. It is 
scheduled by IEEMB879 for every page of master 
trace data to be dumped. It moves one page (4K) of 
master trace data to a common buffer and then posts 
the ECB (via lEA VSY50) that IEEMB879 is waiting 
on. 

Entry from: Dispatcher (lEA VEDSO) as an SRB 
scheduled by IEEMB879. 

Exit to: lEA VEDSO. 

IEEMB881 - System Address Space Create Routine 

Operotion: This module creates a system address space 
either before or after master scheduler initialization is 
complete. The address space can be created with a 
limited-function start or a full-function start. If it is 
created with a full-function start, IEEMB881 passes 
the START parameters (input to IEEMB881) to the 
START command syntax check routine (IEEVSTAR). 

Entry from: IEEVIPL, a resource initialization module 
(RIM), or any other module in supervisor mode. 

Exit to: Caller. 

CoIled routines: lEA VEMCR, lEA VEMRQ, 
IEEVWAIT. 

Entry point EAESTAE: This routine receives control if 
an ABEND occurs during system address space create 
processing. It fills in the SDWA (if one exists), takes a 
dump, and passes control to RTM, which attempts a 
retry at entry point EARETRY. 

Entry from: RTM. 

Exit to: RTM. 

Entry point EARETR Y: This entry point sets the return 
and reason codes, releases storage for the CSCB, 
terminates the address space (if one was created), and 
terminates the EST AE. 

Entry from: RTM. 

Exit to: Caller of IEEMB881. 

IEEMB882 - Positional Parser Routine 

Operation: This module syntax checks a record using a 
rules list associated with the record. The rules list 
specifies the number of parameters in the record along 
with the minimum and maximum length of each 
parameter. It also indicates if the parameter is optional 
and if it can be enclosed in apostrophes. 

Entry from: IEECB805, IEEJSIN2. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IEEMB883 - System Address Space Initialization 
WAIT/POST Routine 

Operation: This module waits for an event (indicated by 
the event code passed as input) to complete. If event 
code 1 is specified, IEEMB883 waits for master 
scheduler initialization to complete. 

Entry from: IATINXM, lEA VTSAI, IEAVXMAS, 
IEEPRWI2, IEFAB4I1, ISGNASIM. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Entry point WPESTAE: This entry point receives control 
if an ahend occurs during IEEMB883. It fills in the 
SDWA (if one exists) and takes a dump. 

Entry from: RTM. 

Exit to: RTM. 

Entry point WPRETRY: This entry point receives 
control from RTM following the execution of 
WPEST AB. It sets return and reason codes. 

Entry from: RTM. 

Exit to: Caller of IEEMB883. 
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IEEMB884 - Scheduled Commands Table 

Operrltion: This module contains a table consisting of 
the verb code, module name of the command 
processor, and the target execution address space for 
each scheduled command. 

Entry from: N/ A. 

Exit to: N/ A. 

IEEMPDEV - Display DeYiation Processor 

operation: This module compares the configuration 
described in the CONFlXxx member of 
SYSl.P ARMLm with the actual system configuration 
and displays any differences to the operator. 

Entry fonn: IEEMPDM. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IEEMPDM - DISPLAY Matrix Command Processor 

Operation: This module displays. to the operator, the 
following information: status of processor, channel, and 
device paths; high storage address; storage status 
(on/off line). 

Entry from: IEEVW AlT. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IEEMPS03 - QUIESCE Command Processor 

Operation: This module suspends system activity by 
calling the load-wait-state processor (IEEVLDWT). 

Entry from: IEEVW AlT. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IEEMPVST - VARY Storage Processor 

()penJtion: This routine either makes a contiguous range 
of 4K blocks of storage available online or takes a 
range of blocks offline. 

Entry from: IEEVW AIT via ATTACH,IEEVSTOR. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IEEPALTR - SVC 110 Interface 

Operation: This routine issues SVC 110 for DISPLAY 
U, DISPLAY C,K, or DISPLAY PKF commands. 
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Entry /rom: IEEVWAIT via ATTACH. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IEEPRTN1- STC Free Region Routine 

Operation: This module determines if there is a CSCB 
in existence at the end of started task control 
processing. If there is, IEEPRTN2 frees the CSCB. 

Entryfrom:IEESB60S,IEEPR~2.IEE~I, 
IEEVST AR, or IKJEFLA via XCTL. 

Exit to: Region control task via SVC 3. 

IEEPRWIl- STC Get Region Routine 

OperatIon: This module gets a new region for started 
task control processing. If a system component address 
space is being created, this routine invokes the address 
space initialization routine. It also determines whether 
a START, MOUNT, or LOGON command is being 
processed, and based on that decision invokes the 
appropriate command processor. 

Entry from: lEA V AROO by means of ATTACH. 

Exit to: IEEVSTAR, IEEVMNTl, IKJEFLA, or 
IEEPRTN2. 

OIIW I'OIIIines: IEEMB883 via BALR, a system 
address space initialization routine via LINK, IF AESIL 
via LINK. 

IEESB601 - SWA and TlOT IDidaUzation for Private 
Catalog Processfng 

Operation: This module creates an SW A control block 
structure for use by the dynamic allocation routines. 
These routines are invoked to process private catalogs 
for START, MOUNT, and LOGON commands. 

Entry from: IEESB601 via BALR. 

Exit to: IEESB601 via branch. 

IEESB60S - Job Scheduling Subroutine 

Opemtion: This module sets up the environment 
necessary to initiate a START, MOUNT, or LOGON 
command task. It builds the SSOB, ssm, local job 
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scheduling parameter lists, and an SW A structure for 
the task; then it invokes the initiator. When initiator 
processing is done, IEESB60S deletes the SW A 
structure it created and frees the CSCB for the task. 

Entry from: IEEVJCL via XCTL for a START or 
MOUNT command, or IKJEFLB for LOGON 
commands. 

Exit to: IEFSD060, an initiator routine via LINK, to 
initiate the command task; IEEPRTN2 via XCTL, for 
end processing of a START or MOUNT command; or 
IEEPRTN2 via XCTL, for end processing of LOGON 
commands. 

IEESB606 - STC Get JSCB Routine 

Operation: This routine builds a JSCB during storage 
initialization for a START, MOUNT, or LOGON 
command. 

Entry from: IEA VEMIN via CALL. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IEESB665 - STC Recovery Exit Routine 

Operation: This module schedules a retry of STC when 
one of the following conditions has occurred: 

• A program check 
• A machine check 
• AnABEND 
• Depression of the RESTART key on a console 

If percolation from a lower level recovery routine has 
occurred, IEESB66S continues percolation. 

Entry from: Recovery termination management via 
LINK. 

Exit to: Caller via branch. 

IEESB670 - Job Scheduling Subroutine Recovery Exit 
Routine 

Operation: This module schedules a retry of IEESB60S 
when one of the followihg conditions has occurred: 

A program check 
• A machine check 
• AnABEND 
• Depression of the RESTART key on a console 

If percolation from a lower level recovery routine has 
occurred, IEESB665 continues percolation. 

Entry from: Recovery termination management via 
LINK. 

Exit to: Caller via branch. 

IEESTPRS - Stop/Restart Subroutine 

Operation: This module stops the operating system in a 
manner that allows a restart interruption to bring the 
system back into operation. This module runs on one 
processor and stops all others. 

Entry from: IEEVLDWT and any routine in supervisor 
state that wants to put the system into a restartable 
state. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IEEV ALST - VaUdate Page Routine 

Operation: This module sets to zero the storage and 
storage key of a 4K section of real storage. 

Entry from: IEEMPVST, IEEVSTGL. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IEEVCPR - Processor/Channel ReconfiguratioD 
Processor 

Operation: IEEVCPR physically and logically adds or 
removes a processor and/or channel(s) to or from the 
system. 

CoIled by: IEEVCPU. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Error exit: RTM via an ABEND macro. 

Called roudltSf: IEEVCPRL, IEECLEAN, and 
IEEVMESS. 

IEEVCPRL - Processor/Channel Logical 
ReconfiguratioD Module 

Operation: IEEVCPRL performs the functions required 
to make a processor and/or channel(s) logically 
available or unavailable to the system. 

Called by: IEEVCPR. 
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Exit to: Caller. 

Error exit: RTM via an ABEND macro. 

Called routines: AHLVCON, AHLVCOFF, 
lEA VRTOD, lEA VRSSC, IEAVSPSA, lEA VTSIN, 
IECVCINT, IECVCRHA, IECVCRHD, IECVCRHV, 
IECVIOPM, IEEVDEV, IEEVMESS, IEEVWKUP, 
IEFAB49C, IEFENFFX, IGC0009A, IGC0407B, or 
IGFPBUCR. 

IEEVCPU - VARY CPU/CH Command Processor 

Operation: IEEVCPU controls VARY CPU/CH 
command processing. It parses the command, calls 
IEEVCPR to perform the requested reconfiguration, 
and writes the reconfiguration messages after 
IEEVCPR returns control. 

Called by: The master scheduler (IEEVW AIT) via an 
ATTACH macro after the operator issues a VARY 
CPU/CH command. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Error exit: RTM. 

Called lVJUtines: IEEVMESS and IEEVCPR. 

IEEVDCCR - Disabled Console Communication 
Routine 

Operation: This module enables disabled recovery 
routines to communicate with the system operator 
through the master console (or its alternate) during 
system recovery processing. 

Entry from: IEESTPRS, IEEVEXSN, IGFPXMFA. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IEEVDEV - Device Subroutine 

Operation: This routine obtains information regarding 
the condition of available paths to a device and 
provides that information to the caller. 

Entryfrom: Allocation, DDR, VAP, VARY CPU. 
VARY PATH, IEEVCPRL. 

Exit to: Caller. 
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IEEVEXSN - Excessive Spin Notification Routine 

Operation: This routine is called by various system spin 
routines to communicate with the operator when an 
excessively long spin is detected. The operator is asked 
if the spin should continue or if an ACR condition for 
the other processor should be simulated. 

Entry from: lEA VELK, lEA VERI, IEEVLDWT, 
lEA VTMTC, and lEA VINV. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IEEVlPL - Master Scheduler Base Initialization 

See OS/VS2 System Initialization Logic for a module 
description of IEEVIPL. 

IEEVJCL - Job Control Language Build Routine 

Operation: This module builds internal JCL text for a 
command task that represents a START, MOUNT, or 
LOGON command. 

Entry from: IEEVSTAR via branch for a START 
command; IEEVMNTl via branch for a MOUNT 
command; IKJEFLA via branch for a LOGON 
command. 

Exit to: IEESB60S via XCTL. 

IEEVLDWT - Load Wait State Processor 

Operation: This module serves as the interface for 
loading a disabled wait state or restartable wait state. 
For restartable wait states, it spins for the restart 
resource and interfaces with the stop/restart 
subroutine. 

Entry from: IEEMPS03, IECVIRST, and IECVRSTI. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IEEVMESS - RecomlgUllltion Message Module 

Operation: IEEVMESS performs message processing 
for all the reconfiguration modules. It is called to: 

• Obtain storage for and initialize a message buffer 

• Place a specified message in a given message buffer 

• Write out the messages in a specified message 
buffer 
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• Issue a specified message as a WTO or WTOR 

• Free message buffer storage 

CoIled by: Reconfiguration modules. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Error exit: RTM via an ABEND macro. 

Called 1'OUti,.: IEEVTEXT. 

IEEVMNTI - MOUNT Command Syntax Check 
Routine 

Operation: This module checks a MOUNT command 
and its parameters for correct syntax. It also uses this 
input to build a START descriptor table (SDT) that 
contains internal JCL. 

Entry /l'0III: IEEPRWI2 via XCTL. 

Exit to: IEEVJCL via branch for normal processing; 
IEEPRTN2 via XCTL for error processing. 

IEEYMNTl - MOUNT Command Processor 

Operation: This module checks the unit control block 
(UCB) associated with the device to be mounted. If the 
device is a tape drive marked reserved, IEEVMNT2 
issues an error message. Otherwise, it also checks the 
MOUNT command input buffer (Cm) for the use 
attribute specified for the device. 

Entry /l'0III: IEFSD263, an initiator routine, via 
ATTACH. 

Exit to: IEFSD263 via branch. 

IEEVMSG - STC Message Module 

Operation: This module contains the text of messages 
issued by the started task control routines. 

Entry from: IEEVMNT2 or IEESB605 via CALL. 

Exit to: Caller via branch. 

IEEVPfH - VARY Path Command Processor 

Operation: This routine makes individual paths to a 
device either available or unavailable for I/O 
processing. 

Entry /l'0III: IEEVW AlT. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IEEVSEND - Operator SEND Command MaIn 
Control 

Operation: This module provides a console or 
TSO-terminal operator with a means of communicating 
with other TSO and/or console operators. 

Entry from: IEEVW AlT. 

Exit to: End of task. 

IEEVSNDl - SEND Command MaD Handler 

Operation: This module saves the mail for specified 
users in the mail section of the SYS1.BRODCAST data 
set. 

Entry /l'0III: IEEVSND9. 

Exit to: IEEVSND9. 

IEEVSND3 - SEND Command List Handler 

Operation: This module lists all notices from or recovers 
a specific notice from, the SYSl.BRODCAST data set 
for the sending operator. 

Entry /l'0III: IEEVSND9. 

Exit to: IEEVSND9. 

IEEVSND4 - SEND Command Oeanup Routine 

Operation: This module issues informational, warning, 
and error messages to the operator. 

Entry from: IEEVSEND. 

Exit to: IEEVSEND. 

IEEVSNDS - Operator SEND Command I/O Routine 

Operation: This module performs I/O operations for 
the SEND command. 

Entry /l'0III: IEEVSND2, IEEVSND3, IEEVSND8, 
IEEVSND9. 

Exit to: Caller. 
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IEEVSND6 - SEND Command Now Processor 

Operotion: This module issues the SEND command text 
to the specified recipients. 

Entry from: IEEVSEND. 

Exit to: IEEVSEND. 

IEEVSND8 - SEND Command Notice Handler 

Operation: This module adds notices to or deletes 
notices from the SYS 1.BRODCAST data set. 

Entry from: IEEVSND9. 

Exit to: IEEVSND9. 

IEEVSND9 - SYSl.BRODCAST Data Set Access 
Controller 

Operation: This routine coordinates the operator usage 
of the SYS1.BRODCAST data set. 

Entry from: IEEVSEND. 

Exit to: IEEVSEND. 

IEEVSTAR - START Command Syntax Check 
Routine 

Operotion: This module checks a START command and 
its parameters for correct syntax. It uses this input to 
build a START descriptor table (SDT) that contains 
the internal JCL for the task to be started. 

Entry from: IEEPRWI2 via XCTL. 

Exit to: IEEVJCL via branch, for normal processing; 
IEEPRTN2 via XCTL, for error processing. 

IEEVSTEE - ESTAE Routine for IEEVSTEL 

Opertllion: This module performs recovery processing 
for IEEVSTEL. Unless a previous recovery routine has 
already produced diagnostic information, IEEVSTEE 
writes a record in SYS1.LOGREC and issues an 
SDUMP. 

Called by: RTM. 

Exit to: Caller. 
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IEEVSTEL - Vary Storage Element Reconfiguration 
Processor 

Opertllion: IEEVSTEL varies a storage element on or 
offline in response to a VARY STOR command. 

Called by: IEEVSTOR. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Error exit. RTM via an ABEND macro. 

Called routines: IEEVSTGL, IEEVSTFA, and 
IEEVMESS. 

IEEVSTFA - Find Alternates for Vary Storage Element 
Offline 

Operation: When varying a storage element offline, this 
module determines which, if any, R-S pairs in the 
storage element contain MVS preferred data or 
hardware system area. For each R-S pair that does, 
IEEVSTF A selects from another storage element a 
suitable R-S pair into which the data can later be 
swapped. 

Called by: IEEVSTEL. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Error exit. RTM via an ABEND macro. 

Called routines: lEA VRCF3 and IEEVSTGL. 

IEEVSTGL - Vary Storage Logical Routine 

Operation: IEEVSTGL is called during VARY STOR 
command processing to logically vary a specified 
number of frames on or offline. 

Called by: IEEVSTGP, IEEVSTEL, and IEEVSTF A. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Error exit: RTM via an ABEND macro. 

Called routines: lEA VRCF3, IEEVMESS, and 
IEEVALST. 

IEEVSTGP - Vary Storage Physical Routine 

Operation: IEEVSTGP varies a range or an amount of 
storage on or offline in response to a VARY STOR 
command. 
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CIlIIed by. IEEVSTOR. 

Exit to: CaDer. 

Enw exit: RTM via an ABEND macro. 

CIlIIed 1'OlIti1lt!l: lEA VRCF3, IEEVMESS, and 
IEEVSTGL. 

IEEVSTOP - Vary CPU Stop Routine 

Operation: IEEVSTOP stops the processor on which it 
is running. In order to stop the processor, IEEVSTOP 
ensures that the CSD indicates that the processor is 
offline, resets the processor's prefIX register to zero, 
and issues a SlOP STOP instruction to the processor. 

Entry lrom: Machine check handler, timer, vary CPU 
offline. 

Exit to: None. 

IEEVSTOR - VARY STOR Command Processor 

operation: IEEVSTOR controls VARY STOR 
command processing. It: 

• Determines if the command is valid and has been 
issued from an authorized source 

• Routes control to the proper routine to perform the 
reconfiguration 

• Issues the appropriate reconfiguration message(s) 
after the storage has been varied 

Clllied by: The master scheduler (IEEVW AtT) via an 
ATTACH macro after the operator issues a VARY 
STOR command. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Error exit. RTM via an ABEND macro. 

Clllled routines: IEEMPVST, IEEVMESS, IEEVSTEL, 
and IEEVSTGP. 

IEEVSTPE - ESTAE Routine for IEEVSTGP 

Opel'tltion: IEEVSTPE performs recovery processing 
for IEEVSTGP. Unless diagnostic information has 
already been produced, IEEVSTPE writes a record in 
SYS1.LOGREC and issues an SDUMP. It also issues a 
message telling the operator what happened before the 
error occurred. In some cases, it backs out of 
processing done prior to the error. 

Clllled by. RTM. 

Exit to: Caller. 

CIlIIed tOIIdnes: lEA VRCF3, IEEVMESS, and 
IEEVSTGL. 

IEEVSTRE - ESTAE Routine for IEEVSTOR 

Opel'tltion: IEEVSTRE performs recovery processing 
for IEEVSTOR. It records the diagnostic information 
in SYS1.LOGREC, issues an SVC dump, and issues 
message IEE713I. 

CIlIIed by. RTM. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Clllled tOUdnes: IEEVMESS. 

IEEVW AIT - Master Scheduler Wait 

In the Master Scheduler Address Space 

Opel'tltion: At system initialization time, IEEVW AIT 
terminates system trace (if necessary), and attaches the 
system log task. After system initialization, 
IEEVW AIT's main function is to scan the CSCB chain 
and process the pending commands that execute in the 
master scheduler address space. If invoked for a 
START command, IEEVW AIT posts ECB CHASWT 
to notify the caller when master scheduler initialization 
is complete. 

Entry ITOm: IEEMB860 at system initialization time; 
IEE0803D via POST. 

Exit to: No normal exit. This is a permanent task. 

Error entry: At entry point ST AEOOOO from failure or 
from ABEND. 

Error exit: To a wait state if restart fails. 

In the Communications Task Address Space 

Opertldon: During system initialization, IEEVW AIT 
performs no major function in the communications task 
address space. After system initialization, 
IEEVW AIT's only function in the communications task 
address space is to scan the CSCB chain and process 
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the pending commands that execute in this address 
space. 

Entry ItfJIII: lEA VN701 during system initialization. 
IEE0803Dvia POST. 

Brit to: No normal exit. This is a permanent task. 

Error entry: At entry point ST AEOOOO from failure or 
from ABEND. 

Error exit: To the dispatcher. 

IEEVWK.VP - Vary CPU Wakeup and Quiet 
Routine(s) 

Operation: This routine performs one of three 
functions: 

• It completes the preliminary initialization for the 
processor that is being brought online. 

• It performs a quiesce function for the vary offline 
process. This includes resetting control registers to 
their initial values. 

• It initializes the channel availability table in the 
physical configuration communication area of the 
executing processor. 

Entry ItfJIII: IEEVCPRL. 

Exit to: Dispatcher (when varying a processor online). 
IEEVSTOP (when varying a processor offline). 

JEEXEDNA - Display Consoles Command Processor 

OJllllflllon: This module writes a console status display 
to the console that issued the command. 

For input stream commands, the display goes to the 
master console. If L=cca is specified, output goes to 
the routed console, which may be different from the 
one issuing the command. 

Entry ItfJIII: IEEVW AlT. 

Exit to: Dispatcher or end of task. 

IEEO003D - ESTAEEmiroDlDent Creation Routine 

Opemtlon: This routine creates an EST AE environment 
routine to protect the command scheduler from 
ABEND situations. 
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Entry ItfJIII: Issuer of SVC 34. 

Exit to: IEE0303D. 

IEEOOI10 - Master Scheduler SVC 110 Router 

Operation: This module routes control for the 
processing of the commands D C,K; D U; and D PFK. 

\. 
Exit to: IEEIOII0, IEE20110, IEE40110. 

IEE0303D - Control Block CbaIn ManIpulator; 
QEDIT and MGCR Macro Function Processor 

Opemtlon: This module manipulates chains. It also 
communicates ABTERM requests to the ABTERM 
routines, and it is the QEDIT processor. 

EntryltfJIII:IEEO003D. 

Exit to: IEES403D. 

IEE0403D - Command Scheduler Router 

Opel'tltlon: This module scans, identifies, and verifies 
commands. It gives control to the proper command 
processor .. 

BnDyltfJIII:IEES403D. 

Exit to: IEEOS03D, command processors. 

JEE0503D - Command Prncessing Message Assembly 

OJllllflllon: This module assembles and edits messages 
for command processors. It issues WTO or TPUT 
macros to writ~ the messages. 

BnDy 11'fJIII: Command processors. 

Exit to: The address passed by the caller. 

1EE0603D -Immediate Routine for SET Command 

Operation: This module inspects the operands of the 
SET command and routes control to the appropriate 
processing module. 

BnDyII'fJlll:IEE0403D. 

Exit to: IEE6S03D,IEE6603D, IEE0803D, IEEOS03D. 
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IEE0703D - MODIFY and STOP Command 
Processor 

Opel'fllion: This module performs processing for the 
STOP and MODIFY commands. 

Entry from: IEE0403D. 

Exit to: IEE0003D. 

IEE0803D - CSCD and ASCD Creation 

Operation: For task-creating commands, this module 
builds a CSCB. For address space-creating commands, 
this module interfaces with address space-requesting 
routines. 

Entry from: Variable. 

Exit to: IEE0003D, to post IEEVW AlT. 

IEE10110 - Display C, K Processor 

Operation: This module writes a status display showing 
the CONTROL (K) command operands using a 
multiple-line WTO macro. 

Entry from: IEEOOIlO via CALL. 

Exit to: IEEOOII0. 

IEE1403D - HALT, SWITCH, and TRACE Command 
Syntax Checker 

Opel'fllion: This module preprocesses the HALT, 
SWITCH, and TRACE commands by checking the 
command syntax. 

Entryfrom:IEE0403D. 

Exit to: IEE0803D, IED1303D, ISTCFF3D. 

IEE1603D - LOG and WRlTELOG Command 
Processor 

Operation: This module processes the commands LOG 
and WRITELOG (with the options CLOSE, START, 
or CLASS). 

Entry from: IEE0403D. 

Exit to: IEE0003D. 

IEE2011 0 - Display Unit Processor - Unit Status, 
One 

Opmdion: This module analyzes the operands of a D U 
command, gets a work area, and finds the first UCB for 
the first unit to be displayed. 

Entryfrom: IEE00110. 

Exit to: IEE23110, IEE22110. 

IEEl1l10 - Display Unit Processor - Unit Status, 
Two 

Operation: This module loads the device name table the 
first time it is needed and creates the text of each line 
to be displayed. 

Entry from: IEE23110. 

Exit to: IEE23110. 

IEEll110 - Display Unit Processor - Unit Status, 
Three 

Opemtion: This module issues error messages, frees 
work area storage, and deletes the device name table. 

Entry from: IEE20110, IEE2311O, IEE24110. 

Exit to: End of task. 

IEEl303D - SMF VARY Record Handler 

Opmdion: This module writes an SMF VARY 
ONLINE record. 

Entryfrom:IEE3303D. 

Exit to: IEE4203D, IEE4403D. 

IEEl3110 - Display Unit Processor - Unit Status, 
Four 

Opmdion: This module determines the next unit 
address to be displayed and issues the WTO for the 
lines of the display. 

Entry from: IEE20110. 

Exit to: IEE21 110, IEE22110. 

Called routines: IEE21110, IEE24110. 
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IEE24110 - D U"ALLOC Command Processor 

Operation: This module gathers and displays the 
information requested on the D U"ALLOC command. 
The information displayed consists of the jobname and 
ASID of the job(s), started task(s), or TSO user(s) to 
which a unit is allocated. 

Entry from: IEE2311 o. 

Exit to: IEE22110, IEE23110. 

Called mutines: IEECB801. 

1EE3103D - VARY ONLINE/OFFLINE Processor 

Opemtion: This module varies non-console units to 
either an online or an offlin~ status. 

Entry from: IEE4203D, IEE4603D. 

Exit to: End of task, IEECB904. 

Called routines: IEFENFFX. 

IEE3203D - VARY Keyword Scan 

Opemtion: This module scans first the primary 
keywords then the secondary keywords of the VARY 
command. It passes control according to the keyword 
found. 

Entryfrom:IEE0403D. 

Erit to: Variable. 

1EE3303D - VARY ONLINE/OFFLINE/CONSOLE 
Syntax Scan 

OpelYltion: This module checks the unit field syntax, 
command authority, and presence of SMF in order to 
route control to the appropriate processor. 

Entryfrom:IEE3603D. 

Exit to: IEE4403D, IEE4203D, IEE2303D, 
IEECB904. 

IEE3S03D - DISPLAY/TRACK Router 

Operation: This module routes control to a processor 
module based on the command operand. It processes 
the D T command itself. 
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Entryfrom:IEE0403D. 

Exit to: Variable. 

IEE3603D - VARY Command Pre-processor 

Operation: This module presets the environment for the 
VARY ONLINE/OFFLINE/CONSOLE commands. 
It also keeps offline all devices without available paths. 

Entry from: IEEVW A1T, IEECB904. 

Erit to: IEE3303D. 

IEE3703D - CANCEL/FORCE Command Handler 

Operation: This module cancels or forces any 
background and foreground (TSO) jobs that are 
currently executing. 

Entry from: IEE0403D. 

Exit to: IEEOOO3D. 

IEE40110 - Display PFK. Processor 

Operation: This module locates and displays the 
program function key definitions currently in effect for 
the operator's display console. 

Entry from: IEEOOl10. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IEE4103D - Hard Copy Informational M~e 
Module 

Operation: This module issues a hard copy information 
message for devices that have been varied as a hard 
copy device. 

Entryfrom:IEE7203D. 

Exit to: IEE0003D. 

IEE4203D - UCME Scanner for VARY Command 

Operation: This module does syntax validation for 
VARY ONLINE/OFFLINE/CONSOLE commands. 

Entryfrom:IEE4403D,IEE3303D,IEE2303D. 

Exit to: IEE4903D, IEE3103D, IEE4603D, 
IEECB904. 
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1EE4303D - Processor for VARY Master Console 
Command 

Operation: This module processes the VARY 
MSTCON. 

Enhyfnun:llBE3203D. 

Exit to: llBEOOO3D. 

1EE4403D - VARY Keyword Scanner 

Operation: This module scans the input buffer and 
validates keyword values. 

Entry fnun: llBE3303D, llBE2303D. 

Brit to: llBE4203D. 

1EE4603D - VARY ONLINE/OFFLINE for Console 
Devices 

Operation: T~ module processes the VARY command 
keywords ONLINE and OFFLINE. 

Enhy fnun: llBE4203D. 

Exit to: llBE3103D, llBECB904, SVC 3 (IGC003). 

1EE4703D - VARY HARDCPY Operand Processor 

Operation: This module begins the processing of a 
VARY HARDCPY Command. 

Bnnyfnun:llBE3203D. 

Exit to: llBE5703D, llBE7203D. 

1EE4803D - Console Information Message Routine 

Operation: This module uses the UCM and UCB to 
construct a console status message. 

Enhyfnun:llBE4903D. 

Brit to: llBE7303D. 

1EE4903D - Console Operand Processor 

Operation: This module processes the CONSOLE 
Operand for the VARY command. 

Enhyfnun:llBE4203D. 

Brit to: llBE4803D. 

IEESI03D - ESTAE Exit Routine 

Operation: This module is the SVC 34 ESTAE exit 
routine. It provides a storage dump in response to an 
ABEND situation, and it checks the validity of entries 
in the CSCB and cm chains. 

Entry fnun: ABEND ST AE interface routine. 

Brit to: Termination retry address in parameter list. 

IEES403D - Command Translation Routine 

Operation: This module translates lower case letters, 
initializes the XSA, finds the beginning of a command 
verb and writes the command to hard copy if required. 

Bnny fnun: llBE0303D. 

Brit to: llBE0403D. 

IEES503D - Stop Track and Stop Monitor Processor 

Operation: This module processes the operands for both 
the STOPTR and STOPMN commands. 

Bnny fnun: llBE7503D, llBE0403D. 

Exit to: llBE6703D, llBE0003D, llBE7103D, llBE0503D. 

IEE5603D - MSGRT and CONTROL Command 
Message Module 

Operation: This module issues error messages for 
CONTROL and MSGRT commands and for L=cca 
operands. 

Bnny fnun: Variable. 

Exit to: llBE5903D, llBE0503D, or system. 

IEES703D - VARY HARDCPY, OFF Processor 

Operation: This module removes the hardcopy function 
from a system when requested. 

Enhyfnun:llBE4703D. 

Brit to: llBE0003D. 
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IEES903D - Error Message Module 1 for CONTROL 
and MSGRT Commands 

Operation: This module handles the second parts of 
messages for the appropriate commands and also for 
the L=cca operand errors. 

Entry I"': IEES603D. 

Exit to: IEE0003D. 

IEE6303D - MSGRT Command Handler I 

OpelYltlon: This module builds the route control table 
(RCT) for each console. This table provides default 
routing values. 

Entry lrom: IEE0403D. 

Exit to: IEEOS03D, IEE6403D. 

1EE6403D - MSGRT Command Handler D 

Operation: This module formats a MSGRT command 
on the basis of values in the route control table. 

Entryl".:IEE6303D. 

ExIt to: IEEOOO3D, IEES603D. 

IEE6S03D - Set Local11me 

Operation: This module changes or resets the local time 
and date. It also updates the real time timer queue 
element (TQE) queue. 

EntryI".:IEE0603D. 

Exit to: IEE0603D. 

1EE6603D - Set Tune-of-Day Oock Routine 

Operation: This module sets a TOD clock with a time 
and date value that has been specified by an operator. 

Entryl".:IEE0603D. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IEE6703D - Processor for CONTROL and STOPTR 
Commands 

Operation: This module handles the syntax checking of 
the K command and schedules the STOPTR command 
and the K command. 
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EntryI".:IEE7S03D. 

Exit to: Variable. 

1EE6803D - K A,DD,DIl Command Handler 

Operation: This module handles the processing of the K 
A command, which defmes CRT screen areas. 

Entrylrom:IEE6703D. 

Exit to: IEEOOO3D, IEES603D. 

IEE6903D - K A, K T, and K M,REF Command 
Handler 

Operation: This module handles K T, K A, K A,NONE, 
K M, and K M,REF commands. 

Entrylrom:1EE6703D. 

Exit to: IEE0003D, IEES603D. 

IEE70110 - Halt-End-of-Day and Switch-SMIi' 
Processor 

Operation: This module processes HALT EOD and 
SWITCH SMF commands. 

Entry I"': Attached by IEEVW AlT. 

ExIt to: Caller. 

Called 1'OIItint5: IEE90110 via BALR, IEECB860 
(EST AE), and IEEMB803 log task via POST. 

IEE7103D - MONITOR Command Processor 

Operation: This module processes the MONITOR 
command operands. 

Entry I"': IEE0403D. 

ExIt to: IEEO003D, IEEOS03D. 

IEE7103D - VARY HARDCPY Processor D 

Operation: This module changes the hard copy 
configuration in a multiple console support (MCS) 
environment. 

Entrylrom:IEB4703D. 

Exit to: 1EB4103D. 
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IEE7303D - Coosole Information Message Routine 1 

Operation: This module constructs a message that 
displays the current status of a console. 

Enhy/nun:UBE4803D. 

Exit to: End of task. 

1EE7503D - Routing and List Operand Processor 

Opendion: This module processes the routing operands 
for DISPLAY, TRACK, CONTROL, and STOPTR 
commands. It also syntax checks the secondary 
operands (LIST, ALL, and name) for the DISPLAY 
and TRACK commands. 

Entry /nun: IEE3503D, IEE0403D, JES2 routine. 

Exit to: IEE0803D, IEE5503D, IEE6703D, IEE5603D, 
IEE0503D, IEE9403D, JES2 routine. 

IEE7703D - CONTROL·V Command Handler 

Opendion: This module processes CONTROL V 
commands. 

Enhy/nun:IEE6703D. 

Exit to: IEE0003D, IEE5603D. 

IEE7803D - CONTROL C,D Command Handler 

Operation: This module processes the CONTROL C,D 
command for cancelling an inline ML WTO. 

~/nun:IEE6703D. 

Exit to: IEEOOO3D, IEE5603D. 

IEE7903D - CONTROL M Command Handler 

Opendion: This module processes CONTROL M 
commands for activating or deactivating the action 
message retention facility and changing the WQE 
buffer limits. 

Entry/nun:IEE6703D. 

Exit to: IEE0503D, IEE5603D. 

IEE8B03D - CONTROL Q Command Processor 

Operation: This module processes the CONTROL Q 
command for re-routing messages. 

~/nun:IEE6703D. 

Exit to: IEEOOO3D. 

1EE8103D - CONfROL c,A/E/1 Command Handler 

Opendion: This module deletes retained action 
messages in response to a CONTROL C.A, 
CONTROL C,E, or CONTROL C,I command. 

~ /nun: IEE6703D. 

Exit to: IEE5603D. 

OlIled rout/IIIIS: lEA VQ700. 

1EE8603D - SEmMN Command Processor 

Operation: This module passes new domain description 
values to the system resources manager (SRM). 

~/nun:IEE0403D. 

Exit to: IEEOO03D. 

1EE90110 - HALT/SWITCH Message Module 

Operation: This module assembles and edits messages 
for HALT and SWITCH commands, and issues a 
WTO. 

~ /nun: IEE70110. 

Exit to: IEE70110. 

1EE9403D - MSS Preprocessor 

Operation: If MSS is active this module prepares MSS 
commands for interfacing to MSS routines, then posts 
the MSS routines. 

~/nun:IEE0403D,IEE1403D,IEE3203D, 
IEE7503D. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IEFAB4AO - Common UnaDocation Control 

Opertllion: This module controls the processing 
necessary to unallocate a request that has been 
allocated by means of either JCL or a dynamic 
allocation. The functions provided are: 

• Disposition processing 
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• Disconnecting of private catalogs 
• Data set release (DEQ) 
• Unit unallocation 
• Volume release (DEQ) 
• Release of DSAB/TIOT entries 

Entry/TOm: IEFAB4DE, lEFAB477, lEFAB490, 
lEFAB492, lEFBB414, lEFBB416, lEFDB4A1, 
lEFDB413, lEFDB418. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Coiled I'OUtines: lEEAB401, lEFAB4A2, lEFAB4A4, 
lEFAB4A6, lEFAB4A8, IEFAB4FC, IEF AB4F4. 

IEFAB4A2 - Disposition Processing Control 

Operation: This module controls the processing required 
to dispose of data sets as indicated in the input 
requests. 

Entry /lYJm: IEFAB4AO. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Calkd TOUtines: IEFAB4A3, IEFAB4BO, IEFAB4B2, 
IEFAB4SF. 

IEFAB4A3 - Special Scratch/Catalog Processing 

Operation: This module builds a dummy ETIOT needed 
by the scratch function of data management, when no 
DSABs and TIOTs exist. 

This module also interfaces with IEFAB4FS to allocate 
and open step catalogs, if requested, and with 
IEFAB4F4 to unallocate all private catalogs when the 
disposition processing has completed, if the allocation 
of step catalogs was requested. 

Entry /TOm: IEFAB4A2. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called IYJUtines: IEFAB4FC, lEFAB428, IEFAB4F4, 
lEFAB4FS. 

IEFAB4A4 - Unit Unallocation Control 

Operation: This module controls the processing 
associated with unallocating devices for each request. 
The functions performed are: 

• Releasing units no longer needed 
• Rewinding tape volumes 
• Deleting outstanding mount messages 
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• Identifying volumes to be unloaded 
• Posting waiting allocations 

Entry /TOm: IEFAB4AO, IEFAB4DE. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called TOUtines: IEFAB4FA, IEFAB4F7, IEFAB493, 
IEFHB410. 

IEFAB4A6 - Data Set Release 

Operation: This module releases (dequeues) data sets 
that are no longer needed by the job. 

Entry /TOm: IEF AB4AO, IEFBB40l. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called TOUtines: IEFAB4F7. 

IEFAB4A8 - Volume Release 

Operation: This module is responsible for releasing 
volumes that were reserved for the job step by 
allocation and data management 
(OPEN/CLOSE/EOV). 

Entry /TOm: IEF AB4AO. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called TOUtines: None. 

IEF AB4BO - Disposition Message Routine 

Operation: This module issues disposition messages to 
the system output data set and to the system operator. 

Entry /TOm: IEF AB4A2. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called nndines: lEFAB4FD. 

IEFAB4B2 - Alternate Disposition Message Routine 

Operation: This module issues disposition messages to 
the system output data set and/or to the system 
operator when no storage is available for a volume list. 

Entry /lYJm: IEF AB4A2. 

Exit to: CaDer. 
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Called 1'OIltiIIe.r: IEF AB4FD. 

IEFAB4DC - Data Set Rese"ation/Release 

OperrItion: This module can perform the following 
functions: 

• Updates the data set enqueue table to add or 
change an entry 

• Dequeues the dsname 

• Updates the data set enqueue table to delete an 
entry 

Entry from: IEFAB4S9, IEFDB411, 1EFDB413, 
IEFDB418. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called roud,.: IEF AB4F7. 

IEFAB4DD - Job/Step Unallocation EST AE Exit 

operrItion: In the event of an abnormal termination, this 
module calls step and/or job unallocation, if needed, 
and if SW A records have been read successfully. This 
module also requests a dump, if necessary. 

Entry from: RTM (recovery termination management). 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routi,.: IEEAB400, IEEAB401, IEFBB414, 
IEFBB416. 

IEFAB4DE - Common Unallocation EST AE Exit 
Routine 

OperrItion: If an abnormal termination occurs in a 
module that had requested a retry, IEFAB40E puts the 
address of the allocation ESTAB retry block (ABRB) 
into the SOW ACOMU field of the SOW A and returns 
to the caller. Otherwise, this module attempts to 
perform any common unallocation functions that had 
been requested but not yet attempted at the time of an 
abnormal termination. 

Entryfrom: IEFAB4EO. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routi,.: IEF~4AO, IEFAB4A4, IEFAB4FA. 

IEFAB4EA - Housekeeping EST AE Exit Routine 

Operation: This module reestablishes control block 
pointers and frees resources for JFCB housekeeping 
control (IEF AB4S 1), allocate catalog control 
(IEFAB4FS), or unaUocate catalog control 
(IEFAB4F4), if an ESTAB is scheduled in any of those 
routines as the result of an ABEND. 

Entry from: IEF AB4EO. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: IEF AB4F4. 

IEFAB4EB - PDI Read and ChaIn 

operation: This module reads all the PDIBs (passed 
data set information blocks) that comprise the POI 
(passed data set information) and chains the POIBs 
together. 

Entry from: IEFAB4SS, IEFAB4S9, IEFBB416. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: IEF AB4F7. 

IEFAB4EC - Group Lock/Unlock Interface 

Operation: This module obtains locks for the groups 
represented by the list of UCBs passed to it. It 
performs this serialization via the allocation queue 
manager. 

Entry from: IEFBB416. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routint!S: IEFAB4FA, IEFAB4UV. 

IEFAB4ED - Allocation Common ESTAE Exit 

Operation: This module is the common EST AB exit for 
aU of allocation. It performs general recovery 
processing and then routes control to other exit 
routines for more specific recovery. If a specific 
recovery routine requests a retry, this module returns to 
RTM requesting a retry. Otherwise, after all of the 
recovery routines have completed processing, this 
module returns to RTM requesting percolation. 

Entry from: RTM (recovery termination management). 

Exit to: Caller. 
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CIIIWI'OIIti,.: IEEAB401 , IEFAB4DD, IEFAB4DE, 
IEFAB4EA, IEFAB4E2, IEFAB4E4, IEFAB4E7, 
IEFAB4E8, IEFDB402. 

IEFAB4EE - AUoeadon Message Routine 

0psrvtI0n: This module builds the allocation messages 
for the requests on the input SlOT chain. 

Entry ItrIIII: IEFAB490, IEFBB414. 

ExIt to: Caller. 

0I1W,.""",.: IEFAB4FD) IEFAB4F3. 

IEFAB4EF-PCCB Roudne 

0psrvtI0n: This module handles all requests for the 
creation, modification, and deletion of PCCB(s) and 
their chain structure. 

Entry ItrIIII: IEFAB4F4, IEFAB4FS, IEFAB4S2. 

&11 to: Caller. 

CflIW 1'OIItine.r: None. 

IEFAB4EG - ADoeadon Resoun:e Manager ESTAE 
~Routine 

o,.vtitM: If the allocation resource manager 
(IEFAB4FS) abnormally terminates and had requested 
a retry, IEFAB4EG puts the address of the allocation 
ESTAB retry block (AERB) into the SDWACOMU 
freld of the SDWA. 

Entry ItrIIII: IEF AB4ED. 

ExIt to: Caller. 

CtlIW 1OIItine.r: None. 

IEFAB4EO - Test If DeYlc:e Is Ready 

o,.vtitM: This module tests to determine whether a 
device is physically ready by issuing a NOP EXCP to 
the device. 

Entry ItrIIII: IEFAB473, IEFAB49C, IEFAB494, 
IEFAB49S. 

ExIt to: Caller. 

Ctl/letll'Ollti,.: None. 
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IEFAB4Et - VM&V FRR Exit Routine 

OJMl'fldtm: This module receives control if an ABEND 
occurred while an MVCA was being dechained. It tries 
again to take the MVCA off the chain. If successful, it 
sets a bit to indicate that it should free MVCA storage. 

Entry 11'fRII: RTM (recovery termination management). 

ExIt to: Caller. 

IEFAB4El- VM&V ESTAE Exit Roudne 

OJlfll'llllon: If an abnormal termination occurs in a 
module that had requested a retry, IEFAB4E2 puts the 
address of the allocation ESTAE retry block (ABRB) 
into the SDWACOMU field of the SDWA and returns 
to the caller. Otherwise, this module releases mount 
control blocks that still exist for this allocation. 

Entry 11'fRII: IEFAB4ED. 

ExIt to: Caller. 

CtllIetlIfllltl,.: IEFAB49A, IEFAB498. 

IEFAB4E3 - Job/Step ADoeadon Retry Routine 

OJllflflllon: This retry routine receives the initiator's 
registers on entry. It sets a return code of 4 and 
branches on register 14, thereby simulating an error 
return to the initiator. 

BIIfIy I""": RTM (recovery termination management). 

ExIt to: IEFSD162. 

CtllIetlI'tRlli,.: None. 

IEFAB4E4 - Job/Step AIIoeadon ESTAE ExIt 

OJllflflllon: This module sets bits in the LCT to indicate 
that an error has occurred. It then prepares for retry by 
storing the initiator's registers in the SDW A. These 
registers will be received by retry routine IEFAB4E3. 

Entry 11'fRII: IEF AB4ED. 

&11 to: Caller. 

0dIetl1'Olltlla: IEEAB400, IEEAB401, IEFAB4F7. 
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IEF AB4ES - Allocation Resource Manager 

Operation: This module attempts to clean up system 
resources owned by allocation in the event of an 
abnormal memory termination. It does the following: 

• Releases device groups held by the terminating 
address space 

• Frees cross memory communication areas 

• Posts other allocations waiting for devices 

• Unallocates UCBs allocated to this address space 

Entry from: RTM (recovery termination management). 

Exit to: Caller. 

Coiled routines: IEFAB4FA, IEFAB498, IEFHB410. 

IEF AB4E6 - AUocation Recovery Routine 

Operation: This module handles abnormal terminations 
that occur when the allocation address space is being 
initialized or updated or when the UCB field 
UCBUSER is being updated. It also checks the counts 
in the UCB and DALT to en"sure that they are correct. 

Entry from: RTM. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: IEFHB410 by means of a program call 
(PC). 

IEFAB4E7 - Group Lock/Unlock ESTAE Exit 

Operation: This module frees resources held by 
LOCK/UNLOCK processing (IEF AB4EC) if an 
ABEND occurs while IEFAB4EC's ESTAE is in effect. 

Entry from: IEFAB4ED. 

Exit 10: Caller. 

Called routines: IEFAB4FA. 

IEFAB4E8 - Common Allocation EST AE Exit Routine 

Operrdion: If an abnormal termination occurs in a 
module that had requested a retry, IEFAB4E8 puts the 
address of the allocation EST AE retry block (AERB) 

into the SDWACOMU field of the SDWA and returns 
to the caller. Otherwise, this module performs cleanup 
processing if an abnormal termination has occurred 
during common allocation processing. 

Entry from: IEFAB4ED. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Coiled routines: IEEAB401 , IEFAB4FA, IEFAB49A, 
IEFAB498. 

IEFAB4E9 - Dynamic Allocation Set DSABDCBM 
Mask Bits Subroutine 

Operation: For each filled·in DCB field in the JFCB, 
this module sets on the corresponding bit in 
DSABDCBM. 

Entry from: IEFAB428, IEFDB411. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Co/led routines: None. 

IEFAB4FA - Allocation Queue Manager 

Operation: This module serializes access to UCB 
(device) groups by device allocation and manages the 
WAIT ·FOR·DEVICE queue. 

Entry from: IEFAB4A4, IEFAB4DE, IEFAB4E5, 
IEFAB4E8,IEFAB471,IEFAB472,IEFAB485, 
IEFAB486,IEFAB490,IEFAB491,IEFAB492. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: IEAOPTOI (system post). 

IEFAB4FC - nOT Manager Control Routine 

Operation: This module is responsible for obtaining and 
maintaining the nOT and the DSAB queue descriptor 
block (QDB). The functions of this routine are: 

• Create the TIOT and DSAB QDB 
• Initialize TIOT and DSAB QDB. 
• Allocate a TIOT DD entry 
• Release a TIOT DD entry 
• Update the TIOT and DSAB QDB 
• Unallocate the DSAB/nOT(ETIOT) entry 
• Concatenate the DSAB/TIOT DD entry 
• Free the TIOT and QDB 
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Entry/rom: IEESB601, IEFAB4AO, IEFAB4A3, 
IEFAB428, IEFBB401, IEFBB404, IEFBB410, 
IEFDB413,IEFDB4S0. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: None. 

IEF AB4FD - System Message Interface Routine 

Operation: This module converts the input parameter 
list into a WTO parameter list, which it passes to 
IEEAB400. IEEAB400 buffers any WTO messages 
(routing code 11) and issues the WTO macro 
instruction if any other routing codes are specified. 

Entry from: IEFAB4BO, IEFAB4B2, IEF AB4EE, 
IEF AB490, IEFBB401, IEFBB402, IEFBB404, 
IEFBB410. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: IEEAB400. 

IEFAB4FE - SWA Reader Routine 

Operation: This module establishes addressability to 
SlOTs and their related JFCBs and JFCBXs. 

Entry from: IEFBB401, IEFBB410, IEFDB400. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: IEF AB4F7. 

IEFAB4FO - GeneraUzed Conditional ENQ/DEQ 
Routine 

Operation: This module does the following: 

• Enqueues conditionally (either shared or exclusive) 
on the input volume serial number 

• Dequeues conditionally on the input volume serial 
number 

Enby/rom:IEFAUB436,IEFAB497,IEFAB492. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: None. 
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IEFAB4Fl - Test Volume ENQ 

Operation: This module determines if the input volume 
serial number can be shared by this allocation (even 
though it is already being used by this job step through 
a prior entry to allocation). 

Entry/TOm: IEFAB421. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called 1'fJfltines: None. 

IEF AB4Fl - Update Algorithm Tables 

Operation: This module helps maintain the 
cover/reduce algorithm interface tables. Its functions 
are: 

• C~ange a request to device-required. 
• Indicate a request was just allocated 

Entry from: IEFAB432, IEFAB434, IEFAB442. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: IEF AB481. 

IEFAB4F3 - Message Compression Routine 

Operation: This module eliminates consecutive and 
trailing blanks from the text received in the input 
buffer. The compressed text and the new text length 
are returned to the caller. 

BIlby from: IEFAB4EE, IEFAB421, IEFAB48A, 
IEFAUB487, IEFAB488, IEFAB490, IEFBB401, 
IEFBB404, IEFBB410. 

Exit to: Caller. 

CtIIled routines: None. 

IEFAB4F4 - Catalog Uoallocation Control 

Operation: This module calls other routines to perform 
the following functions, as requested by the caller: 

• Close private catalogs 
• Unallocate private catalogs 
• Release private catalog control blocks (PCCBs) 

Entry /rom: IEFAB4AO, IEFAB4EA, IEFAUB4FS, 
IEFAB4Sl. 
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Exit to: Caller. 

ClllIed routines: IDACATI2, IEFAB4EF, IEFDB400 
(via SVC99). 

IEF AB4F5 - Allocate Catalog Control 

0pendJ0n: This module can: 

• Allocate a catalog. 
• Cause an ACB to be created and opened. 
• Cause a PCCB to be created and chained or 

modified. 

Entry from: IEFAB469, IEFICA1L (an initiator 
module), IGGOCLCA (a catalog management module), 
IGGOCLC9 (a catalog management module). 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: IDACATll, IEFAB4EA, IEFAB4EF, 
IEFAB4F4. 

IEFAB4F6 - GSPACE/FSPACE Service Routines 

Opet'tllitJII: This module obtains storage and subdivides 
them as storage requests are made. Requests for 
release of the 4K blocks and the obtained sections of 
them are also serviced. 

Entry from: Most allocation/unallocation modules, that 
is, modules with names beginning with IEF AB, IEFBB, 
orIEFDB. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called TOUtIne.r: None. 

IEFAB4F7 - SWA Mauager Interface 

Opt!l'Qtion: This module invokes the SW A Manager to 
assign, read, write, or delete blocks of the Scheduler 
Work Area and returns the necessary parameters to the 
caller. 

Entry from: IEFAB4A4, IEFAB4A6, IEFAB4DC, 
.IEFAB4EB, IEFAB4FE, IEFAB4SF, IEFAB427, 
IEFAB4S2,IEFAB4S3,IEFAB4SS,IEFAB4S7, 
IEFAB458,IEFAB459,IEFAB461,IEFAB464, 
IEFAB466, IEFBB401, IEFBB402, IEFBB410, 
IEFBB416, IEFDB4Al, IEFDB400, IEFDB410, 
IEFDB413, IEFDB414, IEFDB418, IEFDB450. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: None. 

IEFAB4F8 - Direct Access Label Read 

OpertItitJII: This module reads direct access volume 
labels. 

Entry from: IEFAB473, IEFAB49B. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: None. 

IEFAB4F9 - Tape Label Read 

Operation: This module reads tape volume labels. 

Entry from: IEFAB473. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: None. 

IEFAB4GB - Modify Device OnlIne/Offline Status 

Opt!l'Qtion: This module designates the device status in 
the UCB as either offline or pending offline, depending 
on the input function code. 

Entry fl'Om: IEFAB429, IECVRDIO, IECVRSTI, 
IECVFDEV, IECVRRSV. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: None. 

IEFAB4M4 - Volume Mount &: Verify Messages 

OpertItitJII: This module contains the text used to 
construct the messages issued by volume mount and 
verify routines. 

Entry from: Not applicable (non-executable module). 

Exit to: Not applicable (non-executable module). 

ClllIed 1'OIItinI1s: Not applicable (non .. executable 
module). 
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IEFAB4MS - wro Message Module For AVR and 
Common Allocation 

OJll1l'fl!ion: This module contains the list forms of WTO 
and wrOR messages issued by common aIlocatic'n, 
automatic volume recognition (A VR), and data set 
reservation/release. 

EIIIry /l'0III: Not applicable (non-executable module). 

Exit 19: Not applicable (non-executable module). 

ClliW 1YJIdI,.: N~t applicable (non-executable 
module). 

IEFAB4M6 - DispositIon Messages 

OJl(!ftllion: This module contains the text used to 
construct the disposition messages issued by common 
unallocation. 

EIIIry /l'0III: Not applicable (non-executable module). 

Exit 19: Not applicable (non-executable module). 

CIIIW 1'tJlItiIII!..r: Not applicable (non-executable 
module). 

IEFAB4M7 - Allocation Messages 

OJl(!ftllion: This module contains the allocation 
messages that are issued to the system output data set 
and, for unit record devices, to the console. 

Entry /l'0III: Not applicable (non-executable module). 

Exit 19: Not applicable (non-executable module). 

OIl1etllflllli,.: Not applicable (non-executable 
module). 

IEFAB4M9 - Recovery Allocation Messages 

Opertlllon: This module contains the text used to 
construct recovery allocation operator messages. 

En"" /l'0III: Not applicable (non-executable module). 

Exit to: Not applicable (non-executable module). 

CIIIW 1'OlII1,.: Not applicable (non-executable 
module). 
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IEFAB4SF - Spool F1Ie Allocation 

Opet'tltlon: This module interfaces with the job entry 
subsystem to allocate or unallocate SYSIN and 
SYSOUT data sets. It is also called to segment a 
SYSOUT data set. 

EIIIry /l'0III: IEFAB4A2, IEFAB427, SETPRT SVC. 

0I1W 1fIIItiIa: IEF AB4F7, subsystems. 

IEFAB4UV - Unit Verification 

OJllltlllOll: This routine is invoked by system routines 
that require information or validity checks based on the 
contents of the eligible devices table (EDT). 

BIIIry /l'0III: IAPINMD, ICBMS. 

Exit to: Caller. 

ClliW 1fIIIIi,.: None. 

IEFAB411 - Common AUocation Control 

Opet'tltlon: This module is called to allocate one or more 
data set requests. It is responsible for controlling the 
following functions: 

• Process pending offlines/unloads 
• Initialize work area (ALCWA) 
• Allocate DUMMY requests 
• Allocate VIO requests 
• Allocate sUbsystem requests 
• Determine device requirements 
• Allocate to fixed DA devices 
• Allocate TP requests 
• Volume reservation 
• Allocate by device type 
• Recovery allocation 

• Dequeue from allocation resource 
• Cleanup processing 

EIIIry /l'0III: IEFAB490, IEFBB404, IEFDB413. 

Exit 19: Caller. 

ClliW 1YJIdI,.: IEEAB401, IEFAB4F3, IEFAB422, 
IEFAB423, IEFAB42S, IEFAB427, IEFAB428, 
IEFAB429,IEFAB430,IEFAB431,IEFAB471, 
IEFAB48S, IEFAB490, IEFAB491. 
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IEFAB411- JES3 Interface 

Opendion: This module interfaces with the JES3 
subsystem and then updates allocation tables based on 
whether or not JES3 has made device selections. 

Entry /l'0III: IEFAB421. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called IYJIldnes: None. 

IEF AB413 - Determine Device Requirements 

Operation: The function of this module is to determine 
device eligibility for each individual request and for the 
step. Device requirements are represented by the 
volunit table and device eligibility is represented by the 
eligible device table (EDT) and eligible device list 
(EDL). This module builds the volunit table and calls 
IEFAB424 to build the EDL. 

Entry /l'0III: IEFAB421. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: IEFAB424, IEFAB426. 

IEF AB414 - BuDd EUglble Device List (EDL) 

Operation: This module is responsible for construction 
of an eligible device list (EDL) for each request. 

Entry /l'0III: IEFAB423. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called lYJIltines: IEFAB438. 

IEFAB415 - Process TP Requests 

Operation: This module controls the processing 
necessary to allocate teleprocessing requests. 

Entry /l'0III: IEFAB421. 

Exit to: CaUer. 

Called routines: IEF AB434. 

IEFAB416 - Volunit Aff"mity Processing 

Operation: This module updates volunit table entries to 
reflect volume affinity. It ensures that every member of 
a volume affinity has the same unit identification. 

Entry /l'0III: IEFAB423. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called I'OIltines: None. 

IEFAB417 - Allocate Subsystem Data Sets 

Operation: This module controls allocation of subsystem 
data sets. The major functions performed are: 

• Find subsystem requests 
• Sort subsystem requests 
• Issue the IEFSSREQ macro instruction 
• Create DSAB/TIOT entries 

Entry /l'0III: IEFAB421. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called trJIltinI1I: IEF AB4F7, IEF AB4SF. subsystems. 
IEFAB428. 

IEFAB418 - Build/Update/Rebuild Expandable TIOT 

Operation: This module creates. updates, or rebuilds the 
expandable TIOT (DSAB/TIOT DD entry). 

Entry/I'OIII: IEFAB4A3, IEFAB421, IEFAB427. 
IEFAB431,IEFAB434,IEFAB442. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called I'OIltines: IEFAB4E9, IEFAB4FC. 

IEFAB419 - Process Pending Offlines/Unloads 

Operation: This module performs offline/unload 
processing on units or consoles. after the device is 
unallocated. 

Entry from: IEF AB421. 

Exit to: IEFAB421. 

Called routines: IEF AB4GB. IEF AB493. IEFENFFX. 

IEFAB430 - Flxed Device (Main Path) Control 

Operation: This module controls the processing 
necessary to allocate requests to direct access volumes 
that are permanently resident or reserved. 

Entry/rom: IEFAB421. 
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Exit to: Caller. 

Ca/letll'Olldnes: IEFAB433, IEFAB436. 

IEFAB431 - Allocate VIO Data Sets 

Operrllion: This module controls the allocation of VIO 
data set requests. 

Entry/rom: IEFAB421. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Calletll'Olldnes: IEFAB428. 

IEF AB432 - Affmity Processor 

Operrllion: This module processes any affinity requests 
to the volume or unit just allocated. Processing 
includes ensuring that the affinity requests are valid 
and, possibly, allocating the requests. 

Entry from: IEF AB434. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Calletll'Olltines: IEFAB4F2, IEFAB434, IEFAB44l. 

IEFAB433 - Specific Volume Allocation Control 

Operrllion: This module controls the processing 
necessary to allocate specific volume requests when the 
volume is mounted. A specific request is one that 
requires a particular volume - for example, a volume 
serial number was specified, the data set was passed, 
the data set is cataloged. 

Entry/rom:IEFAB430,IEFAB475,IEFAB479, 
IEFAB485. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Calletll'Olltines: IEFAB434, IEFAB442. 

IEFAB434 - Allocate Request to Unit 

Opemdon: This module controls the processing 
necessary to allocate a request to the selected device. 
Functions include: 

• Updating the UCB of the selected device (done by 
IEFAB435) 
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• Creating or updating a DSAB and nOT entry 
(done by IEFAB428) 

• Acquiring space on the volume (interfacing with 
DADSM) 

• Unallocating a unit and decreasing the DALT use 
count (done by IEFHB410), if a DADSM allocate 
error occurs 

• Processing requests that specify affinity to the 
request being handled (done by IEFAB432) 

Entry/rom:IEFAB425,IEFAB432,IEFAB433, 
DBFAB436,IEFAB441,IEFAB478,IEFAB479, 
IEFAB489. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Calkdl'Olldnes:IEFAB4F2,IEFAB428,IEFAB432, 
IEFAB435, IEFHB410. 

IEFAB435 - Update UCB Routine 

Operation: This module updates the UCB to reflect 
allocation of the current request to it. It also interfaces 
with VM&V control to unload volumes mounted on the 
needed unit. 

Entry from: IEFAB434. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Calkd I'OIIdnes: IEFAB4EO, IEFAB441, IEFAB493, 
IEFHB410. 

IEFAB436 - Nonspecific Volume Allocation Control 

Operation: This module controls the processing 
necessary to allocate nonspecific, nonprivate requests 
to public and storage volumes. It is responsible for 
building a list of devices that can satisfy the request, 
interfacing with the system resources manager to select 
the device to be allocated, and interfacing with 
IEF AB434 to allocate the request. 

Entry from: IEFAB430, IEFAB475, IEFAB485. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Calkd I'OIIdnes: IEFAB4FO, IEFAB434, IEFAB440, 
IEFAB442. 
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IEFAB438 - VpdBte DDR Count Routine 

Operation: This module retrieves the DDR count from 
the CSD. The count is used by module IEFAB424 to 
ensure that allocation is synchronized with DDR while 
the eligible device list (EDL) is being built. 

Entry from: IEF AB424. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Calkd I'OIItInes: None. 

IEFAB440 - Build Allocated VCB List 

OperatIon: This module builds a list of allocated UCBs 
(ALCVCBLT) which is used in the interface with the 
system resources manager. 

Entry from: IEFAB436, IEFAB478, IEFAB489, 
IEFAB490. 

Erit to: Caller. 

Called routines: None. 

IEFAB441- Volume VaUdlty Checker 

Operation: This module determines if the input volume 
is currently mounted. If it is, this module checks to see 
if the volume can be used by the current request. 

Entry from: IEFAB432, IEFAB435, IEFAB486. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Calkd routines: IEFAB434, IEFAB442, IEFAB493. 

IEFAB441 - Aff"mity Remover 

Opertldon: This module cancels unit affinity between 
the input request and other requests, when the volume 
being allocated to the input request is permanently 
resident or reserved. 

Entry from: IEFAB433, IEFAB436, IEFAB441, 
IEFAB479. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called I'OIItInes: IEFAB4F2, IEFAB428. 

IEF AB445 - Device ADocation DefauJts Module 

Operation: This module contains space and unit name 
defaults used by device allocation. 

Entry from: Not applicable (non-executable module). 

Exit to: Not applicable (non-executable module). 

Calkd routines: Not applicable (non-executable 
module). 

IEFAB451 - JFCB Housekeeping Control 

Operation: This module is responsible for retrieving the 
information necessary for allocation. 

Entry from: IEFBB404, IEFDB413. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: IEF AB4EA, IEFAB4F4, IEF AB452. 

IEFAB451- DD Processing Control 

Operation: This module selects and initiates the 
processing of: 

• STEP CAT requests 
• Other data set requests 

Entry from: IEF AB451. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Calkd routines: IEFAB4EF, IEFAB4F7, IEFAB453, 
IEFAB454. 

IEFAB453 - DD Preparation 

Operation: This module does the following processing: 

• Initializes the pointer to the JFCB for the requests 

• Processes data set requests that specified QNAME, 
TERM=TS, DUMMY, DSN=NULLFILE, or 
PGM=·, stepname.ddname or PGM=·, 
procstepname.ddname 

• Processes subsystem and VIO data sets 

• Retrieves unit information 

Entry from: IEFAB452. 

Exit to: Caller. 
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Called I'OIItines: IEF AB4F7 , IEF AB4 70. 

IEFAB4S4 - DD Funcdon Control 

OpertItion: This module determines what additional 
information is required for a DO. It then constructs a 
parameter list and routes control to the appropriate 
routine(s) to obtain that information. 

Elrtry from: IEF AB452. 

Brit to: Caller. 

Called routines: IEFAB456, IEFAB457, IEFAB458, 
IEFAB459,IEFAB469. 

IEFAB4SS - Passed Data Set Information Scan 

Operation: This module scans the POI (passed data set 
information) for the data set indicated. If the data set is 
found, it returns a pointer (SV AB) to the SlOT that 
passed the data set. 

Elrtry from: IEFAB469. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: IEFAB4EB, IEFAB4F7. 

IEFAB4S6 - Data Set Name Resolution 

Operation: This module resolves data set name 
information and provides volume and unit information 
for GOG requests. 

&try from: IEFAB454. 

Brit to: Caller. 

Cailedl'Olltines:IEFAB461,IEFAB466,IEFAB469. 

IEFAB4S7 - Volume/UDit Resolution 

Operation: This module receives control for every 
request in order to resolve volume and unit information 
for subsequent allocation processing. 

&try fmm: IEF AB454. 

Brit to: Caller. 

Called I'OIItines: IEFAB4F7, IEFAB463, IEFAB464, 
IEFAB466, IEFAB469. 
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IEFAB458 - DCB Resolution 

Operation: This module establishes DCB control 
information in a JFCB. 

Elrtry fmm: IEFAB454. 

Brit to: Caller. 

Called routines: IEFAB4F7, IEFAB469. 

IEF AB459 - Di9position Processing 

Operation: This module does the following: 

• Completes data set disposition information in the 
SlOT 

• Updates the POI (passed data set information), if 
necessary 

• Marks tape data set requests as private, if 
necessary 

• Retrieves catalog information, if necessary 

Elrtry from: IEF AB454. 

Brit to: Caller. 

Called routines: IEFAB4DC, IEFAB4EB, IEFAB469. 

IEFAB461- GDG Single Processing 

OpenIlion: This module converts a GOG (generation 
data group) data set request with a relative data set 
name (generation number) to a fully qualified data set 
name. It obtains volume and unit information for a 
GOG single request of an existing data set. 

Entry from: IEFAB456. 

Brit to: Caller. 

Called I'OIItines: IEFAB4F7, IEFAB469. 

IEFAB463 - Multiple Device Type Determination 

Operation: This module scans the catalog return 
information(CRI) to: 

• Determine if the data set is a multi-device type data 
set and, if so, to return the number of different 
device types minus one 
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• Given the number of device types, find and return 
the respective device type and a pointer to the 
volume list entry for that device type 

Entry flOm: IEFAB457, IEF AB464. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Clllled lOutine.s: None. 

IEFAB464 - Volume Unit Table Completion 

Operation: This module copies appropriate volume and 
unit information from the source determined by 
previous routines. 

Entry from: IEFAB457. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Clllled l'OIdines: IEFAB4F7, IEFAB463, IEFAB470. 

IEFAB466 - Table Creation 

Operation: The module creates SIOTs/JFCBs and 
initializes them. 

Entryfrom: IEFAB456, IEFAB457, IEFAB469. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Cillied routines: IEF AB4FD, IEF AB4F7. 

IEFAB469 - JLOCATE 

Operation: JLOCA TE is a housekeeping service routine 
that provides data set name information for GDG 
single requests and necessary volume and unit 
information for a given data set name. 

Entry from: IEFAB454, IEFAB456, IEFAB457, 
IEFAB458, IEFAB459, IEFAB461. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Cillied 1'OIIIine.s: IEFAB4EF, IEFAB4F5, IEFAB466. 

IEFAB470 - Unit Name Conversion 

Operation: This module extracts necessary EDT or 
UCB device information from the current SlOT. 

Entry from: IEFAB453, IEFAB464. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Cillied lOutine.s: None. 

IEFAB471- Generic Allocation Control 

Operation: This module controls the allocation of 
requests that could not be handled by fixed device 
allocation. (See IEFAB430.) It handles requests to any 
mounted volumes and/or to any online and unallocated 
units. It processes one generic device type at a time. 
The order of processing is determined by the 
installation device precedence list. 

EntryflOm: IEFAB421. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Clllled 1'OIIIine.s: IEFAB4FA, IEFAB472, IEFAB473, 
IEFAB475. 

IEFAB471- BuDd Tables for Generic Processing 

Operation: This module builds the tables needed for 
generic allocation processing. The tables built are: 

• Allocation queue manager request block 
• Cover/reduce algorithm interface tables 
• Request identification mask table 
• Workarea for manipulating group masks 

Entry from: IEFAB471. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called IOIIIines: IEFAB4FA,IEFAB481. 

IEFAB473 - AVR (Automatic Volume Recognition) 
Control 

Operation: This module reads the volume label of any 
volumes mounted on units whose UCBs are passed as 
input. 

Entry from: IEF AB4 71. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Cillied routilU!S: IEFAB4EO,lEFAB4F8.lEFAB4F9. 
IEFAB493,IE~~SL. 
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IEF AB474 - Process Multi-Unit/Multf-Generic 
Requests 

Opertltion: This module determines if a multi-unit 
(multi-generic) request processed by the algorithm is 
assigned to a single generic device type. If not, this 
module attempts to find a single generic device type 
that can satisfy the request. 

Entry/rom: IEFAB476,IEFAB486. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: IEF AB481. 

IEFAB475 - AUocate within a Generic 

Opertltion: This module attempts to allocate as many 
requests as possible to the chosen generic device type. 
It determines what types of allocation are required and 
then ca11s the necessary allocation routines. 

Entry from: IEF AB4 71. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Calledroudnes:IEFAB433,IEFAB436,IEFAB476, 
IEFAB479. 

IEFAB476 - AUocate via the Algorithm 

Opertltion: This module processes requests when a 
choice of units exists, that is when a specific unit is not 
requested; the request cannot be satisfied by allocating 
it to a mounted volume; or the request cannot be 
allocated to a permanently resident or reserved volume. 
IEFAB476 calls the cover/reduce algorithm 
(IEFAB480) to select the device groups from which to 
allocate. 

Entry from: IEFAB475,IEFAB485. 

Exit to: Caller. 

CQHedroudnes:IEFAB474,IEFAB477,IEFAB478, 
IEFAB480. 

IEFAB477 - UnaDocate Requests to be Rearranged 

Opertltion: This module unallocates requests that the 
algorithm indicates must be rearranged. 

Entry from: IEFAB476,IEFAB485, IEFAB486. 

Exit to: Caller. 
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Called roudnes: IEFAB4AO, IEFAB493,1EFHB410. 

IEFAB478 - AUocate From Groups Picked by 
Algorithm 

Opemtion: This module allocates requests to available 
(that is, online, unallocated) devices within the device 
groups selected by the algorithm. 

Entry from: IEFAB476,IEFAB486,IEFAB491. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Ctdled 1'OIItipes: IEFAB434, IEFAB440,ICBME. 

IEFAB479 - Demand AUocation 

Operation: This module allocates requests that specify a 
specific unit address (for example, unit=190) within 
the generic device type being processed by generic 
allocation. 

Entry/rom: IEFAB475,IEFAB485,1EFAB491. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called roudnes: IEFAB4FO, IEFAB433, IEFAB434, 
IEFAB442. 

IEF AB48A - Process Offlfnes/ Allocated Units 

Opertltion: This module controls the processing 
necessary: 

• To determine whether a request can be satisfied by 
offline and/or allocated units 

• To inform the operator of the possible options 

Entry from: IEFAB487. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Calletl roudnes: IEFAB4F3, IEFAB488,IEFAB489. 

IEFAB480 - Cover/Reduce Algorithm 

Operation: This module uses the hungarian algorithm to 
determine which group or groups of devices should be 
Used to satisfy a generic allocation request. 

Entry/rom:IEFAB476,IEFAB486,IEFAB488, 
IEFAB489.IEFAB491. 
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Exit to: Caller. 

Called IYNdines: None. 

IEF AB481 - Eliminate Ineligible Groups and Generics 

Operation: This module marks all generic device types, 
except the one selected for the current request, as 
ineligible in the EDL. It also marks group list entries in 
the algorithm tables as ineligible, when the groups are 
not in the selected generic device type. 

Entry from: IEFAB4F2, IEFAB472, IEFAB485, 
IEFAB486. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called fOIItlnes: None. 

IEFAB485 - Recovery Allocation 

OpeI'tItion: This module handles allocation requests that 
could not be allocated by either Fixed Device Control 
or Generic Allocation. Offline and/or allocated units 
can be considered during these allocations, if necessary 
and if allowed by the caller. 

Entry from: IEFAB421. 

Exit to: Caner. 

CalledlYNdines: IEFAB4FA, IEFAB433, IEFAB436, 
IEFAB476,IEFAJl477,IEFAB479,IEFAB481, 
IEFAJl486,IEFAB49C. 

IEF AB486 - Offline/Allocated Device Allocation 

Operotion: This module handles allocation processing 
when it is necessary to consider offline and/or 
allocated devices. 

Entryfrom: IEFAJl485. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called tOUtines: IEFAB4FA, IEFAJl441 , IEFAB474, 
IEFAJl477,IEFAB478,IEFAB480, IEFAUB481 , 
IEFAUB487, IEFAB493. 

IEFAB487 - Allocation Recovery Interrace With 
Operator 

OpelYltion: This module controls the processing 
necessary to inform the system operator that this 
allocation cannot proceed without waiting for devices 

to be unallocated by other jobs and/or bringing needed 
devices online. 

Entry from: IEFAB486. 

Exit to: Caner. 

CoIled fOIItines: IEFAB4F3, IEFAB48A, IEFAB488. 

IEF AB488 - Recovery Reply Options Processor 

Operation: This module builds and issues the 
appropriate reply options message and processes the 
operator's reply. 

Entry from: IEFAB48A, IEFAB487. 

Exit to: Caller. 

CoIled routines: IEFAB4F3, IEFAUB480, IEFAB489, 
IEFENFFX. 

IEF AB489 - Recovery Allocation of Online Devices 

Opetation: This module determines, for each group of 
UCBs in the system, whether the number of online 
units in the group has increased as a result of the 
system operator's responses to the reply options 
message. If it bas, the routine wiD attempt to anocate 
requests to the units in the group. 

Entryfrom: IEFAB48A, IEFAB488. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: IEF AB434, IEF AJl440, IEF AB480, 
ICBME. 

IEFAB49A - VM&:V DOMR &: aeanup Routine 

Operotion: This module deletes mount messages, if 
necessary, and release used by this allocation when all 
mount messages have been deleted. 

Entry from: IEFAB4E2, IEFAJl4E8, IEFAB492, 
IEFAB496. 

Exit to: Caller. 

CoIled routines: IEF AB498. 
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IEFAB49B - Device End POST Handler 

Operation: This module verifies, if necessary, that: 

• A device is now ready (that is, a volume has been 
mounted); or, 

• The volume mounted on the device is acceptable in 
response to a mount message issued by mount 
control or a mount request to the 3850 mass 
storage system. 

Entry fmm: IEFAB496. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called mutines: IEF AB4F3, IEF AB4F8, IEF AB493. 

IEFAB49C - Non-Allocation Unload Interface 

Operation: This module interfaces with volume mount 
and verify (VM&V) control (IEFAB493) to have 
volumes unloaded and/or rewound for non-allocation 
callers. Before calling IEFAB493, this routine verifies 
the UCB pointers in each VM&V request block (RB). 

Entryfmm: IATLVVR, IATSICA, IEEMB813, 
IEEVCPRL, or IEEVPTH. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: IEFAB493. 

IEFAB490 - Common Allocation Oeanup 

Operation: This module performs cleanup functions 
when allocation has completed or when a terminating 
allocation error has been detected. 

Entry from: IEF AB421. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: IEFAB4AO, IEF AB4EE, IEFAB4FA, 
IEFAB4FD, IEFAB4F3, IEFAB421, IEFAB492. 

IEFAB491 - Wait Holding Resources 

Opet'tltion: This module waits for other job steps to 
unallocate devices in the device groups from which this 
allocation needs additional units. When posted because 
of an unallocation, this routine tries to satisfy the 
remaining requests. 
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Entryfrom: IEFAB421. 

Exit to: Caller. 

CtUled routines: IEFAB4FA, IEFAB478, IEFAB479, 
IEFAB480, IEFAB493. 

IEF AB492 - Allocation/VM&V Interface 

Operation: This module interfaces with VM&V Control 
(IEFAB493) to process volume mount and verify 
requests (represented by VM&V request blocks build 
during generic and recovery allocation). 

Entry from: IEFAB490. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Coiled mutines: IEFAB4AO, IEFAB4FA, IEFAB4FO, 
IEFAB49A, IEFAB493, IEFAB498. 

IEFAB493 - Volume Mount and Verify (VM&V) 
Control 

Operation: This module controls unload, mount, and 
verify processing; it scans VM&V request blocks and 
calls unload control (IEF AB494), mount control 
(IEFAB495), and verify control (IEFAB496) to 
process the requests. 

Entryfrom: IEFAB4A4, IEFAB429, IEFAB435, 
IEFAB441,IEFAB473,IEFAB477,IEFAB49B, 
IEFAB49C, IEFAB491, IEFAB492, or IEFABB416. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called mutines: IEFAB494, IEFAB495, IEFAB496. 

IEFAB494 - Volume Unload Control 

Operation: This module processes all requests to: 

• Rewind or rewind and unload tape volumes 
• Unload direct access volumes 

Entryfrom: IEFAB493. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: IEFAB4EO, IEFAB4F3, IEFAB499, 
IEFENFFX. 
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IEFAB495 - Mount Control Routine 

opemtion: This module builds mount control blocks. 
For mass storage system (MSS) volume requests, this 
module interfaces with the 3850 mass storage system to 
mount the volumes. For non-MSS volume requests, this 
module issues mount WTO or WTOR messages. 

Entry from: mFAB493. 

ExIt to: Caller. 

Called I'OIItines: mFAB4EO, mFAB498, mFAB499. 

IEFAB496 - Verify Control Routine 

Opemtion: This module handles all verify device end 
and verify label requests by waiting for the specified 
units to become ready. In the case of verify label, this 
module also ensures that the requested volume has 
been mounted. 

Entry from: mFAB493. 

ExIt to: Caller. 

Called I'OIItines: mFAB49A, mFAB49B, mFAB498. 
mFAB499. 

IEFAB498 - MVCA ChaiD Processor 

Opemtion: This module is invoked to perform one of 
the following functions: 

• Search the MVCA chain for the MVCA for this 
allocation. 

• Add an MVCA to the MVCA chain. 
• Delete an MVCA from the MVCA chain. 

Entry from: mFAB4E2. mFAB4E5, mFAB4E8. 
mFAB49A.mFAB492,mFAB495,mFAB496. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called 1'OIItines: None. 

IEFAB499 - VMItV WTO/WTOR Format Rontine 

operation: This module builds WTO/R or multiline 
WTO/R parameter lists for MOUNT and UNLOAD 
and VERIFY messages using information supplied by 
the caller. 

Entry from: mFAB494, mFAB495, mFAB496. 

ExIt to: Caller. 

CtJ/1ed 1fIIIIl".,: None. 

IEFAB820 - TCDOT CoDStructfon Interface 

{}JIenItion: This module determines whether SMF 
accounting functions are required, initializes the TCT 
storage map. and calls IBFIB660 to build the TC11OT. 

Batry from: mFSD263 via CALL (to mFSMFAT. alias 
for mFAB820). 

ExIt to: mFSD263 via branch. 

IEFAUINT - AssIp/UDBSSIp IDItiaUzation Serrice 

opemtion: This module assigns one or all on-line 
assignable devices. It is invoked by JES2 during 
initialization to assign all assignable devices with the 
ASGNALL function. It is also invoked by JES3 during 
main device scheduling initialization using the 
ASGNALL function for devices that are not 
JES3-managed and the ASGNONE function for the 
individual assigning of JES3-managed devices. 

Batry from: JES2 or JES3. 

ExIt to: Caller. 

CtJ/1etI1'tJIIIineJ: mFAUSRV. IOSVSUCB. mFAB4GB. 

IEFAUSRV - Hardware Assfgn/UoassIgn Serrice 

{}JIenItion: This module is invoked by mFAUINT and 
other system components to assign a device. unassign a 
device. restore status of a device and build the CCWs 
to restore the assign status of a device. 

EIIIIy from: JES3. mFAB488. IEFAB429. 
mCVIOPM. mFAUINT. mCVGENA, mCVRRSV. 
mCVRSTI. 

ExIt to: Caller. 

CIlIIetI IfIIIIhII!8: None. 

IEFBB4Ml - Job Status Messages 

Opemtion: This module contains the message text for 
the allocation job status operator messages. 

Batry from: Not applicable (non-executable module). 

Exit to: Not applicable (non-executable module). 
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Called routines: Not applicable (non-executable 
module). 

IEFBB4M2 - Allocation Step-Related Messages 

Operation: This module contains the message text of 
allocation step-related error messages that are issued to 
the system output data set. 

Entry from: Not applicable (non-executable module). 

Exit to: Not applicable (non-executable module). 

Called routines: Not applicable (non-executable 
module). 

IEFBB4M3 - ADocation DD-Related Messages 

Operation: This module contains the message text of the 
allocation OO-related error messages that are issued to 
the system output data set. 

Entry from: Not applicable (non-executable module). 

Exit to: Not applicable (non-executable module). 

Called routines: Not applicable (non-executable 
module). 

IEFBB4M4 - WTO Messages for IEFBB410 

Operation: This module contains the message text of the 
unallocation job status messages. 

Entry from: Not applicable (non-executable module). 

Exit to: Not applicable (non-executable module). 

Called routines: Not applicable (non-executable 
module). 

IEFBB4MS - Unallocation Messages 

Operation: This module contains the message text of the 
unallocation error messages. 

Entry from: Not applicable (non-executable module). 

Exit to: Not applicable (non-executable module). 

Called routines: Not applicable (non-executable 
module). 
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IEFBB401 - Initiator/Allocation Interface 

Operation: This module controls the interface between 
the initiator and step allocation control. (It determines 
the path that a step or job will take through the 
initiator.) 

Entry from: IEFSOI62. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Calledroutines: IEEAB401, IEFAB4A6, IEFAB4FC, 
IEFAB4FD, IEFAB4FE, IEFAB4F3, IEFAB4F7, 
IEFBB402, IEFBB404. 

IEFBB401 - Test EXEC Statement Condition Codes 

Operation: This module determines, from the 
specifications of the CONO parameter on the EXEC 
statement, whether the step should be bypassed or 
executed. 

Entry from: IEFBB401. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: IEFAB4FD, IEF AB4F7. 

IEFBB404 - Step ADocation Control 

Opel'fllion: This module receives control when a job 
step is to be allocated; it controls the following 
functions: 

• JFCB housekeeping 
• Common allOcation processing 
• Reordering and compressing the nOT 
• Writing OO-related error messages 

Entry from: IEFBB401. 

Exit to: Caller. 

CoIled routines: IEFAB4FC, IEFAB4FD, IEFAB4F3, 
IEFAB421, IEFAB45 1. 

IEFBB410 - Initiator/Unallocation Interface 

Operation: This module provides an interface between 
the initiator and step unallocation. SlOTs, JFCBs, and 
JFCBXs are located and chained, end-of -step messages 
are issued, and step unallocation is invoked. 

Entry from: IEFSOI64. 
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Exit to: Caller. 

CoIled lOuti,.: IEEAB401. IEFAB4FC. IEFAB4FD. 
IEFAB4FE, IEFAB4F7. IEFAB412, IEFBB414, 
IEFBB416, IEFRPREP, IEFrB721. 

IEFBB4lZ - Process Job Condition Codes 

Operation: This module compares the return code from 
the step just executed with the dependency codes 
specified in the COND parameter on the JOB 
statement. 

Entry from: IEFBB410. 

Exit to: CaUer. 

Coiled routi,.: None. 

IEFBB414 - Step UnaUocation Control 

Opet'tltion: This module creates the interface to 
Common UnaUocation for the job step being 
terminated. This involves building a request block for 
each SlOT on the input SlOT chain and determining 
the processing required for each of these requests. 
Allocation messages are also built and issued if 
requested. 

Entry from: IEFAB4DD, IEFBB410. 

Exit to: CaUer. 

Called routines: IEF AB4AO, IEF AB4EE. 

IEFBB416 - Job UnaUocation 

Operation: This module performs disposition processing 
for passed unreceived data sets and unloads volumes no 
longer needed by this job. 

Entryfrom: IEFAB4DD, IEFBB410. 

Exit to: CaUer. 

Called I'OIItines: IEFAB4AO, IEFAB4EB, IEFAB4F3, 
IEFAB4F7, IEFAB493. 

IEFDB4AO - Dynamic Unallocation Control Routine 

Operation: IEFDB4AO handles Dynamic Allocation 
(SVC99) requests for unallocation. It checks the 
validity of the request, determines what DSABs should 
be processed and what processing should be done for 
them (UnaUocation or remove in-use), and invokes the 
necessary routine(s) to perform the processing. 

Entryfrom: IEFDB400, IEFDB410. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: IEFDB4Al, IEFDB4FA, IEFDB4FC, 
IEFDB4FF, IEFDB460, IEFDB481. 

IEFDB4Al - Dynamic UnaUocation Processor 

Operation: This module receives control from either 
Unallocation Control (IEFDB4AO). or Remove In-use 
Processor (IEFDB481) to perform Unallocation 
Processing for DSABs pointed to by the input list of 
DSABPTRs. 

Entry from: IEFDB4AO, IEFDB481. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Calledl'Olltines: IEFAB4AO, IEFAB4DC, IEFAB4F7, 
IEFDB4F9; 

IEFDB4DO - DAIR - Dynamic Allocation Interface 
Routine 

Operation: In a TSO environment, this module serves as 
an interface from various command processors to 
dynamic allocation. 

Entry from: Various command processors and user 
programs. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: IEFDB400 (via SVC 99), IKJEHCIR 
(via LINK). 

IEFDB4FA - Dsname Search Routine 

Operation: This module searches the DSABs and JFCBs 
for the data set name requested by the user. If the 
dsname is allocated to the current task, the address of 
its DSAB is returned to the caller. 

Entry from: IEFDB4AO. IEFDB470. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called I'OIIti,.: None. 
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IEFDB4FB - Change OONAME/ JES3 Exit 

Opertltion: This module interfaces with the JES3 
subsystem whenever a DDNAME or relative position 
number change has been made by Dynamic Allocation. 

Entry /l'0III: IEFDB410, IEFDB411, IEFDB4S0. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: None. 

IEFOB4FC - Ddname Search Routine 

Operation: This module searches the TIOT for a 
specific ddname. It begins its search at the starting 
DSAB address passed as input by the caller. 

Entry/I'OIII: IEFDB4AO, IEFDB4FD, IEFDB414, 
IEFDB4S0, IEFDB460, IEFDB470, IEFDB490. 

Erit to: Caller. 

Called routlnea: None. 

IEFDB4FD - Odname Generation Routine 

Operation: This routine generates an eight character 
ddname. 

Entry /l'0III: IEFDB410, IEFDB414. 

Erit to: Caller. 

OIIled routInea: IEFDB4FC. 

IEFDB4FE - Obtain OSORG Routine 

Operation: This module determines the data set 
organization for the data set associated with the input 
DSAB. 

Entry /l'0III: IEFDB410, IEFDB413, IEFDB470. 

Erit to: Caller. 

Called 1'OIItine3: None. 

IEFDB4FF - Syntax Checker 

OJll!1fllion: This module determines whether the user 
has entered an invalid key, mutually exclusive keys, or 
duplicate keys. It also checks whether an invalid 
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number of parameters has been entered with each key, 
and whether the length of each parameter value is 
valid. 

Entry /l'0III: IEFDB4AO, IEFDB4FO, IEFDB4S0, 
IEFDB460, IEFDB470, IEFDD480, IEFDB490. 

Exit to: Caller. 

CtIl1ed routines: None. 

IEFDB4FO - Key Verification 

Operation: This module invokes the syntax checker 
(IEFDB4FF) to syntax check the text units with 
non-JDT-defmed keys and invokes SJF (IEFSJCNL) 
to syntax check the text units with JDT -defmed keys. 

Entry /l'0III: IEFDB412. 

Erit to: Caller. 

CtIl1ed Routinea: IEFDB4FF and IEFSJCNL. 

IEFDB4F8 - Allocate TCDOT Control 

Operation: Following a dynamic allocation, this module 
updates an existing TCTIOT or obtains and updates a 
new TCTIOT if the existing TCTIOT cannot be 
expanded. 

Entry /l'0III: IEFDB4F9. 

Erit to: Caller. 

OIIled routines: None. 

IEFDB4F9 - SMF Dynamic DO Routine 

Operation: This module updates the TCTIOT to reflect 
any changes made to the TIOT as a result of a dynamic 
allocation, unallocation, concatenation, or 
deconcatenation. If the function is unallocation, 
concatenation, or deconcatenation, an SMF type 40 
record is built and written. 

Entry /rom: IEFDB4Al, IEFDB413, IEFDB4S0, 
IEFDB460, IEFDB400. 

Erit to: Caller. 

Called 1'OIIIines: IEEMB848, IEFDB4F8. 
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IEFDB400 - Dynamic Allocation Control Routine 

Operation: To process the input request, this module 
routes control to one of the following functions: 
dsname allocation, ddname allocation, concatenation, 
deconcatenation, remove in-use attribute, information 
retrieval or unallocation. 

Entry from: SVC interrupt handler. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: IEF AB4FE, IEF AB4F7, IEFDB4AO, 
IEFDB401, IEFDB410, IEFDB4s0, IEFDB460, 
IEFDB470, IEFDB480, IEFDB490, IEFDB4F9. 

IEFDB40t - Dynamic AUocation InstaUation Exit 

Operation: The Dynamic Allocation facility of the 
control program exits to this 'Validation Routine' 
before doing any processing on behalf of a Dynamic 
Allocation request. It is entered for aU requests, 
foreground and background. This routine may test and 
modify the Dynamic Allocation input, and indicate 
through a return code whether processing is to continue 
or if the request is to be terminated. This mM version 
arbitrarily accepts all requests. 

Entry from: IEFDB400. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: None. 

IEFDB402 - Dynamic A1Jocation EST AE Exit 

Operation: This module performs clean-up processing 
when the task under which SVC 99 is executing 
abnormally terminates. 

Entry from: IEF AB4ED. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: IEFDB418. 

IEFDB403 - TCDOT FRR Routine 

Opertltion: This exit routine receives control if an 
ABEND occurred while TCTIOT updating was taking 
place. This module sets to zero the pointer to the 
TCTIOT if it is unuseable and frees TCTIOT storage. 

Entry from: RTM (recovery termination management). 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: None. 

IEFDB4tO - A1Jocate Function Control 

Operation: This module is the control routine for the 
dynamic allocation of a data set. 

Entry from: IEFDB400. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: IEFAB4F7, IEFDB4AO, IEFDB4FD, 
IEFDB4FE, IEFDB411, IEFDB412, IEFDB413, 
IEFDB460, IEFDB4FB. 

IEFDB411 - Dynamic ADocation Convert Routine 

Operation: This module modifies an existing allocation 
to satisfy the user's request. 

Entry from: IEFDB410. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: IEFAB4DC, IEFAB4E9, IEFDB417. 

IEFDB412 - Dynamic ADocation Function VaUdity 
Checker 

Operation: This module validity checks the allocation 
function's input text against invalid, duplicate, or 
mutually exclusive keys; invalid number of keyword 
parameters or parameter lengths; absence of mutually 
inclusive parameters; invalid parameter values; and 
improper authorization to request a subsystem data set. 

Entry from: IEFDB410. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: IEFDB4FO. 

IEFDB413 - Normal Dynamic ADocation Control 

Opertltion: This routine controls the processing for a 
normal dynamic allocation request. 

Entryfrom: IEFDB410. 

Exit to: Caller. 
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Called routines: IEFAB4AO, IEFAB4DC, IEFAB4FC, 
IEFAB4F1, IEFAB421, IEFAB451 , IEFDB4FE, 
IEFDB4F9, IEFDB414, IEFDB418. 

IEFDB414 - BuDd SWA Tables For Dynamic 
ADocation Request 

Operation: This module creates and sets up a SlOT, 
JFCB, and if necessary, JFCBX(s), and/or a SSWA. 

Entry from: IEFDB413. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: IEF AB4F1, IEFDB4FC, IEFDB4FD, 
IEFDB41', IEFSJCNL. 

IEFDB417 - Dynamic ADocation JFCB - DCB Field 
Update 

Operation: This module Updates fields in the JFCB for 
DCB keys specified in the user's request. 

Entry from: IEFDB411, IEFDB414. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: None. 

IEFDB418 - Dynamic ADocation Normal Error 
Subroutine 

Operation: This module serves as a subroutine for clean 
up processing if an error occurs in dynamic allocation. 
It releases resources acquired during prOCessing of a 
dynamic allocation request and ensures that the 
'WRITE-EPA' chain is written to SWA. . 

Entry from: IEFDB402, IEFDB413. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Calledl'Outines: IEFAB4AO, IEFAB4DC, IEFAB4F1. 

IEFDB4S0 - Concatenation Routine 

Operation: This module concatenates existing 
allocations in the order in which they are specified in 
the input text units. 

Entry from: IEFDB400. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: IEFAB4FC, IEFAB4F1, IEFDB4FB, 
IEFDB4FC, IEFDB4FF, IEFDB4F9. 
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IEFDB460 - Deconcatenation Routine 

Operation: This module disassociates members of a 
dynamically concatenated group by restoring the 
pre-concatenation ddnames to the members and 
removing the 'Dynamically Concatenated' 
(DSABDCAT) and 'Member of a Concatenated 
Group' (DSABCA TM) attributes from the respective 
DSABs. 

Entry from: IEFDB4AO, IEFDB400, IEFDB410. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: IEFAB4FC, IEFDB4FF, IEFDB4F9. 

IEFDB470 - Dynamic Information Retrieval 

Operation: This module provides the user with 
information about his current allocation environment. 

Entry from: IEFDB400. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: IEFD:Q4FA, IEFDB4FC, IEFDB4FE, 
IEFDB4FF. 

IEFDB480 - Remove In-Use Control Routine 

Operation:· This module handles dynamic allocation 
(SVC 99) requests for remove in-use processing. It 
Validity checks the request, determines what DSABs 
should be processed, and invokes the remove in-use 
processor (IEFDB481). 

Entry from: IEFDB400. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called l'Outines: IEFDB4FF, IEFDB481. 

IEFDB481 - Remove In-Use Processor 

Operation: This module performs remove in-use 
processing for the DSABs pointed to by the input list. 

Entry from: IEFDB4AO, IEFDB480. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called I'OIltines: IEFDB4Al. 
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IEFDB490 - Ddname AIIoeatiOD 

Opetrdion: This module assigns the in-use attribute to 
the resource associated with the specified ddname. 

Exit to: CaDer. 

CtdIetJ 1'OIIIiIa: IEFDB4FC, IEFDB4FF. 

IEFDPOST - De¥ice Interrupt Routine 

Opt!l'tllioft: This module is invoked by lOS to post tasks 
waiting for devices to become ready. 

EIdI'y /l0III: lOS (input/output supervisor). 

&It to: CaDer. 

CfIIW 1'OIIIiIa: IEAOPTOI. 

IEFDSLST - Data Set Enqueue Parameter List 
Builder 

Opetrdion: This module builds a data set enqueue 
parameter list for each job; to do this, it uses input 
passed by IEFDSTBL. 

EnIry /l0III: IEFSD161 via branch. 

Exit to: IEFSD161 via branch. 

IEFDSTBL - Data Set Tree BuDder 

O,.'tIIion: This module eliminates duplicate data set 
names from the data set enqueue parameter list that 
exists for each job. 

&try /1fJIII: IEFSD161 via branch. 

&it to: IEFSD161 via branch. 

1EFEB400 - EDT Verification Routine 

Opetrdion: This module verifies that the devices defmed 
by the EDT contained in the input data set match the 
devices currently existing in the nucleus. 

EIdI'y /1fJIII: Program manager. 

&It to: CaDer. 

IEFENFDM - Event NotlflcatiOD CODtroI Table 

Operlltion: This module contains the event notification 
control table (IEFBNFCT). 

EnIry /1fJIII: Not applicable (non-executable module). 

Exit to: None. 

IEFENFFX - Event Notification Request Router 

Operlltion: This module checks the event parameter list 
and determines if the request is synchronous or 
asynchronous. 

EItIry /l0III: Event notification user. 

&it to: Caller. 

CfIIW 1'OIIIiIa: IEFBNFNM. 

IEFENFNM - Event Notifleation MaiDline 

OJllftlion: Thisbmodule processes aD event notification 
listen, signal, and delete listen requests. 

Entry /1fJIII: IEFBNFWT, IEFBNFFX. 

&It to: Caller. 

IEFENFWT - Event Notification Walt Routine 

Operlltion: This module handles processing of 
asynchronous event notification requests. 

EIdI'y /l0III: IEEMB860 via ATTACH and IEFBNFFX 
via POST. 

Erit to: None, this is a never ending task. 

CtdW 1YIIIti,.: IEFBNFNM. 

IEFHB4n - Allocation Address Space lnldalization 

See OS/VS2 System Initialization Logic for a module 
description of IEFHB4I1. 

IEFHB4Il- DIsplay AUocatiOD Scaveup Routine 

See OS/VS2 System Initialization Logic for a module 
description of IEFHB412. 
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IEFHB410 - Display ADocation Tables Manager 

()pemtion: This module handles all updates to the 
display allocation tables in the allocation address space 
(ALLOCAS). IEFHB410 executes in cross memory 
mode. It is entered by means of a program call (PC) to 
perfomi one or more of the following functions. 

• Updates the DALT use count field 
• Returns the DAL T use count for a unit 
• Returns the DALT use count for one address space 

and one unit 
• Clears the DAL T for an address space 

Entry /IYJIII: IEFAB4A4, IEFAB4ES, IEFAB4E6, 
IEFAB434,IEFAB43S,IEFHB412,IEFAB477. 

Erlt to: Caller by means of a program transfer (PT). 

IEFIB600 -Initiator/Subsystem SWA Interface 

()pemtion: This module builds the JSCB chain for a job, 
invokes the interpreter, and builds a CSCB for a job 
that is not a started task or LOGON. 

Entry /l0III: The master subsystem or the job entry 
subsystem via LINK. 

Exit to: Caller via branch. 

1EFlB60S - SW A Reconstruction Module 

Optllfltion: This module reconstructs SW A for restarted 
jobs by invoking the SW A merge routine and the data 
set description record processor. 

Entry IIYJIII: IEFlB60S via CALL. 

Erit to: Caller via branch. 

1EFlB610 - FSTAE Exit Routine 

OpemtiOll: Depending upon what type of error caused 
this module to receive control, it records the error and 
then either takes a dump or prepares for a retry. 

Entry /IYJIII: lEA VTASI via a SYNCH macro. 

Erit to: lEA VT AS 1 via branch. 

IEFIB611 -Initiator Task Recovery Retry Routine 

Optllfltion: This module attempts to resume normal 
initiator processing after a program check, an ABEND, 
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or machine check has occurred, or after an operator has 
pushed the RESTART key. 

EIIIry /IYJIII: This module receives control and executes 
as a result of an RB (request block) created by the 
recovery termination management routines. 

Erit to: IEFSD164 via branch. 

1EFlB645 - SWA Create ExIt Routine 

Optllfltion: This module receives control whenever an 
error has occurred during interpreter, restart, or SW A 
create interface processing. It records the error on the 
system error record data set and then attempts a retry. 

Entry /l0III: Recovery termination management via 
LINK. 

Erit to: Caller via branch. 

IEFIB650 - Initiator Message Module 

IEFIB660 - BuDd TCflOT Routine 

OJ1l!lYlllon: This module constructs a TCTIOT based on 
the current TIOT. If a TCTIOT exists on entry to this 
module, it is freed. This situation could occur if 
dynamic allocation obtained a TCTIOT prior to 
initiation. 

Entry flYJlll: IEF AB820. 

Exit to: Caller. 

OdW 1'OIlIi,.: None. 

IEFICATL -Initiator Interface to Allocate Catalog 
Control 

Opemtion: This module determines the data set names 
of each catalog to be used by a jobstep/task and then 
invokes IEFAB4FS to open the catalogs. 

Entry flYJlll: IEFSD162 via BALR. 

Erit to: IEFSD162 via branch. 

IEFICPUA - Assignment of CPU Task MfInlty 

Opemtion: This module indicates to the calling module 
which processor(s) can be used to run a jobstep/task; 
it also notifies the calling routine if the required 
processor(s) is not on Hne. 
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Entry /l'0III: IEFSDI0l for the first jobstep in a job and 
from IEFSDI0l for subsequent steps. 

Exit to: The calling module via branch. 

IEFDC - Initiator Interface Control 

Operation: This module puts the initiator routines into 
supervisor state and builds the initiator's ssm, SSOB 
header, entrance, options, and exit list (IEL). 

Entry/I'OIII: IEFSD263 via ATTACH. 

Exit to: IEFSD060 via branch. 

IEFIMASK - Conversion of Bit Mask 

openltion: This routine converts bit positions in a string 
to hexadecimal characters for inclusion in some 
initiator messages. 

Entry /l'0III: IEFSDI0l or IEFSD161 via branch. 

Exit to: The calling module via branch. 

IEFlRECM -initiator ResoID'Ce Manager 

opetrItlon: This module cleans up resources used by the 
initiator in a terminating address space. This routine 
deletes all CSCBs associated with this address space 
from the CSCB chain. 

Entry /l'0III: RTM (via address in CVTIRECM field). 

Exit to: RTM. 

IEFlSEXR - InitIator Subsystem FSTAE Exit Routine 

OpetrItlon: This module receives control after an 
abnormal situation occurs in the initiator or subsystem 
interface resource managers. It issues a DEQ for the 
CSCB chain and makes an error entry in the LOGREC 
data set. 

Entry /l'0III: RTM (via address in CVTJRECM field). 

Exit to: RTM. 

IEFI921B - Builder of 921 Completion Code Interface 

openltion: This routine builds an interface to module 
IEFSD164 to enable the termination of a jobstep/task 
which has already successfully completed allocation 
processing. 

Entry /l'0III: IEFm621 via CALL. 

ExIt to: IEFm621 via branch. 

IEFJACI'L - Pseudo Access Method Control 

openltion: This routine, a part of the master subsystem, 
provides a data manipulation service for the converter 
and interpreter at a time when no access method 
services are available via the RPL/ ACB interface. 

Entry /l'0III: The converter or interpreter. 

Exit to: Caller. 

EmIr edt: To caller's ESTAE routine with a user abend 
code X'OBl' or X'OB3'. 

IEFJCDLT - Storage Deletion Routine 

openltion: This routine, a part of the master subsystem, 
frees the storage no longer needed by the master 
subsystem after creating SW A control blocks for a task. 

Entry /t'OIIl: IEFJIOBS. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IEFJCNTL - JCLS to SW A Conversion 

OJ1eltlllOll: This routine, a part of the master subsystem, 
converts a ICLS chain to SW A control blocks by 
invoking the converter, then the interpreter (via the 
SWA-create interface). 

Entry /t'OIIl: IEFJIOBS. 

Exit to: Caller. 

EmIr exit: To caller's ESTAE routine with a user abend 
code X'OBl', X'OB4', or X'OBS'. 

IEFJDIRD - Pseudo Access Method Direct Read 

opetWtlon: This routine, a part of the master subsystem, 
moves the specified record into a specified buffer so 
that the record can be updated. 

Entry /t'OIIl: The converter via the RPL/ ACB interface. 

Exit to: Caller. 
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mFJDSNA - Data Set Name Assignment 

Operation: This routine, a part of the master subsystem, 
assigns a data set name to each SYSOUT data set 
specified in the master JCL or in the JCL used to start 
a job entry subsystem. 

Entry from: Allocation. 

Exit to: Caller. 

mFJDWRT - Pseudo Accea Method Direct Write 

Operation: This routine, a part of the master subsystem, 
overlays an old record with an updated record from a 
buffer. 

Entry from: The converter via the RPL/ ACB interface. 

Exit to: Caller. 

mFJJCLS - JCL to JCLS Conversion 

Operation: This routine, a part of the master subsystem, 
converts the master scheduler JCL (MSTRJCL) to a 
JCLS chain. 

Entry from: IEFJJOBS. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Error exit: To caller's EST AE routine with a user abend 
code X'OBI'. 

mFJJOBS - Subsystem Initiation 

Operation: This routine, a part of the master subsystem, 
controls the creation of SW A control blocks when the 
master scheduler or a job entry subsystem is being 
started. 

Entry from: The initiator via the subsystem interface. 

Exit to: The initiator. 

Error exit: To caller's EST AE routine with a user abend 
code X'OBl'. 

mFJJTRM - Subsystem Job Termination 

Operation: This routine, a part of the master subsystem, 
is a dummy routine. It replaces the normal job 
termination function when the job being terminated is a 
subsystem. 
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Entry from: A system routine via the IEFSSREQ 
macro. 

Exit to: The system routine. 

IEFJRASP - Common Request Router 

Operation: This routine, a part of the master subsystem, 
handles requests that require processing for all active 
subsystems except the master subsystem. 

Entry from: A system routine via the subsystem 
interface. 

Exit to: The system routine. 

IEFJREAD - Pseudo Accea Method Sequential Read 

Operation: This routine, a part of the master subsystem, 
moves a record from a chain of records to a buffer and 
prepares for the next record to be read from the chain. 

Entry from: The converter or interpreter via the 
RPL/ ACB interface. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IEFJRECF - Subsystem Interface Resource Manager 

IEFJRECF is a secondary entry point of IEFJRECM. 
See the IEFJRECM module description. 

IEFJRECM - Subsystem Interface Resource Manager 

Operation: This module checks the resource manager 
parameter list for task or address space termination 
indicators. It then builds either a task or address space 
SSOB extension. If an address space is terminating, it 
also builds a list of jobnames associated with the 
terminating address space. It then issues the 
IEFSSREQ macro to communicate end-of-task or 
end-of-address space to all active subsystems. 

RTM enters this module at secondary entry point 
IEFJRECF to notify all active subsystems of an 
end-of-task. At this entry point, the module builds the 
end-of-task SSOB extension and issues IEFSSREQ 
macro. IEFJRECF is located before IEFJRECM in 
RTM's list of end-of-task resource managers. 

Entry/rom: 

For entry point IEFJRECM: RTM using the 
address in the JESRECM field of the JESCT. 
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For entry point IEFJRECF: RTM using the 
address in the JESRECF field of the JESCT. 

Exit to: RTM. 

IEFJSBLD - Subsystem Service Routine 

See OS/VS2 System Initialization Logic for a module 
description of IEFJSBLD. 

IEFJSIMM - Subsystem lnitiaUzation and ParmUb 
Messages 

Opendion: This module contains messages for 
subsystem initialization and parmlib processing. These 
messages are accessed and issued by IEFJSIMW. 

Entry from: None. 

Exit to: None. 

IEFJSDTN - Subsystem Detennination 

Operation: This routine, a part of the master subsystem, 
determines if the task being started is a subsystem. 

Entry from: The initiator via the subsystem interface. 

Exit to: Return to the initiator. 

IEFJSIMW - Subsystem Initialization and PannUb 
Processing Message Writer 

Operation: This module issues messages, which are 
contained in IEFJSIMM. It issues these messages 
during subsystem initialization (for IEFJS:pLD and 
IEFJSIN2) and during the processing of the SET MPF 
command (for IEECB805). 

Entry fl'Om: IEECB805 and modules used during 
subsystem initialization (IEFJSBLD and IEFJSIN2). 
(See OS/VS2 System Initialization Logic.) 

Exit to: Caller. 

IEFJSINT - Subsystem Interface Initialization 

See OS/VS2 System Initialization Logic for a module 
description of IEFJSINT. 

IEFJSlNl - Subsystem Initialization 

See OS/VS2 System Initialization Logic for a module 
description of IEFJSIN2. 

IEFJSREQ - Subsystem Interface 

Operation: IEFJSREQ handles requests for subsystem 
interface services from the IEFSSREQ macro. It 
determines which routine of which subsystem is to 
receive control and then passes control to that routine 
via a branch instruction. 

Entry fl'Om: A system routine via the IEFSSREQ 
macro. 

Exit to: The subsystem routine to perform the requested 
function. (See the figure "Subsystem Interface 
Summary," for the module names.) 

Error exit: Caller with nonzero return code. 

IEFJSVEC - Subsystem Vector Table Service 

Operation: This module prc..-vides an interface for calling 
the subsystem service routine (IEFJSBLD) which 
creates a subsystem vector table (SSVT) or modifies an 
existing one. 

Entry from: Any subsystem. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IEFJSWT - STC Write JCL Routine 

Operation: This module writes the internal JCL text for 
a START, MOUNT, or LOGON command. 

Entry from: IEESB605 via BALR. 

Exit to: Caller via branch. 

IEFJWRTE - Pseudo Access Method Sequential Write 

Operation: This routine, a part of the master subsystem, 
adds a record to a chain of records by obtaining 
storage, moving the new record to that storage area, 
and chaining the previous record to the new one. 

Entry from: The converter via the RPL/ ACB interface. 

Exit to: The converter. 

IEFJWTOM - Subsystem Initiation Message Writer 

Operation: This routine, a part of the master subsystem, 
writes a hard copy of the converter, interpreter, and 
allocation error messages (including the JCL card 
images in error) for tasks being started via the master 
subsystem. 
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Entry from: The converter, interpreter, or allocation via 
the RPL/ ACB interface. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IEFNB901 - Data Management Interpreter Exit 
Routine 

Operation: This module builds a parameter list for the 
data management interpreter routine and then passes 
control to that module which processes the AMP 
keyword parameter. 

Entry from: From IEFVDA via branch. 

Exit to: Data management interpreter routine via 
LOAD and BALR, caller via branch. 

IEFNB903 -Interpreter InitiaUzation Routine 

Operation: This routine obtains storage for and partially 
initializes the interpreter work area (IW A), its I/O 
buffer, the JMR, and the DSENQ table. It also 
establishes an ESTAE environment for the interpreter. 

Entry from: IEFIB600 via LINK. 

Exit to: IEFVHE via branch or to the journal write 
routine via branch for restarted jobs. 

IEFQBSSO - SWA Manager Move Mode Functions 

OpelVltion: This module assigns, writes, reads, or deletes 
scheduler work area (SW A) blocks in move mode. 

Entry from: Initiator/terminator, scheduler restart, 
converter/interpreter, IEFQB580 or IEFQB585. 

Exh to: Caller via branch. 

IEFQBSSS - SWA Manager Locate Mode Functions 

Operalion: This module assigns, writes, reads, or deletes 
scheduler work area (SW A) blocks in locate mode. 

Entry from: Initiator/terminator or scheduler restart or 
allocation or the scheduler JCL facility via SW AREQ 
macro instruction. 

Exit to: Caller via branch. 
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IEFQBS80 - QMNGRIO Macro Interface Handler 

Operalion: This module provides an interface to SW A 
manager functions from data management routines that 
use the QMNGRIO macro instruction. IEFQB580 
builds and initializes a queue management parameter 
area (QMPA) for the module requesting SWA manager 
functions. 

Entry from: Data management routines via QMNGRIO 
macro instruction. 

Exit to: IEFQB550 via BALR. 

IEFQB585 - SWA Manager Interface Module 

Operation: This module intercepts any references to 
previously existing queue manager modules. 
IEFQB585 inserts the appropriate function code in the 
queue management parameter area (QMP A) on behalf 
of the requesting module. 

Entry from: Modules that reference previously existing 
queue manager modules. 

Exit to: IEFQB550 via BALR. 

IEFQMWR - Allocation/Termination Communication 
Area 

Operation: This non-executable CSECf contains the 
address of the nucleus-resident update DDR count 
routine (IEFAB438) and a pointer to the first MVCA 
on the MVCA chain. This area is called the 
allocation/termination communication area (ATCA) 
and is mapped by macro IEFZB432. 

Entry from: Not applicable (non-executable module). 

Exit to: Not applicable (non-executable module). 

Called I'OIdines: Not applicable (non-executable 
module). 

IEFRPREP - Restart Preparation Routine 

Operation: This module determines if an ABENDed 
jobstep task can be restarted. 

Entry from: IEFBB410. 

Exh to: IEFBB410. 
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IEFSDPPT - Program Properties Table 

IEFSD060 (lEFSDI60) -Initiator Control 
Initialization 

Opel'lltion: This module builds the linkage control block 
(LCT) for a jobstep/task to be processed by the 
initiator and a ST AE parameter list (STEPL) for the 
initiator's ST AE exit routine. 

Entry from: IEESB605 via LINK for LOGON, START, 
and MOUNT commands; IEFIIC via branch for 
normal initiator processing; IEEVIPL via ATIACH for 
master scheduler initialization. 

Exit to: IEFSD061 via branch. 

IEFSD061 (lEFSDI6t) - Job Select Routine 

Operation: This routine requests jobs for the initiator 
from the job entry subsystem and begins STOP 
processing as required for started tasks. 

For a selected job to be warmstarted, IEFSD061 sets 
up for warmstart processing; for all other selected jobs 
this module assigns special protect keys and processes 
data set integrity, if required. 

Entry from: IEFSD160 via branch for job selection or 
from IEFSD166 for job selection or stop processing. 

Exit to: A generalized initiator exit via branch, LINK, 
or XCTL for internal stop processing; to IEFSD164 via 
branch for warmstart; to IEFSDI01 for normal 
initiator processing. 

IEFSD061 (IEFSDI61) - Device Allocation Interface 
Routine 

Opel'lltion: This module invokes device allocation for a 
jobstep/started task, opens a JOBLm, STEPLm, or 
FETCHLIB required by the jobstep/started task, and 
completes assignments of special properties. 

Entry from: IEFSD 1 02 via branch. 

Exit to: IEFSD 1 03 via BALR, to IEFSD 164 via BALR 
if an error occurred during allocation or OPEN catalog 
processing. 

IEFSD064 (IEFSDI64) - Step Delete Routine 

Opel'lltion: When a jobstep/task completes processing, 
this module closes the JOBLm, STEPLIB, or 
FETCHLm DCBs, performs job and jobstep timing 

calculations, and builds a dummy TCB to be used by 
termination routines. 

Entry from: IEFSD 161 via branch for warmstarted 
jobs; IEFSD162 via branch when an error occurs in 
allocation for a jobstep/started task; IEFSD263 via 
branch when a jobstep/started task completes 
processing; IEFm621 to retry after ESTAE processing. 

Exit to: IEFSDI01 via branch to initiate the next step 
in a job; IEFSD 166 via branch to delete a job when all 
jobsteps have completed or to suspend a job, if 
necessary. 

IEFSD066 (IEFSDI66) -Job Delete Routine 

Opel'lllion: This module deletes a job and its associated 
control blocks when the job completes processing or 
re-enqueues a job when necessary. 

Entry from: IEFSD164 via branch. 

Exit to: IEFSD161 via branch. 

IEFSDIOI - PPT Scan 

Opel'lltion: This routine scans the program properties 
table (PPT) and assigns special properties to a 
jobstep/started task as indicated; it also builds a 
GETP ART work table if one is required by the 
jobstep/started task. 

Entry from: IEFSD161 via branch for the first jobstep 
in job and from IEFSD164 via branch for subsequent 
jobsteps. 

Exit to: IEFSDI02 via branch. 

IEFSDI01- Data Set Enqueue 

Opel'lltion: This routine enqueues on the data sets 
required for an entire job. 

Entry from: IEFSDIOI via branch. 

Exit to: IEFSD162 via branch. 

IEFSDl03 - ATTACH Interface Routine 

Operation: This module builds the ATIACH parameter 
list. 

Entry from: IEFSD 162 via branch. 

Exit to: IEFSD263 via branch. 
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IEFSDl60 - See IEFSD060 

JEFSD161 - See IEFSD061 

JEFSD161- See IEFSD061 

JEFSDl64 - See JEFSD064 

JEFSD163 -Initiator ATIACH Module 

(}petatItm: This module gets a region for a 
jobstep/started task, if one is required, attaches the 
jobstep/started task, and then waits for an end-of-task 
or cancel ECB to be posted. When the appropriate 
ECBs are posted, this module detaches the 
jobstep/started task. 

E1rtty /1'tJIII: IEFSDI03 via branch. 

ExIt to: IEFSD164 via branch. 

IEFSJBLD - Scheduler JCL FaclUty BuDd SWB 
Routine 

Opemtion: This module builds a scheduler-work block 
(SWB). 

011 __ IEFSJWRT. 

ExIt-NOIfIlIII: Return to the caller. 

Erlt-Bnw: Return to the caller. 

&try Point BLDREl'RY: This routine performs clean 
up processing when an ABEND occurs during SJF 
build processing. 

CIllIeIs: Recovery termination manager (RTM). 

Exit-NOIfIlIII: None. 

Exlt-Enw: Return to the caller. 

l!.xt6twI Re/t!Ir4IICIII: SW A manager locate mode 
(IEFQBSSS) and an alternate SWA manager routine. 

IEFSJCNL - Scheduler JCL FaclIIty (SJF) Control 
Routine 

Opetvtion: This routine is the entry point for all 
scheduler JCL facility (SJF) requests. It performs 
common initial processing for the SJF function, routes 
the request to the specified SJF function, and upon 
return, performs common clean up processing. 
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Ca/1eIs: Any routine issuing the SJF request macro 
(SJFREQ). 

Exlt-NOIfIlIII: Return to the caller. 

ExIt-Enw: Return to the caller. 

BntryPolnt RECOJ'ERY: This routine is used to 
recover from an error that caused the exit to RTM. 

CaIIets: RTM. 

ExIt-NonntJ/: Returns to the plajnJine clean up 
processing if the ABEND occurred while SJF was 
processing a request. 

Exlt-Enw: Percolates to the caller's recovery 
routine if the ABEND did not occur while SJF 
was processing or if a previous ABEND occurred 

Entry PoInt RECCLBAN: This routine performs clean 
up processing when an ABEND occurs during the SJF 
control routine's processing. 

CIllIeIs: RTM. 

Erlt-NonntJ/: None. 

Exit-Enw: Return to the caller. 

l!.xt6twI Re/t!Ir4IICIII: IEFSJDEF, IEFSJDEL, 
IEFSJEXT, IEFSJFND, IEFSJGET, IEFSJINT, 
IEFSJJDV, IEFSJPUT, IEFSJRET, IEFSJUPD, and 
IEFSJWRT. 

IEFSJDEF - Scheduler JCL Facility Define JDVT 
Routine 

Opetfllion: This routine creates a JCL definition vector 
table (JDVT) and adds this table to the JDVT chain 
anchored off the JES control table (JESCT). 

Callers: IEFSJCNL and IEFSJINT. 

Erlt-NOI'IIIIII: Return to the caller. 

ExIt-Enw: Return to the caller. 

Entry Point DEFRETllY: This routine performs clean up 
processing when an ABEND occurs during SJF define 
JDVT processing. 

CIllIeIs: RTM. 

ExIt-Nonna/: None. 
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Exit-Error. Return to RTM. 

F..xteru/ Re/erences: No routines. 

IEFSJDEL - Scheduler JCL Fadlity Delete SWB 
ChaIn Routfne 

Opetation: This routine deletes a scheduler work block 
(SWB) chain. 

0II1en: IEFSJCNL and mFSJUPD. 

Exit-NtJIfIIIlI: Return to the caller. 

Exit-Error. Return to the caller. 

Entry Point DELllEl'B.Y: This routine performs clean 
up processing when an ABEND occurs during SJF 
delete processing. 

0II1en: RTM. 

ExIt-NomuII: None. 

Exit-Error. Return to the caller. 

Extenull Re/erent:JeI: SW A manager and the journal 
write routine (mFXB500). 

IEFSJEXT - Scheduler JCL Facl6ty (SJF) Extract 
Routfne 

Opel'(ltion: This routine extracts information from the 
JCL definition table (JOT) associated with a verb, a 
verb and keyword, a verb and key, or subparameters of 
a keyword or key. 

0II1en: mFSJCNL, mFSJUPD, and mFSJRET. 

Exit-NOIftIIII: Return to caller. 

ErIt-Enw: Return to caller. 

Entry Point EXTREl'RY: This routine performs clean up 
processing when an ABEND occurs during the SJF 
extract routine's prOcessing. 

0II1en: RTM. 

ExIt-iVonntIl: None. 

ErIt-Error. Return to the caller. 

F..xteru/ Re!eIfIIICII6: mFSJJOv. 

IEFSJFND - Scheduler JCL Fadlity FInd SWB ChaIn 
Routine 

Opel"lltlon: This routine locates a scheduler work block 
(SWB) chain at a particular level of the scheduler work 
area (SWA) structure. 

0II1en: mFSJCNL and mFSJUPD. 

ErIt-NOI'IIIIII: Return to the caller. 

Exlt-Bnw: Return to the caller. 

Entry PoiIIt FNDRE1'RY: This routine performs clean 
up processing when an ABEND occurs during SJF fmd 
SWB processing. 

0II1en: RTM. 

ErIt-NOIfIIIII: None. 

ErIt-EmJr. Return to the caller. 

ExttinIIII RefBlf1llCl/J8: No routines. 

IEFSJGET - Scheduler JCL Facility Get SWB Chain 
Routine. 

Operation: This routine copies selected keywords from 
a SWB chain in text unit format into a storage area 
specified by the caller. The keywords obtained are 
those whose JDT flags match the qualifier flags set in 
the input parameter list. 

C1111en: mFSJCNL. 

ExIt-NOIftIIII: Return to the caller. 

Exit-Error. Return to the caller. 

Entry Point GBTBEl'RY: This routine performs clean up 
processing when a ABEND occurs during SJF get 
processing. 

Callen: RTM. 

ErIt-NtJIfIIIlI: Return to the caller. 

ErIt-Enw: Return to the caller. 

ExttinIIII Re/erent:JeI: mFSJJOV and IEFSJRBT. 
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IEFSJINT - Scheduler JCL Facility JDVT IoitiaHzatiOD 
Routine 

Operation: This routine builds the system default JCL 
definition vector table. 

Callers: IEFSJCNL. 

Exit-NotfIUIl: Return to the caller. 

Exit-Error: Return to the caller. 

Entry Point INTRETRY: This routine performs clean up 
processing when an ABEND occurs during SJF JDVT 
initialization processing. 

Callers: RTM. 

Exit-Nonna/: None. 

Exit-Error: Return to the caller. 

External References: IEFSJDEF and IEFJSIMW. 

IEFSJJDV - Scheduler JCL Facility (SJF) Find JDVT 
Routine 

Operation: This routine locates a JCL definition vector 
table (JDVT). 

Callers: IEFSJCNL, IEFSJEXT and IEFSJGET. 

Exit-NOI7IfII/: Return to the caller. 

Exit-Error. Return to the caller. 

Entry Point JDVRETRY: This routine performs clean up 
processing when an ABEND occurs during SJF find 
JDVT processing. 

Callers: RTM. 

Exit-Nonna/: None. 

Exit-Error: Return to the caller. 

Externtll References: No routines. 

IEFSJPUT - Scheduler JCL Facility Put SWB Routine 

Operation: This routine rebuilds a SWB chain from 
SWB keyword data found in text unit format. 

Callers: IEFSJCNL. 
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Exit-Nonnal: Return to caller. 

Exit-Error. Return to caller. 

Entry Point Pln'RETRY: This routine performs clean up 
processing when an ABEND occurs during SJF put 
processing. 

CIlIlers: RTM. 

Exit-Nonna/: None. 

Exit-Error: Return to the caller. 

External Referena!S: IEFSJUPD and IEFSJWRT. 

IEFSJRET - Scheduler JCL Facility (SJF) Retrieve 
Routine 

Operation: This routine retrieves parameter information 
from a scheduler work block (SWB) chain associated 
with a keyword or keywords for a particular verb and 
label, and uses that information to build text units. 

Callers: IEFSJCNL and IEFSJGET. 

Exit-Nonna/: Return to the caller. 

Exit-Error: Return to the caller. 

Entry Point RETRETRY: This routine performs clean up 
processing when an ABEND occurs during SJF retrieve 
processing. 

CIlIlers: RTM. 

Exit-Nonna/: None 

Exit-Error: Return to the caller. 

External Referena!S: IEFSJEXT. 

IEFSJUPD - Scheduler JCL Facility (SJF) Update 
Routine 

Operation: This routine verifies the text units specified 
by the caller and if requested, updates the SWB chain 
with the information specified in text unit format. 

Callers: IEFSJCNL and IEFSJPUT. 

Exit-Nonnal: Return to the caller. 

Exit-Error. Return to the caller. 
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Entry Point UPDRETRY: This routine performs clean 
up processing when an ABEND occurs during the SJF 
update routine's processing. 

Callers: RTM. 

Exit-Noma/: None. 

Exit-EmJr. Return to the caller. 

ExtenuJI Re/erences: IEFSJDEL, IEFSJEXT, 
IEFSJFND, IEFSJWRT, and IEFXB500. 

IEFSJWRT - Scheduler JCL FacDity (SJF) Write 
SWB Routine 

Operation: This routine locates a specific SWB and 
updates its data portion. 

Callen: IEFSJCNL, IEFSJUPD, and IEFSJPUT. 

Exit-N01'llUl/: Return to the caller. 

Exit-EmJr. Return to the caller. 

Entry Point WR11lEl1lY: This routine performs clean 
up processing when a ABEND occurs during SJF write 
processing. 

Callen:RTM. 

Exit-Nonna/: None. 

Exit-Error: Return to the caller. 

ExtemaJ Re/erences: IEFSJBLD. 

IEFSMFJE - SMF Initialization Exit Support Module 

Opemtion: This module constructs a timing control 
table (TCT) and supports user's job initiation exit 
routines and step initiation exit routines. It also issues 
SMF job commencement record type 20 and/or type 
30. 

Entry /l'0III: IEFSDI01 via BALR. 

Exit to: IEFSD 1 01 via branch. 

Calletll'Olltines: IEFUSI, IEFUH, IEFSMF30, and 
IEFSMF32. 

IEFSMF30 - Type 30 Setup Record for SMF 

Operrll/on: This module builds the model for type 30 
SMF records. IEFSMFIE ca1Is the module at job start; 
IEFrB721 ca1Is it at step termination if a warm start 
occurred and previous records were lost. 

Entry /l'0III: IEFSMFIE and IEFrB721. 

ExIt to: Caller. 

IEFSMF32 - Type 32 Record Setup for SMF 

Operation: This module is called at job start by 
IEFSMFIE to build the model for type 32 SMF 
records. 

Entry /l'0III: IEFSMFIE. 

ExIt to: Caller. 

IEFI'B721 - SMF Job and Step Termfoatfon Processor 

Operation: This module provides the user with job and 
step information after the job or step completes. The 
module contains an EST AE routine to maintain control 
block integrity should a user error occur in the user 
exit, IEFACTRT. 

Entry /l'0III: IEFSD263. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Calletl~nes:IE~722,IEFSMF30,IE~727, 

IE~726, IEFACTRT. 

1EFI'B722 - SMF Job and Step TermlDation Record 
Assembler 

Operation: This module assembles job and step 
information into an SMF record format (type 4,5,34, 
or 35) after the job or step completes. 

Entry /l'0III: IE~721. 

ExIt to: Caller. 

1EFI'B723 - SMF Exit Wrlte-to-Programmer 
Processor 

Opemtion: This module provides an interface that can 
be used by IEFACTRT accounting exits to issue 
messages to the programmer. 
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Entry from: May be called via BALR from IEFACTRT. 
(IEFYS is an alternate entry name for IEFrB723). 

Exit to: IEFACTRT via branch. 

IEFl'B726 - Type 30 SMF Record Builder 

Opmdion: This module builds a type 30 SMF record at 
step end. 

Entryfrom: IEFfB721. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Caller I'OIItI".: IEFfB728. 

IEFl'B727 - Type 32 SMF Record Builder 

Operation: This module builds and writes the step type 
32 record at step end or interval expiration. 

Entry from: IEFTB721 and IEEMB836. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IEFl'B728 - Delta Type 30 SMF Record Builder 

Opmdion: This module builds a type 30 SMF record 
which contains data representing changes made since 
the last record or step start, whichever is later. 

Entry from: IEEMB836 and IEFTB726. 

Exh to: Caller. 

IEFUJI - User Job Initiation Exit Routine 

IEFUJV - Converter/Interpreter SMF User Exit 
Routine 

IEFUSI - User Step Initiation Exit Routine 

IEFUTL - User 'IDle Limit Exit Routine 

IEFVDA - Interpreter DD Card Processor 

Operation: This routine creates and initializes the 
control blocks for a DD statement. It also checks the 
Validity of DD keyword values and then sets a job fail 
indicator if it finds an invalid keyword value. 

Entry from: IEFVHE via branch. 

Exit to: IEFVHE via branch. 
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IEFVDBSD - Interpreter DSENQ Table Processor 

Operation: This module creates a DSENQ table for all 
explicitly named (by DSNAME parameter) data sets 
and marks each as exclusive or shared. 

Entry from: IEFVDA or IEFVEA via branch. 

Exit to: Caller via branch. 

IEFVEA - Interpreter EXEC Statement Processor 

Operation: This routine creates a step control table 
(SCT) for an EXEC statement and the override and 
refer-back tables required for the step. It also chains 
the SlOTs and JFCBs for a job library, job catalog, 
and/or concatenation of data sets for the step. 

Entry from: IEFVHE via branch. 

Exit to: Caller via branch. 

IEFVF A - Converter Scan Routine 

Operation: This module scans the JCL card images for 
syntax errors and merges JCL from the JCL data set 
and a cataloged or in-stream procedure if required. It 
then converts each JCL statement into internal JCL 
text. 

Entry from: IEFVHEB via branch. 

Exh to: IEVHF via branch. 

IEFVFB - Converter Symbolic Parameter Routine 

Operation: This module assigns values specified on an 
EXEC procedure statement or PROC statement to 
symbOlic parameters that appear on JCL statements in 
cataloged or in-stream procedures. 

Entry from: IEFVFA via BALR. 

Exit to: Caller via branch. 

IEFVGK - Interpreter GET Key/Positional Utility 
Routine 

Opmd;on: This routine sets a pointer to the next JCL 
keyword or positional parameter in the internal text 
buffer for the JCL statement processor routines, 
IEFVJA, IEFVEA, IEFVDA, or IEFVJDTI. 
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EnIl'y from: IEFVJA via branch, or from IEFVEA via 
branch, or from IEFVDA via branch, or from 
IEFVJDTV via branch. 

Exit to: Caller via branch. 

IEFVGM - Converter/Interpreter Message Module 

Operation: This module puts error messages for the 
entire converter/interpreter into the message data set, 
and/or any required JCL statements to the list data set. 

Entry from: IEFVJA via branch, or from IEFVEA via 
branch, or from IEFVDA via branch, or from 
IEFVJDTV via branch, or from IEFVJDTI via branch. 

Exit to: Caller via branch. 

IEFVGT - Converter Test and Store UtUity Routine 

Opel'tltlon: This module performs miscellaneous 
functions for the JCL statement processors, IEFVJA, 
IEFVEA, and IEFVDA, based on indicators in the 
parameter descriptor table passed to it by the processor 
routines. 

Entry from: IEFVJA, IEFVEA, or IEFVDA via branch. 

Exit to: Caller via branch. 

IEFVHA - Converter GET Routine 

Opertltion: This module reads into an input buffer JCL 
statements from the JCL data set, from the procedure 
library, and/or from in-stream procedures. 

Entry from: IEFVHC or IEFVIND via branch. 

Exit to: IEFVHC via branch. 

IEFVHC - Converter Comment or Continuation 
VaUdation Routine 

Opertltion: This routine determines whether a valid 
comment or continuation is indicated on a JCL 
statement. 

Entry from: IEFVHA via branch. 

Exit to: to IEFVHEB via branch, if a continuation was 
expected and was or was not received; to IEFVHA via 
branch, jf a comment was received; to IEFVHCB, via 
branch, if no continuation was expected. 

IEFVHCB - Converter Verb Identifier Routine 

Operation: This routine identifies the verb on a JCL 
statement and merges JCL statements from the JCL 
data set and the procedure library. 

Entry from: IEFVHC, IEFVHL, or IEFVHF via 
branch. 

Exit to: IEFVHA, via branch, when the JCL statement 
does not contain a verb; to IEFVHA, via branch, when 
the procedure library buffer must be primed; to 
IEFVHEB, via branch, when the JCL statement 
contains a JOB, EXEC, DD, or NULL verb; to 
IEFVHM, via branch, when the verb is unrecognizable; 
to IEFVINA, via branch, when a PROC verb is found. 

IEFVHE - Interpreter GET and Route Routine 

Operation: This routine gets JCL text strings from the 
internal text data set and routes them to the 
appropriate processor. It also determines when the SCT 
for a step or the JCT for a job should be written into 
SWA. 

Entry from: IEFNB903 via branch. 

Exit to: IEFVJA via branch when a JOB statement text 
string is encountered; to IEFVEA via branch when an 
EXEC statement text string is encountered; to 
IEFVDA via branch when a DD statement text string is 
encountered; to IEFVJDTV when a JDT -defined 
statement text string is encountered; to IEFVHH when 
an SCT or JCT is to be written into SWA. 

IEFVHEB - Converter Pre-scan Routine 

Operation: This routine performs checkpoint/restart 
functions, enters JCL statements into the list data set, 
and initializes the JMR for SMF processing. 

Entry from: IEFVHC or IEFVHCB via branch. 

Exit to: When IEFVHEB is used as a subroutine, it 
returns to its caller via branch; when it has been used 
to initialize a JMR, or to process a SYSCHK DD 
statement or a PROC statement, it branches to 
IEFVEA. 

IEFVHF - Converter Tennination Routine 

Opertltion: This module frees storage space used by the 
converter, issues a terminate request for the scheduler 
JCL facility services, issues messages to the operator 
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about the status of the job after converter processing, 
initializes SYSCHK DD statement processing and 
deactivates the converter EST AE environment. 

Entry from: IEFVF A via branch. 

Exit to: IEFVHA when continuation of JCL text is 
expected; IEFVHCB when no continuation is expected 
or to continue SYSCHK DD processing; IEFVHEB if a 
procedure statement is being overridden. 

IEFVHH -Interpreter ENQUEUE Routine 

Opet'tllion: This module writes job and step tables into 
SW A as required and then performs miscellaneous 
clean-up processing for the interpreter. 

Entry from: IEFVHE via branch. 

Exit to: IEFVHN via branch. 

IEFVHL - Converter NULL Statement or 
END-OF-FILE Processor 

Operation: This routine performs end-of-file processing 
for JCL statements in the JCL data set or in a 
cataloged or in-stream procedure. 

. Entry from: IEFVHEB via branch. 

Exit to: IEFVHA, via branch, to continue reading a 
procedure; IEFVHEB, via branch to continue 
processing a JCL statement from a procedure; 
IEFVHCB, via branch, to continue reading JCL 
statements from the JCL data set; IEFVHF, via 
branch, when both the JCL data set and all procedures 
are completed. 

IEFVHM - Converter Command Verb VaUdation 
Routine 

Operation: This routine determines if a valid command 
has been specified on a JCL statement. 

Entry from: IEFVHCB via branch. 

Exit to: IEFVHA via branch. 

IEFVHN -Interpreter TertniuatioD Routine 

Operation: This module frees storage space used by the 
interpreter, issues a terminate request for the scheduler 
JCL facility services, issues messages to the operator 
about job status at the end of interpreter processing, 
and deactivates the ESTAE environment over the 
interpreter. 
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Entry from: IEFVHH via branch. 

Exit to: The interpreter's original caller, SW A create 
interface, IEFm600, via branch. 

IEFVHQ - Converter SWA Manager Interface 

Opemtlon: This routine is the interface between either 
the converter or interpreter and the SW A manager or 
between the interpreter and the journal merge routine. 

Entry from: IEFVDA, IEFVEA, IEFVFB, IEFVHA, 
IEFVHH, IEFVlNA, or IEFVJA via branch. 

Exit to: Caller via branch. 

IEFVHR - Converter/Interpreter Operator Message 
Module 

Operation: This module puts converter and interpreter 
error messages for the operator into the message data 
set. 

Entry from: IEFVHA, IEFVHF, IEFVHM, or 
IEFVHN via branch. 

Exit to: Caller via branch if recovery is possible; to 
IEFVHN, via branch, if recovery is not possible . 

IEFVHl - Converter Initialization Routine 

Operation: This routine performs initialization 
processing for the converter, obtains storage space for 
work areas and buffers, and establishes the EST AE 
environment over the converter. 

Entry from: The job entry subsystem or the master 
subsystem. 

Exit to: IEFVHA via branch. 

IEFVlNA - Converter In-stream Procedure Control 
and GI'F Routine 

Opel'tltion: This module reads in-stream procedures 
from the JCL data set, records each procedure, and 
saves each one in compressed form in the scheduler 
work area (SWA). 

Entry from: IEFVHCB via branch. 
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Exit to: IEFVHA, via branch, for each successive 
statement in an in-stream procedure. 

IEFVINB - Converter In-stream Procedure Directory 
Search Routine 

Operation: This routine searches through the procedure 
directory for a procedure name specified on a JCL 
statement. When it locates the procedure name, it 
returns to the calling routine the address at which that 
procedure begins. 

Entry from: IEFVINA via branch. 

Exit to: Caller via branch. 

IEFVINC - Converter In-stream Procedure Directory 
Build Routine 

OJN!l'tltion: This module builds an entry for a specified 
procedure in the in-stream procedure directory. 

Entry from: IEFVINA via branch. 

Exit to: Caller via branch. 

IEFVIND - Converter In-stream Procedure Expand 
Interface Routine 

Operation: This module functions as an access method 
for IEFVHA. Whenever IEFVHA issues a READ 
macro instruction for a record from an in-stream 
procedure, IEFVIND sets up required parameter lists 
and then invokes IEZDCODE to expand the record. 

Entry from: IEFVHA via branch. 

Exit to: IEZDCODE, via branch, to expand a record; to 
IEFVHQ, via branch, to read another record; to caller, 
via branch, when processing has completed. 

IEFVINE - Converter In-stream Procedure Syntax 
Checker 

Operation: This routine checks the label field of a 
PROC or PEND statement appearing in an in-stream 
procedure. 

Entry from: IEFVINA via branch. 

Exit to: Caller via branch. 

IEFV JA - Interpreter JOB Statement Processor 

Operation: This module creates and initializes the 
control blocks and tables required by a JOB statement 
and also checks the validity of JOB statement keyword 
values. 

Entry from: IEFVHE via branch. 

Exit to: Caller via branch. 

IEFVJDTI - JDT -Dermed JCL Interpreter 

Operation: This module interprets the JDT -defined JCL 
internal text and builds the associated scheduler work 
blocks (SWBs). 

Entry from: IEFVGK. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IEFVJDTV - JDT -Dermed JCL Verb Processor 

Operation: This module processes the JOT-defined verb 
statements. 

Entry From: IEFVHE. 

Exit To: Caller. 

IEFVKMSG - Test EXEC Dependency Codes 
Message 

Operation: This module contains the message text of the 
message issued by IEFBB402, if a step is not run 
because of the COND parameter on the EXEC 
statement. 

Entry from: Not applicable (non-executable module). 

Exit to: Not applicable (non-executable module). 

Called mutines: Not applicable (non-executable 
module). 

IEFXB500 - Journal Write Routine 

Operation: This module writes critical control blocks to 
the job journal for purposes of restart or termination. 

Entry from: SWA manager, initiator, VIO, and the 
scheduler JCL facility. 

Exit to: Caller. 
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IEFXB601 - Journal Merge Routine 

Opendion: This module merges the control blocks from 
the job journal to the scheduler work area (SW A) to 
establish a pre-job failure-environment. 

Entry from: IEFIB60S. 

Exit to: IEFIB60S. 

IEFXB601- Move Mode Restart Interface Routine 

Opemtion: This module builds a virtual address table 
(V AT) to be used when the journal merge routine 
reconstructs SW A. 

Entry from: IEFVHQ. 

Exit to: IEFVHQ. 

IEFXB603 - Automatic/Checkpoint Restart Message 
Module 

Operation: This module contains message texts for 
journal service and checkpoint routines. The module is 
non-executable. 

Entry /l'0III: IEFXBSOO, IEFRPREP, IEFXB609, 
IEFXB601. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IEFXB604 - Step Header Create 

operation: Except for automatic step or automatic 
checkpoint restarts, this module builds the step header 
record for each job step, before putting anything else in 
the job journal for the step. 

Entry /l'0III: IEFSDI62. 

Exit to: IEFSDI62. 

IEFXB609 - Data Set Descriptor Record Processor 

Operation: This module makes the SW A entries for 
restarting jobs reflect the job environment at the time a 
checkpoint was issued. 

Entry /l'0III: IEFIB60S. 
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Exit to: IEFm60S. 

IEFXB610 - Open Interface Module 

Opemtion: This routine opens the checkpoint data set. 

Entry /l'0III: IEFXB609. 

Exit to: IEFXB609. 

IEFXB611 - Locate Mode Restart Interface 
Processing 

Opemtion: This module builds a virtual address table 
(VAT) for each SWB to be used when the journal 
merge routine reconstructs the SWA. 

Entry /l'0III: IEFSJWRT. 

Exit to: IEFSJWRT. 

IEFXVNSL - User-Replaceable Non-Standard Label 
Routine 

Operation: This user-replaceable module returns a code 
of 4 if it is called because no user non-standard label 
handling routine exists to process an NSL label volume. 

Entry /l'0III: IEFAB473. 

Exit to: Caller. 

CilIIed t'OIltinea: None. 

IEWSUOVR - Overlay Supemsor Resident Module 

Operation: This module performs overlay requests. 

Entry /lOm: Overlay segment. 

Exit to: Overlay supervisor processor IEWSWOVR. 

IEWSWOVR - Overlay Supervisor Processor 

Opertllion: Performs the overlay request and causes 
segments to be brought into virtual storage. 

Entry from: Overlay supervisor resident module 
IEWSUOVR. 

Exit to: Overlay segment. 
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IEZDCODE -Interpreter In-stream Procedure 
Decompression Subroutine 

Opertltion: This module re-expands the in-stream 
procedure records that were compressed by 
mZNCODE. 

EnII'y /IYJIII: mFVIND via branch. 

Edt to: Caller via branch. 

IEZNCODE -Interpreter In-stream Procedure 
Compression Subroutine 

0perrdI0II: This module compresses the data records 
that comprise an in-stream procedure by replacing 
blanks with coUnt fields. It then blocks the compressed 
records. 

Entry /IYJIII: IEFVINA via branch. 

Edt to: Caller via branch. 

IFAEASI- SMF System Address Space Processing 

Opertllion: This module, which is scheduled as an SRB, 
records SMF accounting data for system address spaces 
that do not go through full-function start. 

Entry /IYJIII: SRB scheduler, scheduled by IFAINIT; 
IFAEASH.. 

ExIt to: Caller. 

Called I'OIlIIner: mEMB839 (SMF timer enqueue). 

IFAEASH. - SMF System Address Space Setup 

Opertltion: This module schedules an.SRB to set up the 
SMF timer elements for address spaces that do not go 
through full-function start and are started after SMF 
initialization is complete. 

Entry /IYJIII: mEPRWI2. 

ExIt to: Caller. 

Called I'OIlIIner: IFAEASI, mEMB839. 

IFAINIT - SMF System Address Space ProcessIng 
IDltiaUzation 

Opel'tllion: This module is called during SMF 
initialization. It checks all address spaces and 
schedules an SRB to the system address spaces that 

have not gone through full function start. The SRB 
causes SMF accounting data to be recorded for the 
address space. 

Entry /IYJIII: mEMB823. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called IfIIItines: IFAEASI, mEMB839. 

IFARPORT - SMF Summary Activity Report for 
IFASMFDP 

Opertllion: This module writes a summary report of 
records processed by IFASMFDP (the SMF dump 
program). 

Bntty from: IFASMFDP. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IFASMFDP - SMF Data Set Dump Module 

Operation: This module parses input, supplies defaults, 
and lists resultant options. It dumps input data sets in 
response to the keyword DUMP and clears VSAM 
input data sets in response to keyword CLEAR. 

Entry /IYJIII: Problem program. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called~:mEMB832,mEMB833,mEMB824, 

IFARPORT via BALR. 

IGC0103E (IEEJB840) - Write-to-Progranuner 

Opertltion: Process write-to-programmer requests 
(messages) for WTO and WTOR macro instructions 
with routing code 11. 

Entry /rom: mA VVWTO. 

Exit to: mA VVWTO. 

IGCO08E - NSLREPOS Interface 

Opertllion: This module interfaces with the user written 
routine, NSLREPOS, to verify NSL tapes and to 
determine if re-positioning of the tape is required. 

Entry /rom: Supervisor call instruction (SVC) interrupt 
handler. 
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Set:ondtuy entry point: IGC0408E (return from user 
written routine, NSLREPOS). 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: NSLREPOS (user written). 

IGE0660A - Error Recovery Procedures (ERP) 
Interface 

Operation: After a permanent disk or I/O error occurs, 
this module tests the existing conditions to determine 
whether DDR can be used to correct the error. If so, it 
schedules the DDR task. 

Entry from: Outboard recorder (OBR). 

Exit to: Dispatcher. 

Called routines: IGFDEO, IGFDVl. 

IGFCCHCR - CCH Central Routine 

Operation: This module creates error recovery 
procedure information blocks (ERPms) containing 
channel dependent information for the error recovery 
procedures (ERPs). IGFCCHCR allows an attempted 
recovery that would otherwise be a permanent I/O 
error. It creates a record for each channel error 
detected so that it may be recorded on 
SYS1.LOGREC. 

For entry IGFCCHAS: This routine formats and 
issues the CCH operator awareness message. It 
puts out the CCH LOGREC record and the 
message asynchronously using the RECORD 
macro of RTM. 

For entry IGFCCHEX: This routine is the 
common exit from CCH, it determines whether the 
exit is to I/O supervisor (lOS) or to I/O restart. 

For entry IGFCCHFE: This routine completes the 
work ERPm, determines the channel type from the 
channel availability table (CAT) and calls the 
appropriate channel dependent analysis routine. 

For entry IGFCCHFR: This routine receives 
control from RTM to perform recovery from a 
program check by building the register update 
block. 

For entry IGFCCmO: This routine handles errors 
for which CCH was unable to create the necessary 
error recovery procedure information block 
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(ERPm). It schedules a retry by the ERPs, or posts 
the error as permanent. 

For entry IGFCCHMP: This routine fills in the 
multiprocessing portion of the CCH record. 

For entry IGFCCHRD: This routine creates the 
channel error record to be recorded on 
SYSl.LOGREC. 

For entry IGFCCHRV: This routine determines if 
the channel reconfiguration hardware (CRH) is 
active for the channel with the detected error. 

For entry IGFCCHUC: This routine searches the 
unit control block (UCB) for active devices on the 
channel indicating a channel failure. 

Entry from: lOS (IECIOSCN). 

Exit to: lOS. 

Called routines: IGFCIC, IGFC60, IGFC70, IGFC80, 
IGFPSADO, IGFPSAEO. 

IGFCCHED - External Damage Type Machine Check 
Processor 

Operation: This module processes external damage type 
machine checks for the channel check handler. It 
analyzes all available channels as indicated in the 
channel availability table (CAT), and schedules the 
proper routine based on whether a lost channel 
condition occurred. 

Entry from: IGFPMSCA. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: Schedules IECVIRST or IECVRSTI, if 
lost channel(s) detected. 

IGFCIC - Integrated Cbannel Analysis Routine 

Operation: This module performs the dependent 
analysis for the integrated channels. It checks the 
validity of the limited channel logout (LCL) and sets 
indicators in the error recovery procedure information 
block (ERPm). It also checks the I/O extended logout 
and saves the length and address for processing by the 
record entry build routine (IGFCCHRE). 

Entry from: IGFCCHCR. 

Exit to: Caller. 
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CoIled 1'OIltines: None. 

IGFC60 - 2860 Channel Analysis Routine 

Operation: This module performs the channel 
dependent analysis for the 2860 channel. It sets 
indicators for Validity bits. error conditions. termination 
codes. and sequence codes in the work error recovery 
procedure information block (ERPm). 

Entry from: IGFCCHCR. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: None. 

IGFC70 - 2870 Channel Analysis Routine 

Operation: This module performs the channel 
dependent analysis for the 2870 channel. It sets 
indicators for validity bits. error conditions. termination 
codes. and sequence codes in the work error recovery 
procedure information block (ERPm). 

Entry from: IGFCCHCR. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: None. 

IGFC80 - 2880 Channel Analysis Routine 

Operation: This module performs the channel 
dependent analysis for the 2880 channel. It sets 
indicators for validity bits. error conditions. termination 
codes. and sequence codes in the work error recovery 
procedure information block (ERPm). 

Entry from: IGFCCHCR. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: None. 

IGIDDO - DDR Disk Select 

Operation: This module processes a swap request for a 
disk device. 

Entry from: IGFDIO. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: IGFDEO. IGFDDI. IGFDVO. 
IGFDMO. 

IGIDDt - DDR Disk VaHdate 

Operation: This module validates the disk devices 
involved in a disk swap. 

Entry from: IGFDDO. IGE0660A. IGFDVO. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called 1'Olltines: IGFDVI. IGFDEO. 

IGIDEO - DDR Extended Specify Task Abnormal Exit 
(ESI'AE) ControDer 

Operation: This module establishes or removes the error 
recovery. environment for DDR. 

Entry from: IGF2503D. IGFDDO. IGFDVO. 
IGE0660A. IGFDTO. IGFDSI. IGFDUO. IGFDIO. 
IGFDIl. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: None. 

IGIDEt - Extended Specify Task Abnormal ExIt 
(ESTAE) Handler 

Operation: This module releases the dynamically 
allocated storage and allocated resources of a module 
that has experienced an error. It also determines for 
the recovery termination manager whether a retry 
attempt should be made. 

Entry from: Recovery termination manager. 

Exit to: Caller. 

CoIled routines: IGFPxxS. if this special exit routine 
exists. 

IGFDIO - DDR Initiator 

Operation: This module controls processing of the DDR 
queues. It locates a request for device swap. calls the 
appropriate routine to handle it. removes it from the 
queue. and repeats this process until the queue is 
empty. IGFDIO also controls the repositioning of a 
tape volume for a tape swap. 

Entry from: Dispatcher. attaclled by IGFDSI. 

Exit to: Caller. 
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Called 1'tRIti,.: IGFDUO, IGFDDO, IGFDTO, IGFDIl, 
IGFDEO, IGFDT2. 

IGFDIl - DDR Termination Module 

Operation: This module terminates processing of 
individual DDR requests and removes the DDR control 
block (DDRCOM) from the queue. It may also 
terminate the entire queue. 

Entry /IYNII: IGFDIO or IGFDEO. 

Exit t9: Caller. 

Calletll'tRlti,.: IGFDEO, IGFDMO, IGCOIS. 

IGFDLI - Candidate Lookup 

OpBt'fltion: This module locates a compatible, on-line, 
unallocated device to be used in a system-initiated 
device swap. 

Entry /IYNII: IGFDVO. 

Exit t9: Caller. 

CalW routi,.: IGFDT1, IGFDD1, IGFDEO. 

IGFDMTXT - DDR Message Text Module 

Operation: This module contains the text segments used 
to build all messages issued by the DDR message writer 
(IGFDMO). 

Secondtuy entry point: IGFDMIND. 

Secondary entry point: IGFDTIND. 

S«ontIary entry point: IGFDIIND. 

S«ontIary entry point: IGFDlDND. 

Called 1'tRIti,.: None. 

IGFDMO - DDR Message Writer Routine 

OJll!lfllion: This module issues a DDR message to 
inform the operator of the status of DDR, to prompt 
the operator for information necessary for the swap to 
continue, or to inform the operator of the status of the 
swap. 

Entry /IYNII: IGFDDO, IGFDTO, IGFDUO, IGFDVO. 
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Exit to: Caller. 

Called 1'tRIti,.: IGFDEO. 

IGFDMI - DOR I/O Module 

OpBt'fltion: This module performs all DDR I/O, except 
writing console messages. 

Entry /IYNII: IGFDVO. 

Exit to: Caller. 

CalIetII'tRIti,.: IGFDEO. 

IGFDRO - DDR Recorder 

Operation: This module formats DDR LOGREC 
records and requests LOGREC recording. 

Entry /1fRII: IGFDVO. 

Exit to: Caller. 

OI/W 1'tRIti1lt!S: IGFDEO, IGFDMI. 

IGIDSO - DDR Service Request Block (SRB) Routine 

Operation: This module creates the DDR task. 

Entry /1fRII: Dispatcher, SRB scheduled by IGF2S03D, 
IGE0660A, IGFDIO. 

S«ontIary entry point: DSOFRR, entered by the 
recovery termination management after abnormal 
termination occurs while IGFDSO is executing. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Calletll'Olllillt!S: Stage 1 exit effector, stage 2 exit 
effector, IGCOIS. 

IGIDSI - DDR Attacher 

Operation: This module issues an ATTACH macro 
instruction to give control to IGFDIO, the DDR 
initiator. 

Entry from: Dispatcher, created (IRB) by IGFDSO. 

Exit to: Caller. 

CalW routittes: IGFDEO, IGFDIl (as EST AE exit). 
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IGFDTO - DDR Tape Select Routine 

OpmItion: This module processes a swap request for a 
magnetic tape device. 

Entry /rom: IGFDIO. 

Exit to: Caller. 

CIIIIed I'OIItiReS: IGFDT1, IGFDVO, IGFDRO, 
IGFDMO, IGFDEO, IGFDVl. 

IGFDTI - DDR Tape VaUdate Routine 

operation: This module validates the tape device 
involved in a tape swap. 

Entry from: IGE0660A, IGFDTO, IGFDVO. 

Exh to: Caller. 

Called I'OIItiReS: IGFDEO. 

IGFDUO - DDR Unit Record Select 

OpmItion: This module processes a swap request for a 
unit record device. 

Entry from: IGFDIO. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Clllled I'OIItiReS: IGFDVO, IGFDEO, IGFDMO. 

IGFDUI - DDR Unit Record VaUdate 

OpmItion: This module validates the unit record devices 
involved in a unit record swap. 

Entry /rom: IGFDUO, IGFDVO. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called I'OlItiReS: IGFDVl, IGFDEO. 

IGFDVO - DDR Common Select Routine 

Operation: This module locates an alternate device to 
replace the device on which a permanent error 
occurred, and then performs the device swap for DDR. 

Entry from: IGFDDO, IGFDTO, IGFDUO. 

Exh to: Caller. 

Called l'OlItiReS: IGFDEO, IGFDMO, IGFDLl, 
IGFDRO, IGFDMl, IGFDDl, IGFDTl, IGFDUl, 
IGFDWO. 

IGFDVl- DDR Device Independent VaHdate 

OpmItion: This module determines whether the devices 
involved in the DDR swap are valid and compatible, 
and whether lOS has purged the user's swap request. 

Entry/rom: IGFDTO, IGFDD1, IGFDUI. 

Exit to: Caner. 

Clllled l'OlItiReS: IGFDEO, IEEVDEV. 

IGFDWO - DDR Unit Control Block (UCB) Swap 

Opet'lltion: This module swaps the physical unit control 
blocks of the failing and replacement devices by 
invoking the IOSGEN function of lOS. 

Entry from: IGFDVO. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called roUtiReS: IGFDEO, IGFDRO, IGFDM 1, 
IOSGEN. 

IGFPEXIT - Machine Check Hand1er Exit Routine 

Operation: This module performs processor-related 
initialization functions when entered from IGFPINIT at 
system initialization time. It performs threshold 
analysis by interrogating the various machine-check 
threshold blocks when called by IGFPMRTM.-

Entry from: IGFPMRTM, IGFPBUCR, IGFPEXI2. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called l'OlItiReS: IGFOIMMM. 

IGFPKREF - Storage Key Refresh Routine 

Operation: This module provides an interface which 
enables a storage key to be refreshed. It allows 
continued system execution when a machine check 
occurs due to an uncorrected storage key error. 

Entry from: lEA VRCF. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routiReS: IGFPMFRS. 
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IGFPMCIH - Machine Check Interrupt Handler 

Ope1fllion: This module performs machine-check 
recursion analysis, saves the error environment, and 
routes control to the various error analysis subroutines. 

Entry from: Loading the machine check new PSW. 

Set:ondory entry poW: IGFPMCE2: The 
model-dependent support routine, IGFOOMMM, 
returns to this entry point. 

Set:ondory entry point: IGFPMCPC: At this entry point 
the module intercepts program checks that occur while 
IGFPMCIH is executing. 

Set:ondory entry point: IGFPMCRI: The module uses 
this entry point when a restart interruption occurs while 
IGFPMCIH is executing: 

Exit to: IGFPTERM for processor termination, 
IGFPMRTM to continue machine check processing. 

CDlled roatines: IGFOOMMM, IGFPMHCA, 
IGFPMPFX, IGFPMKTA, IGFPMSCA, ICFBCFOO at 
entry point ICFBDEOO. 

IGFPMHCA - Machine Check Handler Hard Machine 
Check Analysis 

Opetrllion: This module analyzes the 
model-independent fixed logout area to determine if 
hard machine check conditions are present. If present, 
it sets indicators in the machine check error indicator 
area of the LOGREC buffer for subsequent analysis, 
and schedules message IGF9711 or IGF972I. 

Entry from: IGFPMcrn. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: IGFPMFRS, IGFPMTHA, 
IGFPMMSG. 

IGFPMFRS - Functional Recovery Routine Stacker 

OpelYllion: This module allows machine check handler 
modules to establish and use internal recovery routines 
in an attempt to recover from a machine check, a 
program check, or a restart interruption that occurs 
while they are executing. 

Entry from: IGFPMPFX, IGFPMHCA, IGFPMKTA, 
IGFPMMSG, IGFPMTHA, IGFPMSCA, IGFPKREF. 
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Set:ondtuy entry point: IGFPMSUP: This entry point is 
used by the machine check handler super functional 
recovery routine. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called roatines: lEA VEABD. 

IGFPMKTA - Machine Check Oock Tuner Analysis 

Opetrllion: This module analyzes the 
model-independent fIXed logout area to determine if 
clock and timer damage conditions are present. If it 
finds an error in the time-of-day (TOO) clock, clock 
comparator, processor timer, or interval timer, it sets an 
indicator in the machine check error indicator area of 
the LOGREC buffer. If processor timer, clock 
comparator, or TOO clock damage has occurred, this 
module calls IGFPMTHA to perform threshold 
analysis. 

Entry from: IGFPMcrn. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: IGFPMTHA, IGFPMFRS. 

IGFPMMSG - Machine Check Handler Message 
Scheduler 

Ope1fllion: This module locates an available message 
buffer in the message buffer pool, and prepares it for 
subsequent processing by the machine check 
asynchronous message writer (IGFPWMSG). 

Entry from: IGFPMHCA. 

ExIt to: Caller. 

Called I'OIItines: IGFPMFRS. 

IGFPMPFX - Pref'1X Routine 

Operation: This module converts an absolute address to 
a real address for later use by rnA VTRTH, which 
converts it to a virtual address. 

Entry from: IGFPMcrn. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: IGFPMFRS. 
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IGFPMRTM - Machine Check Handler Recovery 
Termination Management Interface 

Operation: This module prepares the error environment 
data record for subsequent recording on 
SYS1.LOGREC and links to the recovery termination 
manager (RTM) to recover the error condition. 

Entry from: IGFPMCIH. 

Exit to: IGFPEXIT. 

Called routines: lEA VTRTH (via CALLRTM). 

IGFPMSCA - Machine Check Handler Soft Machine 
Check Analysis 

Operation: This module analyzes the 
model-independent fixed logout area to determine if 
soft machine check conditions (system recovery 
condition, degradation error, or external damage) are 
present. If so, it sets indicators in the machine check 
error indicator area of the LOGREC buffer for 
subsequent analysis. If a system recovery condition, 
degradation error, or external damage is present, this 
module calls IGFPMTHA to perform threshold 
analysis. 

Entry from: IGFPMCIH. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: IGFPMFRS, IGFPMTHA, 
IGFCCHED. 

IGFPMTHA - Machine Check Threshold Analysis 

Operation: This module counts recoverable storage 
retry and buffer errors on soft machine checks, and 
compares this count with the threshold values of 
IGFTHB. When the threshold is reached, it schedules 
an operator message. IGFPMTHA also analyzes the 
following hard machine checks: instruction processing 
damage, system damage, an invalid PSW or register, 
time-of-day clock damage, processor timer damage, 
and clock comparator damage. When the threshold is 
reached, this module informs the caller, which then 
invokes IGFPTERM to perform processor termination. 

Entryfrom: IGFPMSCA, IGFPMKTA, IGFPMHCA. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: IGFPMMSG, IGFPMFRS. 

IGFPNRFH - Nucleus Page-in 

Opet'tllion: This module pages in a single unchanged 
nucleus page to refresh the area affected by an 
uncorrected storage error on that nucleus page. 

Entry from: Dispatcher. 

Exit to: Caller. 

Called routines: lEA VFP. 

IGFPTAIM - Machine Check Handler Alternate CPU 
Recovery Interface 

Operation: This module initiates alternate CPU 
recovery (ACR) by giving control to lEA VT ACR. 

Entry from: IGFPTSIG, IGFPXMFA. 

Exit to: lEA VT ACR. 

IGFPTCON - Machine Check Handler Console Write 
Routine 

Operation: This module informs the operator that the 
system is to be terminated. 

Entry from: IGFPTSIG. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IGFPTERM - Machine Check Handler Processor 
Termination 

Operation: This module performs either system 
termination or processor termination. If an 
unrecoverable machine check occurs, it puts the 
executing processor in a stop state. If system 
termination is requested, it puts all online processors in 
disabled wait states. 

Entry from: IGFPMCm, ICRMSGOO, lEA VEPC, 
lEA VESPR, lEA VT ACR, lEA VGMOO, lEA VNIPM. 

Exit to: IEEVSTOP, IGFPTSIG. 

Called routines: IGFPTSIG. 
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IGFPTREC - Machine Check Handler Emergency 
Recorder 

Opemtion: During system termination, this module 
attempts to write records in the SYSl.LOGREC data 
set. 

Entry from: IGFPTSIG. 

Exit to: Caller. 

IGFPI'SIG - Emergency Signal External Second Level 
Interrupt Handler 

OpertltiOll: During processor termination, this module 
invokes alternate CPU recovery (ACR). During 
system termination, it invokes the emergency recorder 
and console writer routines, and puts the system in a 
disabled wait state. 

Entry from: 

IGFPTERM for processor or system termination 
initiated by the machine check handler, 

IGFPXMF A when a malfunction alert is received, 

lEA VEES when an emergency signal is received. 

Exit to: IGFPT AIM, lEA VEEXT, 

Called routines: IGFPTAIM, IGFPSADO, IGFPSAEO, 
IGFPTREC, IGFPTCON. 

IGFPXMFA - Malfunction Alert External Second 
Level Interrupt Handler 

OpertltiOll: This module handles the malfunction alert 
external interrupt received from the failing processor. 

Entry from: lEA VEEXT. 

Exit to: Caller. 

CoIled mutines: IGFPTSIG, IGFPTAIM. 

IGFPWMSG - Machine Check Handler Asynchronous 
Message Writer 

Opertltion: This module writes an operator message 
scheduled by the mainline machine check handler. It 
executes asynchronously to the mainline machine check 
handler and operates under the master scheduler task. 

Entryfrom: IEAVTRET. 
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Exit to: Caller. 

IGFIMCHK - MissIDg Interrupdon Handler 

Opemtion: This module establishes the disabled 
interruption exit (DIE) routine, which gains control at 
specified intervals to search for missing MIH 
conditions. IGFTMCHK records missing I/O 
interruptions on the SYSl.LOGREC data set, and 
informs the operator of all missing MIll conditions. 

Entry from: The dispatcher (lEA VEDSO). 

Exit to: The dispatcher (lEA VEDSO). 

IGFIMCOO - MIssing Interrupdon Handler DIE 
Routine 

OJltllflllon: This module schedules an SRB which has an 
entry point (IGFTMCOl) within this module; When 
entered at IGFTMC01, this module scans the UCBs 
for missing MIll conditions and informs IGFfMCHK 
when the scan is completed. 

Entry from: The timer second level interrupt handler 
(SLllI). 

SetxJndIll'J' entry point: IGFfMCOl via an SRB. 

CIIIIed routines: Special exit routines, CVTOPTOI and 
CVTQTEOO. 

Exit to: The SLllI when entered at IGFTMCOO, the 
dispatcher when entered at IGFTMCOI. 

IGFIMCOI - See IGFIMCOO 

IGF1503D - SWAP Command Processor 

Opemtion: This module processes all MODE 
commands. 

Entry from: IEE0403D. 

Exit to: IEEO003D, IEEOS03D. 

IGFl603D - MODE Command Processor 

Opel'lllion: This module processes all MODE 
commands. 

Entry from: IEE0403D. 

Exit to: Caller, IEEOS03D. 
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IGXOO013 - MFSTART MaiDUne Processor 

optlt'llllon: Controls the initialization and termination of 
routines that perform RMF functions. 

&try /tfJIII: IGCOOIOI. 

&It to: IGCOOIOI. 

IGX00014 - MFDATA SVC MaiDIfne Processor 

0JIfII'IIIItm: Controls the operation of measurement 
gathering routines that operate once each interval. 

&try /""": IGCOOIOI. 

&It to: IGCOOIOI. 

IGXOOO2S - TSO Command Counter Module 

optlt'llllon: This module accumulates, into the type 32 
record, data pertaining to specitled TSO commands. 
The data collected is: 

• Number of times the command is used 
• TCB time for the command 
• SRB time for the command 
• TPUTs for the command 
• EXCPS for the command 
• Transactions for the command 

&try /tfJIII: SVC FLIH. 

&It to: Caller. 

1KJEES20 - SEND Command Message Modale 

0JIfII'IIIItm: This module contains the messages for the 
SEND command processor. 

&try /tfJIII: IBBVSEND,IKJEESI0,1KJEES40. 

&It to: Caller. 

IKJEFLF - System-initiated Caneel SeheduIe Routine 

0JIfII'IIIItm: This module schedules an SRB routine and 
checks the Validity of the input to this routine. 

&try /tfJIII: IBB3703D, TlOC routines. 

&It to: Caller. 

IKJL4TOO - System-Initiated Caneel SRB Routine 

0JIfII'IIIItm: This module synchronizes events between 
TlOC, LOGON scheduler and its subtasks to provide 
orderly canceUation of a TSO user. 

&try /tfJIII: SRB dispatcher. 

ExIt to: SRB dispatcher. 

1KJ5803D - SEND Command Scanner 

optlt'llllon: This routine scans the SEND command 
parameter. 

&try /tfJIII: 1EE0403D. 

&It to: IEE0803D, IEEOS03D. 

ILRACT - Activate VIO ASPCT Routine 

opemtion: This routine bullds a parameter list and calls 
ILRVSAMI to retrieve the saved VlO ASPCT from 
SYS1.STGINDEX. The new LON is stored with the 
retrieved ASPCT base and the number of slots required 
to back this VlO data set is recalculated. 

&try /tfJIII: ILRGOS. 

&It to: ILRGOS. 

ILRCMP - ASM I/O Completion 

opemtion: This module consists of six major routines: 
the disabled interrupt exit (ILRCMPDO, normal 
channel end appendage (ILRCMPNE), abnormal 
channel end appendage (ILRCMP AE), termination 
(ILRCMP), PCI exit (D..R.CMPCI), and notification 
exit (lLRMCMPNT). 

These routines process the individual requests that are 
represented by the PCCW chained off the lORD. If the 
I/O is successful the AlAs are returned to page 
completion and the PCCWs freed. Bad slots will be 
recorded in a special buffer in SOA. 

If the error occurred before the end of the PCCW 
chain was reached, the remaining PCCWs will be 
retried. 

For entry ILRCMPDI: IECIOSCN. 

For entry ILRCMPAE: IECVPST (Post Status). 
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For entry IT..RCMPNE: IECVPST. 

For entry IT..RCMP: IECVPST or lEA VEDSO, for 
SRB scheduled by n.RCMPOl. 

For entry IT..RCMPCI: IECIOSCN. 

For entry IT..RCMPNT: IECIOSCN. 

Exit to: 

For entry IT..RCMPDI: IECIOSCN. 

For entry n.RCMPAE: IECVPST. 

For entry n.RCMPNE: IECVPST. 

For entry n.RCMP: lEA VEDSO. 

For entry IT..RCMPCI: IECIOSCN. 

For entry n.RCMPNT: IECIOSCN. 

ILRCMPOI -I/O Completion Recovery Routine 

OJll!l'fllion: This recovery routine will attempt to clean 
up whatever resources have been checkpointed in the 
AT A and force reprocessing for any requests not yet 
attempted. 

&try 1l'0III: lEA VTRTS (RTM). 

Exit to: lEA VTRTS. 

IT..RCMSRB - SRB Routine to Invoke ILRPAGCM 

OJll!l'fllion: This routine (running as an SRB) is 
scheduled by the ASM functional recovery routines 
(n.RCMP01, n.RDRV01, IT..RIOFRR. and 
IT..RSRB01) to invoke n..RPAGCM. RTM restrictions 
prohibit the ASM functional recovery routines from 
directly calling ILRP AGCM. 

&try 1l'0III: lEA VEDSO. 

Exit to: lEA VEDSO. 

ILRCPBLD - Cbamael Program BuDd Routine 

OJll!l'fllion: This routine bullds a channel program, then 
starts the I/O operation with: . 

• REsUME if the channel program is suspended 
• Modify the currently running channel program to 

TIC to the new one just bullt 
• STARTIO if the channel program has ended 
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ILRDRVOI - Recovery Routine for ILRIODRV and 
ILRCPBLD 

OJlt1ftllion: This routine eliminates invalid or loop 
causing control blocks. It restores or reconstructs the 
environment so that the remaining I/O requests will be 
properly processed by n.RIODRV and n.RCPBLD. 

&try 1l'0III: lEA VTRTS (RTM). 

Exit to: lEA VTRTS. 

ILRFMTOO - Format Routine for ASM 

OJlt1ftllion: This routine formats ASM and shared RSM 
control blocks contained in storage areas passed by the 
system dump-printing routine (AMDPRDMP). 

Entry /l'0III: AMDPRUIM. 

Exit to: Caller. 

ILRFMTCV - Common and VlO Areas Format 
Routine for ASM 

Opet'tltion: This routine has three entry points. 
n.RFMTC formats the page and external page tables. 
IT.RFMTH formats RSMHD and its SPCT, ASMHD 
and its AlA chain, the private area page tables and 
external page tables. IT..RFMTV formats the LGVT 
and its associated control blocks. 

Entry /l'0III: IT..RFMTOO. 

Exit to: IT..RFMTOO. 

ILRFMI'PG - Paging Format Routine for ASM 

Opendion: This routine formats the PART, PCTs, 
PATs, and all other ASM paging-related control blocks. 

Entry 1l'0III: n.RFMTOO. 

Exit to: n.RFMTOO. 

ILRFMTSW - Swap Format Routine for ASM 

0penItI0n: This routine formats the SART, SPCT, 
SATs, and all other ASM swap-related control blocks. 
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Entry from: ILRFMTOO. 

Exit to: ILRFMTOO. 

ILRFRROI - ASM Recovery Service Routines 

Operation: This module contains service routines 
common to ASM recovery routines. There are three 
types of service routines: 1) queue verification routines 
that verify and correct ASM queues. 2) control block 
verification routines that verify ASM-related control 
blocks. and 3) ASM's resource manager termination 
routine (parameter for the PUROEDQ macro). 

Entries: 

ILRPSRMT - Reschedule an SRB for 
ILRCMSRB. ILRSIO. ILREDRV. or ILRSWPDR. 

ILRVACE - To verify a potential ACE. 

ILRVACEQ - To verify a queue of ACEs. 

ILRVACQ2 - To verify and correct a queue of 
ACEs. 

ILRV AlA - To verify a potential AlA. 

ILRV A1AC - To verify a potential AlA/ACE. 

ILRVIORB - To verify a potential 
IORB-IOSB-SRB-SRB chain. 

ILRVLOE - To verify a potential LOB. 

ILRVLPRQ - To verify LOE process queue 
(LOEPROCQ). 

ILRVPCB - To verify a potential PCB. 

ILRVPCBQ - To verify queue of PCBs 
(RSMLIOQ). 

ILRVPCCW - To verify a potential PCCW. 

ILRVPCWQ - To verify a queue of PCCWs. 

ILRVSCCW - To verify a potential SCCW. 

ILRVSCWQ - To verify a queue of SCCWs. 

ILRVSPAQ - To verify a queue of swap AlAs. 

ILRVSWTQ - To verify swap wait queue 
(SARW AlTQ). 

Entry from: 

For all entries except ILRPSRMT: ILRGOSOI. 
ILRCMPOI. ILRSRBOI. ILRDRVOI. ILRSWPOl, 
ILRTERMR, ILRTMIOI. ILRIOFRR. 

For ILRPSRMT: lEA VEPDQ. 

Exit to: 

For all entries except ILRPSRMT: Caller. 

For ILRPSRMT: lEA VEPDQ. 

ILRFRSLT - Free Slot Routine 

Opendion: This routine frees slots or swap sets. as 
required by the caller, by resetting the appropriate PAT 
bit or SAT bit. 

&triG: 

ILRFRSLT - used by RSM to free slots. 

ILRFRSLI - used by ASM to free slots. 

ILRFRSWI - used by ASM to free swap sets. 

Entry/rom: 

For entry ILRFRSLT: lEA VRELS, lEA V AMSI 
(RSM routines). 

For entry ILRFRSLl: ILRIODRV, ILRDRVOI. 
ILRSAV, ILRTERMR, ILRTMRLO, ILRPOS. 

For entry ILRFRSWl: ILRPAOCM. ILRSWAP, 
ILRTERMR. 

Exit to: Caller. 

ILRGOS - Group OperadOD Starter 

Opemtion: This module accepts the following group 
requests: Assign LON, Save LG/LON, Activate LO, 
and Release LG. Each request is attempted to be 
started immediately. If not started. it is queued for later 
processing. 

Secontkuy entry point: (ILRFRELG): Dequeues and 
frees aLOE. 
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Entry /l'0III: 

For entry ll..RGOS: Virtual Block Processor 
(VBP). 

For entry ll..RFRELG: ILRGOSOI or ILRRLG. 

Exit to: Caller. 

ILRGOSOI - Group Operators Recovery Routine 

Operation: This module serves as an EST AE for save 
and activate requests and an FRR for release logical 
group and assign requests. It will only retry for 
record-only abends. For other errors, the resources will 
be freed and the error percolated to the recovery 
routine of the caller of ILRGOS. 

Entries: 

ILRGOS01: Handle the release or assign errors. 

ILRCGOSE: Handle the.save or activate errors. 

For entry ILRGOS01: lEA VTRTS (RTM). 

For entry ILRCGOSE: lEA VTASI (RTM). 

Exit to: Caller. 

ILRIODRV - ASM I/O Driver 

Operation: This module contains several entry points 
used by RSM and ASM to manipulate page data sets. 

Entry point ILRIODRV: General frame allocation 
(IEAVGFA) and ASM swap control (ILRSWAP) call 
this routine to initiate I/O operations for page data 
sets. 

Entry point ILREDRV: ASM I/O completion 
(ILRP AGCM) schedules this entry as an SRB to retry 
requests that were incorrectly completed or that could 
not be started because of insufficient PCCWs. 

Entry point ILRSWUO: If LSQA swap out 
(ILRSLSQA) was called by page completion 
(ILRPAGCM), it schedules this entry as an SRB to 
start LSQA swapping. 

Entry point ILRSWAPO: If LSQA swap out was not 
invoked by page completion, it calls this entry point 
directly to start LSQA swapping. 
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Entry point lLRSWPIN: ASM swap control 
(ILRSW AP) calls this entry point to start stage 1 
swap-in processing. 

Entry point ILRVlODR: Page operations starter 
(ILRPOS) calls this entry point to start VIO paging 
requests that had been queued behind other work. 

For entry ILRIODRV: IEAVGFA, ILRSWAP. 

For entry ILREDRV: lEA VEDSO (scheduled by 
ILRPAGCM). 

For entry ILRSWLIO: lEA VEDSO (scheduled by 
ILRSLSQA). 

For entry ILRSW APO: ILRSLSQA. 

For entry ILRSWPIN: ILRSW AP. 

For entry ILRVIODR: ILRPOS. 

Exit to: Caller. 

ILruOFRR - ASM I/O Control Recovery Routine 

Operation: 

Entry ILRIOFRR: This routine is called by RTM 
anytime an error occurs during ASM's swap 
processing, initial page processing, and page 
completion processing. The mainline of the routine 
is a router to the appropriate recovery routine or 
subroutine representing the ASM function in 
control at the time of the error. 

Entry ILRPOS01: This routine attempts recovery 
forILRPOS. 

Entry /l'0III: lEA VTRTS (RTM). 

Exit to: lEA VTRTS. 

1LRJTERM - ASM Job Termination Resource 
Manager 

Operation: 

Entry ILRJTERM: This routine will schedule 
asynchronous operations to deactivate any VIO 
data sets still active at job deletion time. The LGE 
queue is searched to locate these VIO data sets. 
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Entry ILRJTMOl: This routine is the recovery 
routine for ILRJTERM. 

Entry /tom: 

For entry ILRJTERM: IEFSD166 (initiator job 
deletion module). 

For entry ILRJTMOl: IEAVTRTS (RTM). 

Exit to: Caller. 

ILRMSGOO - ASM Message Module 

Operation: Entries ILRMSGOO and ILRMSGSP: 

This routine writes messages concerning the status of 
page and swap data sets. It will terminate the system if 
the condition of these data sets makes it impossible for 
ASM to continue. 

Entry ILRMSGOl: This routine is the recovery 
routine for the termination subroutine of 
ILRMSGOO. 

Entry/10m: 

For entry ILRMSGOO: ILRCMP,lLRCMPOl, 
ILRDRVOl, ILRIODRV, ILRSWPOI. 

For entry ILRMSGSP: ILRTMIOO (an ASM 
initialization routine). 

For entry ILRMSG01: IEAVTRTS (RTM). 

Exhto: 

For entries ILRMSGOO and ILRMSGSP: Caller, if 
the system is not to terminate. IGFPTERM if the 
system is to terminate. 

For entry ILRMSG01: lEA VTRTS. 

ILROPSOO - ASM Page or Swap Open Routine 

Operation: This routine is entered to locate, mount, and 
build I/O control blocks for a page or swap data set. 
At NIP time control blocks may be requested not to be 
built. After NIP time control blocks are always built. 

Entry /tom: ILRASRIM or ILRPGEXP. 

Exit to: Caller. 

ILRPAGCM - ASM Page I/O Completion 

Operation: This routine analyzes an input chain of 
AlAs, separates them, and places them onto internal 
queues for the page and VIO subroutine or the swap 
subroutine. Each subroutine processes its chain of 
AlAs. Successful AlAs are returned to 
RSM.Unsuccessful AlAs may be redriven. 

Entry /lOm: ILRCMP or ILRCMSRB. 

Exit to: ILRCMP or ILRCMSRB. 

ILRPEX - ASM Pool Extender 

Operation: This routine attempts to extend the ASM 
virtual storage pool indicated (ACE, BWK or SWK). 
ASMVT pool controller information is used and 
updated. 

Entry from: Any ASM module using ILRGMA macro. 

Exit to: Caller. 

ILRPGEXP - Page and Swap Expansion Module 

Operation: This module dynamically adds page and 
swap data sets to the system when the PAGEADD 
operator command is issued. 

Entry EST AER is the EST AE routine for 
ILRPGEXP. 

Entry /l0III: 

For entry ILRPGEXP: Attached by IEEVW AlT. 

For entry ESTAER: IEAVTASI (RTM). 

Exit to: Caller. 

ILRPOS - Page Operations Starter 

Operation: 

Entry ILRPOS: This routine receives a string of 
I/O requests or a single transfer page request. The 
proper page processing subroutine is called. 
Requests that cannot be started immediately are 
queued for later processing. 

Entry ILRESTRT: This routine starts AlAs (I/O 
requests) that are on the LGE process queue. 
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Entry ILRTRANS: This routine processes transfer 
page ACEs. 

Entry ILRTRPAG: This routine creates a transfer 
page ACE from the transfer page request (ACA). 

Entry/rom: 

For entry ILRPOS: ILRIODRV or ILRTRPAG. 

For entry ILRESTRT: ILRSRBC. 

For entry ILR~ANS: ILRSRBC or internally by 
ILRPOS. 

For entry ILRTRPAG: lEA V AMSI (RSM). 

Exit to: Caller. 

ILRPREAD - ASM-Special I/O Driver Routine 

Operation: This routine is an I/O driver for ASM 
initialization and expansion. It builds channel programs 
and invokes lOS using the ST ARTIO macro to do the 
I/O. It contains normal channel end abnormal channel 
end appendages (both of which are null routines). It 
contains an I/O termination routine that posts the 
mainline when the I/O has completed and which 
releases the LOCAL lock obtained by lOS. 

Callers invoke this routine to build and execute one of 
the following channel programs: 

1. To read slots from the PLPA, common, or duplex 
page data sets 

2. To write slots to the PLPA, common, or duplex 
page data sets 

3. To test the cache of a buffered paging device 

4. To reset the cache of a buffered paging device 

S. To obtain the address of the cache (control block) 
array element that corresponds to a specific 
buffered paging device 

This routine reads and writes the slots on the PLPA, 
common, and duplex page data sets in order to access 
the TPARTBLE (lLRTPARB), QSRCD and record-O 
timestamps. This information is needed to perform 
quick starts and warm starts. 

This routine test and resets the caches and obtains the 
addresses of cache array elements for ASM. ASM uses 
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these services when page or swap data sets reside on a 
buffered paging device. 

Entry/rom: 

For entry ILRPREAD: ILRPGEXP and ASM 
initialization modules (ILRASRIM, ILRQSRIT, 
ILRTMIOO). 

For entries PREADABN and PREADNRM: 
IECVPST (Post status). 

For entry PREADTRM: IECVPST. 

For entry EST AEXIT: lEA VT ASl. 

Exit to: For entry ILRPREAD: Caller. 

For entries PREADABN and PREADNRM: 
IECVPST. 

For entry PREADTRM: lEA VEDSO (Dispatcher). 

For entry EST AEXIT: lEA VT ASl. 

ILRRLG - Release Logical Group Operator 

Operotion: This routine releases auxiliary storage 
(unsaved slots) and control blocks (active ASPCTs) 
relating to a logical group. 

Entry from: ILRGOS or ILRSRBC. 

Exit to: Caller. 

ILRSAV - Save Operator 

Openltlon: This routine stores a logical group's ASPCTs 
in the SYSl.STGINDEX data set and flags the 
individual LPMEs (slot information) as saved. 

Entry from: ll..RGOS. 

Exit to: ll..RGOS. 

ILRSRBC - VlO SRB Controller 

Operation: 

Entry point ll..RSRBC: This routine is dispatched 
in the address space for which a group or page 
operation is pending. It finds the pending work, 
determines all work that can be started, and starts 
it. 
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Entry point ILRSRBRM: This routine cleans up 
resources. It frees the SRB scheduled to give 
ILRSRBC control or resets the schedule flag. 

Entry/rom: 

For entry point ILRSRBC: lEA VEnSO for SRB 
scheduled by ILRGOS, ILRVlOCM, or 
ILRlTERM. 

For entry point ILRSRBRM: lEA VEPDQ. 

Exit to: IEAVEDSO. 

ILRSRBOI - Recovery Routine for ILRSRBC 

Opet'tltion: This routine processes all errors which occur 
in ASM's SRB controller. 

Entry from: lEA VTRTS (RTM). 

ExIt to: lEA VTRTS. 

ILRSW AP - ASM Swap Control Module 

Opendion: 

Entry point ILRSW AP: This routine receives swap 
requests from RSM and controls the placement or 
retrieval of the pages on either swap data sets or on 
page data sets (when no swap data sets are 
available). 

Entry point ILRSLSQA: This routine builds and 
queues swap channel command workareas 
(SCCWs) for ILRSWPDR to start. 

Entry/rom: 

For entry point ILRSW AP: lEA VPIOlor 
IEAVSWIN. 

For entry point ILRSLSQA: ILRPAGCM or 
internally from ILRSW AP. 

Exit to: Caller. 

ILRSWPDR - Swap Driver 

Opewllion: This routine drives lOS via the STARTIO 
macro for pages being written to or read from a swap 
data set. 

Entty from: lEA VEDSO for SRB scheduled by 
ILRSLSQA (entry of ILRSWAP) or ILRCMP. 

Exit to: lEA VEDSO. 

ILRSWPOI - ASM Swap Recovery Routine 

OJll!lYlllon: This routine processes errors which occur in 
ASM's swapping path. ILRSWPOI entry receives 
control if there is an error in ILRSWPDR. 
ILRSCW AP entry receives control if there is an error 
in ILRSW AP. ILRCSLSQ entry receives control if 
there is an error in ILRSLSQA (an entry in 
ILRSWAP). 

Entty from: ILRIOFRR. 

Exit to: ILRIOFRR. 

ILRTERMR - ASM Address Space Termination 
Routine 

Operation: 

Entry ILRTERMR: This routine receives control 
during termination of any address space. All ASM 
resources for the address space including storage, 
control blocks, and auxiliary storage slots are freed 
or marked to be freed when in-process operations 
complete. 

Entry ILRSL TRV: This routine determines if 
sufficient unreserved slots exist to allow creation of 
another address space. 

Entry TERMRFRR: Recovery routine for 
ILRTERMR. 

Entry /rom: 

For entry ILRTERMR: lEA VTMTC (RTM). 

For entry ILRSLTRV: lEA V1TAS. 

For entry TERMFRR: lEA VTRTS (RTM). 

ExIt to: 

For entry ILRTERMR: lEA VTMTC. 

For entry ILRSLTRV: lEA VITAS. 

For entry TERMFRR: lEA VTRTS. 
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ILRTMIOI - Task Mode initialization Recovery 

Operation: This EST AB routine provides recovery for 
ILRTMRLG and its calls to ILRTMlOO and 
ILRVSAMI. 

Entry from: lEA VTASI (RTM). 

Exit to: lEA VT AS 1. 

ILRTMRLG - Task Mode Release Logical Group 

Opet'tltion: This routine loads and calls ILRTMlOO to 
complete ASM initialization. It then waits to be posted 
for task mode release logical group processing (that is, 
erase saved ASPCTs and release the slots assigned in 
those ASPCTs). 

Entry from: lEA VEDSO (when initiaUy attached by 
IEEMB860 or subsequently posted by ILRRLG or 
ILRTMlOI). 

Exit to: lEA VEDSO via WAIT. 

ILRVlOCM - VlO Completion 

Opet'tltion: This routine stores the newly-assigned LSID 
in an ASPCT for each complete I/O processing of a 
V10page. 

Entry from: ILRP AGCM. 

Exit to: ILRPAGCM. 

ILRVSAMI - VSAM Interface Routine 

Operation: This routine interfaces with VSAM to 
complete any I/O to SYS1.STGINDEX involved in 
processing save, activate, and release logical group 
operations of ASM. 

Entry from: ILRACT, ILRSAV, or ILRTMRLG. 

Exit to: CaDer. 

IRARMANL - SRM Syntax Analyzer 

Opet'tltion: This module uses a syntax table 
(IPSYNTAB, ICSYNTAB or OPSYNTAB) to analyze 
the syntax of input data. Depending on the analysis, it 
transfers control to the required option initialization 
routine. 

Entry from: IRARMIPS, IRARMICS, 1RARM0PT, 
and IRARMANL (recursive). 
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Exit to: CaDer. 

IRARMCNS - SRM Constants Module 

Opemtion: Provides the pre-assembled tables used 
within the SRM for non-refreshable data. 

Entry from: Not applicable. 

Exit to: Not applicable. 

IRARMCPM - SRM CPU Mauagement 

Operation: Consists of a set of routines that monitor the 
system-wide processor load. They recommend users for 
swapping when the system is under- or over-utilized, 
and users exits that would improve the situation if 
swapped in or out. 

Entry from: IRARMCTL. 

Exit to: IRARMCTL. 

IRARMCPU - SRM CPU Adjustment Array 

Operation: This module contains model-dependent 
constants used by SRM to adjust some of its 
parameters. 

Entry from: Not applicable (non-executable code). 

Exit to: Not applicable (non-executable code). 

1RARMCI'L - SRM Control Algoritbm 

Operation: This routine routes control to various SRM 
routines both as a result of explicit requests, and as a 
result of the expiration of internaDy scheduled periodic 
intervals. The routine defers the routing of control to 
certain requested routines until concurrently executing 
SRM processing completes. SRM control includes the 
routines that analyze the system users to determine 
which should be swapped in or out. 

Entry from: IRARMEvT when a SYSEVENT has been 
received, from IRARMFIP when a timed algorithm is 
due to be run, and from the dispatcher for the 
execution of an SRMSRB. 

Exit to: IRARMEVT or IRARMINT. 
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IRARMERR - SRM Functional Recovery 

Opemtion: This module provides functional error 
recovery for SRM. 

Entry /l'0III: Recovery termination manager. 

Exit to: Recovery termination manager. 

IRARMEVT - SRM SYSEVENT Routers and 
Processors 

Opel'lltlon: This module translates information 
describing changes in the status of an address space or 
in the system environment from an external 
representation to an internal representation that can be 
acted upon by SRM. Also performs a limited number of 
specific services for other components. 

Exit to: IRARMINT or IRARMCTL. 

IRARMFIP - SRM Fast Interface Path 

Operation: This module performs the processing for 
those SYSEVENTs whose execution frequency or short 
path length makes the generalized path of IRARMINT 
unnecessary. 

Entry /l'0III: Any issuer of a SYSEVENT pre-defined as 
a candidate for a fast path event. 

Exit to: The SYSEVENT issuer. IRARMCTL. or 
IRARMINT. 

IRARMFMT - SRMDATA Print Dump Format ExIt 

Opel'lltlon: H the SRMDATA format control verb is 
specified in the print dump input. this module formats 
the three SRM swap queues of user control blocks 
(OUCBs). They are the WAIT. OUT. and IN queues. 
It also formats the domain table (DMDT). which 
controls the system's multiprogramming level (MPL). 

Entry /l'0III: AMDPRUIM (an AMDPRDMP utility 
module). 

Exit to: AMDPRUIM. 

IRARMICS - SRM IDstaIlation Control Specification 
Processor 

Opemtion: This module scans the installation control 
specification list in the IEAICSxx member of 

SYS l.P ARMLm and builds a control block for 
installation control specification information. 

Entry /l'0III: IEEMB812. 

Exit to: IEEMB812. 

IRARMINT - SRM Interface Program 

Operation: This module performs the necessary 
processing for most branch entry and SVC 
SYSEVENTS to permit information pertaining to 
individual address spaces or system resources to be 
passed to and retrieved from SRM. 

Entry /l'0III: Most SYSEVENT issuers (branch type 
SYSEVENT). SVC processors (SVC type 
SYSEVENT). IRARMEVT. or IRARMCTL. 

Exit to: Most SYSEVENT issuers (branch type 
SYSEVENT). type 1 SVC exit routine (SVC type 
SYSEVENT). or the dispatcher (if an SVC entry and 
an SRB must be scheduled immediately). 

IRARMIOM - SRM I/O Management 

Operation: This module consists of a set of routines that 
monitor the I/O logical channel usage of certain 
address spaces. These routines recommend address 
spaces for swapping based upon the extent to which the 
swap-in or swap-out of the address space would correct 
a detected I/O imbalance. 

Entry /l'0III: IRARMCTL. 

ExIt to: IRARMCTL. 

IRARMIPM - IPS/InstaDation Control 
Specification/OFf Message Module 

Opemtion: This module contains the text for syntax 
error messages issued by IRARMIPS. IRARMICS. and 
IRARMOPT. 

Entry /l'Om: Not applicable. 

Exit to: Not applicable. 

IRARMIPS - SRM IPS Processor 

Opemtion: This module scans the installation 
performance specification (IPS) list in the IEAIPSxx 
member of SYS1.P ARMLm and builds control blocks 
for IPS information. 
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Entry from: IEEMB812. 

Exit to: IEEMB812. 

IRARMMSG - SRM Message Module 

Opemtlon: This module contains the WTO list macro 
forms of SRM messages. 

Entry from: Not applicable. 

Brit to: Not applicable. 

IRARMOPT - SRM OPT Processor 

Operation: This module scans the OPT list in the 
IEAOPTxx member of SYSl.PARMLIB and builds a 
parameter list containing the new values for the OPT 
variables. 

Entry from: IEEMB812. 

Exit to: IEEMB812. 

IRARMRMR - SRM ResolD'Ce Monitor 

operation: This module accumulates several system 
resource contention indicators, computes the average 
utilization of these resources and based on the level of 
utilization, raises or lowers the system 
multiprogramming level (MPL).1t also adjusts system 
maximum think time for logical swapping. 

Entry from: IRARMCTL. 

Brit to: IRARMCTL. 

IRARMSET - SRM Non-Resident Set to 
New-Parmllb Member 

Operation: This module replaces the internal SRM 
constants and control blocks with information from the 
appropriate parmlib member (IEAIPSxx, IEAICSxx, or 
IEAOPTxx) in response to SET IPS, SET ICS, or SET 
OPT. 

Entry from: IRARMEVT. 

Exit to: IRARMEVT. 

IRARMSRV - SRM Supervisor Service Request 
Routine 

Opemtlon: This module requests the invocation of 
specific supervisor services for SRM routines. The 
supervisor services requested include reordering the 
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ASCB chain, stealing page frames, and obtaining or 
freeing storage in the SRM storage pool. 

Entry from: An SRM routine. 

Brit to: The invoking routine. 

IRARMSTM - SRM Storage Management 

Opendion: Consists of a set of routines that control the 
use of main storage by all address spaces. For 
non-swappable users, the mechanism of page stealing is 
used for storage management control; for swappable 
users, both page stealing and swapping provide the 
requisite controL 

Entry from: IRARMCTL and IRARMEVT. 

Exit to: IRARMCTL and IRARMEVT. 

IRARMSTl- SRM Storage Management Subroutine 
Module 

Operation: This module consists of a set of routines that 
evaluate and manage the use of main storage. 
1RARMST2 is an extension of IRARMSTM. 

Entry lrom: IRARMCTL and IRARMEVT. 

Exit to: IRARMCTL and IRARMEVT. 

IRARMSWP - Swap Analysis Algorithm 

Opemtlon: This module updates the domain descriptor 
table (DMDT) and selects the users to swap in or out. 
The swap decisions are based on the current domain 
targets and user swap recommendation values supplied 
by the workload manager and the resource load 
balancers, if they are active. 

Entry from: IRARMCTL. 

Brit to: IRARMCTL. 

IRARMW AR - SRM Workload Activity Recording 
Routine 

Operation: Collects workload activity data when so 
requested by RMF. Terminates the collection of 
workload activity data when so requested by RMF, or 
when the IPS or installation control specification is 
changed. 
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Entry from: IRARMEVT or IRARMWLM. 

Exit to: IRARMEVT or IRARMWLM. 

IRARMWLM - SRM Workload Manager Algorithm 
Module - Part 1 

Opertllion: Consists of a set of routines that update user 
transaction statistics, and monitor the workload level at 
which individual users are receiving service. 

Entry from: IRARMCTL and IRARMEVT. 

Exit to: IRARMCTL and IRARMEVT. 

IRARMWLS - SRM Workload Manager Algorithm 
Module - Part 1 

Opendion: Consists of a set of routines that perform 
user-ready processing and queue processing for 
subsystem transaction reporting. This module is an 
extension to IRARMWLM. 

Entry from: IRARMCTL and IRARMEVT. 

ExIt to: IRARMCTL and IRARMEVT. 

ISGxxxxx 

Modules whose names begin with "ISG" are described 
in OS/VS2 Global Resource Serialization Logic. 
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Index 

A 
ABDUMP. initialization 11-38 
ABDUMP routine 11-38 
address conversion routine 11-38 
address space 

delete 11-10 
initialization 11-27 

address space control block (see ASCB) 
algorithm tables. update (allocation) ] ]-90 
allocate request to unit 11-94 
allocation address space initialization 11-107 
allocation resource manager ESTAE exit routine 11-88 
allocation/termination communication area 1 ]-]]3 
allocation/ unallocation 

affinity processor 11-94 
affinity remover 11-95 
algorithm tables. update 1]-90 
allocated UCB list. build ] 1-95 
allocation via algorithm 11-98 
alternate disposition message routine ] 1-86 
A VR (automatic volume recognition) control ] 1-97 
build 

eligible device list (EDL) 11-93 
SWA tables for dynamic allocation request 11-106 

bUild/update/rebuild expandable TIOT 11-93 
catalog allocation control 11-91 
catalog unallocation control 11-90 
common allocation 

cleanup 11-100 
control 11-92 
ESTAE exit routine 11-87,11-89 

common unallocation 
control 11-85 
EST AE exit routine 11-87 

concatenation routine 11-106 
cover/reduce algorithm 1 ]-98 
data set name resolution 11-96 
data set release 11-86 
data set reservation/release 1] -87 
DCB resolution 11-96 
DD function control ] 1-96 
DO preparation 11-95 
DD processing control 11-95 
ddname 

generation routine 11-104 
search routine 11-104 

DDNAME/JES3 exit changing 11-104 
DDR count routine. update 11-95 
DO-related messages 11-102 
deconcatenation routine 11-106 
demand allocation 11-98 
determine device requirements 11-93 
device allocation. defaults 11-95 
device end POST handler 11-100 
direct access label read 11-91 
disposition 

message routine 11-86 
messages 11-92 
processing control 11-86 
processor 11-96 

dsname search routine 11-] 03 
DSORG obtain routine 11-104 
dynamic allocation 

build SW A tables 11-106 
control 11-105 
control routine 11-105 

conven routine 1] -1 OS 
ddname allocation ] 1-107 
dynamic information retrieval ] 1-106 
ESTAE exit 1 ]-105 
function validity checker 11-105 
installation exit 11-105 
interface routine (DAIR) ] 1-103 
JFCB DCB field update 11-] 06 
normal error subroutine 1 ]-106 
remove in-use control routine 11-106 
remove in-use processor 11-106 
set DSABDCBM mask bits subroutine 11-89 

dynamic unallocation 
control routine 11-103 
processor 11-103 

EDL (eligible device list), build 11-93 
eliminate ineligible groups and generics 11-99 
ENQ/DEQ routine. generalized conditional 11-90 
fixed device (main path) control 11-93 
from groups picked by algorithm 11-98 
function control 11-105 
GDG single processor 11-96 
generic allocation control 11-97 
generic processing. build tables for 11-97 
group lock/unlock EST AE exit 11-89 
group lock/unlock interface 11-87 
OSPACE/FSPACE service routines 11-91 
initiator/allocation interface 11-102 
initiator/unallocation interface 11-102 
JES3 interface 11-93 
JFCB housekeeping 

control 11-95 
EST AE exit routine 11-87 

JLOCATE 11-97 
job status messages 11-101 
job unallocation 11-103 
job/step allocation ESTAE exit 11-88 
job/step allocation retry routine 11-88 
job/step unallocation ESTAE exit 11-87 
message compression routine 11-90 
message routine 11-88 
messages 11-92 
mount control routine 11-101 
multiple device type determination 11-96 
multi-unit/multi-generic request processor] 1-98 
MVCA chain processor 11-101 
nonspecific volume allocation control 11-94 
offline/allocated device allocation 11-99 
passed data set information (POI) 

read and chain 11-87 
scan 11-96 

PCCB routine 11-88 
process job condition codes 11-103 
process offlines/ allocated units 11-98 
queue manager 11-89 
recovery. interface with operator 11-99 
recovery allocation 11-99 

messages 11-92 
of online devices 11-99 

recovery reply options processor 11-99 
resource manager 11-89 
SIOT/JFCB creation 11-97 
SMF dynamic DD routine] ]-]04 
specific volume allocation control 11-94 
step allocation control 1] -] 02 
step unallocation control 11-103 
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step-related messages 11-102 
subsystem data sets 11-93 
SW A manager interface 11-91 
SW A reader routine 11-90 
syntax checker 11-104 
system message interface routine 11-90 
tape label read 11-91 
TCTIOTcontrol 11-104 
TCTIOT FRR routine 11-105 
test 

device ready 11-88 
EXEC statement condition codes 11-102 
volume ENQ 11-90 

TIOT manager control routine 11-89 
TP (teleprocessing) request processor 11-93 
UCB FRR exit routine, update 11-89 
UCB update routine 11-94 
unallocate requests to be· rearranged 11-98 
unallocation messages 11-102 
unit name conversion 11-97 
unit unallocation control 11-86 
unit verirication 11-92 
verify control routine 11-101 
VIO data sets 11-94 . 
VM & V (volume mount and verify) 

control 11-100 
DOMR & cleanup routine 11-99 
ESTAE exit routine 11-88 
FRR exitroutine 11-88 
interface 11-100 
messages 11-91 
WTO/WTOR formatter 11-101 

volume 
release 11-86 
unit table completion 11-97 
unload control 11-100 
validity checker 11-95 

volume/unit resolution 11-96 
volunit affinity processor 11-93 
wait holding resources 11-100 
within a generic 11-98 
WTO messages for IEFBB410 11-102 

alternate CPU recovery (ACR) 11-38 
AMDPRDMP, service aid exit for SUMDUMP control statement 

11-40 
ASCB 

creation 11-81 
dispatching queue manipulation routine 11-10 

ASM (auxiliary storage management) 
address space termination routine 11-137 
ASM I/O completion 11-131 
common and VIO areas format routine 11-132 
format routine 11-132 
free slot routine 11-133 
group operation starter 11-133 
group operators recovery routine 11-134 
ILRSRBC, recovery routine 11-137 
I/O completion recovery routine 11-132 
I/O control recovery routine 11-134 
job termination resource manager 11-134 
message module 11-135 
page and swap expansion 11-135 
page I/O completion 11-135 
page or swap open routine 11-135 
paging format routine 11-132 
recovery service routines 11-133 
release logical group operator 11-136 
save operator 11-136 
special read/write routine 11-136 
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swap 
driver 11-137 
format routine 11-132 
recovery routine I 1-137 

swap control routine 11-137 
task mode initialization recovery 11-138 
task mode release logical group 11-138 
VIO completion 11-138 
VSAM interface routine 11-138 

assign/unassign 
service routine 11-101 

hardware 11-101 
ASVT verification reconstruction routine 11-22 
asynchronous exit queue handler (stage 2) 11-13 
asynchronous service routine, communications task 11-30 
ATIACH 

interface routine 11-113 
service routine 11-10 

attention exit 
epilog routine 11-8 
prolog routine 11-8 
purge routine 11-8 
scheduler routine 11-8 

A YR, WTO message module for 11-92 

B 
bind break service routine 11-11 
BLDL/program fetch interface 11-27 

C 
C,K display processor 11-81 
CALLRTM TYPE ... RMGRCML processor, module description 

11-42 
CANCEL/FORCE command handler 11-82 
CCH (channel check handler) 

central routine 11-124 
channel dependent analysis 

for integrated channels 11-124 
for 2860 channel 11-125 
for 2870 channel 11-125 
for 2880 channel 11-125 

external damage machine check 11-124 
NSLREPOS interface 11-123 

channel program build routine 11-132 
CHAP, service routine 11-11 
checkpoint/restart· 

automatic checkpoint/restart message module 11-122 
create step header 11-122 
data set, descriptor record processor 11-122 
journal merge routine 11-122 
journal write routine 11-121 
locate mode restart interface processing 11-122 
move mode restart interface processing 11-122 
move mode restart interface routine 11-122 
open checkpoint data set routine 11-122 
restart interruption handler 11-18 

recovery routine 11-18 
restart preparation routine 11-113 

CHNGDUMP command, processor 11-69 
CIRB (create IRB) 11-14 
CMSET service routine 11-11 
command processing 

command scheduler router 11-80 
command translation routine 11-83 
console information message routine 11-83 
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console inrormation mes.~age routine 2 11-85 
console operand processor I 1-83 
device subroutine 11-76 
ESTAE create/exit routine II-58 
EST AE exit routine 11-83 
message assembly 11-110 
monitor queue manager 11-31 
routing and list operand processor 11-85 
stop track and stop monitor processor 11-83 
stop/restart subroutine 11-75 
system-initiated cancel schedule routine 11-131 
system-initiated cancel SRB routine 11-131 

command routine 11-511 
command scheduling control block (see CSCB) 
common allocation 

cleanup 11-100 
control 11-92 
ESTAE exit routine 11-87.11-89 
WTO message module ror 11-92 

common unallocation 
control II-liS 
ESTAE exit routine 11-87 

communications task 
asynchronous service routine 11-30 
command queuer 11-10 
console attention processor II-51 
console queueing routine 11-32 
console switch routine 11-37 
device service routine 11-30 
DOM processor 11-30 
DOM service routine (SVC 87) 11-52 
ESTAE routine 11-36 
multiple-line WTO service routine 11-32 
operator interrupt key interrupt processor 11-51 
process message for inactive terminal (console) 11-31 
queue scanner 11-33 
wait service routine 11-31 

console device support processor 
1052 console 11-4 
1443 console 11-5 
2540 console 11-5 
2740 console 11-67 
3284/3286 console 11-63 

console dump 11-58 
console loop trace data obtained by lEAVTSDH 11-47 
console queueing routine. communications task 11-32 
console switch routine. communications task 11-37 
CONTROL and MSGRT commands. error message module 2 

11-84 
CONTROL and STOPTR commands. processor 11-84 
CONTROL C.A/E/I command handler 11-85 
CONTROL C.D command handler 11-85 
CONTROL command. syntax checker (DIDOCS) 11-60 
CONTROL M command handler 11-85 
CONTROL Q command 11-85 
CONTROL V command handler 11-85 
converter 

command verb validation routine 11-120 
comment or continuation validation routine 11-1 19 
converter/interpreter 

message module 11-1 19 
operator message module 11-120 
SMF user exit routine 11-1 18 

GET routine 1 1 -119 
initialization routine 11-120 

in-stream procedure 
control and GTF routine 11-120 
directory build routine 11-121 
directory search routine 11-121 
expand interface routine 1 1 -121 
syntax checker 11-121 

NULL statement or END-OF-FILE processor 11-120 
pre-scan routine 1 1-119 
scan routine 1 I-I 18 
SW A manager interface I 1-120 
symbolic parameter routine 1 1 -118 
termination routine 11-1 19 
test and store utility routine I I - I 19 
verb identifier routine I 1 -1 19 

CPU recovery. alternate 11-38 
create IRB (see CIRB) 
cross memory 

POST error routine I 1-70 
second level interrupt handler 11-23 

CSCB. creation 11-81 
CSVVFCRE. module description 11-2 
CSVVFCR1 

called by CSVVFCRE 11-2 
module description 11-2 

CSVVFGET. called by CSVVFIND 11-2 
CSVVFIND 

called by CSVVFGET 11-2 
module description 11-2 

CSVVFMEM. module description 11-3 
CSVVFRSH. module description 11-3 
CSVVFSCH 

called by CSVVFIND 11-3 
module description 11-3 

CSVVFTCH 
called by CSVVFGET 11-3 
module description 11-3 

cursor detect analyzer (DIDOCS) 1 1 -61 

D 
DAIR (dynamic allocation interface routine) 11-103 
data management 

control block format routine 11-56 
control block formatter mainline 11-56 
interpreter exit routine 11-112 

DAT -off section of the program first level interrupt handler 11-16 
DAT -on section of the program first level interrupt handler 11-16 
DDR (dynamic device reconfiguration) 

attacher 11-126 
candidate lookup 11-126 
common select routine 11-127 
device independent validate 11-127 
disk select 11-125 
disk validate 11-125 
error recovery procedures (ERP) interface 11-124 
initiator 11-125 
I/O module 11-126 
message text module 11-126 
message writerroutine 11-126 
recorder 11 -126 
service request block (SRB) routine 11-126 
tape select routine 11-127 
tape validate routine 11-127 
termination 11-126 
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unit control block (UCB) swap 11-127 
unit record select 11-127 
unit record validate 11-127 

DDR ESTAE controller 11-125 
DDR ESTAE handler 11-125 
delta type 30 SMF record builder 11-118 
DETACH, service routine 11-12 
device interrupt routine 11-107 
device service routine, communications task 11-30 
DIDOCS (device independent display operator console support) 

asynchronous error processor 11-60 
cleanup 11-66 
command analyzer 11-64 
CONTROL command syntax checker 11-60 
in-line message output module 11-63 
in-line multiple-line message processor 11-66 
light-pen and cursor detect analyzer 11-61 
message deletion module 11-64,11-65 
message module 11-61,11-65 
message output module 11-64 
open/close processor 11-61 
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IGFPMPFX, module description 11-128 
IGFPMRTM, module description 11-129 
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IGFPMTHA, module description 11-129 
IGFPNRFH, module description 11-129 
IGFPTAIM, module deSCription 11-129 
IGFPTCON, module description 11-129 
IGFPTERM, module deSCription 11-129 
IGFPTREC, module description 11-130 
IGFPTSIG, module description 11-130 
IGFPWMSG, module description 11-130 
IGFPXMFA, module description 11-130 
IGFTMCHK. module description 11-130 
IGFTMCHK DIE routine 11-130 
IGFTMCOO, module description 11-130 
IGFTMCOI. module deSCription 11-130 
IGF2503D, module description 11-130 
IGF2603D, module description 11-130 
IGXOOO13, module desCription 11-131 
IGX00014, module description 11-131 
IGX0025, module description 11-131 
IH (interruption handler) recovery routine, restart 11-18 
IHSA-FRRS, control block formatter 11-4 
IKJEES20, module description 11-131 
IKJEFLF, module description 11-131 
IKJL4TOO, module description 11-131 
IKJ5803D, module description 11-131 
ILRACT, module description 11-131 
ILRCMP, module description 11-131 
ILRCMPOl, module deSCription 11-132 
ILRCMSRB, module description 11-132 
ILRCPBLD, module description 11-132 
ILRDRVOl, module description 11-132 
ILRFMTCV, module deSCription 11-132 
ILRFMTPG, module description 11-132 
ILRFMTSW, module description 11-132 
ILRFMTOO. module description 11-132 
ILRFRRO I, module description 11-133 
ILRFRSLT, module description 11-133 
ILRGOS, module description 11-133 
ILRGOSO I, module description 11-134 
ILRIODRV, module description 11-134 
ILRlOFRR, module description 11-134 
ILRJTERM. module description 11-134 
ILRMSGOO, module description 11-135 
ILROPSOO. module description 11-135 
ILRPAGCM. module description 11-135 
ILRPEX, module description 11-135 
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ILRPGEXP, module description 11-135 
ILRPOS, module description 11-135 
ILRPREAD, module description 11-136 
ILRRLG, module description 11-136 
ILRSA V, module description 11-136 
ILRSRBC, module description 11-136 
ILRSRBOl, module description 11-137 
ILRSW AP, module description 11-137 
ILRSWPDR, module description 11-137 
ILRSWPOl, module description 11-137 
ILRTERMR, module description 11-137 
ILRTMlOI, module description 11-138 
ILRTMRLG, module description 11-138 
ILRVIOCM, module description 11-138 
ILRVSAMI, module description 11-138 
initiator 

ATTACH module 11-114 
build TCTlOT routine 11-108 
control initialization 11-113 
conversion of bit mask for initiator messages 11-109 
CPU task affinity, assignment of 11-108 
data set enqueue 11-113 

parameter list builder 11-107 
data set tree builder 11-107 
device allocation interface routine 11-113 
ESTAE exit routine 11-108 
initiator/subsystem SWA interface 11-108 
interface control 11-109 
interface to allocate catalog control 11-108 
job delete routine 11-113 
job select routine 11-113 
message module 11-108 
PPT scan 11-113 
recovery retry routine, initiator task 11-108 
resource manager 11-109 
step delete routine 11-113 
subsystem ESTAE exit routine 11-109 
SW A create exit routine 11-108 
SWA interface, initiator/subsystem 11-108 
SWA reconstruction 11-108 
task recovery retry routine 11-108 
TCTIOT construction interface 1 J:-I01 
TCTIOT routine, build 11-108 

in-line message output module (DIDOCS) 11-63 
in-line multiple-line message processor (DIDOCS) 11-66 
installation performance specification(s) (see IPS) 
installation resource manager list 11-42 
in-stream procedure 

compression subroutine (interpreter) 11-123 
control and GTF routine (converter) 11-120 
decompression subroutine (interpreter) 11-123 
directory build routine (converter) 11-121 
directory search routine (converter) 11-121 
expand interface routine (converter) 11-121 
syntax checker (converter) 11-121 

interpreter 
converter/interpreter 

message module "11-119 
operator message module 11-120 
SMF user exit routine 11-118 

DD card processor 11-118 
DSENQ table processor 11-118 
ENQUEUE routine 11-120 
EXEC statement processor 11-118 
GET and route routine 11-119 
GET key/positional utility routine 11-118 
initialization routine, module description 11-112 
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in-stream procedure 
compression subroutine 11-123 
decompression subroutine 11-123 

JOB statement processor 11-121 
termination routine, module description 11-120 

interrupt handler 
external call second level 11-23 
SVC first level 11-21 

interruption handling, restart 11-18 
intersect service routine 11-14 
I/O driver 11-134 
I/O farst level interruption handler 11-14 
I/O FLIH recovery routine 11-14 
I/O initiator, SWAP 11-32 
lOS (I/O supervisor) 

control block formatter 11-57 
mainline 11-56 

IPC (interprocessor communication) 
direct signal routine 11-12 
functional recovery routine 11-14 
remote immediate service routine 11-18 
remote pendable service routine 11-18 

IPS (installation performance specification(s» 
keyword scanner 11-69 
set IPS processor 11-69 

IPS/installation control specification/OPT message module 11-139 
IPS processor 11-139 
non-resident set to new parmlib member 11-140 
OPTprocessor 11-140 
resource monitor 11-140 
supervisor service request routine 11-140 
syntax analyzer 11-138 
SYSEVENT routers and processors 11-139 
workload activity recording routine 11-140 
workload manager algorithm module 11-141 

IQE purge routine 11-13 
IRARMANL, module description 11-138 
IRARMCNS, module description 11-138 
IRARMCPM, module description 11-138 
IRARMCPU, module description 11-138 
IRARMCTL, module description 11-138 
IRARMERR, module description 11-139 
IRARMEVT, module description 11-139 
IRARMFIP, module description 11-139 
IRARMFMT, module description 11-139 
IRARMICS, module description 11-139 
lRARMlNT, module description 11-139 
IRARMIOM, module description 11-139 
IRARMIPM, module description 11-139 
lRARMlPS, module description 11-139 
lRARMMSG, module description 11-140 
1RARM0PT, module description 11-140 
IRARMRMR, module description 11-140 
IRARMSET, module description 11-140 
IRARMSRV, module description 11-140 
IRARMSTM, module description 11-140 
IRARMST2, module description 11-140 
IRARMSWP, module description 11-140 
IRARMW AR, module description 11-140 
IRARMWLM, module description 11-141 
IRARMWLS, module description 11-141 
ISGxxxxx 11-141 
ITERM processor, module description 11-50 
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J 
JCL (job control language) 

build routine 11-76 
JDT (JCL derinition table) 

extract routine 11-115 
JCL interpreter for text defined in 11-121 
JCL verb processor for verbs derined in 11-121 

JDVT (JCL definition vector table) 
derine routine 11-114 
rind routine I I-I 16 
initialization routine 11-116 

job scheduling subroutine 11-74 
job scheduling subroutine recovery exit routine 11-75 
JOB statement processor (interpreter) 11-121 

K 
K A, K T,and K M, REF command handler 11-84 
K A, nn, nn command handler 11-84 

L 
light-pen and cursor detect analyzer (DIDOCS) 11-61 
load wait state processor 11-76 
lock freeing routine 11-23 
lock manager verification 11-1 5 
lock resource manager 11-23 
LOG and WRITELOG command processor 11-81 
LOGON synchronization routine II-57 
low core refresh (supervisor control) 11-15 
LSQA/SQA allocation 11-36 

M 
machine check intorrupt handler 11-128 
mass storage system (see MSS) 
master region initialization routine 11-72 
master scheduler 

base initialization 11-76 
initialization controller. recovery/termination 11-41 
SVC 110 router 11-80 
wait 11-79 

master 'Subsystem 
common request router 11-110 
data set name assignment 11-110 
JCL to JCLS conversion 11-110 
JCLS to SW A conversion 11-109 
pseudo access method 

control 11-109 
direct read 11-109 
direct write II-II 0 
sequential read 11-110 
sequential write 11-111 

storage deletion routine I 1-109 
subsystem 

determination 11-111 
initiation 11-110 
initiation message writer 11-111 
interface 11-111 
interface resource manager 11-110 
job termination 11-110 

922 completion code interface 11-109 

master trace 
create/deactivate 11-68 
data entry 11-68 
dump exit data move routine 11-73 
SVC dump exit 11-73 

master trace FRR 11-69 
MCH (machine check handler) 

alternate CPU recovery interface 11-129 
asynchronous message writer 11-130 
clock timer analysis 11-128 
console write routine 11-129 
emergency recorder 11-130 
emergency signal external second level interrupt handler 
11-130 

exit routine 11-127 
hard machine check analysis 11-128 
initialization 11-127 
malfunction alert external second level interrupt handler 
11-130 

message scheduler 11-128 
nucleus page-in 11-129 
prefix routine 11-128 
processor termination 11-129 
RTM interface 11-129 
soft machine check analysis 11-129 
storage key refresh routine 11-127 
threshold analysis 11-129 

MDLESTAE. ESTAE for IEAVEMDL 11-15 
memory 

create 11-15 
delete 11-15 
initialization 11-15 
purges and exit 11-43 
request 11-15 

memory switch. routine 11-15 
memory termination 

controller 11-41 
purges 11-41 
requester I 1-41 

message and subroutine name CSECT for lEA VTFSD 11-40 
message module for parmlib process 11-69 
message table handler. type 1 11-41 
MFDATA SVC mainline processor 11-131 
MFSTART mainline processor 11-131 
MIH (missing interruption handler) 

DIE routine 11-130 
module 11-130 

MLWTO (multiple-line WTO), service routine, communications 
task 11-32 

MODE command, processor 11-130 
MODIFY and STOP command processor 11-81 
modify device online/oWine status 11-91 
module-obtain routine for virtual fetch 11-3 
MONITOR command. processor 11-84 
monitoring and system support facility routines (see MSSFCALL) 
MOUNT command 

processor 11-77 
syntax check routine 11-77 

MP VARY command pre-processor 11-82 
MPF, scan routine 11-32 
MSGRT (message route) command 

handler I 11-84 
handler II 11-84 

MSGRT and CONTROL command. message module 11-83 
MSS, preprocessor 11-85 
MSSFCALL SLIH routine (see also lEA VMFIH) 

module description 11-31 
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MSSFCALL SRB routine (see also IEAVMSFS) 11-31 
MSSFCALL SVC resource manager, module description 11-31 
MSSFCALL SVC routine 11-31 

N 
non-allocation unload interface 11-100 
non-standard label routine (user-replaceable) 11-122 
nucleus entry point table module II-54 

o 
offline/unload pending processing 11-93 
operator interrupt key interrupt processor, communications task 

II-51 
overlay supervisor 

processor 11-122 

P 
page 

resident processor 11-122 

find in RSM 11-23 
fix in RSM 11-24 
invalidation routine 11-27 
I/O post 11-32 
load in RSM 11-24 
release (PGRLSE) 11-34 
validate routine 11-75 

page operations starter 11-135 
page release (see PGRLSE) 
paging I/O completion processor 11-27 
parmlib variable messages 11-72 
PC/ AUTH resource manager (see IEAVXPAM) 
PC/ AUTH service routines 

connecting an entry table 11-53 
creating an entry table 11-53 
deleting an entry table 11-53 
disconnecting an entry table II-53 
entry point search module 11-53 
extracting an AX 11-55 
freeing an AX 11-55 
freeing an LX 11-54 
FRR for 11-55 
memory initialization 11-54 
PCUNK STACK, UNSTACK, and EXTRACT 11-56 
reserving an AX 11-55 
reserving an LX 11-54 
setting an AT entry 11-55 
setting an AX 11-55 

performance group reset module 11-6S 
PFK (program function key) 

definition processor (DIDOCS) 11-65,11-67 
display processor 11-S2 
entered command processor (DIDOCS) 11-65 

PFTE enqueue/dequeue routine 11-32 
PGFREE 11-23 
PGRLSE (page release) 11-34 
pool extender routine 11-135 
positional parser routine (see IEEMBS22) 11-73 
POST, service routine 11-37 
process pending ofmnes/unloads 11-93 
processor/channel 

logical reconfiguration routine 11-75 
reconfiguration routine ll-75 
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program check interrupt 
extension 11-33 
handler 11-16 

program first level interrupt handler 
DAT-off section 11-16 
DAT-on section 11-16 
recovery routine 11-17 

program management 
recovery routine 11-29 
resource management routines 11-29 

program management module 11-29 
program properties table 1 I-I 13 
PSI (page services interface) module 11-33 
PURGEDQ 

recovery routine 11-17 
service routine 11-17 

PWF, machine check handler appendage 11-3 

Q 
QEDIT and MGCR macro function processor, control block chain 

manipulator tI-SO 
queue manipulation routine (task management) 11-16 
quickcell pool 

build tI-9 
delete II-tO 

QUIESCE command, processor 11-74 

R 
RCT (region control task) 

common processing 11-8 
initialization/termination 11-7 
quiesce routine II-S 
restore routine 11-8 

real storage configuration 11-33 
real storage reconfiguration module 11-33 
reconfiguration message module 11-76 
recording task, asynchronous 11-42 
recovery routine 

for allocation II-S 9 
forlEAVTRTI 11-45 
for lEA VTSRI ll-50 
for lEA VXSTK 11-56 
for ILRlODRVand ILRCPBLD 11-132 
forILRSRBC ll-137 
for PC/ AUTH service routines 11-55 
schedule 11-18 
SVC IH 11-21 

recovery termination, master scheduler initialization controller 
11-41 

reply processor, stage 2 11-52 
reply syntax checker 11-58 
restart FLIH extension II-IS 
roll mode processor (DIDOCS) 11-62 
RSM (real storage management) 

address space, initialization 11-27 
build quickcell pool 11-9 
create segment 11-9 
delete address space 11- to 
destroy segment table entry 11-10 
find page ll-23 
frame allocation steal function 11-33 
general frame allocation 11-24 
general frame allocation extension 11-24 
page fix/page load 11-24 
page out 11-32 
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paging termination services 11-40 
PCB manager 11-32 
real frame replacement and UIC update 11-34 
recovery I 1-34 
swap-out 11-36 
translate real to virtual 11-46 
window service routine II-52 

RTM (recovery termination management) 
asynchronous recording task 11-42 
control block formatter mainline 11-40 
control task purges,memory purges and exit 11-43 
hardware error processor 11-43 
memory resource manager 11-41 
recording request routine 11-42 
recovery routines 1 1-44 
RTM2WA, ESA, SDWA formatter 11-4 
SCB-RTCT control block formatter 11-4 
task termination 11-49 
type 1 message table handler 11-41 
user retry 11-39 

RTM dumping services (see dump formatting) 
RTMI (recovery termination management number 1) 

description 11-43 
entry point processor 11-45 
service routines 11-42 

RTM2 (recovery termination management number 2) 
control task purges, memory purges and exit 11-43 
initialization (SVC 13 entry point) 11-46 
mainline controller 11-43 

S 
SCB FREEMAIN routine 11-47 
SCHEDULE 

recovery routine 11-18 
service routine 11-19 

scheduled commands table 11-74 
scheduler JCL facility 

build SWB routine 11-114 
control routine 11-114 
define JDVT routine 11-114 
delete SWB chain routine II-lIS 
extract routine 11-115 
find JDVT routine 11-116 
find SWB chain routine II-liS 
get SWB chain routine 11-115 
JDVT initialization routine 11-116 
put SWB routine 11-116 
retrieve routine 11-116 
update routine 11-116 
write SWB routine 11-117 

segment, create in RSM 11-9 
SEND command 

'now' processor 11-78 
cleanup routine 11-77 
I/O routine 11-77 
list handler 11-17 
mail handler 11-17 
main control 11-17 
message module 11-131 
notice handler 11-78 
scanner 11-131 

service routine 
assign/unassign 11-101 

hardware 11-101 
ESTAE 11-37 
STIMER 11-35 
subsystem affinity table 11-21 
TIME 11-35 

TrIMER 11-35 
VARY device 11-58 

service routines, getmain/freemain 11-25,11-26 
SET command 

immediate routine for 11-80 
keyword table 11-72 

SET IPS, installation control specification, OPT processor 11-69 
set local time 11-84 
SET MPF processor (see IEECB805) II-57 
set time-of -day clock routine 11-84 
SETDIE routine 11-35 
SETDMN command, processor 11-85 
SETFRR (see lEA VTSFR) 
SETFRR routine 11-49 
SETLOCK 

repair routine II-IS 
service routine 11-15 

SETSMF processor 11-60 
SOTE (segment table entry) 

destroy in RSM 11-10 
single-line message processor (DIDOCS) 11-67 
SLIP (serviceability level indication process) 

action processor part I 11-49 
action processor part 2 11-49 
action processor part 3 11-49 
command 

interpreter II-59 
processor II-59 

EST AE routine II-59 
global PER activation/deactivation routine 11-40 
local PER activation/deactivation routine 11-41 
message module II-59 
PER RISONL routine 11-49 
PER selection interface routine 11-41 
POST routine 11-60 
processor recovery II-50 
program FLIH/SLIP PER/SPACE switch interface 11-41 
recovery II-50 
service routine I I-50 
space switch handler II-51 
trap matching II-50 
TSO communication routine, display 11-60 

SMF (system management facilities) 
converter/interpreter, user exit routine 11-118 
data set dump module 11-123 
data set initialization 11-69 
dynamic dd data collection module 11-72 
dynamic DD data collector 11-69 
dynamic DD routine 11-104 
EST AE exit routine 11-70 
EXCP counter routine 11-4 
exit write-to-programmer processor 11-117 
initialization EST AE 11-70 
initialization exit supporter 11-117 
initialization record processor 11-70 
initialization router 11-69 
input merge 11-69 
interval data collection module 11-71 
job and step termination processor 11-117 
job and step termination record assembler 11-117 
list options module 11-71 
macro module 11-72 
MAXDORM and STATUS processor 11-72 
message language part table 11-72 
message processor 11-70 
message processor language parts table 11-70 
message processor table 11-70 
OPEN initialization 11-70 

Index X-IS 



option tables 11-71 
queue options module 1 1-71 
record manager 11-71 
record writer routine 1 1 -70 
SET command processor 11-71 
ST AE exit message module 11-70 
ST AE exitroutine 11-70 
summary activity report for IFASMFDP 11-123 
suspend/reset interface 11-4 
syntax analyzer 11-71 
system address space processing 1 1 -1 23 
system address space processing initialization 11-123 
system address space setup 11-123 
time limit extension 11-4 
timer program 11-72 
user job initiation exit routine 11-118 
user step initiation exit routine 11-118 
user time limit exit routine 11-118 
writer message module 11-70 
writer SRB 11-71 
writer SVC 11-71 
writer task 11-70 

SMF VARY record handler 11-81 
SNAP 

format and format 01 routines 11-7 
format router 11-7 
format 20 and format 22 routines 11-7 
mainline 11-6 
output routines 11-7 
TeAM, GTF, VSAM, shared resources interface and 
installation formatters 11-6 

space switch event mask manager 11-20 
space switch extension 11-51 
special scratch/catalog processor 11-86 
SPIE SRB routine 11-19 
SPIE/EXTRACTservice routine 11-39 
spool me allocation routine, module description 11-92 
SQA allocation 11-36 
SRB, time limit initialization 11-35 
SRB routine to invoke ILRPAGCM 11-132 
SRB status SAVE/RESTORE/MODIFY routine 11-21 
SRB/SSRB pool manager 11-19 
SRM (system resources manager) 

constants module 11-138 
control algorithm 11-138 
CPU adjustment array 11-138 
CPU management 11-138 
display domain processor 11-68 
fast interface path 11-139 
functional recovery 11-139 
installation control specification processor 11-139 
interface module 11-139 
I/O management routines 11-139 
message module 11-140 
non-resident set to new IPS routine 11-140 
resource monitor 11-140 
storage management 11-140 
storage management subroutine module 11-140 
workload manager algorithm module 11-140 

SRMDATA print dump format exit 11-139 
STAR routine, communications task 11-36 
START command, syntax check routine 1 1 -78 
status display processor (DIDOCS) 11-66,11-67 
STATUS service routine 11-36 
STAX SVC service routine 11-9 
STC (started task control) 

free region routine 11-74 
get JSCB routine 11-75 
get region routine 11-74 
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message module 11-77 
recovery exit routine 1 1 -7 5 
SWA and TI0T initialization for private catalog processor 
11-74 

write JCL routine 11-111 
STIMER service routine (SVC 47) 11-35 
STOP command, processor 11-81 
STOP/RESET service routine (see lEA VESRT) 11-20 
storage key, change 11-9 
subsystem 

initialization 11-111 
initialization and PARMLIB messages 11-1 1 I 
initialization and PARMLIB processing message writer 11 -1 1 1 
interface initialization 1 1 -Ill 
interface resource manager 11-110 
service routine 1 I-Ill 
vector table service II-III 

SUMDUMP control statement, AMDPRDMP service aid exit 
11-40 

summary dump 
HEX format subroutine 1 1-40 
lEA VTFSD and RTM control block formatters, interface 
between 11-40 
read subroutine 11-40 
writer, SVC DUMP 11-48 

supervisor control 
FRR (super FRR) 11-19 
low core refresh 11-15 
queue verifier 11-17 
stage 2 asynchronous exit queue handler 11-1 3 
stage 3 exit effector 11-13 

recovery routine 11-13 
trace routine 11-42 
validity check 11-22 

SUSPEND/RESUME/TCTL processor 11-22 
SVCdump 

branch entry 11-49 
clean up routine 11-47 
data set initialization 11-47 
disabled summary dump processor II-SO 
enabled summary dump processor 11-50 
exit interface routine 11-48 
global storage processor 11-47 
GTF trace processor 11-47 
initialization routine 11-47 
local storage processor 1 1 -48 
output processor 11-48 
resources manager 11-48 
summary dump data move routine II-51 
summary dump writer 11-48 
suspend summary dump processor 11-5 I 
task 11-48 

SVC first level interruption handler 11-21 
SVC interrupt handler, recovery routine 11-21 
SVC II TIME service routine 11-35 
SVC 110 

interface 11-74 
router, master scheduler 11-80 

SVC 13 entry point, RTM2 initialization 11-46 
SVC 35 (WTO/WTOR macro instruction), communications task 

11-52 . 
SVC 36 write-to-Iog (WTL) processor 11-68 
SVC 46 TTIMER service routine 11-35 
SVC 47 STIMER service routine 11-35 
SVC 51 11-6 
SVC 60 ESTAE service routine 11-37 
SVC 72 router 11-52 
SVC 87 DOM service routine, communications task 11-52 
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SWAmanager 
interface 11-113 

converter 11-120 
locate mode functions 11-112 
move mode functions 11-112 
QMNGRIO macro interface handler 11-112 

swap analysis algorithm 11-140 
SWAP command, processor 11-130 
SWAP I/O initiator 11-32 
swap-in, completion processor 11-37 
swap-out, completion processor 11-37 
SWB (scheduler work block) 

build routine 11-114 
delete chain routine 11-115 
find chain routine 11-11 5 
get chain routine 11-115 
put routine 11-116 
retrieving parameter information from 11-116 
write routine 11-117 

SWITCH command. syntax checker 11-81 
switch SMF processor 11-84 
system address space create routine 11-73 
system address space initialization WAIT/POST routine (see 

IEEMB883) 
system function table module 11-56 
system log 

EST AE processor 11-68 
initialization/writer 11-68 
message module 11-68 
resource initialization 11-68 

system recovery manager 11-45 
SYS I.BRODCAST data set access controller 11-78 
SYSl.PARMLIB read routine (see IEEMB878) 

T 
task management 

exit 11-16 
mode change routine 11-31 
queue manipulation routine 11-16 

task recovery 
post exit processor in RTM 11-39 
pre-exit processor in RTM 11-38 
resource manager 11-46 

TESTAUTH. service routine 11-40 
timer supervision 

time purge and recovery 11-35 
TIME service routine 11-35 
timer second level interrupt handler 11-34 
TOO clock. manager 11-35 

TRACE command. module description 11-58 
TRACK command, processor 11-57 
TRACK router 11-82 
TSO command counter 11-131 
TSO command table for accounting 11-72 
TTIMER service routine (SVC 46) 11-35 
type 30 setup record for SMF I 1-117 
type 30 SMF record builder 11-118 
type 32 setup record for SMF 11-117 
type 32 SMF record builder 11-118 

U 
UCME scanner for VARY command 11-82 
unit status 

load 1 11-81 
load 2 11-81 

load 3 11-81 
load 4 11-81 

UNLOAD command. syntax scanner 11-69 
user formatter CSECT 11-5 

V 
V=R allocation 11-17 
VARY 

channel processor 11-75 
CN console processor 11-59 
CN syntax processor 11-59 
CPU 

stop routine 11-79 
wakeup and quiet routines 11-80 

HARDCOPY 
OFF processor 11-83 
operand processor 11-83 
processor II 11-84 

keyword. scan 11-82 
keyword scanner 11-83 
master console command processor 11-83 
ONLINE/OFFLINE 

for console devices 11-83 
processor 11-82 

ONLINE/OFFLINE/CONSOLE. syntax scan 11-82 
path, command processor 11-77 
range processor 11-59 
storage processor 11-74 
UCME scanner 11-82 

VARY CPU/channel 
cleanup and recovery routine 11-60 
command processor 11-76 
logical reconfiguration processor 11-75 
processor 11-75 
reconfiguration processor 11-75 

VARY device 
ESTAE exit routine 11-58 
ESTAE routine 11-58 
service routine 11-58 

VARYSTOR 
command processor 11-79 
EST AE routine 11-79 

vary storage 

VIO 

element offline. find alternatives for 11-78 
element reconfiguration module 11-78 
logical routine 11-78 
physical routine 11-78 

ASPCT routine. activate 11-131 
services interface 11-7 
SRB controller 11-136 

virtual fetch 
BUILD and FIND routine 11-2 
initialization module 11-2 
memory termination manager 11-3 
module formatter 11-2 
module obtain routine 11-2 
refresh module 11-3 
search routine 11-3 

VSM (virtual storage management) 
change storage key 11-9 
delete quickcell pool 11-10 
FREECELL 11-23 
GETCELL 11-26 
GETMAIN/FREEMAIN 11-25 
GETPART /FREEPART 11-33 
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task termination 
create address space routine 11-24 
free address space routine 11-24 

wait/post service routine 11-37 
window service routine 11-52 
WQE service routine 11-26 
WQE/ORE purge routine 11-30 
WRITELOG, command processor 11-81 
WTL (write-to-Iog), processor (SVC 36) 11-68 
WTO and TPUT issuer for DISPLAY and TRACK commands 

11-57 
WTO message module for A VR and common allocation 11-92 
WTP (write-to-programmer) 

buffer routine 11-57 
processor 11-123 
PUT routine 11-57 
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1052 console device support processor 11-4 
1443 console device support processor 11-5 

2 
2250 device I/O module (DIDOCS) 

part 1 11-62 
part 2 11-62 

2260 device I/O module (DIDOCS), part 1 11-62 
2260 device I/O module-Part 2 (DIDOCS) 11-67 
2540 console device support processor 11-5 
2740 console device support processor 11-67 

3 
3PC (interprocessor communication), external interruption routine 

11-13 . 
3066 device I/O module (DIDOCS) 11-62 
3270 device, model 158 system console I/O module (DIDOCS) 

11-63 
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